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Monday 13 November

Radioactive
Waste Management:
Long Term Safety
Requirements and
Societal Expectations

The EUROSAFE Forum is part of the EUROSAFE
approach, which consists of two further elements:
the EUROSAFE Tribune and the EUROSAFE website.
The general aim of EUROSAFE is to contribute to fostering the convergence of technical nuclear safety
practices in a broad European context. This is done
by providing technical safety and research organisations, safety authorities, power utilities, the rest of the
industry and non-governmental organisations mainly
from the European Union and East-European countries, and international organisations with a platform
for the presentation of recent analyses and R&D
in the field of nuclear safety, to share experiences,
exchange technical and scientific opinions, and
conduct debates on key issues in the fields of nuclear
safety and radiation protection.
The EUROSAFE Forum 2006 focuses on “ Radioactive
Waste Management: Long Term Safety Requirements
and Societal Expectations” from the point of view of
the authorities, TSOs and industry and presents the
latest work in nuclear installation safety and research,
waste management, radiation safety as well as nuclear
material and nuclear facilities security carried out by
GRS, IRSN, AVN and their partners in the European
Union, Switzerland and Eastern Europe.
A high level of nuclear safety is a priority for Europe.
The technical safety organisations play an important
role in contributing to that objective through appropriate approaches to major safety issues as part of
their assessments and research activities.

Programme
Committee:
Benoît De Boeck, AVN
Jean-Bernard Chérié, IRSN
Ulrich Erven, GRS
Gustaf Löwenhielm, SKI
Antonio Munuera Bassols, CSN
Peter Storey, HSE
Seppo Vuori, VTT

14:00 Welcome
Welcome by the Directors of IRSN, GRS, AVN
Jacques Repussard, Director General of IRSN
Lothar Hahn, Technical and Scientific Director of GRS
Jean-Jacques Van Binnebeek, Director General of AVN

14:30 Address
Hideki Nariai, President of JNES - Japan

14:45 Nuclear energy and the risks associated
with resulting nuclear material
Yves Marignac, Director of WISE - Paris

Technical
Plenary
Presentations
The plenary presentations
and the discussion
within the panel and
with the audience
will be moderated by
Marie-Dominique Montel,
Journalist

15:15 Ways of ensuring short / long term safety
Benoît De Boeck, Deputy Director General of AVN
François Besnus, Head of Radioactive Waste Safety
Department, IRSN
Bruno Baltes, Head of Final Storage Department,
Waste Management Division, GRS

15:45 Involving stakeholders in the decision making
process: by informing or by letting them contribute?
Georges Mercadal, Chairman of the French Commission
for the Public Debate on Radioactive Waste Management

16:15 Break
16:45 Panel Discussion
The nuclear industry and the principle of precaution:
can a decision be made about a geological repository?
• Mariano Vila d’Abadal, General Secretary of the Asociación
de Municipios en Areas de Centrales Nucleares - Spain

• Josefin Päiviö Jonsson, Head of Section of Repository Safety
at SKI - Sweden

The challenges to nuclear safety are international.
Changes in underlying technologies such as instrumentation and control, the impact of electricity market deregulation, demands for improved safety and
safety management, the ageing of nuclear facilities,
waste management, maintaining and improving scientific and technical knowledge, and the need for greater
transparency - these are all issues where the value of an
international approach is gaining increasing recognition.

• Phil Davies, NDA - United Kingdom
• Hans Issler, President of Nagra - Switzerland
• Thomas Flüeler, Senior Research Associate at the Institute

The enlarged European Union of 25 countries, of which
13 use nuclear energy, will require closer collaboration
between technical safety organisations and even more
convergence in European nuclear safety practices.
EUROSAFE aims to respond to these needs.

20:00 Dinner

for Human- Environment Systems, ETH Zürich - Switzerland

18:15 Guest Lecture
François Dosé, Member of the French Parliament
for the Meuse Department

18:45 Reception
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Seminars

Tuesday 14 November

Four seminars, that are open to all, will be held
in order to provide the best opportunities
for comparing experiences and learning about
recent activities of IRSN, GRS, AVN and their partners
in the European Union, Switzerland and Eastern Europe.

Seminar 1
Nuclear
Installation
Safety
Chairpersons:
T. Foult, IRSN
H. Liemersdorf, GRS
M. De Franco, IRSN
V. Teschendorff, GRS

Seminars
15:30 Water volume available for ECCS sump
recirculation mode following a LOCA
T. Riekert, TÜV NORD SysTec - Germany;
H. Rebohm, TÜV NORD EnSys Hannover - Germany;
J. Huber, TÜV Süd - Germany;
F. Brandes, TÜV ET BW - Germany

9:00 Progress and perspectives of ASTEC application
for severe accidents in the European Network SARNET

16:00 EPR: steam generator tube rupture analysis
in Finland and in France

J. P. Van Dorsselaere, IRSN; H.-J. Allelein, K. Neu, GRS

S. Israel, IRSN

9:30 Methods and results of a PSA Level 2
for a German BWR of the 900 MWe class

16:30 End of Seminar 1

H. Löffler, M. Sonnenkalb, GRS

10:00 Break
10:30 Use of PSA for the analysis of operational events
in nuclear power plants

Seminar 2

M. Hulsmans, AVN

11:00 A new method to consider human actions
in the framework of a dynamic PSA
M. Kloos, J. Peschke, GRS

11:30 Pre-accidental situations highlighted
by RECUPERARE method and data
N. Matahri, IRSN

12:00 Lunch Break
13:30 Validation of thermal-hydraulic codes for boron
dilution transients in the context of the OECD/SETH
and OECD/PKL Projects
A. Bucalossi, AVN

14:00 Development and application of the coupled
thermal-hydraulics and neutron-kinetics code
ATHLET/BIPR-VVER for safety analyses
M. Lizorkin, S. Nikonov, RRC-KI - Russia; S. Langenbuch,
K. Velkov, GRS

Waste
Management
and Environment
Chairpersons:
W. Brewitz, GRS
B. Baltes, GRS
M. Jorda, IRSN

9:00 Safety of direct disposal of spent fuel
and of disposal of reprocessing waste
F. Besnus, IRSN
9:30 Safety of geological disposal: developing
a common regulatory view
F. Besnus, IRSN; P. Metcalf, IAEA; V. Nys, AVN;
J. Vigfusson, HSK - Switzerland

10:00 Break
10:30 Needs and activities concerning the establishment
of a thermodynamic reference database for HLW
disposal in Germany
H.-J. Herbert, GRS; V. Brendler, FZR - Germany;
B. Kienzler, FZK - Germany; W. Voigt, TU BA Freiberg - Germany;
S. Wilhelm, Colenco - Switzerland

11:00 Diffusion experiments at Mont Terri:
overview and results
S. Savoye, IRSN

11:30 Application of the newly developed 3D transport
code r3t to selected field cases

14:30 Research works on contamination transfers
through cracked concrete walls

A. Rübel, E. Fein, GRS

T. Gelain, J. Vendel, IRSN

12:00 Lunch Break

15:00 Break
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Seminars

Tuesday 14 November

Seminars

13:30 Time-dependent evolution of the excavation
damaged zone in the argillaceous Tournemire site

10:30 Radiation exposures of workers resulting from
the transport of industrial radiation sources in Germany

J. Cabrera, A. Rejeb, IRSN

F. Sentuc, G. Schwarz, GRS

14:00 Development by AVN of review guidance
for safety assessment of radioactive waste disposal

11:00 Radioactive waste storage facilities - involvement
of AVN in inspection and safety assessment

V. Nys, O. Smidts, J. Mertens, AVN

R. Simenon, M. Sonck, O. Smidts, AVN

14:30 NEA perspectives on timescales and criteria
in post-closure safety of geological disposal

11:30 TACIS Belarus - an overview of results and
planned activities in the field of radiation protection,
emergency preparedness and waste management

C. Pescatore, E. Forinash, OECD/NEA

L. Ackermann, GRS

15:00 Break
12:00 End of Seminar 3
15:30 Requirements and methods for comparing safety
of sites for disposal of radioactive waste
P. Brennecke, BfS - Germany; A. Shukavin and al., VNIIAES-GET
- Russia; J. Steinborn, W. Richter, GRS

16:00 Focus on isolation and containment rather than
on potential hazards: an approach to regulatory
compliance for the post-closure phase
B. Baltes, A. Becker, A. Kindt, K.-J. Röhlig, GRS

16:30 End of Seminar 2

Seminar 4
Nuclear Material
and Nuclear
Facilities Security
Chairpersons:

Seminar 3
Radiation
Protection
Chairpersons:
J. F. Lecomte, IRSN
G. Pretzsch, GRS

9:00 The building of a Pluralist Expertise Group about
old uranium mines in Limousin (France)

W. -D. Gutschmidt, GRS
J. Joly, IRSN

13:30 Nuclear material discovery or loss:
the French experience
S. Zanetti, IRSN

14:00 The international safeguards
M. Gleizes, IRSN

14:30 Recent and future nuclear security developments
in the Netherlands
B. Dal, VROM - Netherlands

15:00 Break

D. Gay, IRSN

15:30 Cyber security - a new element in licensing
and supervision?

9:30 The White Paper from the national association
of local commissions on information around nuclear
facilities (ANCLI) as a contribution for the public debate
in France on the nuclear waste policy

W. Voß, BMU - Germany

16:00 Implementation of the G8GP programme
on physical protection - experiences and results

M. Séné, GSIEN/ANCLI - France

P. Salewski, GRS

10:00 Break

16:30 End of Seminar 4
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Useful Information
Venue

Pavillon Dauphine
Place du Maréchal de Lattre de Tassigny
75116 Paris
http://www.pavillon-dauphine.com

Access

Metro: Exit station Porte Dauphine (line 2)
RER: Exit station Avenue Foch (line C)

Useful Information
Registration
and fee

Car park:
• Pavillon Dauphine

• either by Bank transfer:
Please ask your bank to indicate your name,
first name and your company.
Bank: HSBC Opera
IBAN International Bank Account Number:
FR76 3005 6000 6200 6220 0558 318
The VAT-Ident-Number is FR94422808154

Access from Roissy-Charles de Gaulle airport:
• By taxi (about 50 minutes)
• Take the Air France shuttle bus to Porte Maillot
then bus PC1. Get off at Porte Dauphine.
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• or by check only for French bank account
(at the name of PLEON)
Send to:
PLEON FRANCE
EUROSAFE 2006
9 Villa Pierre Ginier - 75018 Paris - France

Hotel reservation

We advise you to make your hotel reservation as early
as possible.

A confirmation will be sent as soon as your registration
has been received. No refund can be made for cancellation after 27 October 2006.
An invoice will be sent on request only.

Either:
• ATI ABOTEL Paris (with pre-payment for booking)
They will find an hotel for you in Paris, according
to your specific request.
Tel: +33 (0)1 47 27 15 15
Email : eurosafe@ati-abotel.com
Website: www.ati-abotel.com (password: eurosafe)
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For any information
concerning
your registration,
please contact:
Phone:
+33 (0)1 53 04 24 10
+33 (0)1 53 04 23 00
Fax:
+33 (0)1 53 04 23 23
E-mail:
eurosafe@pleon.com

Please send your requests directly to the reservation
centres:
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EUROSAFE
General Secretariat:
Marie-Line de Heaulme
Phone:
+33 (0)1 58 35 89 23
Cécile Bourdin
Phone:
+33 (0)1 58 35 70 04
E-mail:
cecile.bourdin-crit@irsn.fr

Access from Orly airport:
• By taxi (about 45 minutes)
• Take the Air France shuttle bus to Porte Maillot
then bus PC1. Get off at Porte Dauphine.

Bou
l

On November 13 & 14,
the forum secretariat
can be contacted
by phone:
+33 (0)6 72 02 37 42

Please send us your binding registration on the attached
reply card by 22 October 2006.
The registration fee is €500 (402 net + 19,6% VAT = €98).
The fee covers participation in the Forum, conference
documents, dinner on November 13, lunch
on November 14. This sum must be paid at the time
of registration. You can pay

Or:
• ACCOR Group (with pre-payment for booking)
Hotels chain gathering: Campanile, Ibis, Libertel,
Novotel, Mercure, Sofitel.
Book a room directly on their website:
www.accor.com
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Useful Information
Information
concerning
your stay in Paris

Notes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Paris Tourist Office: http://en.parisinfo.com/
Phone: +33 (0)892 68 3000

......................................................................................................

Paris City of Light: www.paris.org

......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................

Conference
documents

Badges for participants and conference documents will
be available at the conference’s reception desk.

Forum
languages

The conference language on both days will be English.
On the first day, simultaneous translation into French
and Russian will be provided.

......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................

If you wish to add your thoughts on the 2006 EUROSAFE
theme, you are welcome to make any suggestions
on www.eurosafe-forum.org.

......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
..
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Institut de Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire (IRSN)
BP 17, 92262 Fontenay-aux-Roses Cedex, France
Contact in France
Nathalie Rutschkowsky
Phone: +33 (0)1 58 35 74 43 • Fax: +33 (0)1 58 35 86 54
E-mail: nathalie.rutschkowsky@irsn.fr

Gesellschaft für Anlagen-und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH
Schwertnergasse 1, 50667 Köln, Germany
Contact in Germany
Brunhilde Laue
Phone: +49 (0)221 20 68 842 • Fax: +49 (0)221 20 68 99 00
E-mail: brunhilde.laue@grs.de

Association Vinçotte Nuclear (AVN)
Rue Walcourt 148, 1070 Bruxelles, Belgium
Contact in Belgium
Marika Roobaert
Phone: +32 (0)2 5280 181 • Fax: +32 (0)2 5280 101
E-mail: mro@avn.be

www.eurosafe-forum.org

Ways of ensuring short/long term safety
B. De Boeck* , B. Baltes ** ,F. Besnus ***
*

AVN / Association Vinçotte Nucléaire - Rue Walcourt 148 – B-1070 Bruxelles
GRS – Gesellschaft für Anlagen and Reaktosieherheit mbH – Schwertnergasse 1,
50667 Köln, Germany
***
IRSN – Institut de Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire – BP 17 – 92262 Fontenay-auxRoses (France)
**

Abstract:
Various strategies have been adopted among countries to manage radioactive waste. The present
publication gives to this respect a broad overview of the policies and strategies adopted by Germany,
Belgium and France. It appears that these may show remarkable differences, but motivated mainly by
political and societal considerations. With regard to safety, practices for waste management are
consistent and reflect the broad international consensus that has been progressively established. As
an illustration, safety practices and possible specificities for the storage and geological disposal of
spent fuel and high level radioactive waste from reprocessing are shortly described.

1 INTRODUCTION
Radioactive waste arises in nuclear power plants, nuclear fuel cycle and waste management
facilities, research institutes, industrial plants, decommissioning of facilities and in connection
with medical applications. The various kinds of waste differ in volume as well as in their
physical, chemical and radioactive properties and characteristics.
Radioactive waste can pose a hazard for man and the environment. Therefore, strategies
have been developed to ensure its safe management with due account for providing
solutions that are commensurate with the time dependent hazard potential of the waste.
The intent of the present publication is to give a broad overview of the national policies for
waste management carried out in three countries, namely, Germany, Belgium and France,
with the aim of identifying whether the various options adopted may entail specific issues and
difficulties for achieving a high level of safety for waste management. For practical reasons
(only some examples can be given here), this publication only addresses waste arising from
electricity production, reprocessing as well as from miscellaneous activities (research,
medical use, etc.) and focus is given to high level waste and spent fuel when addressing
safety issues.
For the purposes of this publication, safety means the protection of people and the
environment against radiation risks now and in the future, without imposing undue burdens
on future generations. In this sense facilities and activities that give rise to radiation risks are
also in the focus of safety. Safety as used here includes nuclear safety, radiation safety, the
safety of radioactive waste management ; it does not include non-radiological aspects of
safety. As shown in the following, national policies may be different with regard to
reprocessing options, management of very low level waste or distribution of waste streams in
disposal channels. However safety principles to apply to waste management remain
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consistent and reflect the broad international consensus that has been progressively
established on this matter.

2 NATIONAL POLICIES FOR WASTE MANAGEMENT

2.1 Waste management policy in Germany
The radioactive waste arising in Germany is, in consistency with recommendations from the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) on the classification of such waste, subdivided
into low- and medium-active waste (divided yet again into long-lived and short-lived waste,
depending on its half-life) and in high-active waste. However, with regard to final disposal, a
further distinction is made in Germany between heat-generating radioactive waste and
radioactive waste with negligible heat generation.
The national policy for managing these wastes [1,2] has been greatly influenced by the
evolution of the political situation over the last 6 years. The basic document on the use of
nuclear energy for electricity production in Germany was issued on 11 June 2001. According
to this document, the former Federal government and the utilities agreed to limit the future
utilisation of the existing nuclear power plants allowing only an average of 32 years of
operation of a nuclear power plant, starting at the beginning of its commercial use. The new
policy was enforced by the latest amendment of the Atomic Energy Act which became
effective on 27 April 2002. Since, a new political situation has occurred as a result of the
latest federal elections that took place on 18 September 2005 and a political coalition came
into power. This new coalition however agreed (11 November 2005) to continue a policy of
phasing-out of nuclear energy, while acknowledging that the safe disposal of radioactive
waste was a national responsibility. A decision on how to progress in radioactive waste
disposal within this legislative period (which ends in 2009) must be taken.
According to present day options, spent nuclear fuel is to be directly disposed of in an
appropriate facility. Indeed, subsequent to 01 July 2005, shipments of spent nuclear fuel
elements to reprocessing facilities are legally prohibited. Thus, only the high level waste
coming from the reprocessing of spent fuel which was shipped to foreign reprocessing
facilities in France and Great Britain prior to this date is to be managed. As a consequence of
Germany abandoning reprocessing strategies and minimizing shipments of spent nuclear
fuel, the utilities must construct and operate new engineered storage facilities at the sites of
the nuclear power plants or near them (decentralised storage).
Since the early sixties, i. e. from its very beginning, radioactive waste disposal in Germany is
based on the Federal Government decision that all types of radioactive waste (short-lived
and long-lived) are to be disposed of in deep geological formations within the country. Only
solid or solidified waste is accepted for disposal; liquid and gaseous wastes are excluded
from the emplac ement in a geological repository. The Federal Government is required to
provide the resources for disposal.
In line with this objective, the Federal Government is not pursuing any plans for constructing
near-surface repositories. In May 2002, the licensing procedure for the Konrad repository - to
take in radioactive waste with negligible heat generation - was concluded, but pending legal
proceedings are currently delaying emplacement operations. Concerning, the high level
waste and spent fuel, the German radioactive waste management concept is being reviewed
since 1998. The Federal Government is aiming at establishing a repository in deep
geological formations for the disposal of all kinds of waste, including spent fuel assemblies,
by 2030. Until 2000, the Gorleben salt dome was explored with regard to its suitability as a
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repository, especially for heat-generating waste. But, since then, a moratorium, running for 3
to 10 years, has suspended investigation work until safety-related and conceptual issues
regarding final disposal is clarified. This clarification process has not yet been concluded.
Radioactive materials subject to regulatory control may be released from the radiological
protection system if their use presents only a minor radiological risk. This procedure is called
“clearance” and the corresponding levels of radioactivity concentration are called clearance
levels. Details are given in section 29 of the Radiation Protection Ordinance. The clearance
may be restricted to certain conditions or specific uses or management routes (conditional
clearance) or may be without restrictions (unconditional clearance). The different options for
the management of residues and waste from a licensed practice are summarised in Table 1.
A criterion for “triviality” for each clearance option is defined in section 29 of the Radiation
Protection Ordinance as an effective dose of 10 µSv per year for individual members of the
general public, in conformity with the regulations according to Guideline 96/29 Euratom.
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Under regulatory control
Disposal Recycling
Deep
geological
disposal of
radioactive
waste

Production
of waste
containers
and shielding
plates
used in
the
nuclear
field

Conditional Clearance

Reuse

Disposal

Equipment,
tools and
components
in nuclear
facilities

As
conventional
waste
(incineration
or municipal
landfill
disposal)

Recycling

Unconditional
Clearance

Reuse

As
Equipment, No conditions
secondary tools and
on treatment
raw
components or use after
material
clearance
(e.g., use
(incl. reuse,
of scrap
recycling,
for
disposal)
general
melting or
special
products;
recycling
of building
rubble)

Table 1 :Management of residues and waste from a licensed practice

2.2 Waste management policy in Belgium
The Belgian classification of radioactive waste derives from considerations of predisposal
operations and long term management (disposal) [3].
For predisposal purposes, the following categories were identified :
-

Low level waste is radioactive waste whose contact dose rate (dose to which an
individual is exposed when in contact) is less than 5 milliSieverts per hour. This
category arises from nuclear power plants operations, from the use of radioactive
sources in medicine, agriculture and industry, and in particular from the
decommissioning of nuclear facilities that have been closed down. These include
filters, resins, protective equipment (clothing, gloves, and so on), paper, biological
waste, activated concrete, residues from the processing of waste water in nuclear
power plants and also decommissioning waste that has been in contact with
radioactive substances.

-

Medium-level waste is radioactive waste whose contact dose rate is between 5
milliSieverts and 2 Sieverts per hour. Most of this category comes from the production
and reprocessing of nuclear fuel and from decommissioning activities. Some filters
and resins from nuclear power plants also belong to this category.

-

High-level waste is radioactive waste whose contact dose rate is greater than 2
Sieverts per hour. This type of waste emits heat.

The objective for waste treatment and conditioning is the transformation of radioactive waste
into a stable end product, ready for intermediate storage and/or final disposal. It requires the
use of appropriate technical processes involving incineration, pre-compaction, supercompaction, mechanical and thermal size reduction techniques for solid wastes and
flocculation and evaporation for liquid wastes. Residues from the treatment of the various
radioactive waste categories are encapsulated in one of three possible matrices: cement,
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bitumen or glass. The discharge of effluents produced, such as the flue gas of the incinerator
or wash water of filters is based on the dilution in the immediate neighbourhood of the very
small fraction of radioactivity present in the discharged effluents in accordance with the
specifications applied to it.
All the conditioned waste that is produced in Belgium will be stored on the site of
Belgoprocess (region Mol-Dessel), until a long-term solution is implemented.
For disposal purposes, ONDRAF/NIRAS has adopted a classification of radioactive waste
based on three categories depending on its activity level and life span : Category A waste
(low or medium-level and short-lived waste) is conditioned waste of sufficiently low activity
level and with a sufficiently short life span (= 30 years) to allow surface disposal ; Category B
waste (low or medium-level and long-lived waste) consists of conditioned low and mediumlevel waste contaminated by long-lived alpha emitters in quantities that are too great for this
waste to be classified as category A, but which emit too little heat to belong to category C.
This waste may also contain varying quantities of beta and gamma emitters ; Category C
waste (high-level short or long-lived waste) includes all conditioned high-level waste
containing significant amounts of beta and gamma emitters with a short life span and large
quantities of long-lived alpha emitters. Because of the high activity level, most waste in this
category emits considerable amounts of heat (more than 20 Watt/m³).
In May 2006, ONDRAF/NIRAS has issued a report allowing the government to take an
informed decision concerning the disposal of low and medium active short-lived waste. The
council of ministers of 23 June 2006 decided that the low and medium active short-lived
waste may be disposed of in a surface disposal installation on the territory of Dessel
municipality. This decision makes possible to engage the next phase of the program so that
a disposal installation may be realized concretely. The disposal of category B and C waste
has been a matter of investigation for over 25 years. The research carried out by
ONDRAF/NIRAS, with the collaboration of SCK•CEN (the Belgian nuclear research centre in
Mol) and several engineering offices and universities, must determine whether disposal in
the poorly indurated layers of clay (such as the Boom clay in the north-east of the country)
can guarantee protection of man and his environment in the long term. Although first
conclusions on the matter are positive, research will continue for several years before a
decision can be taken and a social dialogue must be started.
Clearance of waste is permitted by the Belgian regulation. Clearance levels are defined in
the Royal Decree of 20 July 2001 (in conformity with the levels of document RP 122 from the
European Commission). Other levels may be authorized by the Federal Agency for Nuclear
Control (FANC), in particular for decommissioning. The procedures for clearance and
measurement techniques will have to comply with the directives of FANC, which are
presently under development.

2.3 Waste management policy in France
France has adopted a classification of waste that comprises categories that are fairly
comparable to the Belgian A, B, C classification scheme. There is however a subdivision of
these waste according to their activity level and half- life, leading to identify 6 different
categories of waste at present time, as shown in table 2 (extract from [4]). These categories
are not defined upon generic levels of activity but with respect to their management channel.
Hence, the characteristics of the waste belonging to each category depend on the waste
acceptance criteria derived from safety assessments of the facilities that may receive the
waste.
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Half-life
Activity level

Very short lived
(half-life < 100 days)

Short-lived
(half-life < 30 years)

Very low level (VLLW)

Long-lived

Dedicated surface repository (Morvilliers repository)
recycling technologies

Low level (LLW)

Dedicated subsurface
repositories under study

Intermediate level (ILW)

Surface disposal (Aube
Management by radioactive repository) except
tritiated waste, sealed
decay
sources (under study)

High level (HLW)

Technologies under study
under article L.542 of the
Environment Code (law of
30 December 1991)

Technologies under study under article L.542 of the
Environment Code (law of 30 December 1991)

Table 2 : Radioactive waste classification scheme in France
The spent fuel is not considered to be waste since it contains valuable energetic resources
and France has opted already in the early seventies for the reprocessing and recycling of
spent fuel. Options for direct disposal of spent fuel have nevertheless been studied so as to
account for possible changes of reprocessing policy in future, though not envisaged at
present.
Due to its large nuclear energy programme, France has the full spectrum of radioactive
waste to be managed. Very low level waste (VLLW) and low and intermediate short lived
waste (LILSLW) benefit today of disposal channels in surface repositories, however of
different design so as to provide for the different hazard potential of these two categories
(simple “trench like” design of the Morvilliers centre that receives VLLW, of activity levels
fairly comparable to internationally recommended clearance levels, engineered design for
Centre de la Manche and Centre de l’Aube that receive LILSLW and that must provide for
containment over a 300 year period). The intermediate long lived waste and the high level
waste have not yet disposal channels available. Policy for their management was defined by
the Law of 30 december 1991. This Law considered that a 15 years period was to be allowed
for progresses and researches to be implemented on HLW management possibilities. The
law required to carry out in parallel investigations on three possible directions for HLW
management : a search for solutions enabling the separation and transmutation of long-lived
radionuclides contained by the wastes (direction 1) ; a study on the possibilities of reversible
and irreversible disposal in geological formations, in particular through the construction of
underground laboratories (direction 2) ; a study on processes for the conditioning and longterm storage of HLW in near surface facilities (direction 3).
The government was to report every year on the progresses and researches made in these
three directions and to address to the parliament a global report of evaluation in 2006 at the
latest with, if appropriate, a project of law on the creation of a Centre for the disposal of HLW.
Besides directions 1 and 3, the law brought new perspectives for HLW disposal, accounting
for the reversibility of a disposal on one hand, and implicitly positioning underground
laboratories as a distinct and preliminary phase in the process of qualifying a possible HLW
repository in a geological formation. Within the time frame set by the law, one underground
laboratory was constructed in eastern France to study the feasibility of a deep geological
disposal in a clay formation. The process has come to an end in mid 2006 and a new law on
radioactive waste management was recently adopted (28 june 2006: Programme Act on the
sutainable management of radioactive materials and wastes). This law sets a new road map
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for waste management, establishing in particular a milestone in 2015 for the creation of a
deep disposal facility that would be set in operation in 2025, the assessment in 2012 of
industrial prospects for transmutation (studies on this matter should be made in close
connection to those carried out on reactors of new generation), the creation in 2015 of new
storage facilities or the modification of existing ones so as to provide appropriate capacity
with regard to the implementation of the adopted waste management policy. Among other
issues, the new law also set plans for the creation in 2013 of a new disposal centre for
graphite and radium bearing waste. It finally establishes the need for implementing a national
plan for the management of all radioactive materials and waste.
The volumes of waste and spent fuel to be managed in the three countries are indicated in
table 3.
The former presentation of national situations shows significant differences in preferred
policies for waste management. It should be made clear however that these differences are
driven by political and social concern but not by safety, which can be ensured whatever
policy is implemented if internationally agreed safety principles are applied to the various
steps of waste management, as shown in the next section.

VLLW

3 105

Germany
Belgium
France

LILSLW ILLLW (B) HLW (C, heat emitting) Spent Fuel

70500
6.5 105

1.5 106

3700

24000

8900

250 to 2100

0 to 4450

80 000

2500 to 7500

0 to 105

Table 3: Orders of magnitude of waste volumes (m3) to be managed in Germany, Belgium
and France (projection over life time of power plants installed at present)

3 SAFETY ISSUES FOR WASTE MANAGEMENT
The waste management safety strategy recommended internationally and applied in the
three countries addressed in the present publication is to concentrate and contain the waste,
meaning that it is kept apart from man and his environment.
This strategy offers two alternatives. The waste can be placed and stored in a suitable facility
where its separation from man and the environment is ensured by a series of barriers which
require controls, maintenance and supervision. However, for high level and long lived waste,
a very long period of containment and separation is required to allow decay of the waste to
levels that would not lead to unacceptable consequences if containment is lost. For ethical
and technical reasons, a system for the safe management of radioactive waste that requires
active measures and maintenance by future generations over a very long time period cannot
be considered to be a sound practice. Thus, storing the waste can only be a temporary
solution. Thus, the waste after a possible period of storage will have to be shipped to a
disposal facility, which involves placing the waste within a series of barriers, both engineered
and natural, in a way that achieves the necessary containment without a requirement for
active controls, maintenance and supervision in the long term. Such a disposal solution is
said to provide ‘passive safety’. Disposal is accepted at international level in conventions and
resolutions as a necessary end phase in the safe long-term management of radioactive
waste. While disposal implies that there is no intention to retrieve the waste beyond a given
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point in time, it needs not preclude the option of retrieving the waste over a certain period.
For the sake of completeness an option that involves destroying the radioactive waste, e.g.
by transmutation of the radionuclides, is viewed by some as a possible management solution
for high-level and long-lived waste, but at present time, there is no evidence that
transmutation can be a complete substitute for the other options, as addressed further in this
publication.
Whatever stage of waste management is considered (treatment, conditioning, transport,
storage and disposal) the overriding safety principle that applies is defence in depth. This
principle consists in ensuring containment through the implementation of multiple “lines of
defence” that can either be physical barriers and operational dispositions (control,
maintenance, supervision), so that radioactivity and radiation stays contained even if one or
several lines fail. Designing facilities upon this principle thus implies that all processes and
events that may lead to dysfunction of the system are analysed and that appropriate means
are implemented to compensate the possible loss of lines of defence.
For storage facilities, this requires the systematic analysis of hazards of internal and external
origin such as associated to waste handling, fire and explosion, criticality, gas emission,
thermal output, corrosion, mechanical disorders, irradiation and contamination, loss of
dynamic confinement as well as linked to disruptive events (earthquakes, flooding, extreme
weather conditions). It is usually required from the waste package itself to provide for
containment for a series of perturbations associated to the events and processes previously
mentioned, and to show favourable properties so as to minimise the occurrence, extent and
consequences of these perturbations. These favourable properties are described in [5].
Among the main issues of safety to be dealt with for high level waste are the waste handling
that must be remote for all waste to avoid irradiation, with a particular attention paid to the
reliability of systems to avoid dropping waste and the necessity for high efficiency filtration in
case of activity release, fire and explosion protection but mainly from external source
(except for some waste that may produce hydrogen from radiolysis), heat evacuation for
spent fuel and vitrified waste and criticality. One essential matter is to provide adequate
design and control to avoid the loss of tightness of the waste package since this waste must
be contained for a given period of time e.g. as a legal requirement or for retrieval. Finally, the
radioactive content is such that an adequate design of the facility against disruptive events is
required.
An important feedback on waste storage exists today and shows that safety issues
mentioned above can be adequately managed, whatever waste type is considered. The “long
term storage” that may be required for some waste or spent fuel to allow their thermal decay
does not really bring new issues (even if enhanced robustness of waste package and facility
design maybe looked for so as too reduce maintenance needs over a long period, studies
that were conducted did not identify a specific si sue that could not be dealt with when
applying present practices of storage, nor that a new facility is specifically needed for this
purpose). Whatever period of time is set for designing the facility, there will always be an
obligation to control and periodically reassess the safety of the facility so as to make sure
that at anytime, the waste can be retrieved safely from the facility.
For the disposal of the high level waste and spent fuel, the same considerations as above
are to be accounted for but long term safety requirements entail specific design issues.
There is indeed the need to find optimal design options allowing for safe operations,
including needs for control and for preserving the possibility to retrieve waste during a certain
time (“operational” period or extended “reversibility” period) together with the emplacement of
barriers of particularly high tightness to ensure containment of the waste over thousands of
years. The latest studies of deep disposal feasibility and expert reviews [6,7] have raised the
following issues :
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-

heat evacuation and limitation: as for storage, the heat from spent fuel and vitrified
waste must be evacuated with a particular constraint in limiting temperature in
disposal vaults (todays’ studies for host rocks clay and salt indicate that this
temperature should remain below 100°C in clay and 200°C in salt so as to minimise
perturbations and stay within conditions for which the knowledge of facility evolution
is accessible). This calls for special dispositions that must be efficient over some
thousand years. It necessitates a dilution of thermal power of the waste inside the
underground vaults that has strong effects on the design. Thus, it is not the volume of
waste that is the major parameter governing the surface area of the facility needed for
safe disposal of these waste but the thermal characteristics. Due to this need for
diluting power, a facility for the disposal of spent fuel only would not be much smaller
than one for reprocessed waste. Also, the temperature criteria cannot be met readily
for disposal of spent fuel coming out directly from cooling pools or vitrified waste from
the process unit. There is a need for interim storage to cool the waste in a more
appropriate way than could be offered by the disposal facility and this for a period of
30 up to a hundred years. Mox fuel is to that respect the most constraining material
and the trend to increase burn up will not relax this constraint. This shows that
respecting a safety criteria on temperature in disposal has strong influence on the
industrial aspects of waste management prior to disposal, particularly for spent fuel,

-

handling aspects: there are common requirements to storage and disposal on this
aspect but the recovering of waste that may drop incidentally in a drift or a vault is
more difficult, due to the lack of easy access to the infrastructures. This may lead to
develop new remote control equipment and specific design of waste package. The
preservation of some ability to retrieve waste together with obtaining a high
confinement capacity of the vault over the long term necessitates particular
development for handling of vitrified waste and spent fuel and may lack feedback
from other facilities (in particular horizontal handling),

-

the gas evacuation from ends and hulls and technological waste is also an issue that
is more constraining than for storage. It may lead to specific waste package
requirements, especially for waste from reprocessing,

-

the resilience to corrosion is essential and more constraining than for storage. In
particular, the requirement for retrievability over some hundred years (without easy
monitoring of the evolution of waste package inside the vault) and the requirement for
water tightness of canister during the thermal phase (some thousand years) calls for
particularly robust design and also needs elements of demonstration that are not fully
available today. The requirement is slightly more stringent for spent fuel,

-

the resilience to leaching is of course a feature that is favourable for ensuring long
term safety. To this respect, vitrified waste and spent fuel show obviously very good
properties, spent fuel leaching being nevertheless somewhat more complex to assess
and comprising a part of activity that might be instantly released if the canister
breaches. The intermediate level reprocessing wastes show rather large uncertainties
in their long term performances that require at the time being very conservative
values to be selected for assessing a source term. However, they contain less activity
so they finally are not necessarily major contributors to releases in and outside the
facility in the long term,

-

criticality in the long term is also a new issue and requires specific studies (though not
considered today as being a first rank risk). It concerns mostly spent fuel.

Long term safety assessment that have been realised at present raise also new issues when
compared to the experience acquired in other nuclear facilities (in terms of chemical
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interactions, temperature interactions, rock damage, sealing of infrastructures, effects of
natural events). These cannot be assessed generically but are specific to a site. They are
thus future key issues for ensuring safety of deep disposal and require specific in situ
validation of knowledge. They are nevertheless not specific to a particular waste type and
thus not dependant of strategies chosen for managing waste prior to disposal.
Finally, results from long term assessments available today tend to show that spent fuel
would be the main contributor to the radiological impact of the facility (due to its
comparatively high content of long-lived β-γ emitters) but only by a factor of 10 when
compared to the projected impact from reprocessed waste. Considering the large
uncertainties related to long term dose calculation, this cannot be considered to be an issue
that would motivate specific choices of strategies with regard to waste management.

4. PARTITIONING AND TRANSMUTATION
Partitioning and transmutation (P&T) has the potential to open new avenues for long term
waste management and to reduce the radiological hazard (in terms of magnitude and
duration), to weaken the decay heat evolution history (e.g. by eliminating long lived heat
producing actinides) and to reduce the quantities of the fissile and/or fertile radionuclides that
pose proliferation concerns. The application of P&T would, if fully implemented, result in a
significant decrease in the transuranic inventory to be disposed of in geologic repositories.
Currently, it is believed that the inventory and radiotoxicity can be reduced by a factor of 100
to 200 and that the time scale required for the radiotoxicity to reach reference levels (natural
uranium) will be reduced from over 100 000 years to between 1000 and 5000 years. To
achieve these results it is believed that it would be necessary for plutonium and neptunium to
be multiple recycled and for americium and curium to be incinerated in a single deep burn
step [8].
Currently, P&T is at the R&D stage. Concerning partitioning, the scientific feasibility of the
separation of americium, curium and of caesium from the waste has been demonstrated. The
partitioning of neptunium, soluble technetium and iodine can be achieved by modifying the
Purex process. However, the demonstration of the technical feasibility of separating the
actinides just began in 2005. So, the possibility of industrial application is not proven.
Concerning transmutation, ti has been shown that it is not practically possible with the
current thermal neutrons PWRs. Even fi the scientific feasibility of transmutation of few
radionuclides has been experimentally proven, this has been done only at a very small scale
within the experimental fast neutrons reactor Phoenix.
Two different ways are today studied for transmutation: the fast breeder reactor (FBR) and
the accelerator driven system (ADS), but both are still at the concept stage (except for the
sodium cooled FBR). No FBR system of the IV generation is yet available and, if the
international research is progressing as expected, a demonstrator could be ready maybe in
2020-2030. The studies of the ADS (neutron flux produced by a proton accelerator),
performed for example for the MYRRHA project in Belgium, have identified the principal
technological problems but the solutions are not operational today. A European decision for
the realization of a demonstrator is not expected before 2008.
Partitioning and transmutation have to be considered together: if transmutation needs
partitioning, partitioning by itself, not immediately connected to transmutation, could lead to
significant technological and safety problems such as workers protection, specific
conditioning and specific storage or disposal not yet studied or available.
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The scientific, technical and economical efforts needed to lead to a potential industrial
realization would not be possible without a large international cooperation. On the other
hand, an industrial deployment will depend on many other factors such as the energy
context, the importance of the nuclear option and, in the end, of the economic relevance and
viability of P&T. It will not be justified without a nuclear long term persistency policy.
Transmutation will not be applied for current nuclear wastes and will not eliminate all the
long-lived nuclides: it can not be seen as a management option by itself; a final disposal will
be anyway necessary.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The national policies for waste management in Germany, France and Belgium show some
remarkable differences, but when looked at in detail, it becomes clear that these differences
have more to do with the impact of public perception than with real differences in the safety
level. In Germany only deep geological formations are felt to be acceptable for disposal.
Near-surface repositories are excluded as final solution. Therefore a clearance policy is
useful to limit the amount of waste to be disposed of in an underground facility. In France
there is a very low level waste category which can be disposed of in a surface repository.
This makes the need for a clearance policy much less crucial. In Belgium there is no very low
level waste category, but low and medium active short-lived waste may be disposed of in a
dedicated surface installation. A clearance policy is being developed. In all three countries,
adequate protection of man and environment is the overriding concern.
To ensure the safety of radioactive waste storage and disposal facilities, the overriding safety
principle to apply is defence in depth. This principle consists in ensuring containment through
the implementation of multiple “lines of defence” that can either be physical barriers and
operational measures, so that radioactivity and radiation stays contained even if one or
several lines fail. Designing facilities using this principle implies that all processes and events
that may lead to dysfunction of the system are analysed and that appropriate means are
implemented to compensate the possible loss of lines of defence. Past experience shows
that storage and disposal facilities can be safely designed along those lines.
The ways to ensure safety for spent fuel or reprocessed waste management are fairly
comparable for storage and benefit from a large feed back of experience. There is no
particular new arising from long term storage safety option, but much more from deep
disposal which show more specific aspects whether you consider spent fuel or reprocessed
waste. However, it appears from feasibility studies that no adverse issues arise that would
discount reaching an appropriate level of safety for deep disposal in future, the multi-barrier
system being robust enough to tolerate quite large uncertainties. Though issues specific to
the type of waste are to be addressed, the same studies do not show that reprocessing or
spent fuel direct disposal should be preferred with regard to short or long term safety. The
new processes under study are at a too preliminary stage to infer this conclusion. Indeed, if
partitioning and transmutation (P&T) has the potential to open new avenues for long term
waste management and to reduce the radiological hazard, to weaken the decay heat
evolution history and to reduce the quantities of the fissile and/or fertile radionuclides that
pose proliferation concerns, it is currently still at the R&D stage. Much work remains to be
done, and the scientific, technical and economical efforts needed to lead to a potential
industrial realization will not be possible without a large international cooperation. P&T will
not be applied for current nuclear wastes and will not eliminate all the long-lived nuclides.
Thus, it can not be seen as a management option by itself; a final disposal will be anyway
necessary.
Finally, it comes that choosing a strategy cannot be justified today on the sole appraisal of
the pros and cons of waste management safety, but must be considered globally, over all the
aspects of energy production.
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Abstract:
The ASTEC integral code is jointly developed by IRSN (France) and GRS (Germany) for LWR source
term Severe Accident (SA) evaluation, PSA level 2 studies and SA management evaluation. ASTEC
constitutes now the reference European integral code through its role in the Network SARNET
(Severe Accident Network of Excellence) in the EC 6th Framework Program. The models of next
version V1.3, released before end of 2006, represent the current State of the Art, its validation is very
extensive (in particular on Phébus FP) and, after next implementation of a model for reflooding of
degraded cores, it will cover all needs for SA evaluation in PWR and VVER.
It will be the reference code for the IRSN PSA level 2 (Probabilistic Safety Analysis) on French PWR
1300 MWe that starts in 2006.
In the frame of SARNET, IRSN coordinates the ASTEC Topic gathering 30 partners that assess the
code through validation against experiments and benchmarks with reference codes like CATHARE or
RELAP5 for the reactor coolant circuit and COCOSYS for the containment. Plant application
calculations are compared with MELCOR and MAAP4 results for a series of different SA sequences.
Besides, the knowledge generated by SARNET Topics (Corium, Source Term and Containment) will
be progressively integrated into the code through improved or new models.
The 2nd Users’ Club organized at Aix-en-Provence in June 06, with 45 participants from 27
organizations, allowed fruitful discussions with the Maintenance Team. After 2 years of work, code
validation shows good overall results, often close to results of reference codes. Some results reach
the limits of present knowledge, for instance on Molten-Corium-Concrete-Interaction (MCCI) and
Direct Containment Heating (DCH). Benchmarks on plant applications have been performed on
diverse reactor types: PWR 900, Konvoi 1300, Westinghouse 1000, VVER-1000 and VVER-440. The
main trends of results are similar to MELCOR or MAAP4 results. The objective of the quantitative
comparisons to be performed more intensively in the next period is to learn whether the differences on
results are caused by differences in physical models and/or in safety systems modelling. These
benchmarks will also more focus on fission products behaviour and on specific parts of the sequences
such as MCCI.
Concrete action plans and associated teams have been set up for BWR and CANDU model
adaptation and future benchmarks.
At short term, the code evolution will focus on feedback from PSA level2 1300 and SARNET ASTEC
V1 applications, and on a new model of reflooding of a degraded core. The documentation will be
largely improved, mainly users manuals and users guidelines.
In parallel, the preparation by IRSN-GRS of a new family V2 of ASTEC versions has started. The
general specifications will account for the needs as expressed by the SARNET users. ASTEC V2.0 is
planned in 2008, where the ICARE2 IRSN mechanistic code will be the new core degradation module.
This ASTEC version will include the EPR applicability, the simulation of external vessel cooling for new
reactor designs and a full modelling of Ruthenium behaviour in circuit and containment for air ingress
situations.
Beyond, future evolutions of ASTEC code will act as repository of knowledge created in SARNET and
in the international context. The possible use of ASTEC to analyse severe accident sequences in
future reactors (Generation IV, ITER) is under consideration.

1 INTRODUCTION
For several years, IRSN and GRS have been jointly developing a system of calculation
codes, so-called “integral” code, ASTEC (Accident Source Term Evaluation Code) to
simulate the complete scenario of a hypothetical severe accident in a Light Water Reactor
(LWR), from the initial event until the possible radiological release of fission products out of
the containment.
In 2004, the SARNET Severe Accident Research Network of Excellence [1] was launched in
the 6th Framework Programme (FwP) of the European Commission (EC). 52 organisations
from 19 countries are currently members of this network, representing more than 200
researchers and 20 PhD students. The objective is to network the European capacities of
research in order to resolve the most important remaining uncertainties and safety issues for
enhancing, in regard of Severe Accidents (SA), the safety of existing and future Nuclear
Power Plants (NPPs). This project concerns the harmonisation of research programmes and
the development of common computer tools and methodologies for safety assessment.
Partners contribute to a “Joint Programme of Activities” consisting of 3 types of activities in 3
Topics Corium, Source Term and Containment: integrating activities (advanced
communication tool, ASTEC code, experimental databases, Probabilistic Safety Analysis
methodology); jointly executed research activities; spreading of excellence activities.
ASTEC plays an important role in SARNET as the main integrator of knowledge generated
by R&D for most types of NPPs in Europe: models are being developed, validated on
experiments, and integrated in order to make this code the reference European SA integral
code.
This paper presents the progress of the ASTEC Topic two and a half years after the
beginning of SARNET.

2 ASTEC CODE CONTEXT AND STATUS
ASTEC is being jointly developed by IRSN and GRS to describe the behaviour of a whole
severe accident in a LWR, including the behaviour of engineered safety systems and
procedures used in Severe Accident Management (SAM).
Its application range covers:
- Evaluation of the possible radiological release out of the containment,
-

Accident management studies, concerning the measures of prevention and mitigation
of severe accidents,

-

PSA2 (Probabilistic Safety Analysis level 2) studies, including the determination of
uncertainties,

-

Physical analyses of scenarios to improve the understanding of the phenomenology,
including support to experimental programs.
It has been used for a long time for the detailed interpretation of all Phébus FP experiments.
It is the reference code to be used in the IRSN PSA2 on French PWR 1300 MWe that starts
in 2006. Some aspects of EPR safety have been analyzed by IRSN with ASTEC modules [2].
Beyond SARNET, an intensive international collaboration has been set up with several
countries: Russia (Kurchatov Institute), Canada (AECL) and India (BARC).
The models of the ASTEC version V1.3 to be released in November 06 represent the current
State of the Art and cover most needs for SA evaluation in PWR and VVER. Most SAM for
existing PWR can be simulated: RCS depressurisation, vessel early internal flooding,
containment spray, containment venting...
Let us recall that steam explosion and containment mechanical behaviour were out of the
ASTEC general requirements. The code has a modular structure, each of its modules
simulating a reactor zone or a set of physical phenomena:
- CESAR for two-phase thermal-hydraulics in the Reactor Cooling System (RCS),
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-

-

DIVA for in-vessel core degradation (most models are derived from the ICARE2 IRSN
mechanistic code),
ELSA for release of fission products (FP), actinides and structure materials, from
intact fuel and control rods, debris beds or corium molten pool,
SOPHAEROS for aerosol and vapour transport through the RCS via gas flow to the
containment.
RUPUICUV for Direct Containment Heating (DCH),
MEDICIS for Molten-Corium-Concrete-Interaction (MCCI),
CPA for containment thermal-hydraulics and aerosol behaviour,
IODE for iodine behaviour in the containment,
ISODOP for decay of FP and actinide isotopes in zones of the reactor.

ASTEC validation has been performed by IRSN and GRS on more than 120 different
experiments in the last 5 years, covering experimental programmes performed in in-pile or
out-of-pile facilities, at various scales: separate-effect tests, coupled-effect tests and integral
experiments or accidents. The latter (for instance Phébus.FP and TMI2 accident) allow
checking of the correct reproduction of coupling between phenomena and the completeness
of the modelling with respect to significant phenomena. The code has also systematically
been applied in the last years to the OECD International Standard Problems (ISP): STORM
(ISP40), iodine experiments (ISP41), KAEVER (ISP44), QUENCH (ISP45), FPT1 (ISP46),
containment thermalhydraulics (ISP47).

3 ASTEC TOPIC IN SARNET
ASTEC plays an important role in SARNET as the main integrator of knowledge generated
by R&D for most types of NPPs in Europe: models are being developed, validated on
experiments, and integrated into ASTEC in order to make this code the reference European
SA integral code.
IRSN is coordinating the ASTEC Topic gathering 30 partners (Table 1) and 45 users. Two
new partners joined the Topic in April 2006: AECL (Canada) and BNRA (Bulgaria).
The collaborative work is divided in three Work-Packages (WP):
- USTIA (Users Support and Training, Integration and Adaptation) dedicated to
distribution of the code versions by IRSN and GRS and to support and training for
code users,
- PHYMA (PHYsical Model Assessment) on code validation by comparison with
experimental results,
- RAB (Reactor Application and Benchmarking) on code benchmarking with other
codes (integral or detailed codes) on plant applications.

4 PROGRESS OF "USTIA" WORK-PACKAGE

4.1 ASTEC delivery and support to the users
In the last 2 years, two code versions were delivered by IRSN and GRS on CD-ROMs with
the code source, the whole code documentation and a set of test-cases (about 25 validation
cases and 10 plant applications on PWR, Konvoi, and VVER reactors): ASTEC V1.2 in July
05, and V1.2 rev1 in December 06. The next version V1.3 will be delivered in November 06.
For support to the users, the use of the MARCUS Maintenance tool, based on Web and emails (Fig.1), has proved to be very efficient to make easier the dialogues between users and
developers and to keep the full tracks of all users’ requests and of solutions given by the
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Maintenance team. A new version of this tool, more user-friendly, wil be released in
November 06.
Eighteen months after the 1st Users Club, the 2nd Users’ Club was organized by IRSN at Aixen-Provence during 4 days in June 06. It gathered 45 participants from 27 organizations and
about 15 members of the IRSN-GRS ASTEC team. Very fruitful direct discussions took place
between the users and the ASTEC Team. A complete status of all current ASTEC
applications done in the 3 WP was presented. The main users requests were discussed and
the IRSN-GRS team presented the trends of code evolution in the short and long term.
A questionnaire of satisfaction on the code was distributed to the partners during this
meeting. It allowed to underline the needs of improvements: on a scale from 1 (“inadequate”)
to 4 (“very good”), code capabilities (models, validation) were evaluated as “good”, as well as
maintenance (reactivity, users support). Ease of code use (installation, post-processing,
robustness) was evaluated as a litlle below “good”. The lowest evaluation concerned code
documentation as “medium”. All the users requirements and needs have been also described
in details in a Deliverable report.
This users' feedback led the ASTEC team to launch mid-06 a multi-year action plan to
improve the code documentation. A 1st step of improvements will be reached for ASTEC
V1.3. It will mainly concern the completion/correction of the users manuals and the release
of a first version of Users Guidelines that underlines the main recommendations for best
code use. This document will be then periodically improved and completed.
The ASTEC page of the Advanced Communication Tool (ACT) on the SARNET Web portal
was intensively used: periodic news on code progress, forums of discussion, surveys,
description of models, examples of code input decks, technical reports, access to code
updates,…
In 2007, IRSN-GRS will prepare the next version V1.4 that will mainly include the feedback
from IRSN PSA2-1300 and SARNET applications. Efforts will go on about the documentation
improvement and about the users' tools (with Graphic User Interfaces for pre-processing of
input decks and visualisation of results, for instance with the GRS tool ATLAS).
Investigations will continue about a simplified model of refllooding of a degraded core.

4.2 Model developments
The other WP objective is to integrate knowledge issued from SARNET into the code and to
adapt ASTEC to all types of water-cooled NPPs operated in Europe.
Up to now, the only partner to implement new models has been CEA. Improvements of the
models of corium behaviour in the lower head were performed and included in ASTEC V1.3:
account for any number of corium layers in the vessel lower plenum and improvement of
heat transfers correlations. CEA is currently working on the capability to simulate the vessel
external cooling for in-vessel melt retention: first results are promising, in particular the
results of a preliminary validation on the ULPU experiments (UCLA in USA).
Other models to be integrated will come from the work currently done in the Source Term
Topic.
In parallel, specifications of developments requested to model other NPP types than PWRs
were prepared by some partners:
- For VVER, the code has proved to be applicable to these reactors since along time.
Only small model adaptations are necessary, the main one being the modelling of
canisters in the VVER-440 core.
- For BWR, a team formed by IKE and KTH was formed and has started preparing
more detailed specifications: the priority is on RCS thermalhydraulics and core
degradation. GRS and PSI will review this adaptation work. The containment CPA
module is already applicable. Most of the other models seem roughly applicable.
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For CANDU, the AECL entrance in SARNET will bring some knowledge of the
integral code MAAP4-CANDU. AECL and INR will work together (with IRSN support)
to prepare more detailed specifications in 2007.
For RBMK, some exploratory plant applications are on-going in RAB WP, with in
2007 some planned comparison with SCDAP/RELAP5 results. Detailed specifications
for model adaptations will be written after these benchmarks.

5 PROGRESS OF "PHYMA" WORK-PACKAGE

5.1 Content of the Work-Package
This activity consists of comparisons between ASTEC and experimental results. The Table 2
shows the validation matrix that has been defined for the years 2006-07 using the versions
ASTEC V1.2 and V1.3. The total volume of work by partners (out of IRSN-GRS) represents
about 7 men/year.
Five domains are covered: In-vessel phenomena (thermal hydraulic and degradation
phenomena); ex-vessel corium (MCCI, corium cooling, DCH); containment behaviour; source
term; and integral experiments Phébus.FP. ASTEC results are also compared to results of
detailed codes such as ICARE/CATHARE, ATHLET-CD, SCDAP/RELAP5, COCOSYS,
TONUS, CONTAIN…
As far as possible, reference experiments that mostly belong to the list of ISP OECD
exercises were selected: PACTEL, CORA-13, VANAM M3…. The ISP 46 (Phébus FPT1)
calculation is one example of integral calculations coupling most modules.

5.2 Main conclusions of ASTEC validation
The main conclusions of work, as presented in the Users Club meeting at Aix-en-Provence,
are:
• RCS thermalhydraulics: good results, close to the results of reference codes such as
CATHARE or RELAP5 on the experiments LOFT-LP-FP2, PACTEL T2.1 and ISP33
(the two latter for VVER geometry).
• Core degradation: good results, close to the results of reference codes such as
ICARE/CATHARE or SCDAP/RELAP5 on the experiments LOFT-LP-FP2, Phébus
FPT0, 1 and 4, CORA-13 and QUENCH, except a much too low hydrogen production
in quenching of a degraded core. Validation of models of corium fragmentation at
slump into the lower plenum was done on FARO with good results. The model of
mechanical vessel failure was successfully validated on the OLHF-1 experiment.
• FP release from the core and transport in RCS: good overall agreement on the
experiments Phébus FPT0-1-2, FPT4, COLIMA, STORM, consistent with the very
large work done since long time on Phébus.FP. Nevertheless, due to the high
complexity of phenomena, some needs of improvements were identified such as
aerosol resuspension and FP speciation. A continuous work is on-going at IRSN on
Phébus.FP and International Source Term Program (ISTP) and in SARNET Source
Term Topic.
• MCCI: acceptable results on the experiments ACE L4 (VVER geometry), OECD-CCI2
and BETA but, as all other codes, some difficulties remain to reproduce all existing
experiments in a consistent way, especially for 2D distribution of heat fluxes to the
concrete. There is a need to fully understand MCCI phenomenology before improving
MEDICIS models. This work is on-going in the frame of the SARNET Corium Topic
and of the OECD-MCCI project.
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DCH: the existing model can be fitted on a given cavity geometry using the DISCO
experiments but it is not generic enough and lacks a predictive capability.
Investigations for model improvements are under way at IRSN and GRS and in DCH
WP in SARNET.
Containment thermalhydraulics and aerosol behaviour, including spray effects: good
overall results on LACE LA4, PACOS Px1.2 and Phébus experiments.
IODE: good results of CPA-IODE coupled applications to the ThAI multi-compartments
experiments [3], thus for models of iodine adsorption/desorption on walls in gas phase.

The next work in 2007 will extend on:
- In-vessel late-phase experiments SIMECO and LIVE,
- Extension to IODE validation on Phébus.FP,
- Continuation on spray experiments TOSQAN, MISTRA and HDR E11.1,
- Continuation on main MCCI experiments OECD-CCI, COMET, …

5.3 Examples of ASTEC validation results
Three examples of PHYMA results are commented below:
• LOFT-LP-FP2 (work by ENEA): the CESAR-DIVA overall response is rather satisfactory
before bundle reflooding on the transient thermalhydraulics (see Fig.2 and 3), on
hydrogen release and on FP release fractions. But model improvements are needed to
investigate the reflooding phase.
• LACE LA4 (work by JSI): the simulation with CPA module, using a very simple singlezone containment nodalisation, gave a satisfactory agreement between experiment and
code on thermal-hydraulics and on aerosol concentration evolution in containment
atmosphere (see Fig.4 and 5).
• STORM SR11 (ISP40) (work by JRC/Petten): the simulation was done with the 2 different
SOPHAEROS models of aerosols mechanical resuspension (see Fig.6). The better
agreement on kinetics is obtained with the "Rock n’Roll model" but the better agreement
on final resuspended mass is obtained with the with Force Balance model.

6 PROGRESS OF "RAB" WORK-PACKAGE

6.1 Content of the Work-Package
The objective is to evaluate and improve the capability of ASTEC to simulate reactor
transients, including safety systems and main SAM procedures. This activity consists of
ASTEC reactor applications and benchmarking with other codes, mainly the integral codes
MELCOR and MAAP, but also detailed codes such as ICARE/CATHARE, ATHLET-CD,
SCDAP/RELAP5, COCOSYS… . The Table 3 shows the plant application matrix that has
been defined for the years 2006-07 using the versions ASTEC V1.2 and V1.3. The total
volume of work by partners (out of IRSN-GRS) represents about 10 men/year.
Several types of reactors are analyzed: PWR-900, Westinghouse 1000, Konvoi 1300, VVER1000, VVER-440/V213, CANDU and RBMK.

6.2 Main conclusions of ASTEC benchmarking
The main conclusions of work, as presented in the Users Club meeting at Aix-en-Provence,
are:
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Large increase of code numerical robustness, as well as decrease of computing time with
respect to the previous ASTEC versions. Several calculations (PWR 900, Konvoi 1300
[4], VVER-440) simulated the whole sequences, coupling all modules, up to iodine
behaviour in containment. Some numerical optimisation work will have to be done for
cases of large and violent water injection by the Hydro-Accumulators (HA). All calculation
times were lower than half of real time except Konvoi1300 and VVER-440.
• Overall consistency of trends of results among all codes but the detailed analysis reveals
some differences (RCS thermalhydraulics, core degradation, FP transport…) due to
different models or to different nodalisations:
- Differences on core degradation kinetics, but acceptable agreement on corium
masses in lower plenum and on in-vessel H2 total mass (despite an under-estimation
in some VVER cases). The differences increased in case of Hydro-Accumulators (HA)
injection.
- Need to extend the comparison to FP results (FP/aerosol behaviour in RCS and in
containment), as it was done by GRS on Konvoi and UJV on VVER-1000 containment
stand-alone. The agreement is satisfactory with MELCOR but, as for all codes, there is
a need of better simulation of deposits in upper plenum complex structures.
• Other aspects:
- First positive evaluation of ASTEC capabilities for analysis of in-vessel corium
retention, with a comparison with MVITA KTH code results.
- First successful calculation for a VVER-440 sequence with the magma-debris ICARE2
models up to lower head failure. But nevertheless the use of these models is not yet
recommended because the current merging by IRSN of the DIVA and ICARE2 models
will update them in a large way.
- CANDU: the results of plant applications on FP behaviour (coupled calculations
SOPHAEROS-CPA-IODE, using as inputs some FP sources from the core given by
INR) seem physically credible. The next benchmarks in 2007 with AECL codes
(CATHENA for RCS thermalhydraulics and MAAP4-CANDU for FP behaviour) will be
very useful.
- RBMK: 1st calculations are under way on RCS thermalhydraulics and on early-phase
core degradation (before significant heat transfer with surrounding graphite blocks).

6.3 Examples of ASTEC benchmarking
Three examples of RAB results are commented below:
• PWR900 (work by AREVA NP): sequence of Loss of Feedwater in Steam Generator with
comparison to MAAP4. The agreement is good on RCS t/h and on final corium masses in
the lower plenum (Fig.7 and 8). The corium masses in cavity are different due to stop of
calculation of core degradation at vessel failure in ASTEC: this continuation of calculation
will be possible with ASTEC V1.3.
• Konvoi 1300 (work by IKE): sequence MBLOCA and comparison with ATHLET-CD
results (the latter calculation not including corium slump into lower plenum). The thermalhydraulic behaviour is quite close (Fig.9 and 10). The H2 production and core melting
start earlier in ASTEC calculations due to faster core de-watering but the final hydrogen
masses are in the same range.
• VVER-440 (work by IVS): the ASTEC results of corium behaviour in lower head with
vessel external cooling were compared to the MVITA detailed code (ARVI project, 4th
FwP). A similar profile of wall ablation is obtained but ASTEC calculates a smaller
maximal heat flux (Fig.11 and 12).
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6.4 Benchmarking approach
Some limits have been reached in the benchmarking exercise on complete sequences
between integral codes: the differences that may appear in the early stages of the scenario
tend to propagate and amplify along the calculation of the whole scenario. Thus, the ASTEC
capability to be applied to other complete scenarios (such as SGTR) will continue to be
analysed in the next period of work but some studies will focus on parts of the scenario only,
using the same well-defined initial and boundary conditions. Complementary analyses will
give the opportunity to learn whether the differences on results are caused by differences in
physical models and/or in safety systems modelling. Some sensitivity analyses will also be
performed on the most influent model parameters for a limited set of important sequence
results.
The results of benchmarks between 2 integral codes must be analyzed keeping in mind that
their objective is to catch the main trends and the orders of magnitude of simulated
phenomena. Several RAB examples showed the high interest to get available results of a
mechanistic code too as reference. it can be concluded that the comparison with detailed
reference codes and with experimental results (in particular integral experiments such as
TMI2 or Phébus.FP) is the essential part of the assessment process.

7 CONCLUSION
A large amount of work has been done in the frame of the SARNET European Network on
assessment of the latest ASTEC versions by partners independently from the ASTEC IRSNGRS team. New models from partners have been implemented for the first time into the
code. In 2007 other new model improvements should come from the Source Term topic.
Validation has shown good results, except for reflooding of a degraded core, whereas some
models (such as MCCI) reach the limits of the present international knowledge. Benchmarks
on plant applications showed the code capability to simulate several complete sequences in
PWR and VVER, as well as parts of sequences in CANDU reactors. The general trends of
results are similar for the different integral codes but some differences on results appear due
to differences on models. In the next period, the analysis will focus more on FP results.
Concrete action plans and associated teams have been set up for BWR and CANDU model
adaptation and benchmarks. Work will intensify in 2007 on these aspects.
ASTEC is now progressively becoming the reference European integral code for SA reactor
safety studies in present PWR-VVER: models at the current State of the Art, very extensive
validation, and, after next implementation of a model for reflooding of degraded cores,
covering all needs for SA evaluation in PWR-VVER. Key areas for model improvements have
already been identified for the future, consistently with SARNET R&D priorities: degraded
core reflooding and ex-vessel corium coolability; long-term corium coolability in MCCI; iodine
chemistry in circuit, and effects of high burn-up and MOX fuel.
The preparation by IRSN-GRS of the future series of versions V2 accounts for the feedback
of the work performed in the first 30 months of SARNET and for the users' requirements.
IRSN already progressed much on the merging of DIVA module with the ICARE2 IRSN core
degradation mechanistic code. The 1st version ASTEC V2.0, planned for the second part of
2008, should include, besides ICARE2 for core degradation, the modelling of Ruthenium
behaviour in circuit and containment for adequate simulation of air ingress situations. It
should also allow applications to EPR and to In-Vessel Melt Retention studies.
Beyond, ASTEC will be the repository of knowledge created in SARNET and in the
international context (in particular from ISTP experimental program) through models on
remaining key-safety issues.
The possible use of ASTEC to analyse severe accident sequences in future reactors
(Generation IV, ITER) is under consideration.
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GLOSSARY
ACT
BWR
DCH
EPR
EC
FP
FwP
HA
ISP
ISTP
LBLOCA
LFW-SG
LWR
MBLOCA
MCCI
MOX
NPP
PSA2
RBMK
PWR
RCS
SA
SAM
SARNET
SBLOCA
SBO
SG
SGTR
VVER
WP

Advanced Communication Tool
Boiling Water reactors
Direct Containment Heating
European Pressurized Reactor
European Commission
Fission products
Framework Programme of the European Commission
Hydro-Accumulator
International Standard Problem
International Source Term Program
Large Break Loss of Coolant Accident
Loss of Feedwater of Steam Generator sequence
Light Water reactors
Medium Break Loss of Coolant Accident
Molten Corium Concrete Interaction
Mixed oxide fuel
Nuclear Power Plant
Probabilistic Safety Assessment level 2
Reaktor Bolshoy Moshchnosti Kanalniy: Russian acronym for Large Power
Reactors with Pressure Tubes
Pressurized Water reactors
Reactor Cooling System
Severe Accidents
Severe Accident Management
Severe Accident Research Network of Excellence
Small Break Loss of Coolant Accident
Station Black-Out sequence
Steam Generator
Steam Generator Tube Rupture sequence
Vodo-Vodjannyj Energetitcheskij Reaktor: Russian acronym for Water-cooled
Water-Moderated Power Reactor
Work-Package
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Fig. 1:

Example of MARCUS card for workflow between ASTEC users
and Maintenance team

Fig.2: LOFT-LP-FP2 evolution of primary and Fig. 3: LOFT-LP-FP2 evolution of clad
secondary pressure (ENEA work)
temperature around core axial mid-level
(ENEA work)
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Fig. 4: LACE LA4 evolution of steam mass Fig. 5: LACE LA4 evolution
fraction (JSI work)
concentration (JSI work)

Fig. 6: STORM SR11 (ISP40). Comparison of ASTEC results
on aerosol resuspension with experimental data (JRC-IE work)
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Fig. 7: LFW-SG PWR 900: comparison of Fig.
Fig.8:8: LFW-SG PWR 900: comparison of
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Fig.11: In-Vessel Melt Retention results of Fig. 12: In-Vessel Melt Retention results
MVITA code (IVS work)
results of ASTEC code (IVS work)

AECL (Canada)

IVS (Slovak. Rep.)

ARCS (Austria)

JRC-IE (EC)

AREVA-NP (France)

JSI (Slovenia)

BNRA (Bulgaria)

KTH, Univ. of Stockholm (Sweden)

BUTE, Univ. of Budapest (Hungary)

LEI (Lituania)

CEA (France)

NRG (Netherlands)

CIEMAT (Spain)

PSI (Swiss)

DIMNP, Univ. of Pisa (Italy)

RUB, Univ. of Bochum (Germany)

EDF (France)

TRACTEBEL (Belgium)

ENEA (Italy)

TUS, Univ. of Sofia (Bulgaria)

FZK (Germany)

UJD (Slovak. Rep.)

IKE, Univ. of Stüttgart (Germany)

UJV (Czech rep.)

INR (Romania)

VEIKI (Hungary)

INRNE (Bulgaria)

VUJE (Slovak. Rep.)

Table 1: List of partners in ASTEC Topic (out of IRSN and GRS)
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Table 2: ASTEC V1 validation matrix in SARNET 3rd period
PARTNER
ARCS

PHENOMENA
MCCI

H2 production during
VVER core reflooding
In-vessel late-phase
CEA
T/h and aerosol in
CIEMAT containment
Iodine in containment
RCS
t/h
and
core
degradation
BNRA

ENEA

FZK
GRS

IKE

INR
INRNE
IRSN

RCS
t/h
and
core
degradation
T/h
and
iodine
in
containment
H2 production during core
reflooding
T/h and spray in cont.
MCCI
Iodine in containment
Late-phase core
degradation +FP release
Early-phase core
reflooding and H2 prod.
Core degradation
Integral behaviour
H2 production during
VVER core reflooding
In-vessel late phase
Vessel mechanics

ASTEC MODULE
MEDICIS

CODE FOR
COMPARISON
COCOSYS-WEX

1ST PHASE (APRIL-NOV.06)
ASTEC V1.2REV1 USE ON EXPERIMENT
ACE L4, BETA 2.1 or 2.2

2ND PHASE (DEC.06- NOV.07)
ASTEC V1.3 USE ON EXPERIMENT
To be defined (COMET ?)

DIVA

-

QUENCH-11 (LACOMERA)

-

DIVA
CPA

-

SIMECO
Phébus FPT2

LIVE

CPA-IODE
CESAR-DIVAELSASOPHAEROS
CESAR-DIVA
CPA-IODE
DIVA
CPA-THY
MEDICIS
IODE
DIVA (ELSA)
DIVA
DIVA
ASTEC
DIVA
DIVA
DIVA

ICARE/CATHARE,
SCDAP/R5
ICARE/CATHARE,
SCDAP/R5
MELCOR
SCDAP/R5
COCOSYS
COCOSYS-WEX
COCOSYS-AIM
KESS and ATHLETCD
KESS and ATHLETCD
ATHLET-CD
Existing calculations
-

LOFT-LP-FP2 (incl. FP behaviour)

Phébus FPT2
LOFT-LP-FP2 (focused on reflooding phase)

-

TMI2 updated analysis

Phébus FPT1 (ISP46) (coupled calculation)

To be defined

QUENCH-06, 07, 11 (LACOMERA),
13 (pre-analysis)

Other QUENCH tests

OECD-CCI2, CCI3, COMET-L2, L3
ThAI/IOD9, 10 to 12
Phébus FPT4 (extension to ELSA)
-

HDR-E11-1
OECD-CCI follow-up
Phébus FPT1 (ISP46) iodine part
-

Phébus FPT2 (integral calculation)
QUENCH-11 (LACOMERA)

CORA 13 (ISP 31)
(focus on the quenching phase)
CORA-W2 (ISP 36) update
-

FARO L14 (ISP 39), L28
OLHF-1

MASCA
Other OLHF tests

-
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PARTNER

IVS

JRC

PHENOMENA

ASTEC MODULE

DCH
MCCI
T/h in containment
Integral behaviour
RCS t/h in VVER
Core degradation and FP
release
Core degradation and FP
release
FP transport in RCS

RUPUICUV
MEDICIS
CPA
ASTEC
CESAR
CESAR-DIVAELSA-SOPH.
DIVA (ELSA)

FP transport in RCS

CESARSOPHAEROS
CPA

T/h and aerosols in cont.

JSI
LEI
PSI
RUB

Integral behaviour
T/h - aerosols in cont.
T/h - aerosols in RBMK
containment
FP transport in RCS
RCS
t/h
and
core
degradation
Spray in containment
FP in containment
FP release, transport

TUS
UJV
UPI

DCH in VVER
Core degradation
MCCI
T/h in containment
MCCI

SOPHAEROS

ASTEC
CPA
CPA

CODE FOR
COMPARISON
Other code results
Existing calculations
RELAP5-3D
Overview of other SA
code results
Overview of other SA
code results
ISP40
Overview of other SA
code results
CONTAIN
COCOSYS

SOPHAEROS
CESAR-DIVA

MELCOR
MELCOR

CPA
CPA
DIVA (ELSA)SOPHAEROS
RUPUICUV
DIVA
MEDICIS
CPA
MEDICIS

COCOSYS
-

1ST PHASE (APRIL-NOV.06)
ASTEC V1.2REV1 USE ON EXPERIMENT
DISCO FH-02
OECD-CCI3, BETA, COMET-L2-L3
TOSQAN/MISTRA spray benchmark
PACTEL (ISP33) update
-

2ND PHASE (DEC.06- NOV.07)
ASTEC V1.3 USE ON EXPERIMENT
OECD-CCI follow-up
TOSQAN/MISTRA spray benchmark
Phébus FPT1 (ISP46) (integral calculation)
PAKS incident

Phébus FPT0-1-2

Phébus FPT2

Phébus FPT0-1

Phébus FPT0-1-2, then FPT3

STORM SR09 (ISP40)-SR11 update

-

Phébus FPT0-1-2

Phébus FPT0-1-2, then FPT3

Phébus FPT2 (integral calculation)
LACE LA4
-

KAEVER: to be confirmed
Real transient in Ignalina RBMK-1500

Support to ARTIST
-

Support to ARTIST
TMI-2

PACOS Px1.2
COLIMA (PLINIUS) (coupled calculation)

Exp. on FP resuspension in bubbling pools
-

DISCO L1, L2 (LACOMERA)
Phébus FPT2
OECD-CCI2
TOSQAN (ISP47)
BETA 2.1, 2.3, 5.2

OECD-CCI follow-up
-

ICARE2
MELCOR, FLUENT…
-
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Table 3: ASTEC V1 benchmarks on plant applications in SARNET 3rd period
PARTNER

REACTOR TYPE

CODE FOR COMPARISON

APRIL 06- NOV.06: ASTEC V1.2 REV1

DEC.06- NOV.07: ASTEC V1.3

IRSN

PWR 900

ICARE/CATHARE

SBLOCA (I/V analysis only)

SBLOCA (I/V analysis only)

EDF

PWR 900

MAAP4

SBO, MBLOCA (all modules)

To be defined

ENEA

PWR 900

MELCOR 1.8.6

SBO (all modules)

To be defined

AREVA-NP

PWR 900

MAAP4

SBO (all modules)

To be defined

GRS

Konvoi 1300

MELCOR

SBLOCA, MBLOCA

To be defined

IKE

Konvoi 1300

ATHLET-CD

MBLOCA (CESAR-DIVA-CPA) (I/V only)

More detailed analysis of I/V results

NRG

Konvoi 1300

MAAP4

MBLOCA (all modules)

To be defined

INRNE

VVER-1000

MELCOR 1.8.5

SBO (all modules)

Benchmark on MCCI to be confirmed

TUS-EI

VVER-1000

SCDAP/RELAP5

SBO (all modules)

SBLOCA (all modules)

BNRA

VVER-1000

MELCOR 1.8.5

SBO (all modules)

Benchmark on MCCI

KTH

VVER-1000

MELCOR 1.8.5

SBO (CESAR-DIVA-CPA)

To be defined

UJV

VVER-1000

MELCOR 1.8.5

-

Benchmark on MCCI to be confirmed

TRACTEBEL

Westinghouse 1000

MELCOR

SBLOCA (CESAR-DIVA-CPA)

SBLOCA (all modules)

VUJE

VVER-440/213

MAAP4, MELCOR, RELAP5

MBLOCA, SBO

To be defined

BUTE

VVER-440/213

APROS

MBLOCA (CESAR-DIVA-CPA)

LBLOCA (CESAR-DIVA-CPA)

IVS

VVER-440/213

MAAP4/VVER, RELAP5-3D

SBO (all modules)

Analysis of SAM strategies

UJD

VVER-440/213

MELCOR 1.8.5

SBO (CESAR-DIVA-SOPHAEROS-CPA)

SBO (all modules), LBLOCA (selected
modules)

VEIKI

VVER-440/213

MAAP4/VVER

INR

CANDU

-

LOCA 20% (SOPHAEROS-CPA-IODE)

LOCA 20% (CESAR, MEDICIS)

AECL

CANDU

MAAP4-CANDU

-

To be defined with INR

LEI

RBMK

RELAP5/SCDAPSIM

LBLOCA (CESAR-DIVA)

LBLOCA (FP modules)

SBLOCA
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Methods and Results of a PSA Level 2
for a German BWR of the 900 MWe Class
Horst Löffler, Dr. Martin Sonnenkalb
Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH,
Schwertnergasse 1, D-50667 Köln

Abstract:
On behalf of the federal Ministry for Environment, Nature Conservation and Reactor Safety (BMU)
GRS has performed a PSA level 2 for a BWR type 69 NPP of the 900 MWe class, equipped with a N2
inerted steel containment and a pressure suppression system. Integral deterministic accident analyses
have been performed with the computer code MELCOR 1.8.5. Additional analyses have been done for
those events and phenomena which are not or not sufficiently covered by MELCOR. The probabilistic
event tree analysis begins with the core damage states received from PSA level 1, and it ends with the
definition of release categories and the determination of their frequencies. Uncertainties about the
frequency of core damage states and about events during the accident progression are taken into
account by means of Monte Carlo simulations. If there is a core damage state there is a high
probability (>50 %) for a very high and rapid release of radionuclides into the environment. This high
conditional probability is due to the very low probability to retain a partly destroyed core inside the
reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and because the containment almost certainly fails at the bottom of the
control rod drives room after melt release from the failed RPV.

1 INTRODUCTION
On behalf of the federal Ministry for Environment, Nature Conservation and Reactor Safety
(BMU), GRS has performed a PSA level 2 for a BWR type 69 NPP of the 900 MWe class.
The PSA level 2 is restricted to full power plant states. The reference reactor is a BWR type
69 of the 900 MWe class, equipped with inerted steel containment and a pressure
suppression system. The PSA level 2 begins when a core damage state develops.
Frequencies and characteristic attributes of the core damage states have been determined in
a PSA level 1. The mean frequency of all core damage states is 2.2·10-6/a. Almost 81
different core damage states have been taken into account in the PSA level 2.
Integral deterministic accident analyses which are an indispensable basis of the PSA have
been performed with the computer code MELCOR 1.8.5. About 20 different accident
scenarios have been calculated. Additional analyses have been done for those events and
phenomena which are not or not sufficiently covered by MELCOR. They are mainly
concerned with the determination of the load limit and the failure mode of important
components (e. g. reactor pressure vessel (RPV), safety- und relief valves, main steam line,
and the containment) under severe accident conditions.
A probabilistic event tree analysis has been performed as key element of the PSA level 2.
The event tree begins with the core damage states received from PSA level 1 and it ends
with the definition of release categories and the determination of their frequencies.
Uncertainties about the frequency of core damage states and about events during the
accident progression are taken into account by means of Monte Carlo simulations. Sensitivity
analyses were made to identify those uncertain input parameters to the event tree which are
most important for the uncertainty of the final results.

2 PLANT DESCRIPTION EMPHASIZING CORE MELT ISSUES
The reactor is located inside a steel containment with condensation pool (Fig. 1). The reactor
pressure vessel has many penetrations at its bottom. With regard to core melt scenarios, the
penetrations of instrumentation channels are most important because they contain a
comparatively low fraction of solid structures, so that there is a possibility that core melt
might penetrate them.
The containment consists of a steel shell. The containment bottom (the control rod driving
room) has a steel shell as well, which cannot be cooled and which is not designed to
withstand a core melt attack. Once the reactor pressure vessel bottom has failed and a
significant amount of melt is released into the control rod driving room the containment may
fail. This is the most important containment failure mode. In addition, the sealing between the
removable containment head and the containment body is made from organic material which
will not withstand temperatures above approximately 180 °C. Consequently leaks have to be
assumed at the containment head in scenarios which exceed this limit. The containment is
inerted, so that there is no threat due to hydrogen burns. A filtered vent system is added to
prevent containment over pressure failure.

Fig. 1 Scheme of the containment of a German NPP with a BWR type 69 reactor
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The general plant layout is shown in Fig. 2. The containment is located inside the reactor
building (R) which consists of 10 floors and many rooms. There are connecting ducts with
burst membranes between the reactor building and the adjacent turbine building (T). Open
off-gas ventilation ducts connect the turbine building to the stack. Doors lead from the reactor
building (R) to the neighbouring service building (S) and to the environment and as well from
the reactor building (R) to the turbine building (T). These are closed during operation, but
could fail under elevated pressure inside the reactor building e.g. after containment failure.
(R)

(T)
(S)

„reactor cavities“

Fig. 2 Schematic drawing of buildings of a German NPP with a BWR type 69 reactor

3 RESULTS OF THE PSA LEVEL 1
A PSA level 1, which was performed in parallel to the PSA level 2 at GRS, identified the set
of core damage states which have been entered into the event tree analysis of PSA Level 2.
Each core damage state is described by the attributes shown in Tab. 1. Leaks in the decay
heat removal systems can contribute to core damage states due to consequential system
failures, but at the point in time when the core damage state exists, the leak is assumed to
be isolated in all sequences. Therefore the attribute “leak from decay heat removal system”
is an initiating event, but not a core damage state attribute.
In principle a large number of possible combinations of core damage state attributes exist. In
practice, all combinations with frequencies <1.0 10-9/a have been eliminated from the
analysis. This leads to 81 different core damage states. The mean value of the total
frequency of all core damage states is 2.2 10-6/a. The most frequent contribution is due to a
failure to limit the reactor vessel water level in case of a transient in combination with a
failure to isolate the steam lines, leading to water ingress into the main steam lines. This
creates pressure surges which will cause leaks in the steam lines outside the containment.
Subsequent failure to isolate the leak finally results in core damage.
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Tab. 1 Characteristics of core damage states
Core damage state attributes
Reactivity of core in cold condition
Integrity of reactor coolant loop inside
containment
Safety valves
Pressure in reactor coolant loop
Isolation valves of reactor coolant loop

Possible states of attribute
above/below critical
leak/no leak
fail closed / normal condition / open
> 8 MPa / betw. 8 MPa and 1 MPa / < 1 MPa
valves open, leak outside containment /
valves open, no leak outside containment /
valves closed
not functional / functional
not functional / functional
not functional / functional
above cavitation limit / below cavitation limit
not functional / functional, not open /
functional, open
not functional / functional

High pressure injection systems
Low pressure injection systems
Pressure suppression system
Temperature of wetwell
Containment filtered venting system
Control rod and pump sealing service
water

4 INTEGRAL DETERMINISTIC ACCIDENT ANALYSES

4.1 General approach
The MELCOR application at GRS started in 1990 for BWRs and for PWRs in 1993. Many
different sequences have been calculated for both reactor types within three different PSA
level 2 projects and accident management projects. Furthermore some detailed nodalisation
studies have been prepared in the past, to check nodalisation schemes of core, reactor
circuit, containment and reactor building. The compilation of the MELCOR data set and the
qualification of the nodalisation have always been supported by comparative calculations
with the detailed GRS codes ATHLET-CD, COCOSYS and WECHSL for selected severe
accidents. The results of these comparative analyses showed a good agreement of essential
parameters and of the general description of the plant behaviour during the severe accident
progression [1]. The main reason for this good agreement between integral and detailed
code results is the accuracy of the plant nodalisation schemes used for MELCOR
calculations at GRS. The scheme developed for the BWR type 69 NPP is described in
chapter 4.2.
The case selection of about 20 different accident scenarios calculated in the PSA level 2 has
been made following the recommendations given in the German PSA guideline [4] and taking
into account scenarios specified by the PSA level 1 with a high core damage frequency. The
spectrum of analyses covers transient scenarios with loss of RPV feed water or station black
out, scenarios with different leaks at the reactor circuit inside and outside the containment
and scenarios with a leak at the containment pressure suppression pool (wetwell). The
results of these analyses provided significant insights to understand the typical behaviour of
a BWR type 69 NPP during severe accidents as further described in chapter 4.4 .
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4.2 MELCOR nodalisation scheme
MELCOR is a fully integrated computer code whose primary purpose is to model the
progression of severe accidents in LWRs. A broad spectrum of severe accident phenomena
is treated in MELCOR in a unified framework. MELCOR modelling is general and flexible,
making use of a "control volume" approach in describing the plant system. No specific
nodalisation of a system is forced on the user, which allows a choice of the degree of detail
appropriate to the task at hand. Reactor specific geometry is imposed only in modelling the
reactor core. Even here, one basic model suffices for representing either a BWR or a PWR
core, and a wide range of levels of modelling detail is possible.
For the BWR type 69 applications a detailed thermal hydraulic model of the reactor which
consists of 15 volumes and 25 flow paths was developed. The qualification was made by
code to code comparisons versus a detailed ATHLET model. The core model developed
consists of 6 radial core rings and 15 axial core levels taking into account the radial and axial
power profile as well as some other plant specifics. An ORIGEN calculation was made to
define the initial radio nuclide inventory of the core and the time dependent decay power for
a given core status (EOC – end of cycle). With the detailed reactor nodalisation and including
some models of other operating systems a satisfactory steady state calculation with a
realistic representation of the void fraction in the core and the steam separation in the
separator and steam dryer region was reached, which was important as well to get a realistic
RPV water level tracking. The latter one determines the timing of many actions in the early
phase of accidents and is important as well for the early phase of severe accidents.
The nodalisation schemes used for the BWR type 69 containment and the adjacent buildings
are very detailed as well. The selection was made in a way to represent the main probable
release paths of radio nuclides into the environment as requested in the German PSA
guideline [4] and takes into account that “dead end” rooms are to be avoided, if not existing
in the real plant. Most of the separate compartments are modelled as a single volume
(minimum). Especially those which dominate the possible convection flow regime are
modelled separately; some other small ones are lumped together. Furthermore a realistic
definition of flow path opening heights as well as momentum exchange terms was important
to allow a realistic modelling of water drainage between different rooms of the buildings in
parallel to the gas convection to transport the water to the reactor building sump respectively
its lowest floor.
In principle the containment has been subdivided into two halves with exception of the upper
head of the containment, the wetwell and the reactor cavity, which contains the control rod
drives. This model allows a realistic calculation of temperature and gas distributions, main
convection flow patterns as well main aerosol transport processes.
The nodalisation of the reactor building and the turbine building consists of more than 50
volumes in both buildings. The reactor building model consists of about 35 rooms located on
10 different floors. The rooms are interconnected by many doors, air ventilation system
channels and on selected locations by burst membranes and flaps. Plant inspections showed
that the doors are often not leak tight. In the MELCOR input deck such small gaps are
simulated by a remaining opening fraction of the relevant flow path. The failure of the doors
is dependent on a different ∆p according to the door opening direction and its design. In
addition a re-closure of doors in case of reverse flows was modelled assuming a 10 %
remaining open fraction of a failed door. Two separate cavities had to be defined outside the
containment in the lower part of the reactor building (see “cavities” marked in Fig. 2).
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Ventilation systems installed inside the containment as well as in most of the buildings are
designed to remove heat released from the RCS into the containment as well as from other
components into the buildings and to keep a small sub-pressure to avoid leakages from the
plant into the environment. Relevant systems of the BWR type 69 unit have been modelled in
a simplified manner in the MELCOR input deck. Some of the systems are in operation in the
BWR type 69 NPP even under accident conditions. Even if the systems are out of operation
during accidents ducts of air ventilation systems with open connections to the rooms exist
which interconnect several rooms. So the ducts contribute to convection processes between
different rooms and should be modelled in an appropriate manner.
In this BWR type 69 NPP the off-gas line from the turbine building to the stack stays always
open (only check valves available) and a buoyancy force driven mass flow through the stack
leads to a steady small off-gas mass flow. During the long term phase this phenomenon
significantly contributed to a small sub-pressure in the buildings and a reverse mass flow
direction into the buildings through e.g. leaks and open doors caused by the containment
failure. This was important not only for the source term calculation. The phenomenon was
rechecked by a COCOSYS calculation and a separate model found in the literature.

4.3 ATLAS visualisation of MELCOR results
The plant analyser ATLAS [6] basically is a tool to visualize the results of complex accident
simulation codes. ATLAS is developed since many years at GRS and has grown to a
multifunctional tool with many applications in the field of nuclear plant safety. Fundamental to
these developments was the open design of the ATLAS architecture. By its general interface
to simulation models, it offers the capability to easily attach different simulation codes.

Fig. 3 ATLAS graphics to visualise MELCOR results, core melting and hydrogen release
through the RPV depressurization lines to the wetwell in a BWR type 69
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The best-estimate codes ATHLET/ATHLET-CD and COCOSYS used for thermo hydraulics
and containment simulation and the integral codes ASTEC and MELCOR used for severe
accident analyses are connected to ATLAS. A large number of dynamic effects are included
in all graphics developed.
Fig. 3 shows an example of the visualisation of physical phenomena inside the reactor (core
melting) and the containment and the adjacent rooms of the reactor building. In this case the
hydrogen concentration is shown in all parts of the reactor pressure vessel and the
containment and the adjacent rooms of the reactor building according to a colour scale.
Furthermore the core degradation is shown by the temperature in the core according to a
second colour scale. This is only one example of the large number of physical parameters including information on the aerosol and noble gas transport - which can be selected from
the MELCOR simulation results. The visualisation is used as well for training purposes [7].

4.4 Typical phases of severe accidents in a BWR type 69
Based on general information available on the behaviour of a NPP with a BWR and on the
detailed MELCOR analyses results severe accidents can be subdivided in several phases.
After an initial event the early phase is characterised by several system actions until the core
dry-out starts. Typically for BWRs early in an accident an automatic depressurisation of the
RPV occurs which leads to a rapid decrease of the coolant inventory inside the RPV, if no
injection system is available. The core heat up and degradation often occurs at a low
pressure level. According to the MELCOR results the total amount of H2 generated during the
core degradation phase (in-vessel phase) varies in a broad band and is equivalent to an
oxidation rate of 15-70 % of the total Zr amount of the reactor. The higher amounts of H2 (up
to 1100 kg) have been calculated for high pressure core melt scenarios while the lower
values (100 – 330 kg) are typical for low pressure core melt cases which are often
developing under steam starved conditions (the lowest values). Hydrogen combustions
inside the containment are prevented due to the N2 inertisation as long as the containment is
intact.
The MELCOR analyses showed a continuous relocation of molten core material from the
core into the lower plenum of the RPV. Typically the relocation path is via the core bypass
between the fuel assembly canisters as the control rods melt early in a severe accident and
create new free space there. So a formation of a large molten pool inside the core like in a
PWR is not probable. After the dryout of the lower head or even before it occurs the RPV
fails locally due to melt attack at the multiple penetrations in the bottom head. Due to the
automatic depressurisation of the RPV this happens typically at low system pressure.
After RPV failure in a BWR type 69 NPP the melt and the remaining water in the lower head
is released into the control rod driving room (cavity) – the lower part of the containment. As
the containment steel shell is not designed to withstand any melt attack (after RPV failure) for
a longer time, the steel shell will fail soon after the melt release into the control rod driving
room. This first part of the ex-vessel phase is very short (some minutes) and the containment
will fail in most cases under elevated pressure unless the sealing of the containment head
cover fails prior or unless other containment leakages are assumed.
Depending on the scenario a different amount of hydrogen is accumulated in the
containment before its failure. The containment filtered venting system was not used or
requested to be used in most of the scenarios before the containment failed due to melt
attack, as the initial criteria (containment pressure) have not been reached. Only in some of
the high pressure scenarios the filtered vent system was used and about 50 % of the large
amounts of H2 released into the containment during core melting were released into the
environment. So typically >100 kg up to 500 kg of hydrogen is stored inside the containment
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at the time of containment failure due to melt attack to the steel shell in the control rod driving
room.
As the containment fails at elevated pressure a sharp pressure increase is the result in the
adjacent rooms of the reactor building. Also hydrogen stored in the containment is released
together with some steam and N2 into the adjacent rooms. Doors and burst membranes may
fail and create different release paths through the buildings and into the environment. In
addition the released hydrogen may lead to combustion outside the containment in the
reactor building or the turbine hall. Damage to the building structures can not be prevented in
all cases. Special calculations for such consequences have not been made in the PSA level
2.
The melt will accumulate first in a small sump below the control rod driving room and then
spread on the large floor area of this “central” lining room inside the reactor building. A melt
spread further onto floors of the reactor building can not be ruled out for all cases but was not
assumed in the MELCOR analyses. MCCI will take place in the two cavities of the lining
room of the reactor building mainly under dry but locally as well under wet conditions and
combustible gases are continuously released into the reactor building. Later on combustible
gases may form locally as well, depending e.g. on the continuous release of gases through
the stack and some other plant specifics.
The filtered containment venting system is useful only before the containment fails by core
melt attack. A spray system located in the drywell may be used in addition to limit the
pressure increase or to decrease the airborne content of aerosols in the containment. Both
systems have not been able to significantly influence the accident progression. As the
weakness of the containment to withstand any core melt attack was one significant
contribution to early high releases of fission products into the environment in the PSA level 2
additional strategies are under discussion to prevent the RPV failure or to further limit the
consequences of an early containment failure.

5 PROBABILISTIC ANALYS IS
5.1 General approach
The overall probabilistic approach is comparable to the NUREG-1150 study [2], and it is in
line with the appropriate IAEA [3] and German guidelines [4], [5] for PSA level 2. The
probabilistic accident progression analysis basically consists of a large event tree with 81
branching points. The event tree is evaluated with the well known EVNTRE code. The
branching probabilities represent stochastic variability. Variability due to lack of knowledge is
represented by a Monte Carlo simulation of the event tree, where the uncertain input data
are sampled. In this sampling process also the uncertainties of the core damage frequencies
from PSA level 1 have been included. This procedure makes it possible to determine those
issues whose lack of knowledge contributes most to the uncertainty of the final results.
The MELCOR code does not cover all relevant phenomena sufficiently. Therefore additional
analyses have been performed for specific issues, e. g. related to failure limits and modes of
the containment or of the reactor coolant loop. These analyses have lead to bandwidths of
failure conditions which have been entered into the probabilistic event tree analysis.
Furthermore, some MELCOR results have been checked by independent assessments, e. g.
related to the buoyancy force driven off-gas flow through the stack, which influences the long
term release path of the radionuclides to the environment. All these analyses finally
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contribute to probabilistic statements which are part of the probabilistic analysis. This is why
they are mentioned in short here.

5.2 Configuration of the event tree
The following list shows the most important aspects which are taken into account in the event
tree:
•

Definition of the core damage states
- The first part of the event tree is used to define the different core damage states and
their related frequencies, including uncertainties resulting from PSA level 1

•

Inside PRV before its failure:
- Failure of reactor coolant loop components under high pressure and high temperature
loads (if they occur), and associated consequences
- Start of water injection into RPV, in particular after RPV depressurization
- Retention of partly molten core inside RPV by in-vessel flooding, or by control rod and
MCP service water flow
- Melt-water interaction up to steam explosion loads inside RPV and associated
consequences

•

Outside RPV before its failure:
- Pressure inside containment
- Containment leaks (due to high temperature or due to pressure surge when reactor
coolant loop components fail)

•

In connection with RPV bottom failure under corium attack:
- Time, size of leak and system pressure, when RPV bottom fails (taking into account
the penetrations at the RPV bottom)

•

Inside containment after RPV failure:
- Composition of atmosphere (stored amount of hydrogen)
- Core melt distribution on bottom of control rod room and melt attack until penetration
of bottom of control rod room
- (Containment pressure and direct containment heating have not been analysed
explicitly because this type of containment will fail anyway very soon after RPV failure
die to core melt attack)

•

Outside the containment, inside adjacent building:
- Core-concrete interaction
- Pressure and composition of atmosphere
- Potential hydrogen burns and associated consequences
- Release paths for radionuclides, including buoyancy force effect of the stack (passive
flow from turbine building)
- In case of containment bypass: early contamination due to radio nuclides released
from core

•

Release category definition:
- Grouping the large number of accident sequences according to their “radiological
relevance” and the time available for plant external emergency measures
- Grouping according to the release paths into the environment was done additionally.
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5.3 Probabilistic results for specific issues
Probability figures given in the following sections are mean values of the Monte Carlo
simulation and they refer to the condition of a core melt accident.
• High pressure core melt sequences: The fraction of core damage states with high pressure
is low (<3 %) and due to a high probability for a stuck open safety valve or failure of a hot
steam line there is essentially no high pressure RPV bottom failure.
• Retention of partially molten core inside RPV: There is a small fraction (<2 %) of all
sequences where depressurisation of the RPV occurs and where the low pressure
injection systems are functional right from the beginning. In this case they start injecting
early enough to quench the melting core.
• In-vessel steam explosion: The probability for alpha-mode failure is very small (0.2 %).
There is a probability of about 3 % that a steam explosion related pressure surge causes a
leak in one of the main steam lines.
• Release paths before containment failure: There is a significant probability (20 %) for
accidents with containment bypass due to failure to isolate failed main steam lines. In
addition there is a 24 % probability for a leakage of the containment head sealing due to
elevated temperature.
• RPV failure due to core melt impact: almost all sequences (98 %) lead to RPV bottom
failure. The failure mode is always a small leak at one of the penetrations for
instrumentation. (The control rod drive tubes are less vulnerable to core melt.)
• Containment failure: After RPV failure the containment will always fail due to melt trough of
the bottom steel shell (control rod driving room). The pressure is in most cases elevated,
but below the initiation criteria for the containment filtered vent system.
• Damages to buildings: Pressure waves are created inside the buildings adjacent to the
containment when the containment fails at elevated pressure or when hydrogen
combustions occur inside the buildings. The majority of accidents (85 %) develops damage
to doors which lead from the reactor building to the turbine building and the service
building. No significant retention potential for radionuclides have been assumed for the
service bulding. There is a 4 % probability for significant reactor building damage at the
roof. With 11 % probability the buildings remain intact.
• Quantity of released fission products: see next chapter.

5.4 Overall probabilistic results

5.4.1 Frequency of radiological relevance groups
To enable the evaluation of the numerous accident sequences of the event tree, a concept of
“radiological relevance” has been applied as follows. The relative radiological impact (short
term health effects due to a release of the respective core inventory) of four radiologically
relevant elements (Kr, J, Cs, Te) has been estimated. The released quantity of each of these
elements has been determined for each accident sequence, and the sum of their radiological
impact has been calculated. This impact of a particular accident sequence is put in relation to
the impact of the virtual release of the total inventory of iodine into the environment and this
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relation is called “radiological relevance”. So if an accident sequence has a radiological
relevance of 0.01, it has the same impact as the release of 1 % of the iodine core inventory.
The Tab. 2 shows that there is a high probability for significant radiological relevance if there
is a core melt accident. This is the consequence of some unfavourable plant properties (see
chapter on plant description) with regard to core melt retention.
Tab. 2

Frequency of radiological relevance groups including uncertainties

Radiological
relevance

5 %-Fractile
(10-6/a)

Median
(10-6/a)

Mean
(10-6/a)

95 %-Fractile
(10-6/a)

>0.1

0.13

0.57

1.58

3.55

0.01 - 0.1

0.01

0.18

0.62

2.34

0.001 - 0.01

0.0

<0.001

0.001

0.04

-4

-3

0.0

0.0

<0.001

<0.001

-5

-4

0.0

0.0

<0.001

0.0

-6

-5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

10 - 10
10 - 10
10 - 10

5.4.2 Frequency of release categories
For an evaluation of the potential accidental consequences not only the radiological
relevance is of interest, but also the time which is available for taking countermeasures
external to the plant. Therefore the highest radiological relevance groups have been
separated according to the approximate time which passes between leaving the design base
(it is assumed that emergency measures external to the plant will not be implemented
before) and the time when the release occurs. This period of time is called external time
reserve. The Tab. 3 shows that the external time reserve is small. There is only an
insignificant probability for an external time reserve of more than 5 hours.
Tab. 3

Frequency of external time reserve including uncertainties

External time Radiological
reserve
relevance

5 %-Fractile
(10-6/a)

Median
(10-6/a)

Mean
(10-6/a)

95 %-Fractile
(10-6/a)

0.09

0.37

0.61

1.81

0.003

0.08

0.94

1.73

>5 h

<0.001

0.004

0.03

0.09

<1.5 h

<0.001

<0.001

0.03

0.17

0.001

0.16

0.59

2.26

0.0

0.0

0.002

0.003

<1.5 h
1.5 - 5 h

1.5 - 5 h
>5 h

>0.1

0.01 - 0.1

The small external time reserve does not imply that the sequences as a whole are always
short. There are sequences which develop over many hours, for example if the heat removal
from the wetwell fails, so that its temperature gradually increases. But during this time there
is still no imminent core threat, and plant external emergency measures will probably not yet
be implemented under such circumstances. If, however, core cooling begins to fail (in the
example above due to cavitation of pumps), then there is not much time left before significant
releases from the plant have to be expected.
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5.4.3 Sources of uncertainty
In Tab. 2 and Tab. 3 above the uncertainty of the results is characterized by the 5 %-, 50 %(median) and 95 %- fractiles and by the mean value. This uncertainty represents the integral
influence of the lack of knowledge from all those uncertain parameters which have been
sampled in the Monte Carlo simulation of the event tree. The total number of sampled
parameters is almost 200. The first 81 represent the uncertainty about the frequency of the
core damage states, and the remainder is related to the various uncertain issues of the
accident progression.
Fig. 4 shows the relative influence of each of these uncertain parameters on the most
severe release category, which is the one with a radiological relevance of more than 0.1 and
an external time reserve of less than 1.5 hours.

Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis
The166 Ordinary Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients
Sample Size= 5000, Transf.= 0
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Fig. 4

Relative contribution of uncertain input parameters to uncertainty of large early
release frequency

It is obvious that the uncertainty about the frequency of the core damage states which is a
PSA level 1 issue (parameter index 1 – 81) is much more important than any of the issues
which relate to the level 2 field (parameter index >81). This can easily be explained by the
fact that the reference reactor has a low potential for mitigating the effects of a core melt
accident. Consequently there is only a comparatively small uncertainty contribution from the
accident evolution, and a relatively large contribution from the events before core damage.
This however does not mean that each and every phenomenon in the level 2 field is well
understood. It rather shows that these uncertainties do not much influence the final result. It
has to be pointed out here that this plant specific. PSA studies for other reactors exist as
well, where the level 2 uncertainties are at least equally important as the level 1
uncertainties.
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6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The PSA level 2 for the BWR reference plant employs the traditional approach, consisting
mainly of detailed deterministic accident analyses with a well qualified integral code
(MELCOR), and a probabilistic event tree analysis. Uncertainties in knowledge are taken into
account by means of a Monte Carlo simulation of the event tree evaluation. A well defined
interface from level 1 to level 2 of the PSA enables a consistent analysis from the initiating
events to the source terms. The approach proves to be practical and useful.
The deterministic and probabilistic results show that this plant has no significant mitigation
potential in case of a core melt accident to prevent a containment failure after the RPV has
failed and melt is released. Therefore the frequency for large and early releases is not much
lower than the frequency for core damage states. Furthermore, the uncertainties of the final
results depend much more on uncertainties in the level 1 field than on uncertainties related to
the accident progression in the level 2 field.
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Use of PSA for the Analysis of Operational Events
in Nuclear Power Plants
Mark HULSMANS
AVN, Rue Walcourt 148, B-1070 Brussels

Abstract:
An operational event is a safety-relevant incident that occurred in an industrial installation like a
nuclear power plant (NPP). The probabilistic approach to event analysis focuses on the potential
consequences of an operational event. Within its scope of application, it provides a quantitative
assessment of the risk significance of this event (and similar events): it calculates the risk increase
induced by the event. Such analyses may result in a more objective and a more accurate event
severity measure than those provided by commonly used qualitative methods. Probabilistic event
analysis complements the traditional event analysis approaches that are oriented towards the
understanding of the (root) causes of an event.
In practice, risk-based precursor analysis consists of the mapping of an operational event on a risk
model of the installation, such as a probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) model. Precursor analyses
result in an objective risk ranking of safety-significant events, called accident precursors. An
unexpectedly high (or low) risk increase value is in itself already an important finding. This assessment
also yields a lot of information on the structure of the risk, since the underlying dominant factors can
easily be determined. Relevant “what if” studies on similar events and conditions can be identified and
performed (which is generally not considered in conventional event analysis), with the potential to yield
even broader findings.
The findings of such a structured assessment can be used for other purposes than merely risk
ranking. The operational experience feedback process can be improved by helping to identify design
measures and operational practices in order to prevent re-occurrence or in order to mitigate future
consequences, and even to evaluate their expected effectiveness, contributing to the validation and
prioritisation of corrective measures. Confirmed and re-occurring precursors with correlated
characteristics may point out opportunities for safety improvements that might otherwise have
remained unaddressed. Precursor program results can be included in performance indicators, or can
be used for the statistical monitoring and trending of the risk level in plants, sites or entire industries.
Last but not least, precursor analysis results can be used to communicate in a more objective way on
the safety significance of events, e.g. between regulators and utilities.
The paper recapitulates on some methodological steps, and then gives an overview of the objectives
and the results of the Belgian precursor program, showing some recent analysis examples. In a
second part, the paper attempts to summarise the various activities worldwide in this field: it
elaborates on some similarities and differences in various aspects, such as objectives, screening,
analysis and modelling methodology, results, uses and achievements. It also discusses some
international trends and perspectives.

1 INTRODUCTION
In the framework of the – recently completed – periodic safety reviews of the Belgian nuclear
power plants, PSA studies have been performed for all plants. Initially, these plant specific
PSA studies were mainly seen as design (re)evaluation tools in order to verify the soundness
of the deterministic design. This (re)evaluation process has led to a number of modifications
to safety equipment and operating practices.
However, many other potential PSA applications can be envisaged. This paper is focused on
one of these applications: the risk-based analysis of operational events, also called risk-

based precursor analysis, or (probabilistic) precursor analysis, or PSA-based event analysis
(PSAEA).

2 RISK-BASED PRECURSOR ANALYSIS
A probabilistic precursor study provides a complement to the root cause analysis approach in
event analysis by focusing on how an event might have developed adversely. It implies the
mapping of an operational event on a probabilistic risk model of the plant in order to obtain a
quantitative assessment of the safety significance of the event.
There have been early applications of probabilistic approaches to event analysis [1] in some
countries 1, some of them even dating back to the early 1980s. With the exception of the
Accident Sequence Precursor (ASP) program of US-NRC – which is still operating today in
an evolved form –, these were punctual efforts at that time. In order to benefit from state-ofthe-art PSA features, but also to ensure repeatability of the analysis, a comprehensive set of
PSAEA guidelines [2] has been developed in an international project in the mid-nineties. The
first experiences of AVN with the subsequent application of this PSAEA methodology have
been promising. Pilot studies have confirmed the feasibility and regulatory interest of such
precursor studies [3]. In 2000, AVN started to perform a regular precursor program.

2.1 Methodology
The PSAEA guidelines define preliminary requirements for the PSA model and code, and
identify input requirements such as information on plant status, event sequence chronology
and causes. The guidelines then elaborate details for the following tasks: pre-analysis tasks,
understanding the event, modelling the event, quantification, “what if” analysis, analysis &
interpretation of results, and conclusions & reporting. This has already been described in
more detail in earlier publications [4-7]. For the purpose of this paper, only the following
aspects are briefly mentioned.

2.1.1 Failure Memory Approach

Special attention is devoted to the analysis of what could have happened but what did not
necessarily happen during the real event sequence. Therefore, the so-called failure memory
approach is applied: all known failures that occurred during an event sequence will be
modelled as failed basic events, but all known successes – such as known equipment and
operator action successes – will be modelled by basic events with nominal – and not perfect
– behaviour.

2.1.2 Numerical Results

The probability of core damage conditional to the occurrence of the event is the main severity
measure used in the procedure for PSA-based event analysis. Real – or potential – initiating
events at one side, and condition events at the other side, have different characteristics and
are treated differently in that the latter require the calculation of an instantaneous core
damage frequency (ICDF) prior to obtaining the conditional core damage probability (CCDP).
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These countries are Finland, France, Germany, Sweden and the USA. The IAEA also performed
some early activities in the framework of the Incident Reporting System (IRS).
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2.1.3 “What if” Analyses

This optional task provides a structured analysis of sensitivity issues of an incident. A
number of “what if” analyses are proposed, among them, variations of plant operational state;
unavailable equipment; common cause failures; generally poor operator performance;
operator and system failures; modelling of a similar event in a different location; modelling
with a missed test.
“What if” analyses are often useful to yield a more complete picture of the potential safety
issues involved. In practice, not all possible sub-events and alternative conditions can easily
be formulated in strict probabilistic terms: as their occurrence probability remains
unquantified, they cannot be included in one overall probabilistic model to yield one global
CCDP figure. If they are potentially relevant, they need therefore to be addressed as a “what
if” case: an alternative case that is quantified separately.
So “what if” analyses can be used to identify and to assess credible scenarios that differ from
the event sequence or from the particular conditions that prevailed in the occurred incident
and which have unquantified occurrence probabilities, but which might induce a – perhaps
significantly – higher CCDP. They might generate additional insights that are relevant for the
definition of appropriate corrective actions.

3 PRECURSOR PROGRAM IN BELGIUM
Since 2000, AVN systematically performs PSA-based event analyses of selected operational
events [5-6,8-11]. This activity is a part of the operational experience feedback process that
exists within the regulatory organisation, and which supports the regulatory inspection of the
licensees who are responsible for maintaining a properly working operational experience
feedback process. Today, the PSAEA process has become an integrated part of the overall
AVN process of follow-up of operating experience [11-12].

3.1 Objectives
The main objective of AVN’s precursor program is the determination of the quantitative
importance of well-selected operational events (after annual screening), and – if sufficiently
significant – the identification of potential safety issues for improvement (amongst others
based on relevant “what if” questions). AVN considers the identification of potential safety
issues for improvement to be among the most important outcomes of the study, because
they have the potential to lead to real safety improvements. Events with a CCDP greater than
1E-6 are considered to be precursors, and events with a CCDP greater than 1E-4 are
considered to be important precursors.
Furthermore, the results of the precursor analyses are used in an AVN pilot project on
performance indicators (PI). Important precursors are used for the PI “number of highly risk
significant events“, and precursors are used for the PI “number of safety significant events”
(among other event categories that are defined on a deterministic basis).
In addition, the experience gained with the performance of a PSA application such as
PSAEA is used to enhance the awareness of typical risk figures associated with both
exceptional and more common events, and to generate relevant feedback on the PSA model
itself.

3.2 PSAEA Process Steps
An annual screening is performed in order to draw up a shortlist of events to be analysed
with a precursor study. This list should contain events with an anticipated CCDP of about 1E-
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6 or higher. It is reviewed within AVN by PSA staff, by the plant inspection coordinator, and
by operational experience feedback staff.
For each selected event, a PSA staffer establishes a full PSAEA analysis report. This
analysis report is again internally reviewed by other PSA staff, by the plant inspector
involved, and by operational experience feedback staff.
The final analyses and their conclusions are subsequently presented and discussed with the
licensee (and its architect/engineer) by PSA staff of AVN, and in presence of the plant
inspector involved. If necessary, a new emphasis is put on particular follow-up actions that
were already decided, or additional follow-up actions are defined.

3.3 PSAEA Studies Performed To Date
In Belgium, there are seven pressurised water reactors (PWR) on two sites. Typically, the
PSAEA screening process selects about 4 events per year for further precursor analysis,
which is about 5% of all new reported events in AVN's incident database. Since the start of
the systematic precursor program, a total of 29 detailed PSAEA analyses have been
performed, including 13 initiating events and 14 condition events. For three events, it has not
been possible to calculate a base case CCDP value (although a “what if” analysis has been
quantified for one of those events – event 7).
Table 1 lists the most important events in decreasing order of CCDP. Event numbers 1 to 6
are important precursors.
Table 1. Description of the Most Important Events (Analysed in 2000-2006).

Event
Nr
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Short Description
Trip of all RW pumps inducing a short but total loss of cooling of service water
Long-lasting unavailability of the cooling of the mechanical seal packing of the
HPSI pumps by the raw water system
Potential total loss of service water during midloop operation
Long-lasting presence of rags in the recirculation duct of one safety injection train
Long-lasting potential internal flooding of AFWS equipment
Wiring error compromising operability of normal power supply to 3 safety trains
Excessive torque on various external and internal screw bolts of check valves in
several systems, detected before start-up (what-if undetected before start-up of
the plant)
Long-lasting presence of foreign objects in the primary circuit, affecting 1 out of 3
LPSI hot leg injection paths
Incipient reactor trip and unavailability of water supply to auxiliary feedwater tank
due to inoperability of all main feedwater pumps
Inadvertent level drop of primary coolant during midloop operation, requiring safety
injection
Air binding of a RHRS pump during intervention at midloop conditions

The following sections summarise some of the more important events that have been
analysed in the last three years (which are respectively event numbers 2, 3, 4, 8, 12 and 17
in Figure 1 and in Table 1).

3.3.1 Unavailability of the Cooling of the Mechanical Seal Packing of the HPSI Pumps by the Raw
Water System

While measuring the flow in the raw water system feed line to the heat exchangers that
ensure the cooling of the mechanical seal packing of the HPSI pumps in recirculation mode,
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flow rates ten times smaller than the design flow rate and 2 times smaller than the minimal
required flow rate have been detected. Investigations lead to the conclusion that the circuit is
partially clogged both upstream and downstream of the heat exchangers.
In the aftermath of this event, it was in addition discovered that – since first plant operation –
the isolation valves of the heat exchangers for cooling the mechanical seal packing of the
HPSI pumps would close on the reset of the safety injection signal (while they should remain
open). As a result, the mechanical seal packing of the HPSI pumps would not be cooled in
recirculation mode. This would lead to the loss of the HPSI pumps during recirculation phase
in the very short term. Moreover, there is no position indication of these isolation valves in
the control room. Hence, no operator recovery is credited. The modelling of this design error
in fact envelops also the clogging condition mentioned above.
The resulting CCDP for this long lasting condition event over 19 years amounts to 8E-4. The
event is to be considered as an important precursor.

3.3.2 Potential Total Loss of Service Water during Midloop Operation

At the beginning of a refuelling outage, a long test is performed on the movement and leak
tightness of check valves on the service water system. The test involves the intentional
pressurisation of isolated parts of the service water system. Errors in test procedure and
execution lead to overpressurisation and to water spills through safety valves and through
heat exchanger leaks at two primary pumps.
The event is a potential initiating event “total loss of service water” during midloop operation.
Its occurrence probability has been quantified by assuming the occurrence – during the test –
of a significant leak in the common part of the service water system inside the reactor
building. The significant leak is either compensatable or not compensatable by make-up. The
compensation of the leak, as well as the isolation of the leak, require operator diagnosis and
operator action.
The resulting CCDP amounts to about 1E-4 (important precursor). Although the uncertainties
associated with the quantification of human factors are traditionally quite high, the obtained
numerical results are not very sensitive to individual changes in the specific quantification
proposed in this study. However, the most dominant human reliability parameter in this
simple model is the human failure of diagnosis in the case of a compensatable leak.

3.3.3 Presence of Rags in the Recirculation Duct behind the Recirculation Filters of 1 / 3 Safety
Injection Trains

The main risk involved is the decreased reliability of the affected recirculation train. Over the
19 years of plant operation, this long lasting condition event yields a base case CCDP of
about 1E-4 and is an important precursor. Even the existence of this condition during only
one year is still a precursor.
In the PSAEA study, this event has also been transposed on a plant of a previous
generation. This has led to some considerations on the interpretation of CDF and CCDP for
condition events. A comparison of the CCDP for the same condition event transposed on
different plants is not always straightforward. In terms of CCDP (which is a relative measure
based on risk increase), some kinds of condition events might generate higher values for
better protected plants because they have the potential to lose more safety margin.
Therefore, CDF remains useful as an absolute measure of plant performance (either under
normal conditions or in an event case). For a detailed comparison between plants, it is
moreover important that the reference PSAs of both plants have a similar modelling cut off.
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3.3.4 Presence of Foreign Objects in the Primary Circuit Affecting 1 / 3 LPSI Hot Leg Injection Paths

The event is considered as a condition event that lasted at least for two fuel cycles of 18
months. On the one hand, it affects LPSI isolation organs protecting against an intersystem
LOCA (IS-LOCA) outside the containment, and on the other hand it affects the LPSI train 1
injection path into hot leg 1 (during a potential mission of the LPSI system).
Assuming the absence of a potential common cause failure (CCF) between the various
isolation organs protecting against IS-LOCA as well as the absence of a potential CCF
between the check valves on the three LPSI hot leg injection paths, this event is to be
considered as an important precursor (CCDP only just below 1E-4). The dominant
contribution is due to the risk for an IS-LOCA outside containment.
In the assumption of a potential CCF, the resulting CCDP could be as high as in the order of
1E-3 in either of these cases. However, there was no evidence to support such a hypothesis.

3.3.5 Trip of the Turbine-Driven AFW Pump Due to Overspeed

The turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump is tested every 3 months, but without feedwater
actually being injected into the steam generators. During the last real secondary-side
transients of the plant, however, it tripped due to overspeed. The identification of the cause
of the anomaly eventually pointed out that it could be considered unavailable since the last
intervention on this pump during the outage; i.e. for a total period of 11 months.
The event implies a condition event during 11 months, as well as two initiating events (loss of
normal feedwater) during which the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump failed to run.
The CCDP of this event amounts to about 1E-5. The event is a precursor.

3.3.6 Adjustment Errors in Protection Relays of Safety Grade Electrical Boards

During a periodic test of an emergency diesel sequence, the (standby) pump of the chemical
and volumetric control system (CV) did not start after takeover by the diesel generator. This
was caused by support equipment not being fed by its safety grade 380V electrical board.
The board is part of a first batch that has been replaced during the previous refuelling
outage. Protection relays, located between the board and some of its consumer equipment,
had an overvoltage detection setpoint that was systematically adjusted too low, and caused
automatic load shedding in the early phase of takeover by the diesel generators. There are
no possible operator recovery actions in this event. Three 380V boards in the first
replacement batch are affected; the other batches are not yet installed. Several
dependencies of individual safety equipment in different trains are affected (cooling and
lubrication of equipment in CV, AFW, SI, containment spray, second level protection diesel
generators). A subsequent design review of the 380V board replacement campaign revealed
additional faults in setpoints of overcurrent protection relays (without major impact).
During the time the plant spent in intermediate shutdown and in power operation, the
condition event induced a CCDP of about 4E-6. This event is a precursor. What-if cases are
considered regarding the time of discovery of the anomaly, the definition and the sequence
of the replacement batches, some plant configuration alternatives, and air-cooled motor
pump failure rates in case of loss of room ventilation.

3.4 Results of the Precursor Program
A compilation of the results of the PSAEA analyses to date is provided in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Overview of PSAEA Results (Analysed in 2000-2006).

Several general observations can be made in view of all these analyses. The important
precursors are found to be either related to initiating events affecting an entire safety system,
or to long lasting condition events. Globally, there is no clear prevalence of initiating events
over condition events, or vice versa. Also, quite some event analyses involve at the same
time the modelling and quantification of (real or potential) initiating events and condition
events. A few condition events require the modelling of several event phases. In order to
obtain realistic results, it is often important to adequately model very particular potential
operator recovery actions in the course of the event – which are seldom readily provided by
the reference PSA model.
In some cases, PSAEA produces a different perception of the risk significance of the event.
This can be caused by a particularly high (or low) CCDP value of the occurred event, or also
by a high CCDP value induced by some “what if” analysis cases. As an example, one can
mention the high risk significance of some events that occur during midloop operation (cold
shutdown for intervention), and in particular – according to a former practice – if steam
generator nozzle dams would have been installed (event number 10, “what if”).

4 INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS ON PRECURSOR ANALYSIS
In order to ensure a close contact with other experiences and developments in this field, and
initially also to confront its PSAEA analysis approach with those of other practitioners, AVN
has taken the initiative to organise an annual technical meeting on probabilistic precursor
analysis in the nuclear industry.
Since 1998, nine international meetings have welcomed representatives from regulators,
industry and research institutes from in total 17 countries 2 and from the IAEA. The meeting
reports are widely distributed, for instance to the Working Group Risk of OECD/NEA/CSNI. In
2001, AVN has also hosted an OECD/NEA/CSNI workshop on precursor analysis [4,8].
In the following sections, an attempt3 is made to reflect some import observations that are
mainly based on the experiences gained at this forum.
2

Organisations from the following countries have participated (not necessarily to all meetings):
Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Japan, Korea, the
Netherlands, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, UK, USA.
3
The statements and views developed in this paper are an interpretation of the author, performed to
the best of his knowledge and on the basis of his experience in this field. They have however not been
submitted for formal approval to any of the other organisations cited in this paper. Hence, any mistake
or mispresentation in this paper is solely to be attributed to the author.
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4.1 Objectives and Intended Use
Considering the existing precursor programs, one can observe quite different objectives that
have been set out. There are precursor programs of very different amplitude.
Some precursor programs, like the ASP program of NRC/RES in the USA, are primarily used
for the monitoring of the safety level of licensees and the entire industry. They require a large
but stable screening program, as well as a stable analysis approach. Moreover, a
probabilistic assessment of some inspection findings – including condition events – is also
performed by NRC/NRR in the framework of the Significance Determination Process (SDP).
Other precursor programs are primarily intended to support the operational feedback
process, e.g. to help generate (and validate) corrective actions such as engineering
improvements. Large such programs are for instance run by EdF and IRSN in France
(usually with a lot of attention for potentially generic issues). Smaller programs are for
instance performed by AVN in Belgium and by CSN in Spain. Without a specific objective to
monitor and to trend safety levels in a statistically significant way, the completeness of the
screening process and the resulting analysis efforts becomes less important.
In the general case, a precursor program is run by the regulatory organisations rather than
by the licensees, but there are exceptions. Interesting to be mentioned is the unique situation
in France where the licensee performs a full precursor program and where the regulator’s
technical support organisation (TSO) independently performs its own screening and analysis
(which is also based on its own PSA models). Regular meetings are held to compare results.

4.2 Screening
In fact, the PSAEA guidelines [2] did not address the process of selecting the events to be
analysed, but were exclusively focused on an in-depth analysis of any event that was
selected for whatever reason. However, it is almost never feasible to quantitatively analyse
every single operational event. Therefore, a screening process is installed that is expected to
yield the “interesting” events to be analysed in detail. This is typically any event with the
potential to have a CCDP value that is greater than a given threshold value (which is often
1E-6, or sometimes lower), but this could for instance also include events showing aspects
not previously analysed (first of a kind).
Different precursor program objectives will entail different screening practices, e.g. as to
completeness in view of a statistical trending of industry performance.
In general, the screening is performed using a set of more or less formalised screening rules
that end up in identifying event families to be selected, such as events that involved the call
for an accident procedure, a safety system actuation, the occurrence of a CCF on a safety
system, a long lasting condition affecting safety system components, a violation of AOT of a
certain extent, etc. One can also use negative screening rules, like the elimination of events
that are beyond the scope of the available PSA model, or represent only limited individual
breaches of technical specifications, or are occurrences of class 1 and class 2 initiators
without additional complications, etc. Yet the screening process very often also allows for
selection on basis of engineering judgement. It is remarkable that a large portion of selected
events is indeed found to be selected on basis of engineering judgement, and that these
events often account for important or non-negligible CCDP values.
The experience shows that practitioners can be quite confident with their current screening
practices, provided that a stable screening team and an adequate internal review is ensured.

4.3 Analysis Methodology
Over the years, the use of precursor analysis has become widespread. The results of
precursor analysis are now generally acknowledged to have its merits. As it is the case for all
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other techniques, it has of course also its limitations. In particular, the probabilistic analysis of
events inherits some – not all 4 – of the limitations of the underlying PSA models. An
adequate documentation of these results, as they are to be understood in view of the
particular limitations involved, can be considered to be an important part of the precursor
analysis itself.
Since the PSAEA guidelines [2] have been drawn up in 1998, the underlying methodological
approach for all procedural steps to be performed for a precursor analysis has been put to
practice many times (e.g. by CSN and AVN). Of course, other practitioners of precursor
studies may apply other approaches, whether they are formalised to some degree or not.
The growing experience with all kinds of precursor studies, and the regular exchange of
findings and ideas at this forum, has enhanced the development of quite some punctual
technical improvements towards better practices, and has also resulted in a broader view on
some of the issues. It has however not been an objective of this group to further develop and
maintain formal technical documents on state-of-the-art precursor analysis, although a few
organisations dispose of in-house methodology documents and/or are working on the
development and improvement of such documents (e.g. EdF and US-NRC). Anyway, as
mentioned before, the objectives that are put forward in any particular precursor program
have a strong influence on the approach to (and the focus of) many technical issues.
Consequently, there is generally spoken simply not just one “best practice” in the field.
It can be acknowledged that a lot of learning continues to take place by presenting and
discussing case studies at this forum. Moreover, several methodological issues have
received a particular focus, e.g. during dedicated discussion sessions. For example, one can
mention the screening approach, the modelling of operator recovery actions, the modelling of
standby equipment found in a failed state, human reliability analysis aspects, “what if”
analysis (cf. 2.1.3), the modelling of potential CCFs and the event specific quantification of
such CCFs.
There is also an issue in either trying to integrate all aspects of an event explicitly in
probabilistic terms (e.g. considering a weighted average of relevant plant configurations), or,
alternatively, to model as closely as possible the event as occurred (e.g. only considering the
actual plant configuration during the event, and not considering “what if” cases at all). A
separate quantification of “what if” cases can be situated in between these two approaches.
Furthermore, discussions at this forum included the comparison exercise of accident
precursor analysis approaches that was conducted by IRSN, NUPEC and GRS. Also the
updates on the pursued conciliation of off-line in-depth analysis at one hand, and faster online analysis at the other hand (ASP and SDP programs of NRC), equally receive a lot of
interest. Finally, links have also been made with more general topics, like the – centralised
versus on-site – use of PSA by utilities and related tools (EdF), and like precursor analysis as
it could be considered in a generalised concept of safety margin (CSN).

4.4 Achievements
The achievements of precursor analysis in assessing and ranking the quantitative safety
importance of events are abundantly clear. This structured assessment is based on a
detailed, plant-specific risk model of the plant. It includes by definition the potential
4

It is not always possible to map all the relevant aspects of the event straight away on the reference
PSA model. Indeed, the PSA does not contain an explicit model for all plant equipment, for every
specific and maybe exceptional plant configuration, or for every potential human error. Hence, the
PSA might exhibit at some point a modelling cut-off or a specific working hypothesis, which causes the
aspect of interest to be outside the model.
In many of these cases, however, a limited modification of the PSA model is sufficient to address the
issue of interest, or a small bounding study is sufficiently accurate to characterise the issue, and a
CCDP figure can still be established – albeit sometimes with a greater degree of uncertainty. In some
other cases, the PSAEA can contribute relevant considerations on at least partial aspects of the issue.
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consequences of the event, and – in case of “what if” studies – also of relevant scenario’s
that are similar to the event as it occurred (which are generally not considered in
conventional event analysis because they never actually took place). Furthermore, an
unexpectedly high (or low) CCDP value is in itself already an important finding. These
aspects present a clear added value that is complementary to the findings of conventional
approaches to event analysis, such as deterministic root cause analysis.
Moreover, a precursor analysis not only provides for a total CCDP figure, but also yields
information on the structure of the risk: the underlying dominant factors can easily be
determined, for instance in terms of initiators, equipment failure modes, operator actions,
plant operational states, or particular plant configurations. These findings can be used for
different purposes. The operational feedback process can be improved by helping to identify
design measures and operational practices in order to prevent re-occurrence or in order to
mitigate future consequences, and even to evaluate their expected effectiveness,
contributing to the validation and prioritisation of corrective measures. Confirmed and reoccurring precursors with correlated characteristics may point out opportunities for safety
improvements that might otherwise have remained unaddressed. Their occurrence can also
point out apparently important issues that might have been underestimated in the reference
PSA models, e.g. regarding occurrence frequency.
Precursor program results can be included in performance indicators, or can be used for the
statistical monitoring and trending of the risk level in plants, sites or entire industries.
Last but not least, precursor analysis results can be used to communicate in a more
objective way on the safety significance of events, e.g. between regulators and utilities.

4.5 Trends and Perspectives
The close network of many PSAEA practitioners and the better understanding of many
methodological issues has certainly enhanced some harmonisation, but differences remain.
However, such differences may also have their origins in the adherence to different
objectives to be pursued, or by different limitations in quality and scope of the underlying
PSA models. In practice, there may also exist differences due to limitations of the time and
resources available to perform the analysis. Further developments in technical approaches
and a further improvement of analysis consistency can still be expected, but – as it is so
often the case – without necessarily leading to one single standardised approach to
precursor analysis.
Given the common acceptance of precursor analysis as it is achieved today, it may be
worthwhile to revisit the role of the various stakeholders in the processes involved. Whereas
in many countries precursor analyses are still performed by regulatory organisations or their
TSOs, there are arguments to have these analyses rather performed by the licensees and
reviewed by the regulator. This would indeed bring the PSAEA process more in line with the
established process of experience feedback.
The interactions between practitioners of deterministic and of probabilistic event analysis,
however, are in general less developed. An OECD precursor workshop in 2001 [4,8] has
made an attempt to bring these two communities together. Although there are of course
close contacts between the practitioners of both approaches in at least some countries, one
has for instance not yet seen the consolidation of precursor analysis within documents on the
process of operational feedback. Incident reporting systems don’t yet explicitly provide or
invite for the possibility to include PSAEA results as a measure of event importance. In this
context, it is also worthwhile to mention the Finnish initiative to risk-inform the conventional
INES5 ratings for events in Finnish plants. Indeed, the absence of a clear correlation between
the INES ratings of events (at least for INES ratings 1, 0 and out-of-scale) and the
corresponding CCDP has already been observed many times.
5

International Nuclear Event Scale.
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5 CONCLUSIONS
In Belgium, a precursor program is routinely performed since 2000. This activity is a part of
the operational experience feedback process within AVN to support the regulatory inspection
of the licensees who are responsible for maintaining a properly working operational
experience feedback process. Today, the PSAEA process has become an integrated part of
the overall AVN process of follow-up of operating experience.
The interaction with a wide audience of other practitioners and stakeholders in international
meetings has not only advanced the understanding of many technical issues, but it has also
contributed to the evolution of a broader view on the process itself of precursor analysis.
There is a confirmed interest in the continuation of this international forum.
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A New Method to Consider Human Actions in the Framework of a
Dynamic PSA
Martina Kloos, Jörg Peschke
Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS)

Abstract: The variety of accident sequences to be considered in the framework of a PSA derives from
mutual dependencies between the physical process, the behaviour of the technical system, human
actions and stochastic influences along the time axis. Because the conventional PSA approach is not
able to adequately account for these interactions, so-called probabilistic dynamics methods have been
developed. They generally achieve a more realistic modelling of accident scenarios and a more
realistic safety assessment. At GRS, the method MCDET - a combination of Monte Carlo Simulation
und the Discrete Dynamic Event Tree method - was developed. The implementation of MCDET was
supplemented by a so called Crew-Module which allows - together with a deterministic dynamics code
– to simulate human actions as a dynamic process evolving over time in interaction with the system
and process dynamics. The Crew-Module accounts for communications between crew members and
for performance shaping factors like stress, knowledge or ergonomics. This paper presents the CrewModule and gives an overview of the results which may be obtained from its combination with MCDET
and a deterministic dynamics code. The emergency operating procedure ’Secondary Side Bleed and
Feed’ in a German PWR is selected as an illustrative application.

1 INTRODUCTION
Over the past decades, the event tree analysis combined with fault tree analyses and with a
few simulations performed by an appropriate deterministic dynamics code (like RELAP,
ATHLET, MELCOR, or ASTEC) has gained widespread acceptance for analyzing the
consequences of accident scenarios in a nuclear power plant. But experiences have shown,
that the conventional PSA approach is not able to adequately handle the complex dynamics
of accident scenarios while simultaneously accounting for stochastic influences. This is
mainly due to the fact, that the analyses of human actions, of the behaviour of the technical
system and of the physical process are decoupled from each other. I.e. the conventional
PSA does not operate in the actual time/state space of the overall system of man, machine
and physical process. Therefore, simplifications and compromises have to be made.
For instance, actual timing and process conditions are not part of the event tree model. They
are available for only a few selected sequences judged to be representative for the spectrum
of accident sequences. Thus, event tree analyses in a Level 1 PSA which are mainly
concerned with the failure behaviour of safety and emergency system functions generally
account only for the availability/unavailability of system functions at set points. No
consideration is given, for instance, to situations where system functions which were
successfully started fail to operate with the required capacity or fail to operate within the
required mission time. Also human actions as part of the safety and emergency functions are
usually considered just by two alternatives at set points, namely the successful execution
and the omission of actions. Actual dependencies between the actions and the ongoing

system and process dynamics cannot be handled. Therefore, situations where the crew has
to respond to changing process conditions (for instance, if successfully started safety
systems fail to operate) and the process immediately reacts to corresponding interventions,
remain unconsidered. The only information on the process dynamics which is taken into
account is the time window available for a required action sequence. This time window is
derived from one or two simulations of process situations (judged to be representative) and
used to quantify the corresponding human error probability for different situations. Here the
question arises, whether this approach is able to provide a realistic (or even conservative)
safety assessment at the end.
In cases where timing and process conditions are judged to be relevant for the event tree
model - for instance, in a Level 2 PSA where phenomena (like steam explosion or H2
combustion) which do not permit a mechanistic modelling have to be handeled - they are
considered only in a rather coarse discretization (e.g. “early”, “late” for the timing, “top”,
“bottom” for the location, or “small”, “medium”, “large” for magnitudes). This involves the risk,
that accident sequences resulting from details in timing and process conditions remain
unknown, but also that sequences with rather unlikely combinations of process conditions
are taken into account.
Relevant accident sequences may also remain undetected, because the expert prescribes
the order of events which would actually derive from the interaction between the dynamics of
the overall system and the stochastics. That means, only accident sequences which follow
the given order of events are taken into account. Therefore, it is arguable, whether the
corresponding safety (risk) assessment can adequately account for the spectrum of event
sequences that may actually evolve.
To overcome the deficiencies of the conventional PSA and to achieve a more realistic
analysis of complex dynamic systems, probabilistic dynamics methods have been developed
in recent years (/1/, /2/). At GRS, the method MCDET (Monte Carlo Dynamic Event Tree)
was developed. It is a combination of Monte Carlo Simulation und the Discrete Dynamic
Event Tree method (/3/, /4/). MCDET was implemented as a stochastics module which can
operate in tandem with any deterministic dynamics code. The tandem is capable of handling
the interaction over time between the stochastics as specified by the user and the dynamics
as modelled by a deterministic dynamics code.
Because the combination of the module MCDET and a deterministic dynamics code is not
able to account for human actions in sufficient detail, a so called Crew-Module was
developed (/5/). The Crew-Module allows to simulate human actions as a dynamic process
which evolves over time while interacting with the stochastics as modelled in MCDET and the
system and process dynamics as modelled in the deterministic dynamics code. It accounts
for communications between crew members as well as for so-called performance shaping
factors like stress, knowledge or ergonomics which may affect human actions. Up to now, the
Crew-Module has been restricted to errors of omission. In principal, the module would also
allow the consideration of errors of commission, provided the experts are able to make
assessments in this direction. The Crew-Module does not account for the mental process
and the cognitive behaviour of the operators, as it was attempted, for instance, in /6/.
The objective of this paper is to describe the Crew-Module and to give an overview of the
results which may be obtained from its combination with MCDET and a deterministic
dynamics code. Before this is done, an overview of the method MCDET is given in section 2.
Section 3 presents the principles of human actions as modelled by the Crew-Module and
explains, how the Crew-Module works in combination with MCDET and a dynamics code.
Section 4 gives an illustrative application. Subject of the application is the emergency
operating procedure ’Secondary Side Bleed and Feed’ in a German PWR. Conclusions can
be found in section 5.
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2 THE PROBABILISTIC DYNAMICS METHOD MCDET
MCDET is a combination of Monte Carlo (MC) simulation and the Discrete Dynamic Event
Tree (DDET) method.
MC simulation is the most straightforward numerical procedure for probabilistic dynamics
analyses. It generates a random sample of event sequences according to the probabilistic
information provided for stochastic events. Especially for a highly redundant system
(characterized by safety functions with low failure rates), the computational effort of the MC
analysis may be immense. In order to be able to adequately consider rare events (e.g.
failures of safety functions with a low failure rate), a sufficiently large sample of sequences
must be provided. Furthermore, the generation of each sequence requires a complete
dynamics calculation starting from the initiating event and ending in one of the final states
including damage states, states of no damage and controlled operation as well as the
specified end of observation time.
The DDET approach organizes the computation of event sequences according to the tree
structure known from the event tree analysis. All branches at a branch point (i.e. all
alternative system and process conditions at a point in time) - also those of low probability are tracked. Repeated calculations of dynamic situations shared by different sequences are
avoided.
On the one side, DDET methods can adequately handle events associated by a time and a
system state each of which may be either deterministic or random and discrete. Deterministic
times and system states are taken into account as modelled by the applied deterministic
dynamics code. Events which may occur randomly at a discrete point in time (e.g. failure at
the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc. demand of a valve), or which are characterized by a random and discrete
system state (e.g. availability/unavailability of safety functions) are handled according to the
event tree structure.
On the other side, DDET methods lack a satisfactory treatment of events characterized by a
time and/or system state which are random and continuous. These are, for instance, events
where the failure of operating components may occur at any time within the required mission
time, or events where operating components fail to function with the required capacity. In
order to account for these events, DDET methods perform a discretization in time and/or
state and consider all combinations of the discrete alternatives. To avoid a combinatorial
explosion of the number of sequences, for instance, for scenarios characterized by a large
number of safety functions with a relatively high failure rate, they are forced to apply a coarse
discretization which consequently provides a less accurate PSA result. The accuracy of a
result derived from a more or less detailed time discretization is hard to quantify.
The combination of MC simulation and the DDET approach as realized in MCDET is capable
of accounting for any deterministic or stochastic event. Events associated with a time and a
system state each of which may be either deterministic or random and discrete are generally
treated by the DDET approach. MC simulation is used to handle events for which the timing
and/or system state are random and continuous. MC simulation may also be applied for
events with discrete alternatives in the timing and/or the system state, if the alternatives can
adequately be represented in the MC sample.
MCDET provides a random sample of n DDETs. Each DDET is constructed on condition of a
set of values randomly selected for the variables handled by MC simulation (MC variables).
Instead of all combinations of discrete alternatives resulting from an underlying discretization,
MCDET considers (only) n sets of values for the MC variables, no matter, for instance, how
many system and safety functions with a high failure rate have to be taken into account.
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The combination of MCDET with a deterministic dynamics code calculates, for each
sequence of a DDET, the time histories of the process quantities and their likelihood. For
each DDET, probability distributions are available for the process quantities and the
corresponding system states (along the time axis). These distributions are conditional on the
initiating event and on the values obtained from MC simulation. PSA statements are, finally,
derived from the mean probability distributions over all DDETs. Each mean distribution
provides an approximate summary of the stochastic variability of the quantities considered
within a DDET. The mean distribution is provided together with a confidence interval which
gives an indication of the possible error with which the mean probability derived from the
sample may estimate the true probability. That means, MCDET allows the application of
principles from statistics to estimate PSA quantities and to determine the accuracy of these
estimates. In applications with computationally intensive models, a probabilistic "cut off"
criterion can be introduced to keep the computational effort practicable. It has the effect, that
all sequences with a conditional probability less than a user specified threshold value are
ignored.
MCDET is implemented as a so-called stochastics module, i.e. as a library of routines which
handle the stochastics in interaction with the dynamics. The routines are available to a
scheduler program organizing the computation. The scheduler may use the routines in
combination with an appropriate deterministic dynamics code simulating the system and
process dynamics and with the Crew-Module which accounts for human actions.

3 THE CREW-MODULE
The main object of the Crew-Module is to simulate human actions as a dynamic process
evolving over time in parallel to and in interaction with the behaviour of the technical system
and the physical process.

3.1 Principles of the model of human actions
A crew may consist of three or more individuals communicating with each other. Each crew
member is responsible for a special task. There may be tasks which can be executed in
parallel, and other tasks which can only be started, if some conditions (e.g. system and
process conditions prescribed in the emergency procedure, or the confirmation from an
operator of a successful task execution) are fulfilled. Information on the process and system
state is given by the respective control room equipment like, for instance, indicators or
alarms. It is read by the responsible operator and communicated to other crew members
(supervisor, supervisor assistant).
On the one side, human actions may change the system state and affect the physical
process. On the other side, the reaction of the process as indicated by the corresponding
equipment in the control room affects the actions of the crew. Other factors which may
influence human actions are so-called performance shaping factors like stress, knowledge or
ergonomics and the communication between crew members. For instance, the information
from an operator, that he is not able to correctly finish his task, may increase the stress level
of the supervisor, and this may increase the likelihood to omit necessary actions (e.g.
instructions) or to commit incorrect actions.
The Crew-Module is composed of a collection of scripts and routines. The scripts include the
information necessary to describe the process of human actions, and the routines read and
run the respective information. Three different scripts are defined, the ‘BasicActions’ script,
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the ‘ActionLists’ script, and the ‘AlarmIndicators’ script. The structure of each script follows a
special form.
The ‘BasicActions’ script comprises all basic actions relevant for the human actions to be
modelled. Basic action means a simple action like, for instance, pushing a knob, shifting a
switch, reading an instruction, simple communication (e.g. instruction of the supervisor to
perform a special task), going to another place etc. Attached to each basic action are
attributes which give information, for instance, on the operator performing the action, the
operator or system component which is affected by the action, and on the time needed to
execute the action. Probability distributions for random execution times must be specified
within the stochastics module MCDET. For actions, for which human errors must be taken
into account, the corresponding human error probability must also be specified within
MCDET. For probability estimation, the ASEP (Accident Sequences Evaluation Program) or
THERP (Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction) method may be used, for instance.
The ‘ActionLists’ script includes alternative sequences of basic actions. The action sequence
to be realized may depend on the current state of the overall system (of man, machine and
physical process) and, moreover, on its history. Therefore, each action sequence is
associated with a corresponding initiation condition. All alarms and indicators which are
relevant for the human actions to be modelled are defined in the script ‘AlarmIndicator’.
Attached to them are system and process conditions for their activation.
The main tasks of the Crew-Module routines are i) to read the information on alarms, basic
actions and action sequences given in the corresponding scripts, ii) to check for conditions in
the system and process state (including the relevant control room equipment) and in the
crew performance, and iii) to run action sequences for which the conditions are fulfilled.
An essential feature of the Crew-Module is its flexibility. Any attribute can be defined for
basic actions and any quantity of the overall system can be selected to specify a condition of
the ‘ActionLists’ and ‘AlarmIndicator’ scripts. The Crew-Module may account for errors of
omission as well as for errors of commission (so far an assessment is possible) and for the
change and influence of performance shaping factors. The mental process and the cognitive
behaviour are not modelled.

3.2 The Crew-Module in combination with MCDET and a dynamics code
The combination of the Crew-Module with a deterministic dynamics code is capable of
handling the interaction within the overall system of crew performance, system behaviour
and physical process at each point in time. Coupling the stochastics module MCDET to this
combination provides a simulation tool which can account for stochastic influences on the
dynamics of the overall system, and vice versa, for the influence of this dynamics on the
stochastics (e.g. on the order of stochastic events, on the magnitude of failure rates and
probabilities, etc.).
The Crew-Module routines are available to a scheduler which organizes the alternate
calculations of the Crew-Module, the deterministic dynamics code and the stochastics
module MCDET. The scheduler starts the probabilistic dynamics calculations by transferring
all user provided information on human actions (as given in the BasicActions’ and ActionLists
script), on the system and process dynamics (as modelled in the deterministic dynamics
code) as well as on the stochastics (as specified in MCDET) to corresponding program and
storage items. These items are permanently updated during the calculations.
For the construction of a DDET, the scheduler, first, calls the relevant MCDET routine to set
the initial and boundary conditions. Depending on the conditions, either the deterministic
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dynamics code or the appropriate Crew-Module routine is activated to start the calculation of
the first DDET sequence. As long as the system and process dynamics is calculated and
human actions have not been initiated, a Crew-Module routine checks whether a condition
(specified in the ‘AlarmIndicators’ script) is fulfilled to start human actions.
Suppose a condition to start human actions is fulfilled, then the scheduler interrupts the
calculation of the deterministic dynamics code and activates the Crew-Module routine which
derives the time-dependent information on the sequence of (basic) human actions to be
executed. The sequence reflects the process of human actions where tasks may be
executed one after the other or in parallel. When the action sequence is finished or reaches a
basic action which needs information from the physical process, the calculation of the CrewModule routine terminates. In this case, the scheduler activates the deterministic dynamics
code to calculate the system and process dynamics according to the information (for
instance, on the system state change performed at time t) provided by the Crew-Module.
During the calculation, the relevant Crew-Module routine checks, whether the system and
process state in combination with the state of human actions may produce a new sequence
of human actions. If so, the calculation of the deterministic dynamics code is interrupted and
control is given to the Crew-Module which selects a new time-dependent sequence of
actions. If at the end of the calculation of the dynamics code performed according to the
information of the Crew-Module, a condition is realized to continue the calculation of human
actions, the relevant Crew-Module routine is activated. If not, the calculation of the system
and process dynamics is continued either until a condition for human actions is fulfilled or
until an absorbing state (e.g. a state of controlled operation or the user specified end of
execution time) is reached.
A soon as the state of the overall system of human actions, technical system and physical
process is available for a point in time, the relevant routine of the MCDET module checks for
conditions of stochastic events. If a stochastic event has to be handled by MC simulation, for
instance, in case of a random execution time for a basic action, MCDET randomly selects a
value from the corresponding probability distribution which is then taken into account for the
ongoing calculation. If a branching has to be realized, because, for instance, a human action
may be omitted or not, MCDET selects the branch to be calculated next (e.g. the branch
where the action is executed), while the information of all other branches, which still have to
be calculated (e.g. the branch where the action is omitted), is kept in memory according to a
first-in-last-out structure. If the MCDET routine detects an absorbing state or calculates a
sequence probability which falls below a user defined threshold, the calculation of the current
sequence is terminated. In this case, the scheduler calls the MCDET routine which selects
the next branch to be calculated. This is the branch which was stored last. The scheduler
actuates the dynamics calculation with the initial conditions memorized on this branch. If
there is not any branch left to be calculated, the construction of a DDET is completed. The
construction of a new DDET starts with the activation of the MCDET routine which provides
the initial and boundary conditions.
To reduce the computational effort, the scheduler organizes the dynamics calculations in a
way which avoids repeated calculations of the same dynamic situation.

4 ILLUSTRATIVE APPLICATION OF THE CREW MODULE IN COMBINATION
WITH MCDET AND A DETERMISTIC DYNAMICS CODE
For illustration purposes, the emergency operating procedure (EOP) ’Secondary Side Bleed
and Feed’ is selected. This EOP is employed in German Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR)
to achieve the protection goal of steam generator injection after the loss of feedwater supply.
The work flow diagram in Fig. 1 shows the sequence of general tasks as they are given in
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the written EOP description. For this application, the EOP is modelled up to the time, when
the steam generators are depressurized (i.e. task AP1 of the diagram in Fig. 1).

water level of
4 steam
generat. < 4m?
1)

yes

RCP
operating?

feedwater
tank
available?

yes
AA

no

AC

AB

AD

AH

AJ

AF

yes

AG1

AB
finished?

AG2

yes

no

no
AM
yes

AB
finished?

AL

no
second.side
depressur.
criteria? 2)

AN1

yes

AP1

no

The rectangles represent the EOP tasks:
AA: Switch off of the reactor coolant pumps (RCP).
AB: Simulation of the reactor protection system (takes place in the emergency feedwater
building outside the control room).
AC: Installation of the mobile pump (in the emergency feedwater building).
AD: Inspection of the availability of the feedwater tank (in the engine house).
AF: Permanent monitoring of the system and process state.
AG1:Closing of the warm-up valves of the feedwater pumps to keep pressure in the
feedwater pipe.
AG2:Isolation of the feedwater tank.
AH: Pressurization of the feedwater tank.
AJ: Locking of the auxiliary steam stop valves to keep pressure in the feedwater tank.
AL: Opening of valves to make available water content of the feedwater pipe after
secondary side depressurization.
AM: Placing the emergency feedwater lines into operation.
AN1:Start of the mobile pump.
AP1:Opening of the main steam relief control valves.
1)
2)

Process criterion for EOP initiation
Condition for the secondary side depressurization is fulfilled, if one of the following
criterias occurs:
- pressurizer relief valve opens several times, or
- pressurizer water level > 9.5 m, or
- coolant temperatur in the primary system > 310°C.

Fig. 1: Work flow diagram of the EOP ‘Secondary Side Bleed and Feed’ as considered in the
illustrative application.
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The illustrative application is restricted to the stochastics in the actions of the crew, i.e.
stochastic influences on the behaviour of the technical system or on the physical process are
not considered. Human error probabilities are derived from the ASEP-method (Accident
Sequence Evaluation Program, /7/). The probability distributions for the random times
needed to execute actions (like reading a display, pushing a knob, giving an instruction etc.)
are obtained by expert judgment. The type of all these distributions is specified as uniform.
The knowledge uncertainties identified are represented by the mean values of the
corresponding subjective probability distributions. The deterministic dynamics code MELCOR
was used to simulate the system and process dynamics after the loss of feedwater supply.
Because of the great extent of the procedure, only some aspects can be presented in this
paper. The detailed exemplary description in section 4.1 intends to show, what kind of
information is necessary to model human actions and what kind of different interactions can
take place even for a rather small part of the procedure. Section 4.2 presents some results
and a discussion of the analysis.

4.1 Exemplary description of the complexity of the model of human actions
The EOP ‘Secondary Side Bleed and Feed’ is a rather extensive procedure. Therefore, a
detailed exemplary description of the corresponding model of human actions is given only up
to task AA of the diagram in Fig. 1 (Switch off of the reactor coolant pumps). A more
extensive description can be found in /5/.
The execution of the EOP requires a crew of operators which have to execute different tasks
within and outside the control room. The crew considered in this application consists of 8
members: a supervisor (SV) , 2 supervisor assistants (SVA1, SVA2) and 5 other operators
(OP1,…,OP5). OP1 is concerned with the monitoring of the primary side, OP2 with the
monitoring of the secondary side, while OP3, OP4 and OP5 are mostly outside the control
room for inspection purposes.
The initiating event is the loss of steam generator water injection (t0 = 0), while power supply
is available. The EOP actions are initiated, as soon as the corresponding displays in the
control room indicate, that the water level of all 4 steam generators passes below 4 m. It is
assumed that the displays operate correctly, and that they immediately indicate the process
condition. Diagnosis and decision problems are not assumed, because the signals and
criteria to start the EOP are clear. After the process condition for the EOP was indicated this happens at t = 1709 s according to the calculations of the deterministic dynamics code -,
OP2 has to perform the first actions.
Actions associated with a time specification in the description below are considered as basic
actions. OP2 arrives at the displays indicating the steam generator level after some delay
time (1-20 s). He checks the display information (2-4 s for each of the 8 displays) and informs
SV about the current situation (4-8 s). For controlling purposes, SV goes to the displays (1-5
s), reads them (16-32 s for 8 displays), and selects the written instructions to find out what to
do (30-45 s). He instructs SVA2 to call back OP3, OP4 and OP5 into the control room (4-8
s), goes to the side desk (1-5 s) to check the 16 displays which indicate the availability of
power supply (2-4 s for each display) and instructs SVA1 to undertake the operation control
of the procedure (10-20 s) as long as he is concerned with the organization of the emergency
task force (240-360 s). SVA2 who was instructed to call back OP3, OP4 and OP5, goes to
the loud-speaker installation (1-5 s) and gives the respective instructions (20-30s). The times
the operators need to return to the control room are 240-300 s for OP3 and OP4 and 480600 s for OP5.
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After SVA1 got the instruction to undertake the command, the next task to be executed
would be task AA of the work flow diagram in Fig. 1. Task AA requires switching off the
reactor coolant pumps (RCP). The stochastics in the actions of task AA is shown in Fig. 2. In
a similar way, the stochastics with respect to other tasks of the procedure is handled. A
complete description can be found in /5/.
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omission.
no
p=0.50
RCP continue
running.

1)

RCP
switched off.
yes
p=0.50; t є [5; 30] (s)

SVA1 repeats his
instruction to OP1.
yes
p=1; t є [30; 40] (s)
OP1 follows the instruction
and switches off all RCP.
yes
p=1; t є [16; 20] (s)

2)

RCP
switched off.

1)

2)

SVA1 instructs OP1 to switch off all RCP with the probability p=0.95 .
SVA1 needs a time t of 30-40 s for the instruction.
It is assumed that repeated instructions are correctly executed.

Fig. 2: Stochastics in the human actions of task AA of the EOP ‘Secondary Side Bleed and
Feed’
Due to human errors, different sequences of human actions may evolve. They differ in the
time, when tasks are performed and in system states depending on whether a task is
correctly accomplished or not. Fig. 2 shows two sequences with the 4 RCP switched off. The
time, when the pumps are switched off, varies due to random times of preceding actions,
errors of omission and delay times of recovery actions. Fig. 2 also shows two sequences
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where human failure avoids a successful execution of task AA with the consequence that the
pumps continue running.
At the end of task AA, i.e. at one of the final states of task AA (each achieved at different
times), SVA1 waits for OP3, OP4 and OP5 to return to the control room. Depending on the
time the operators need to come back and on the time SV needs for his organization task,
different situations may happen. For example, if SV finished his work before one of the
operators arrives at the control room, he informs SVA1 that he is ready to take back the
command, and SVA1 gives SV a brief report about the current state of the procedure (60-90
s). In case, SVA1 has forgotten to instruct OP1 to shut off the RCP, SV notices this omission
with a probability of 0.5, and recovery of the omission takes place, i.e. SV himself instructs
OP1 to switch off all pumps (30-40 s). With a probability of 0.5, SV does not realize the
omission, and the pumps continue running. Depending on the arrival time of OP3, OP4 and
OP5, SV may first instruct OP3 to connect the mobile pump (120-150 s), then OP4 to
perform the simulation of the reactor protection system, and finally OP5 to check the integrity
of the feedwater storage tank (60-90 s). Evidently, the time when an operator is instructed,
affects the time when the task for which he is responsible, is finished. Again, this affects the
times when activities of other tasks can be started.
If the operators arrive at the control room, before SV is in command, SVA1 gives the
corresponding instructions. If SV finished his organization task in the meantime and is ready
to take back the command, he has to wait until SVA1 finishes his instructions to the
operators. Of course, the time delay until SV takes back the command, affects the starting
time of the recovery action in case task AA has been omitted, and this time affects the time,
when the RCP are switched off.
Depending on whether the RCP are switched off and, if so, when they are switched off, the
system and process criteria to depressurize the steam generators are reached earlier or
later. It is assumed that the corresponding displays and alarms in the control room operate
correctly and indicate the process situation immediately. Suppose the process criteria are
indicated, then the depressurization of the steam generators can be initiated not before some
preliminary actions (for instance, the simulation of the reactor protection system) have been
executed. That means, the further sequence of human actions after the occurrence of the
process criteria depends on the actions which have been performed so far. Of course, all
actions may also be affected by performance shaping factors. For instance, the critical
process situation in combination with the action sequence performed so far may raise up the
stress level of the operators, and a higher stress level may increase the error probability.
As can be seen from the description above, even a small part of the EOP outlined in Fig. 1
leads to a variety of sequences. These sequences derive from the mutual dependencies
along the time axis between human actions, the technical system, the physical process and
the stochastics in human actions. Therefore, a valid assessment of human reliability has to
account not only for human errors and the corresponding probabilities, but also for these
interactions along the time axis.

4.2 Selected results
In section 4.1, the model of human actions is described in detail for only a small part of the
EOP ‘Secondary Side Bleed and Feed’ outlined in Fig. 1. In a similar way, human actions
regarding the other tasks of the EOP are modelled. Attached to each action modelled as a
basic action (see section 3.1) is the information on i) the operator who performs the action, ii)
the operators or system components which are affected by the action and iii) the time
needed to execute the action. A total of about 150 basic actions are specified for the tasks of
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the EOP. The information on the stochastics, i.e. on the probability distributions of the
random execution times and on the human error probabilities, is specified in MCDET.
In this illustrative application, a sample of 500 discrete dynamic event trees (DDETs) was
generated. All DDETs comprise a total of about 45000 different sequences. Probability
distributions for process quantities, system states and human action characteristics (like, for
instance, the execution times for tasks to be performed in the EOP) are available for each
DDET. PSA statements are derived from the respective mean probability distribution over all
DDETs. The mean distribution is given together with a confidence interval which indicates
the possible error with which the mean probability derived from the sample may estimate the
true probability. In the following, mean probability distributions are presented for a selection
of time variables which are relevant for the EOP ‘Secondary Side Bleed and Feed’.
The initiating event is the loss of steam generator feedwater injection, while power supply is
available. The EOP is to be started, when the water level of all 4 steam generators passes
below 4 m. In order to reduce the thermal energy contribution of the 4 RCP, the first task of
the EOP is to switch off all RCP. The time, when all RCP are switched off, affects the critical
time, when the steam generators can be depressurized. That means, if the RCP are
switched off early, the critical time is delayed and the crew members have more time to
accomplish their tasks. Similarly, the time when the process criteria for the depressurization
of the primary side are fulfilled, is affected. This time is very critical for the current EOP,
because the occurrence of the criteria for the primary side depressurization before the
secondary side depressurization has been executed means the failure of the EOP.
The many different sequences of the 500 DDETs show a rather large variation of the time,
when the RCP are switched off. Fig. 3 presents the corresponding mean probability
distribution. The indicated times relate to t=1709 s – the time when the process condition for
the initiation of the EOP is given. So, all RCP shut off at 400 s means, for instance, that the
RCP are switched off 400 s after t=1709 s. As can be seen in Fig. 3, there is a probability of
about 0.94, that the RCP are switched off within t=300 s. The probability to exceed t=450 s is
about 0.05, and the probability to exceed t=900 s is about 8.4E-4. With a probability of 9.6E4, the RCP are not switched off and continue producing thermal energy. In this case, the
system and process criteria for steam generator depressurization are given at t=1736 s. If the
RCP are switched off after 900 s, there is a time profit of less than 240 s until the process
criteria for the steam generator depressurization are fulfilled; the time profit is more than 420
s, if the RCP are switched off within t=300 s. From the distribution given in Fig. 3, it can be
concluded, that a time profit of more than 420 s can be achieved with a probability of 0.94.
An essential task of the EOP ‘Secondary Side Bleed and Feed’ is to pressure up the
feedwater storage tank in order to use its water inventory for steam generator injection. The
successful execution would lead to a delay of the process conditions for primary side
depressurization. The diagram in Fig. 1 shows that task AH (Pressurization of the feedwater
storage tank) can be performed only, if task AB (Simulation of the Reactor Protection
System) is accomplished and the feedwater storage tank is available. Because technical
failures are not assumed in this application, the availability of the feedwater storage tank is
given. Nevertheless, the time needed to control the storage tank is taken into account.
Obviously, the written EOP instructions suppose task AH to be executed, if the criteria for
steam generator depressurization are given. This situation would occur, if the criteria are
fulfilled after task AB was accomplished. For that reason, the probability distributions for the
time, when task AB is finished and for time, when the process criteria for the secondary side
depressurization are given, are of particular interest. These distributions are given in Fig. 4
and Fig. 5.
The distribution in Fig.4 shows, that the probability to accomplish task AB later than 2190 s
(after t=1709 s) is about 0.8. On the other side - as can be seen from Fig. 5 -, the process
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criteria for the secondary side depressurization occur earlier than 2193 s with a probability of
about 0.95. This would imply, that the actions of task AH are not performed with a high
probability, because after accomplishing task AB, the crew is forced to start the
depressurization of the steam generators. In fact, the results of the analysis show, that with a
probability of about 0.82, the process criteria for steam generator depressurization already
occur, while task AB is still performed. Therefore, the next tasks to be executed are tasks
AM, AN1 and AP1 instead of task AH. The essential issue of the EOP to pressure up the
feedwater storage tank is neglected with a very high probability. It is remarkable, that the
reason for this are not the unavailability of the feedwater tank inventory or human errors
which would lead to the omission of the tank pressurization, but the dependencies over time
between human actions, the technical system and the physical process in consideration of
random execution times.
This illustrative application demonstrates an essential advantage of probabilistic dynamics
methods in contrast to the conventional PSA approach. Probabilistic dynamics methods are
capable of detecting situations which were not thought of before, but which may occur with a
relatively high probability. Moreover, they provide much more insight into complex nonlinear
systems than it is possible using the conventional PSA approach.
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Fig. 3: Probability distribution of the time, when all RCP are switched off (after the
occurrence of the initiation criteria of the EOP).
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5 CONCLUSIONS
Probabilistic dynamics methods have been developed, because the conventional PSA
approach is not capable of adequately accounting for the complex dynamics of accident
scenarios in interaction with stochastic influences. At GRS, the method MCDET - a
combination of Monte Carlo Simulation und the Discrete Dynamic Event Tree method - was
developed. MCDET is implemented as a so-called stochastics module, i.e. as a library of
routines which handle the stochastics in interaction with the dynamics. The module MCDET
operates in tandem with any deterministic dynamics code.
Because the combination of the module MCDET and the dynamics code is not able to
consider human actions in sufficient detail, a so called Crew-Module was developed. The
Crew-Module allows to simulate human actions as a dynamic process which evolves over
time while interacting with the stochastics as modelled in MCDET and the system and
process dynamics as modelled in the deterministic dynamics code. The combination of
MCDET, the Crew-Module and the dynamics code allows an integral simulation of an overall
system where human actions, the technical system, the physical process and stochastic
influences are the main interacting parts in the course of time.
The Crew-Module is able to account for errors of omission as well as for errors of
commission (so far an assessment is possible). Performance shaping factors like stress,
knowledge, ergonomics, etc. which may affect human actions may also be considered. The
Crew-Module does not intend to model the mental process and cognitive behaviour of the
crew members. Nevertheless, the combination of the Crew-Module, the stochastics module
MCDET, and an appropriate deterministic dynamics code provides a more realistic
assessment of the consequences of accident scenarios than the conventional event tree
method. More over, as is shown by the illustrative application, the combination is able to give
an assessment of the efficiency of emergency operating procedures and allows a
comparison of the efficiency of different measures of human actions.
Subject of the illustrative application is the emergency operating procedure ’Secondary Side
Bleed and Feed’ in a German PWR. The process dynamics was simulated for the scenario
‘Loss of steam generator water injection, while power supply is available’. The effects of the
interaction between the stochastics, human actions and the system and process dynamics
are represented by a sample of 500 discrete dynamic event trees (DDETs). Each DDET
provides probability distributions for process quantities, system states and human action
characteristics (like, for instance, the execution times for EOP tasks). PSA statements are
derived from the mean probability distributions over all DDETs. Each mean distribution is
given together with a confidence interval which indicates the possible error with which the
mean probability derived from the sample may estimate the true probability.
The illustrative application demonstrates an essential advantage of probabilistic dynamics
methods in contrast to the conventional PSA approach. Probabilistic dynamics methods
provide a more realistic modelling and, therefore, a more realistic safety assessment of
accident scenarios. They are capable of detecting situations which were not thought of
before, but which may occur with a relatively high probability. Moreover, they provide much
more insight into complex nonlinear systems than it is possible using the conventional PSA
approach.
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Pre-accidental situations highlighted by RECUPERARE method and data
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Abstract:
RECUPERARE method has been developed for operating feedback analysis and built on the French
Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) principles. It is used to study the causes of human errors or
technical failures occurred in French PWRs and the recovery process of events. Based on an event
classification (6 categories) model according to the nature of the link between failure and recovery, the
identified and recorded data are:
n the causes of the defects (technical, human, organizational) and the context in which they
appear;
n the factors of the recovery performance (depending on technical and organizational aspects);

n

a chronological analysis, designed to collect delays between failures and their
detection/recovery for each event.
About 3600 events reported in French PWRs (1997-2003) had been reviewed through this model.
Initially, the weight of factors and the most important factors, which influenced the detection and
recovery delay, are defined. For this purpose, the regression Partial Least Square (PLS) is used.
Then, to link RECUPERARE results with pre-accidentals data, conditional probabilities of events
linked between them by a cause and effect relationship are calculated. For this, the Bayesian method
with the Bayesian network is built with the PLS obtained results and applied. This constitutes a first
approach to take into account in HRA the human and organizational factors highlighted by operating
feedback.

1 INTRODUCTION
The first IRSN PSA model was established since 1990. Pre-accidental conditions, initiator
and post initiator operation management are the main three parts of its structure. A HRA
model is used to produce the figures of human reliability, based on data obtained by
simulator and expert judgment. Probabilities to recover an existing failure according to the
detection means, before the initiator, are the main data.
The RECUPERARE data are obtained from the 3600 EDF event reports (1997-2003). EDF
writes these event reports when some safety significant, technical or human failures occur on
a nuclear plant. IRSN analyses them with the RECUPERARE method and the descriptors of
each events are recorded in a database.
This analysis can help experts to update the pre-accidentals data used in EPS.
To achieve this purpose, several steps are necessary:
1. to determine the various factors of events reported in the RECUPERARE data base,
which influence the detection and recovery delay;

2. to find the Bayesian network which describes the connections between these
RECUPERARE fields (network nodes), with a qualitative point of view;
3. to evaluate the network parameters which quantify the connections between the
RECUPERARE fields.
The result of these various studies is the definition of a Bayesian network, which allows the
calculation of various conditional probabilities, taking into account human and organizational
factors from operating feedback, by means of situations contained in the database
RECUPERARE.

2 FACTORS INFLUENCING THE DETECTION AND RECOVERY DELAY

2.1 Technique of analysis
Which descriptors can explain the detection delay of a failure and the recovery delay in an
event?
Using RECUPERARE method, for each event, 140 descriptors (fields) may be fulfilled with a
mode chosen among others; only some fields are pertinent to describe one event (50 in
average). For example, some fields can be enumerated: categories of event, detection
means, context of event emergence (temporal context, activity…), error actor, detection
actor, recovery actor, nature of errors, erroneous procedure, Man Machine Interface quality,
nature of failure, field “dependence” (this field is used in the instances of dependency
between the default and the recovery for activities, crews and actors), organizational aspects
of events (communication, management…). Examples of modes, for detection means, can
be: alarms, check list of verification, periodic test, etc…
The statistical analysis method carried out to establish those relationships between delays
and descriptors is regression PLS. Equations modeling these delays according to modes of
the fields are built. The weight of a mode on a delay is thus easily interpretable by a
coefficient associated with this mode.
Why this method is selected?
This method is effective when facing to the presence of a great number of missing values
and it is our case. It allows without difficulty to treat the cases where the number of predictors
(number of events) largely exceeds the number of observations (characteristic of the event).
The results given by this method is a hierarchy of the modes according to their role on the
detection or recovery delay. This helps to select the most important ones.

2.2 Modeling of detection delay
The studied sample comprises 2565 events. The detection time is indicated in 60% of the
cases (1543 events).
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Figure 1. Weight of the modes in the modeling of the detection time
The results provided by modeling are:
n the strong influence of the category of event,
n the strong influence of the detection means,
n the strong influence of the field “dependence” (this field is used in the instances of
dependency between the default and the recovery for activities, crews and actors),
n the influence of the context of event emergence (temporal context, activity…)
n the influence of error actor and detection actor,
n the influence of the individual errors,
n the influence of organizational aspects of events (communication, management…).
For example, the weights associated with the modes “same activity” and “same actor”
amount respectively 1.53 and 0.57. The ratio between these weights amounts to 2.7. This
means that the detection time for an event with the mode “same activity” is about 2.7 times
longer than for an event with the mode “same actor”.

3 LINK WITH PRE-ACCIDENTALS DATA
The previous study allowed us to define the fields, which influence the detection delay. For
each field, the study determined a hierarchy of the modes according to their role on the
detection delay.
These fields are used in the construction of a Bayesian network.
This network is important to identify the relation between each field and to calculate the
conditional probability at each node. For this study, the hypothesis “the success or not of the
detection in 30 minutes” is taken in order to determine the conditional probabilities and the
non-detection probabilities. The detection time is fixed at 30 minutes because we consider
that the operator must detect a red alarm in less than 30 minutes.
Moreover, the sample of RECUPERARE situations needs to be completed by simulated
situations in order to have all possible situations according to the selected fields in the
network. Thus, we obtain an exhaustive sample of this type of situations.
For each defined situation in the considered sample, the network provides the probability of
occurrence and the non-detection probability in 30 minutes.
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3.1 The network
In the French PSA, the HRA model for the pre-accident part asserts: If a human failure exists
before that the initiator occurs and if a red alarm appear, the non-recovery probability of error
is estimated to 10-3 (expert judgment). How can we compare this estimation to the delays
founds in the events and reported in the RECUPERARE database?
To try to make a link between this situation and operating feedback, the studied sample
contains the events with two characteristics: they involve at least a human error and the
detection mean is a red alarm. Their non-detection probability in time is calculated with
Bayesian approach.
Initially, the authors determined a Bayesian network. This consists in searching couple of
fields, which are independent conditionally with a third field (order 1 conditional
independence). For this, experts chose fields among others, which influence the delay: fields
obtained by PLS regression. Thus, the network comprises the connections considered to be
the strongest ones. Non-directed segments represent these connections. The experts’ work
then consists in directing the connections according to the desired convergent connections.
Moreover, the K2 algorithm gives a structure of the network by progressive learning. The
authors retained some suggested connections.
The final network is the combination of the two structures.
Error actor
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Day
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Management
Series

Defect
Communication
Detection delay
Organizational
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safeguard system
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Individual error
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management
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Crew error
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Figure 2. Final Bayesian network

3.2 Fields contributions to non-detection risk
In order to treat on a hierarchical basis the network fields ac cording to their contribution to
the non-detection risk, the authors calculate the non-detection probability of the event in 30
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minutes fixing the mode of a field and the alarm color (red or different), all the other fields of
the network not being indicated. The non-detection probability, according to the alarm color
and each mode of the fields taken individually, is thus obtained.
For example, the non-detection probability of the event in 30 minutes for the various modes
of “error” field is given by the following table.
Alarm color Red
Other
Error
Omission action
0.346
0.429
Inappropriate action 0.184
0.242
Commission action
0.135
0.181
Table 1. Non-detection probability according to some modes of “error” field for red and
different alarms
If the “error” is an “omission action”, the non-detection probability of the event is higher than if
the “error” is a “commission action”.

3.3 Non-detection risk
Two hypotheses are possible:
1. The non-detection probability is constant and thus does not depend on the event,
2. There are classes of events for which the non-detection risk is higher.
In the case of hypothesis 2, different classes of event with some specific characteristics of
situation can be identified, and their frequencies can be determined. This is important
because if some events are not very frequent, the non-detection probability is worth indeed
the announced value, in average.
Indeed, if the situation is very improbable even if the non-detection probability is high, the
non-detection risk is less important than when the situation is very probable and the nondetection probability is high.
A rigorous formulation of the non-detection probability (or non-detection risk) uses
consequently two terms:
n The first term is the non-detection probability in a given situation (or event given). It
quantifies the performance of the process of recovery.
n The second term is the probability of being in the situation. It quantifies the
exceptional character or not of the situation.
The risk is defined as follows:

Risk =

∑ prob (non − det ection / situation) × prob( situation )

{situations}

Three cases are possible:
1. The non-detection probability is low, the recovery process performance is thus high
=> the non-detection risk is very low.
2. The non-detection probability is high, the recovery process performance is thus low,
and the situation is very improbable => the non-detection risk is very low.
3. The non-detection probability is high, the recovery process performance is thus low,
and the situation is not rare => the non-detection risk is high.
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These three cases are schematized below.
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3
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Probable
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Figure 3. Schematization of the non-detection risk importance
Using the RECUPERARE data, the objectives are:
n To know the non-detection probability of the event for each possible situation,
n To calculate the probability of occurrence for the critical situations,
n To search the parameters of the recovery process (the various combination of
selected fields) which can explain the low detection performance.

3.4 Analysis definition
The analysis is made as follows:
1. The red color for the field alarm is fixed,
2. The various recovery processes according to fields’, which have an influence on the
detection time, are simulated. All the possible combinations of the modes of these
fields, each one representing a different recovery process, are obtained. For each
one of these processes, the network provides the probability of occurrence of the
process and the non-detection probability of the event in 30 minutes.
3. The other fields are supposed to be unknown.
The specified analysis represents the generation of 3456 events.

3.5 Histogram of the non-detection probability
On the sample of the 3456 simulated events, we obtain the same value of the non-detection
risk than on the sample of the actual events given by RECUPERARE database.
The figure bellows gives the distribution of the numbers of simulated events according to the
non-detection probability in 30 minutes.
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Figure 4. Number of simulated events according to the non-detection probability in 30
minutes.

These results enable us to answer various questions:
For example, which is the situation for which the non-detection probability is highest?
This situation is:
n “Same activity” for the “dependence” field: the error is done by a person or a crew and
other person or crew, who continue the activity, has to detect the errors,
n A problem of control for the field “management”: the management misses some
controls,
n Several problems of communication for the “communication” field: lack of
communication appear during the activity,
n Omission action for the human error: the person forget to do something,
n The detection actor is not an agent of the operating crew,
n And no start-up of the protection or safeguard system.
For this situation, the non-detection probability in 30 minutes is 0.983.
This example shows that probabilities calculated with the Bayesian network can represent
what we learn with operating feedback: a worse situation is a situation with the coincidence
of multiple small failures in organization or organization drift. The result is a bad performance
in the detection and recovery actions.

4 CONCLUSION
This study is a first step in the construction of the link between RECUPERARE results and
pre-accidentals data.
The next steps are to improve of the Bayesian network in order to take into account new
dependences between the RECUPERARE fields, to better characterize the studied sample
in order to determine the various families which have the same non-detection probability, and
to do the same analysis for other detection means.
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Introduction
OECD SETH project :
• PKL – AREVA - Boron dilution
• SB-LOCA (3 tests : E2.1, E2.2, E2.3)
• Loss of RHR at Mid-loop with 1 SG available for cooling, 1
SG full but isolated, and 2 empty SG. Closed primary
system. (1 test : E3.1) => BENCHMARK
•

PANDA – PSI (CH) - CFD code assessment

Introduction
OECD PKL project :
F1 series :
• SB-LOCA with 56K/h SG cooldown,
• SET Circulation/deborication a different inventories, 12 bars

F2 series : (Sensitivity test on E3.1)
• F2.1 - 3 runs : hot pressurizer, low inventory, UH bypass 2%
• F2.2 - 2 runs :1 SG available, 2 SG available

F3 series – open primary
F4 series – ……

Introduction
SETH
Test
Run
Secondary

Upper
Head
Bypass
(%)
LVHL
TPRZ (C)

E3.1

PKL
F2.1
Run 1

F2.1
Run 2

F2.1
Run 3

2 SGs filled with water :
• 1 ready, regulated at 2 bar
• 1 isolated

F2.2
Run 1

F2.2
Run 2

1 SG
filled and
ready

2 SGs
filled and
ready

0.5

0.5

0.5

2.0

0.5

0.5

¾ loop

¾ loop

Lower
edge

¾ loop

¾ loop

¾ loop

50

160

50

50

50

50

Boron Dilution Problematic
Mid-loop operation – closed primary – at least 1 SG for cooling

Deboration Phenomena
• reflux-condenser mode => unplugging of U-tubes / Overspilling
=> Formation of deborated slugs in loop seal
• Condensation in outer vessel => Formation of deborated slugs
in downcomer

Main safety issue :
Will the deborated slug cause return to criticality ?

PKL Facilty

Test E3.1
l

Initial conditions:
– Closed Primary, Mid-Loop operation, Nitogen present, RHR
system. SG 1 full and ready. SG 2 full (cold PRZ), SG 3 and 4
empty

l

Event : Loss of RHR

l

Main Transient :
– Phase A : Pressurization, SG 1 regulated at 2 bar. Unstable
Reflux-condenser mode
– Event : Nitrogen Unplugging U-tube/s of SG 1– Condensed
slug overspill
– Phase B : Continuous overspilling at top U-tubes of SG 1 :
constant - deboration in Loop seal 1

Benchmark - Generic
Participants
l

AVN (Belgium) - CATHARE2 v1.5b mod 5.1

l

VTT (Finland) - APROS v5.06

l

UPVLC (Spain) - RELAP5 mod3.3

l

JNES (Japan) - RELAP5 mod3.3

l

PSI (Switzerland) -TRACE v4.160

l

UNIPI (Italy) - RELAP5 mod3.3
UPM (Spain), GRS (Germany) – not submitted

Benchmark – Deck Qualification
Lumping
Loops : Generally all 4 separatly (AVN 3)
Downcomer Annular and Pipes : 1D/2D and 1/2
SG1 U-tubes : Generally 3 groups : 11,11,6 (VTT 1,5,20,2)
Remaining SGs : Same as SG1 (AVN,PSI 1 U-tube group)
Meshing
Group 1 : 550 meshes (delivered nod.)
Group 2 : others 800-950

Benchmark – Deck Qualification
Volume Error
Primary circuit: 0.17% (0.005m 3) - 1.26% (0.042m 3).
Secondary circuit: 0.58% (0.034m 3) to 8.65%(0.516m 3).
Structures
Primary circuit (expt AVN): 5.2% (929 kg) to 8.1% (1450 kg)
Secondary circuit (expt AVN): 2.72% (803 kg) to 16.9% (4992 kg)

Benchmark – Deck Qualification
Steady State Qualification
Pressure Losses : still problems from some participants
Heat Losses : very good
SG heat exchange area : very good

Benchmark – Main Results
Initial Conditions
Primary :
l

Pressure at edges of range

l

Inventory close to 1300Kg

l

Temperatures ok.

l

Big Nitrogen inventory/distribution differences

Secondary
l

ok

Benchmark – Main Results

Benchmark – Main Results

Benchmark – Main Results

Benchmark – Main Results

Benchmark – Main Results

Benchmark – Main Results

Benchmark – Main Results

Benchmark – Main Results

Benchmark – Main Results

Benchmark – Main Results

Benchmark – Main Results

Benchmark – Main Results

Benchmark – Main Results

Benchmark – Conclusions
OK :Main T-H parameters (P,T,L): good/average
NOK : SG1 U-tube boron behaviour (unplugging/overspilling)
assessment
– liquid distribution in the pressurizer => nitrogen => levels =>
difficulty in assessment of boron capabilities

NOK : downcomer pipe behaviour (both T-H, Boron)
OK : Boron distillation trends (condensation) were seen in the
loop seals of SG 2 and 3
OK/NOK : boron evolution in core (phase A ok)

Benchmark – Conclusions
l

PKL F-series tests => necessary to simulate the steam
generator U-tubes singularly in order to correctly see the
unplugging/overspilling phenomenon seen in the experiment
=> long computing times

l

Diminish computing times by assessing codes on a similar
test (separate effect test) using only one isolated loop (w/o
pressurizer) and very precise knowledge of the initial N2
content

l

Today boron predictions seem to be possible => more
assessment has to be performed

Development and Application of the Coupled Thermal-Hydraulics and
Neutron-Kinetics Code ATHLET/BIPR-VVER for Safety Analysis
M. Lizorkin*, S. Nikonov*, S. Langenbuch**, K. Velkov**
* Kurchatov Institute for Atomic Energy, Kurchatov Square 1, Moscow 123 182, Russia
**Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH, 85748 Garching, Germany

Abstract
The coupled thermal-hydraulics and neutron-kinetics code ATHLET/BIPR-VVER was developed within
a co-operation between the RRC Kurchatov Institute (KI) and GRS. The modeling capability of this
coupled code as well as the status of validation by benchmark activities and comparison with plant
measurements are described. The paper is focused on the modeling of flow mixing in the reactor
pressure vessel including its validation and the application for the safety justification of VVER plants.

1 INTRODUCTION
At beginning of the nineties, work was initiated in GRS to develop coupling strategies for its
thermal-hydraulic system code ATHLET [1] and its 3D neutron kinetics code
QUABOX/CUBBOX [2]. The continuous growth of computer capabilities made it affordable
that the overall plant modeling by ATHLET could be combined with a fully integrated 3D
kinetics model describing the reactor core behavior [3, 4, 5]. At this time a co-operation
between RRC KI and GRS was established in which the coupling between ATHLET and the
3D neutron kinetics code BIPR-8KN [6] for VVER was one of the main topics. After the
successful coupling of both codes, common activities were directed to the validation of the
coupled code for VVER conditions by analyzing measured plant transients from VVER-440
and VVER-1000. Meanwhile, the Russian experts developed a particular approach to
describe flow mixing phenomena in the reactor vessel by an extensive use of features of the
ATHLET thermal-hydraulic objects [7, 8]. In addition, the coupled code ATHLET/BIPR-VVER
was applied by RRC KI to analyze transients and accident conditions for the safety analysis
of various international VVER projects. Therefore, this paper is focused on the following two
topics: the modeling capability achieved to describe flow mixing in the reactor vessel
including its validation and the applications of the coupled code for safety justification of
VVER plants.

2 COUPLED CODE SYSTEM ATHLET/BIPR-VVER
The thermal-hydraulic system code ATHLET (Analysis of THermal-hydraulics of LEaks and
Transients) is being developed by GRS for the analysis of the whole spectrum of leaks and
transients in PWRs and BWRs. The code is applicable for western LWR designs as well as
for Russian VVER and RBMK reactors. The main code features are the advanced thermalhydraulics, the modular code architecture, especially the separation between physical
models and numerical methods, the pre- and post-processing tools, and the portability to the
prevalent computer platforms.
ATHLET is composed of several basic modules for the simulation of the different
phenomena involved in the operation of a light water reactor: thermo-fluiddynamics (TFD),
heat transfer and heat conduction (HECU), neutron kinetics (NEUKIN), and control and
balance-of-plant (GCSM), together with the fully implicit numerical time integration method

FEBE. Other independent modules, e.g. 3D neutron kinetics or a containment model, can be
coupled by means of a general interface.
The TFD module is based on a five-equation model (mixture momentum equation with
drift) as well as on a six-equation two-fluid model, additionally enabling the simulation of
several non-condensable gases, dissolved nitrogen, and of boron transport. The piping
network of the reactor coolant system is modelled by connecting basic fluid dynamic
elements, called thermo-fluid objects (TFO), allowing for cross flow between parallel
channels.
The computer code for 3D neutron kinetics BIPR-8KN was developed in the Department
of Physics in the NRI RRC KI. A two-group 3D hexagonal coarse mesh nodal approximation
for neutron flux is applied in BIPR-8KN. The static branch of this code permits to simulate
VVER core burn-up and refuelling including the calculation of the multiplication factor and the
reactivity coefficients for different core states. The nuclear data libraries of the program
BIPR-8KN, prepared by special codes, include the dependence of the properties for different
types of fuel assemblies, burn-up of fuel elements, parameters of the coolant and fuel
temperature, and Xe and Sm poisoning. The kinetic branch of BIPR-8KN calculates the core
power and 3D neutron flux distribution versus time caused by reactivity perturbations of
different nature (control rods movement, propagation of cold or unborated water slug in the
core etc.) taking into account two prompt neutron energy groups and six delayed neutron
groups and feedback effects.
The coupling approach should keep the capabilities of both codes, it should not require any
changes of the numeric methods and models of the codes that have been already separately
validated. Additionally, requirements should be fulfilled which allow further developments of
the stand-alone version of the codes. Three different types of coupling [3, 4, 9] were tested
and applied as a general interface in the system code ATHLET: internal, external, and
parallel coupling (Fig.1). Later on, it was possible on this basis to couple other 3D neutron
kinetics codes to ATHLET [10]. The internal coupling algorithm was applied for the ATHLETBIPR-8KN, which means that all thermal-hydraulics modeling of the NPP is performed only
within the system code ATHLET and the 3D neutron kinetics model BIPR-8KN generates the
heat source term in the core. The exchanged data (Fig.1) are the feedback parameters
calculated by ATHLET as nodal fuel temperatures, coolant temperatures or densities and
boron concentrations, and the 3D nodal power distribution calculated by BIPR-8KN.
A specific algorithm is applied for time step synchronization between both codes. Usually the
time step is determined by the code ATHLET, but for some conditions BIPR-8KN is taking
control of the time step size.
Today, the coupled code ATHLET/BIPR-VVER is intensively applied for performing safety
analyses for VVER-440 and VVER-1000 NPPs. It can realistically predict the local and
integral reactor and plant response especially in cases when asymmetric processes are
taking place. For this purpose it is of great importance that the thermal-hydraulics code
ATHLET can correctly model the flow mixing phenomena within the reactor pressure vessel.

3 FLUID MIXING MODELING BY ATHLET/BIPR-VVER
The basic thermal fluid object (TFO) of the ATHLET model is a one-dimensional pipe. Single
junctions or branches can be applied to connect these fluid objects in a topological network,
modeling the whole NPP. Flow volumes with spatial fluid flow conditions during a transient,
like the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) or steam generator (SG), can be approximated in
ATHLET by parallel thermal-hydraulic channels (PTHC) including cross flow connections.
Cross flows between the channels are an option to describe in a pseudo-3D way the spatial
thermal-hydraulic processes. Following modeling features are of primary importance for the
development of the coupled code ATHLET/BIPR-VVER:
• Selection of a correct and optimal nodalization schema of the reactor pressure vessel
(down-comer, upper and lower plenum, active core) and also of the steam generator.
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•

Development of a model to connect the PTHCs in the topological network including cross
flows by the help of single junctions, branches and valves.
• Correctly describing the hydraulic losses in all PTHC and cross flows.
• Choosing a core mapping for assigning the thermal-hydraulic channels to the fuel
assemblies.
• Determination of stable and realistic initial conditions of mass flows and coolant
temperature distributions in the primary and secondary circuit and especially in the
reactor pressure vessel.
Addressing these topics, extensive studies have been performed to model VVER-440 and
VVER-1000 reactors.

4 PRE-PROCESSOR FOR PREPARATION OF ATHLET INPUT DATA
The development and application of an ATHLET pre-processor by the Russian experts was
an important step for the efficient and fast creation of detailed models for the reactor
pressure vessel. The pre-processor fulfils two main purposes: 1) It gives the possibility to
select any new RPV nodalization schema and can automatically create the corresponding
ATHLET input. This is achieved by adapting the number of TFOs and their thermal-hydraulic
characteristics, as hydraulic diameter, thermal-hydraulic losses, mass flows, cross flows etc..
For this purpose the pre-processor uses a specific data base for each type of VVER reactor
containing its geometrical structures and control logics. 2) It generates a data file for 3D
visualization of the reactor pressure vessel structures for main parameter histories.
The pre-processor includes an algorithm to create a new ATHLET input by replacing single
elements in a previously used data structure in 1D, 2D or 3D geometry, followed by a recalculation of TH parameters in the TFOs. It provides options to use different nodalizations
for specific reactor areas, as well as algorithms to couple different nodalization schemas in
different parts of the reactor pressure vessel. This approach allows to avoid a fine division of
areas with minor impact on the flow mixing, and to describe in more detail those areas
contributing significantly to the flow mixing such as the lower and upper reactor plenum.

5 INITIALIZATION OF THE COUPLED SYSTEM CODE ATHLET/BIPR-VVER
Several procedures have been developed to reach a stable steady state condition for the
coupled system with realistic distributions of the mass flow in the RPV and the assembly
power in the core. One of the efficient procedures divides the ATHLET steady state
calculation into two parts: the first one separately simulates the reactor pressure vessel with
the selected detailed nodalization schema together with the detailed 3D neutron kinetics of
BIPR-8KN. Since the actual steady state mass flow distributions, an obligatory input for
ATHLET, are not known, both the mass flows and reactor power are initially set to zero and
during the steady state phase the reactor power will be increased linear to the nominal value.
In the second part, the primary coolant circuit with main coolant pumps, steam generators
and also the equipment of the secondary circuit are modeled in another network which is
connected to a dummy reactor model. For these components the nominal conditions for
mass flow, temperatures and heat flows are fixed, and a simple dummy thermo-fluid object
simulates the heat generation in the reactor core and the integral pressure losses within the
RPV. During the so-called zero-transient phase following just after the steady state
calculation, the coolant loops will be connected to the 'real' reactor vessel model by replacing
the dummy model. During the zero-transient the coupled model will reach a stable state for
the integral and local thermal-hydraulics and neutron-kinetics parameters. This procedure
requires some computing time, but once reached, any kind of transient can be started from
this initial condition.
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6 REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL NODALIZATION SCHEMAS
The coupling of thermal-hydraulics with 3D neutron kinetics can o
l se its advantages of
predicting the local core parameters when the fluid flow mixing is not properly modelled. The
detailed and appropriate nodalization of the reactor vessel is an important aspect to achieve
good accuracy for fluid flow mixing conditions. Several sets of nodalization schemas for
VVER-440 and VVER-1000 reactors have been developed. At the beginning of the coupled
code application for safety analysis the following nodalization schema was considered to be
sufficient to describe the flow mixing in the reactor vessel: for VVER-440 reactor – 8 PTHCs
in the DC, 9 PTHCs in lower and upper plenum and 9 PTHCs in the active core region; for
VVER-1000 reactor – 6 PTHCs in the DC, 7 PTHCs in lower plenum, upper plenum and
active core (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). For all TH nodalization schemas the neutron kinetics is
modelled in 3D with a coarse mesh equal to the assembly hexagonal structure in X-Y plane
and up to 25 nodes in the axial direction. Many studies have been performed with
comparison to local core and loop measurements, which have led to a continuous
improvement and optimization of the RPV nodalization. Different schemas have been
studied, for example for VVER-1000 reactor using an increasing number of 6, 16, 22, 24, 34
or 48 downcomer sections and correspondingly using 7, 112, 154, 168, 238 or 336 nodes in
lower and upper plenum and a 1:1 mapping of the core region with 163 PTHCs. As result of
these studies, the following schema for a VVER-1000 is considered as an optimal
nodalization of the RPV:
- 16 or 24 downcomer sections modelled with PTHCs with cross flow connections. The
downcomer is modelled by non-equal azimuthal hydraulic zones consisting of 4
zones around each one of the 4 inlet nozzles, 2 zones in between the near located
nozzles (#1 and #4, #2 and #3), and 2 zones in between the far located nozzles (#3
and #4, #1 and #2) (see Fig. 4). The angle between the 4th and 1st nozzles and also
between the 2nd and 3rd nozzles has 55 degrees, and the angle between 1st and
2nd nozzles and also between 3rd and 4th nozzles has 125 degrees. The number of
PTHCs in the DC is 16 or 24 generated by dividing these 8 main zones into two or
three equal parts. Consequently, the downcomer nodalization has sectors with
different azimuthal width.
- In axial direction each one of the channels has 23 nodes, the last 7 of which model
the first level of the lower reactor plenum (Fig. 5). Each node of the lower plenum is
connected to the corresponding core channel and has equal radial width which
corresponds approximately to the fuel assembly width. In this way, it is better
modeling the mass flow coming from the downcomer and its streaming to the upwards located fuel assembly channel.
- The first level of reactor lower plenum has 112 or 168 nodes, corresponding to the
DC models with 16 or 24 PTHCs. In all cases the downcomer PTHCs have cross
flows. The first level of the lower plenum models the volume of the reactor bottom
part till the perforated elliptical bottom plate.
- The second level of the lower plenum models the volume between the perforated
elliptical bottom plate and the fuel assembly support plate. The radial nodalization of
this second level follows the first level nodalization schema.
- The thermo-hydraulics in the active core is modelled by a 1:1 mapping schema of 163
PTHCs corresponding to the number of fuel assemblies without cross flows. It is
possible to include cross flow but that will rapidly increase the computing time.
- The different nodalization schemas of the lower plenum correspond to different
interface connection schemas to the core PTHCs. In case of 16 PTHCs in the DC,
each one of the lower plenum PTHC will be connected in average to about 1.5
PTHCs in the core and for 24 PTHCS in the DC to about 1.0 PTHC in the core.
- The number of PTHCs for the upper plenum follows the nodalization for the
downcomer with 16 or 24 PTHCs. The first level of upper reactor plenum models the
volume between the active core and the upper assembly fixing plate, and the second
level models the volume between the lower and middle part of the shielding tubes
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block. Special attention is paid to model correctly, from one side, the volume between
the shielding tubes block perforated frame and the perforated barrel walls, and from
the other side, the volume between the perforated barrel walls and the cylindrical
reactor vessel walls. The detailed nodalization at this level plays an important role for
modeling correctly reverse flow conditions [6, 11].
- 1 THC for the volume between the middle and upper part of the shielding tubes block.
- 1 THC for the volume between the upper part of the shielding tubes block and reactor
head.
Studies are performed to implement a further improved nodalization schema of the lower and
upper plenum which geometrically will be adjusted to the core hexagonal structure.

7 VISUALIZATION OF THE COUPLED CODE RESULTS
Applying coupled code systems like ATHLET/BIPR-VVER for the analysis of transients which
generate a lot of spatial parameters, requires an appropriate 2D or 3D visualization system.
Two different systems have been applied: 1) KI visualization system based on the ATHLET
pre-processor code. 2) GRS simulator ATLAS which uses the output data files of the system
code ATHLET. Both systems can generate in form of movies 2D or pseudo 3D data
presentations of spatial distributions or time histories of 2D distributions of main reactor
parameters. Examples of visualization of different transient calculations can be seen on Fig.
6 - 9. The pictures show, for example, snapshots from different flow mixing transients. Figure
6 visualizes RPV distributions for VVER-440 and Fig. 7 - 9 for VVER-1000. Mainly, coolant
temperature distributions are shown, but other local parameters like e.g. mass flow, void,
power and pressure can be presented in the same manner.

8 APPLICATION OF THE COUPLED CODE ATHLET/BIPR-VVER

8.1 Code validation by benchmarks and plant measurements
The coupled system ATHLET/BIPR-VVER has a wide range of applications. Special interest
is paid on validation by plant transient data [12, 13] and all available international
benchmarks for coupled codes which can be used for validation of the code system [14].
Results obtained with ATHLET/BIPR-VVER and comparisons with measured data or codeto-code comparisons can be found in [11, 15-18]. As an example, results are presented for
Exercise 1 of the Phase 2 of the CEA-NEA/OECD VVER-1000 Coolant Transient Benchmark
(V1000CT-2) - vessel mixing problems [19]. The transient is initiated by a simultaneous
isolation of one steam generator from the steam line and the feed water supply at low power
level. It causes a temperature rise in the affected loop and leads to a non-uniform
temperature distribution at core inlet. The results of the simulation are compared with
experimental local and integral data from NPP Kozloduy Unit 6 collected during the plantcommissioning phase. Fig.10 - 13 and Table 1 show the comparisons of the calculated local
(coolant temperatures at assembly outlet) and integral (coolant temperatures in main coolant
loops) data with the measurements. Five different nodalization schemas of the reactor
pressure vessel have been analysed [18]. It can be seen that the deviations from the
measurements are very small. The loop temperatures are predicted within the accuracy of
the measurements of 2 K, and the maximum deviation of the assemblies’ outlet coolant
temperatures is only 4.7 K (for the schema with 16 PTHCs in the DC). Here it should be
mentioned that the achieved accuracy of the predicted local coolant temperatures for this
transient is within the band of accuracy reached by CFD codes. This is quite a good proof of
the correctness of the methodology applied in ATHLET describing the coolant flow mixing in
the RPV.
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8.2 Application for safety analyses
Parallel to the validation activities, the coupled system code ATHLET/BIPR-VVER has been
applied for nuclear design calculations and safety justifications of a series of VVER projects.
RRC KI applies ATHLET/BIPR-VVER in works of safety analysis of advanced fuel designs
and new fuel cycle strategies of VVER-440 and VVER-1000 reactors. Calculations are
carried out for reactivity initiated accidents, and the results of calculations are included as
appropriate sections to safety reports.
Basically, the code system is applied to the analysis of transients causing changes of reactor
power with simultaneous asymmetrical changes of power distribution. Such typical transient
or accident conditions are:
- Uncontrolled withdrawal of a control rod bank or single control rods.
- Control rod ejection accident.
- Connection / switching-off of circulating loops with infringements of the rules.
- Break of a main steam line.
The coupled code ATHLET/BIPR-VVER was applied in projects of transition of VVER-440
reactors (NPP of Czech Republic or Slovakia and Kola NPP of Russia) to 5-6 years fuel
cycle with advanced refueling schemas and fuel assemblies of second generation. Now the
code system is applied to the safety analysis in the project of non shrouded fuel assemblies
of third generation of VVER-440.
Further on, ATHLET/BIPR-VVER was applied to VVER-1000 when introducing alternative
fuel assemblies at Kalinin NPP, and also at NPPs of Ukraine and Bulgaria. With the help of
the code system the introduction of fuel assemblies with increased height of the fuel column
at Balakovo NPP was approved. Additional applications were the safety analysis of NPP
Kudankulam in India and other new projects, including the project of VVER-1500. It is
planned to perform verifying calculations for introduction of fuel from the Russian
manufacture at NPP Temelin in Czech Republic.
In all cases, results of the safety analysis by the coupled code ATHLET/BIPR-VVER are
included in PSAR and FSAR sections of NPP units and have obtained approval by the
responsible regulating authorities.

9 SUMMARY
The coupled code system ATHLET/BIPR-VVER has been developed to perform realistic
simulation of three-dimensional neutron kinetics and thermal-hydraulic processes in VVER
reactors. It has been validated by participating in international benchmark activities and by
comparison with measurements from operating plants. The coupled code is intensively
applied for performing safety analysis calculations of existing VVER-440 and VVER-1000
reactors and also for new advanced designs.
The ATHLET/BIPR-VVER model showed its advantages by predicting correctly not only the
overall plant response but also local core parameters which make it a very valuable tool for
safety analysis.
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Fig. 4 Primary hydraulic zone division in the lower plenum of a VVER-1000 reactor
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Fig. 5 Nodalization schemas of two PTHCs in DC. The vertical part models the real
downcomer part and the horizontal one (last 7 nodes) models the first level of the lower
plenum.
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Fig. 6 Distributions of parameters in RPV for a VVER-440 at 19 seconds after the beginning
of a re-connection of an idle loop.

Fig.7 Distributions of parameters in RPV for a VVER-1000 at 39 seconds after disconnection
of an operating loop.
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Fig. 8 Coolant temperature distribution in the RPV downcomer of a VVER-1000 at 181.1 sec
after main steam line break in case of further operation of the main circulation pumps.

Fig. 9 2D coolant temperature distributions at 4 different VVER-1000 core levels (inlet, outlet
and two intermediate) at 181.1 sec after main steam line break in case of further operation of
the main circulation pumps.
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Fig. 10 Comparison of the calculated cold and hot leg 1 temperatures with the measured
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Research works on contamination transfers through cracked concrete
walls
T. Gélain and J. Vendel
IRSN/DSU/SERAC, B.P.68, 91192 Gif-sur-Yvette cedex, France

Abstract:
This study takes place within the framework of nuclear facilities containment assessment. The
objectives are to determine gaseous and two-phase flow laws, aerosol deposition correlations into
crack network, further to accidental situation (e.g. seism) and the real crack network characteristics
considering the cracks as two infinite parallel plates. At first, we performed air flow experiments on
three concrete walls (128 cm in width, 75 cm in height and 10 cm in thickness), cracked by shear
stresses. Using “aeraulic” crack network characteristics, the results are in good agreement with the
Poiseuille law in laminar flow, but in the case of transition flow it has been necessary to determine a
specific correlation for the friction factor. Then, we performed aerosol deposition experiments with one
of the previous concrete walls to determine global aerosol deposition model in a crack network. Using
these previous experiments and an experiment consisting in calculating the crack network volume by
measuring transfer time, we could determine the real crack network characteristics in a good
agreement with characteristics calculated by a structural mechanical code for our experimental
configuration.

1. INTRODUCTION
This study takes place within the framework of nuclear facilities containment assessment. A
study about the contamination transfer performed on the MAEVA containment Mock-Up
(Fig.1) revealed some difficulties to understand the gaseous and two-phase flow phenomena
through cracked concrete wall.

Figure 1. The MAEVA Mock-Up (EDF)

In fact, the velocities in the cracks were low (less than 1 m.s-1) and the flowrate could be
represented by a laminar flow model (Poiseuille model) considering some hypothesis (e.g.
aeraulic crack characteristics). But, we didn't can reach other flow modes (transition and
turbulent).
For the two-phase flow, the results revealed a lack of understanding probably because of the
experiment scale.
So the conclusion of MAEVA experiment indicated the requirement to perform analytic study.
The study objectives are to determine contamination (gaseous, two-phase and aerosol)
transfer models through cracked concrete wall and real crack network characteristics
considering a crack network simulated by two infinite parallel plates.
The experiments are performed on concrete walls (128 cm in width, 75 cm in height and
10 cm in thickness), cracked by shear stresses (Fig.2) [1].

Figure 2. The experimental facility

The study contains three parts :
• determination of friction factor models for air flows using aeraulic crack network
characteristics [2],
• determination of real crack network characteristics by coupling results of three kinds
of experiments [3],
• determination of a global aerosol deposition model including the major deposition
phenomena [4].

2. STUDY CONTEXT
First of all, we have to explain how the crack network is modeled to understand the three
characteristics that will be considered in the different models.
For the study, we will consider the crack network as two infinite parallel plates (Fig.3) and we
will define two crack characteristic types:
• aeraulic crack characteristics determined using experimental aeraulic data and the
Poiseuille model in laminar compressible flow,
• real crack characteristics determined using results of three different experiments.
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Figure 3. Crack network modelling
The three characteristics on the figure 3 are the crack width 'e', the crack extent 'l' and the
crack length 'L', which are different according to the case (aeraulic or real characteristics).

3. STUDY DEVELOPMENT

3.1 Gas flow characterization
This part consists in measuring gas flow through three cracked concrete walls with and
without shear stresses. The objective is to determine flow laws through cracks for different
flow modes, considering that, for the laminar flow, the flowrate q is a linear function of the
square pressure difference ∆(P2).
The experimental facility (Fig.4) contains three parts: the upstream part to measure the
flowrate using a mass flowmeter, the downstream part which ensures the pressure drop
between upstream and dowstream, and the wall with the crack network isolated by two
boxes.

Figure 4. Experimental facility for the gas flow characterization
The measurements are performed on three walls subjected on a vertical shear stress
representative of the building weight (150 kN) and on different horizontal shear stresses of
alternate directions up to 645 kN. Measurements are so performed on one of them without
any vertical and horizontal shear stresses.
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We present some results of volume flowrate q according to the square pressure difference
∆(P2) (compressible flow) on the figure 5 .
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Figure 5. Gas flowrate example
The results on figure 5 show two parts delimited by a transition Reynolds number around 10.
Indeed, below 10, the flowrate describes a linear law (logarithmic scale) and above 10, it
seems to be described by an other law.
We conclude thus the Reynolds number about 10 represents the transition Reynolds number
between laminar and transition flow mode.
We consider the equation established by Rizkalla et al. [5] to represent the flowrate
evolution:

( ) 

 2e ∆ P
q = 
 λLrT
3

2

1
2

2q
 with λ = f(Re, rug) and Re = µ l


q is the mass flowrate (kg.s-1), ∆(P2) the square pressure difference (Pa2), r the mass perfect
gas constant (J.kg-1.K-1), µ the gas dynamic viscosity (Pa.s), T the gas temperature (K), e the
crack width (m), l the crack extent (m), L the crack length (m) and λ the friction factor which is
described by different correlations depending on the flow mode (laminar, transition and
turbulent) ; 'rug' is the roughness used only for the turbulent flow mode.
We consider the Poiseuille model to describe the flowrate in the laminar flow mode, and we
replace the friction factor by λ = 96 Re . It allows to determine one of the aeraulic crack
network characteristics (Fig.6).
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Figure 6. Determination of aeraulic crack characteristics
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We use the linear part of the curve flowrate versus ∆P2 and its slope ∆Q ∆ ∆ P 2 to apply
the Poiseuille model and to determine one of the aeraulic crack characteristics (figure 6):

∆q
e3 l
=
∆ ∆ P2
24 µ L r T

( ( ))

with l the crack extent measured outside the wall with a curvimeter (l = 11.8 m) and L the
crack length considered equal to the wall thickness (L = 0.1 m).
Thus, we could determine an aeraulic crack width about 49.2 µm.
Some correlations exist for the friction factor in the transition flow mode but not for Reynolds
number so low. Then, we need to determine a correlation based on our experimental results.
Thus, we determined the friction factor using the Rizkalla equation for all the tests with the
three walls for all the shear stresses, during and after the stress, which represents 18 tests.
We plotted (Fig.7) these friction factor evolutions on only one graph according to the
Reynolds number.
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Figure 7. Determination of a friction factor correlation for the transition flow mode
Figure 7 shows also two parts (laminar and transition) for the friction factor, below and above
Reynolds number about 10. For the laminar flow mode (Re < 10), the friction factor is
calculated with the Poiseuille model and we can determine a correlation for the friction factor
for the transition flow mode (Re > 10) described on the figure 7.

3.2 Determination of the real crack characteristics
The previous part about the gas flow characterization allows to answer the problem of
aeraulic flows in a crack network, but it uses crack characteristics not really realistic.
There is no problem for the gas flow, but for aerosol deposition, it is necessary to determine
more realistic crack characteristics.
To confirm that, we performed a first experiment about aerosol deposition on one wall with a
mass median aerodynamic diameter damm of 60 nm to reach only one deposition
phenomenum, the diffusion, and to compare the results with the Bowen model of diffusional
deposition in rectangular channel [6]:
− 2,8278 θ
Fr =1−  0,9104 e
+ 0,0531e


− 32,147 θ

+ 0,01528 e

− 93,475 θ

+ 0,00681e

− 186,805 θ

 with θ = 8 Di L l

3Q e

Fr is the retained fraction (-), Di the particle diffusion coefficient (m2.s-1) and Q the volume
flowrate (m3.s-1).
The experimental facility is presented on figure 8.
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Figure 8. Experimental facilty for aerosol deposition (damm = 60 nm)
This facility contains three parts as for the gas flow characterization. The upstream part
allows to produce soda fluorescein aerosol with controlled diameter and mass concentration
Cup. The downstream part allows to control the mass flowrate and the pressure drop between
upstream and downstream and to collect penetrating aerosol on a HEPA filter allowing
calculating downstream aerosol mass concentration Cdown. At the center is the wall with the
crack network isolated by two boxes.
The retained fraction Fr is calculated by the equation below.

Fr =1−

Cdown
Cup

The results of aerosol deposition are presented on the figure 9, compared to the Bowen
model including aeraulic crack characteristics.
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Figure 9. aerosol deposition results (damm = 60 nm)
The results on figure 9 show a significative difference with the Bowen model which confirms
aeraulic crack characteristics are not suitable for aerosol deposition.
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Thus, we investigated to determine real crack characteristics in agreement with gas flow and
aerosol deposition.
It is necessary to know three equations to determine the three unknown crack characteristics
(e, l, L).
We chose the Poiseuille and Bowen models for the two first equations and we performed a
new experiment to determine the crack network volume, depending on the crack
characteristics, that will be the third equation.
This experiment consists in measuring the transfer time t through the crack network knowing
the flowrate Q. So we can calculate the volume V = Q x t.
The experimental facilty is presented below.
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Figure 10. Experimental facility for time transfer tests
The objective of this experiment is to inject a tracer gas (helium) at the upstream part of the
cracked wall and to measure its transfer time to the downstream part.
At upstream, the crack network is isolated by a ventilated box in which we inject the tracer
gas. A spectrometer allows to determine the initial time t0. A mass flowrate controller allows
to measure and control the flowrate through the crack network.
At downstream, we identified many measurement points on the crack network and we
measured, at the crack network exit, the tracer concentration with two spectrometers to
determine the final time t1.
Some experiments have been performed to measure and to take into account the transfer
times in the sampling probes.
The results, collected on about 60 points, are presented on figure 11. In fact, we calculate an
average crack network volume Vmi for each local measurement. After, we determine the
crack volume Vm by calculating the mean of all the average crack network volumes Vmi.
n

Vm =

∑Vm

i

i =1

n

Note that the 60 points are not presented because some of them did not have any flowrate.
That shows all cracks are not crossing and the external measurement of the crack extent is
not representative of the real crack extent.
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Figure 11. Crack volume results
So, we calculate a crack network volume about 58.4 ml.
Now it is possible to calculate the real crack network characteristics.
Considering the Poiseuille and Bowen model and the crack volume, we can determine three
paramaters P1, P2 and P3 including the three crack characteristics:

P1 =

L
e3 l

P2 =

Ll
e

P3 = Vm = e l L

It is necessary to use a Khi square minimization between experimental data and the model
results to determine P1 and P2 from experimental evolutions.
This method allows to calculate the characteristics below:
e = (6.72 ± 0.64).10-5 m
L = (0.127 ± 0.024) m
l = (6.81 ± 0.69) m
These characteristics are different from the aeraulic ones. Indeed, the extent is shorter and
the length is greater; so we calculate a tortuosity ζ about 0.27 in agreement with tortuosity
proposed by some authors like Mac Gregor (ζ = 0.36) [7] and Saito (ζ = 0.249) [8].
Finally, we calculate a crack width greater than aeraulic width.

3.3 Determination of aerosol deposition models
Three deposition phenomena have been considered to determine the global model:
• diffusional deposition,
• gravitational deposition,
• inertial deposition (impaction at crack entrance).
Each one of these models will include the real crack characteristics calculated above.
Four aerosol diameters were chosen, 60 nm and 1.1 µm to validate or determine each
specific model of the deposition mode, 0.8 µm and 4.1 µm to validate the global model.
The experimental facility is described on figure 8 and the principle is the same for each
experiment.
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The diffusional model was determined and validated with the previous part concerning the
determination of the real crack network characteristics. So the Bowen model with these
characteristics is in good agreement with experimental results (Fig.12).
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Figure 12. Bowen model with real crack characteristics (damm = 60 nm)
The experiments with an aerosol diameter of 1.1 µm allows to reach an intermediate domain
dominated by the sedimentation and the inertial impaction. For the sedimentation, a model
was identified:

Fr =

vg L
ve

with vg the settling velocity and v the flow velocity (m.s-1).
The results are presented on figure 13, compared to gravitational model.
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Figure 13. Aerosol deposition results (damm = 1.1 µm)
Results shows two evolutions of the retained fraction according to the flowrate; for low
flowrates (Q < 1.5 10-4 m3.s-1), the deposition decreases with the flowrate that is correctly
represented by the gravitional model, but for high flowrates (Q > 1.5 10-4 m3.s-1), the
deposition increases with the flowrate and it is due to the inertial impaction.
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We consider a model established by Regtuit [9] and used by Colbeck [10] for a study about
the inertial impaction at rectangular strip entrance to determine the inertial model.
2

1
Fr =1−
1+ a Stk b

with Stk =

ρp d p v
18 µ e

Stk is the Stokes number (-), ρp the particle density (kg.m-3), dp the particle diameter (m), v
the flow velocity (m.s-1) and µ the gas dynamic viscosity (Pa.s).
In this model, a and b are constants undefined for our case.
We proposed to determine these constants by minimizing the Khi-square parameters
between experimental data and the Colbeck model. So we calculate the constants a = 85.88
and b = 1.24.
The figure 14 presents the comparison between experimental data and the coupling of
diffusional, gravitational and inertial models.
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Figure 14. Global aerosol deposition model (damm = 1.1 µm)
After the determination of this global model, we performed other experiments with aerosol
diameters of 0.8 µm and 4.1 µm to validate it (Fig.15).
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Figure 15. Validation of the global aerosol deposition model (damm = 0.8 µm and 4.1 µm)
The global model is in a good agreement with experimental results for the aerosol diameter
of 0.8 µm.
The experimental deposition is total (Fr ≈ 1) for all flowrates (except very low flowrate,
Fr ≈ 0.99 ) for the aerosol diameter of 4.1 µm and the global model calculates a deposition
of 1 for all flowrates.
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4. CONCLUSION
This study allowed:
• to determine aeraulic flowrate laws for aeraulic real crack characteristics,
• to determine real crack characteristics thanks to three different equations,
• to elaborate a global aerosol deposition model for a mass median aerodynamic
diameter range between 60 nm and 4.1 µm and in case of real crack characteristics.
The main problem to apply these aeraulic and aerosol deposition models to a nuclear facility
is to determine the real crack characteristics. The best solution, currently, is to use a
structural mechanical code. For our case, we have compared the real crack characteristics
we calculated with a code called CEB-FIP (1978), and it seems in agreement ; however, it
appears difficult to predict crossing and not crossing cracks and thus the real crack extent.
To conclude this study, we will performe two-phase flow experiments which will allow
validating a 0D code for gaseous and two-phase flows in cracks.
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Abstract:
In this paper we describe the reviews performed in Germany on the water level in the containment
sump after a LOCA and the derived actions. Our view on the issue is from the perspective of the independent safety experts – i.e. TÜV SÜD Industrie Service (TÜV SÜD IS), TÜV SÜD Energietechnik
GmbH Baden-Württemberg (TÜV SÜD ET) , TÜV NORD EnSys Hannover and TÜV NORD SysTec –,
which reviewed the analyses of the utilities on behalf of the responsible supervising authorities. Between these expert organizations information were exchanged via the steering committee on nuclear
technology of the association of the TÜVs (VdTÜV).
In our paper we describe the analyses on the two safety issues relevant in the connection with the
water level in the containment sump: the necess ary minimum coverage of suction pipes to avoid inadmissible entrainment of air and the water retention inside the containment after a LOCA. Our description concentrates on PWRs because of the more complex conditions in comparison to BWRs. In
conclusion it can be stated that due to the thorough evaluation of operating experience, optimization
measures could be derived. In addition, the analyses served the purpose of know- how maintenance.

1 INTRODUCTION
In January 2005, the supervising authority of the federal state Baden-Wurttemberg informed
the public and the German federal government about a potential flaw in the safety analyses
concerning loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCA) for the nuclear power plant (NPP) Philippsburg,
unit 2 (KKP-2) [1]. The information concerned the analysis of a leak in the main coolant line
close to the reactor pressure vessel (RPV). For this break location, more water could be retained in the reactor cavity than assumed in the original safety analysis. This could result in a
water level in the containment sump that is lower than permissible according to the state-ofthe art to avoid the entrainment of air into the suction pipes of the emergency core cooling
system (ECCS). This problem could arise when two out of the four trains of the ECCS were
assumed to be unavailable according to the single failure concept (one train in repair, the
other failing due to a single failure). To avoid an insufficient water level in the containment
sump, restrictions were imposed on the utility concerning repair times of equipment necessary for the emergency core cooling function.
Subsequently, this issue was investigated thoroughly for all German pressurized water reactors (PWRs) on request of the responsible federal ministry (BMU). The analyses were performed by the utilities with support by AREVA NP. Additionally, the relevance for boiling water reactors (BWRs) was evaluated.

The analyses were reviewed by the responsible TÜVs as independent expert organisations –
i.e. TÜV SÜD Industrie Service (TÜV SÜD IS), TÜV SÜD Energietechnik GmbH BadenWürttemberg (TÜV SÜD ET), TÜV NORD EnSys Hannover and TÜV NORD SysTec – on
behalf of the responsible local state authorities. Between these expert organizations information were exchanged via the steering committee on nuclear technology of the association of
the TÜVs (VdTÜV).
The major assessments were completed in 2005. As a result, optimization measures were
introduced in various plants, e.g. concerning the operating manuals for LOCA. The safety
issue and the performed analyses were also submitted to a review by the German Reactor
Safety Commission (RSK). On the basis of the analyses presented by the utilities and
AREVA NP, the assessments by the TÜVs as well as internal discussions , the RSK i ssued in
November 2005 a recommendation on the relevant safety aspects and on the further analyses needed [2]. These analyses, which were performed in 2006, supplemented the work
done in 2005.
In this paper, the involved TÜVs represented by the authors describe the background for the
information by the supervising authority of Baden-Wurttemberg (BW) concerning KKP-2, the
safety issues involved, the assessments performed by the TÜVs and the major results. The
assessments are presented in more detail for PWRs because the issue of water retention
after a LOCA is more complex for PWRs with their large containments than for BWRs. Finally, the lessons learned are summarized in the conclusions.

2 BACKGROUND: ATTAINING KNOWLEDGE AND IMMEDIATE MEASURES AT
NPP KKP-2 IN JANUARY 2005
On January 13th, 2005 the management of the NPP KKP-2 informed the Ministry of the Environment in Baden-Württemberg (BW), as the responsible authority for the supervision of the
nuclear installations in BW, that under special conditions a specific LOCA might not be controlled without additional measures.
This insight resulted from the evaluation of the tank inventories and the available emergency
coolant water volume initiated by the Ministry of the Environment in BW after an event at
KKP 2 in the year 2001.
The problem can be described as follows:
In the original analysis of a LOCA with a leak in the 2m long pipe section between the reactor
pressure vessel (RPV) and the support-cylinder of the RPV (see fig. 1), it had been assumed
that a volume of 130 m3 coolant accumulates in the reactor cavity during the event. In new
evaluations, it was recognized that the insulation at the wall of the reactor cavity is filled with
water during the event, too. This results in an additional lost volume of about 40 m 3. That
means that in total a volume of 170 m 3 has to be considered as a "dead” volume in the reactor cavity during the event, which is not available for the emergency core cooling system
(ECCS) after switching from suction from the storage tanks to recirculation.
As a consequence of this scenario, the utility had to demonstrate that there is always sufficient water in the sump so that the ECCS pumps have a net positive suction head and air
entrainment into the pumps can be avoided during the whole event. This had to be shown
under design conditions, i.e. under consideration of the single failure concept. The single
failure concept as applied in Germany assumes that two safety trains are unavailable, one
due to repair, the second due to a random failure. Concerning the entrainment of air, it was
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not quite clear at this stage whether the formerly employed KSB-Formula from the design
phase of the plants or the more conservative, recently issued ANSI-Formula had to be used.
At the very beginning, after gaining knowledge of this problem, the utility could not demonstrate the control of a LOCA under the above mentioned design conditions by using the
ANSI-Formula and by a simple calculation of the amount of available emergency cooling water volume considering the contraction of water in the primary circuit during the cooling down
period, the refilling of the pressurizer during the event and the dead volumes of the reactor
cavity and in the containment.
For that reason, the utility in a first step introduced restrict ions concerning repair times and
preventive maintenance during power operation affecting the availability of the ECCS. Fu rther, the shift staff was informed about additional available measures, e.g. the opening of a
connection between the storage tanks of the ECCS. Through this measure, the water in the
storage tanks of a safety trai n with a failed pump is made available for core cooling.

Fig. 1: Filling of the reactor cavity and the ventilation system with closed pressure relief flaps

3 SAFETY ISSUES
During the discussion of the information on KKP-2 it became clear that two safety issues had
to be analyzed:
•

Minimum coverage of suction pipes:
Apparently, the formula applied during the plant licensing process to determine the
minimal necessary coverage of suction pipes was not conservative in each case. The
ANSI formula [3] reflecting the state of the art could lead to a higher minimal allowed
coverage than the original formula by the pump supplier KSB. This had relevance for
the recirculation sump, but also for other suction situations.
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•

Water retention inside the containment outside the recirculation sump:
In the original LOCA analyses, the water retention inside the containment had not
been analysed completely for each case. There exists a potential that more water is
lost in “dead” volumes inside the containment than considered in the original emergency core cooling (ECC) analyses. More generally, this led to the question whether
the flow paths from the break location to the containment sump had been analysed in
detail for each break location.

The focus of the initiated analyses was laid on LOCA at PWRs. Here, a sufficient water level
in the containment sump has to be demonstrated for all break locations, all break sizes and
over the whole time of the accident progression. The recirculation operation of the ECCS has
to be ensured for months after a LOCA. In contrast, in many other suction situations, a low
coverage can only occur in a short operation period before the emptying of a tank. Therefore,
we do not cover this aspect in our presentation.

4 ASSESSMENT FOR LOCAS AT PWRS
4.1 Break locations considered
Referring to the retention of water inside the containment, the break locations can be divided
into two groups:
a) Leakages at the RPV or in the main coolant line which cannot be isolated (incl.
breaks near to RPV and other locations)
b) Leakages in systems connected to the main coolant line (auxiliary systems) which
can be isolated (Break location at connecting pipes / auxiliary systems)
a) Leakages at RPV or in the main coolant line
These leakages can be distinguished by the different break locations in terms of their effects:
1)

Leakage positions at the RPV:
Direct outflow into the reactor cavity

2)

Leakage positions in the main coolant line close to RPV-nozzles (guard pipe):
Partial outflow into the reactor cavity via the gap between nozzle and guard pipe

3)

Other leakage positions in the main coolant line which cannot be isolated:
Direct outflow into the recirculation sump

1) Leak positions at the RPV
According to the assumptions for pipe breaks and leaks in the Regulatory Guidelines of the
German Reactor Safety Commission (RSK) for PWRs (RSK-Leitlinien für DWR), leaks in the
RPV have to be assumed for the accident analysis. The analyses of leaks at the RPV are
directly connected with the mentioned findings at the NPP KKP2 (“dead volume” of the reactor cavity). Leaks at the RPV lead to an immediate filling of the reactor cavity including the
volume of the thermal insulation. As there is no direct connection between the reactor cavity
and the recirculation sump, the volume of the reactor cavity has to be classified as a “dead
volume”, i.e. this amount of water cannot be used by the ECCS during the recirculation mode
(see fig. 1). After the complete filling of the reactor cavity, the leaked water will also flow into
the ventilation system around and below the RPV and will lead to at least a partial filling of
this system. Some areas of the ventilation system are below the elevation of the intake of the
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suction pipes of the ECCS. Thus, the water in these lower volumes is lost for the ECCS and
these volumes have to be regarded as “dead volumes”, too.
2) Leak positions in the main coolant line close to the RPV-nozzles (guard pipe)
These leaks clos e to the RPV-nozzle are directly connected to the findings at the NPP KKP2,
as well. Just like the described leaks at the RPV, these leaks in the main coolant line near
the RVP can lead to a filling of the reactor cavity. Close to the RPV-nozzle, a special guard
pipe splits the leaking water between the volume outside of the biological shield and the reactor cavity (see fig. 2) . Therefore, the water level in the reactor cavity rises more slowly than
in the case of a direct RPV-leakage. This “time-effect” can be considered in the analysis of
the water level in the containment sump, if it is necessary to reduce conservatism. Thus,
these leak positions can also lead to a complete filling of the reactor cavity and, subsequently, to an overflow from the reactor cavity to the ventilation system. Summarizing these
effects, the same “dead volumes” of water losses have to be considered for leaks directly at
and close to the RPV.

Fig. 2: Distribution of water from a leak in the main coolant line close to the RPV
3) Other leak positions in the main coolant line
For leak positions in the main coolant line different from those discussed before, a filling of
the reactor cavity does not have to be taken into account. Water does not flow from the sump
into the reactor cavity, even for a rising water level in the recirculation sump.
For all leak locations , potential barriers which can hold back the draining water have to be
reviewed. If the effect of such barriers is confirmed, the resulting retained volume has to be
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classified as “dead volume” and the available water in the recirculation sump is to be reduced
accordingly.
b) Break location at connecting pipes / auxiliary systems
Only leaks in connecting pipes with the possible consequence of a significant loss of coolant
have to be investigated as a LOCA considering the retention of water inside the containment.
In German NPPs, such leaks can occur in the volume control system only. Other auxiliary
systems are separated from the main coolant line during power operation (e.g. residual heat
removal system) or can be neglected because of the small size of their pipes (e.g. sample
system). In case of a LOCA, the reactor protection system triggers the safety function “reactor coolant system isolation”. According to this function, all connections between the main
coolant line and auxiliary systems (also the outlet line of the volume control system) are
closed. Therefore, a relevant leakage in the volume control system has to be taken into account only if the separating valve does not close properly due to a single failure. However, in
this special case, a second independent single failure concerning a storage tank of the
ECCS is not to be assumed. Consequently, as the mass inventory of a storage tank exceeds
the estimated losses within the containment, a larger amount of coolant is available for the
recirculation cooling than for a leak location in the main coolant line.

4.2 Water retention inside the containment
With respect to the retention of water inside the containment outside the recirculation sump,
the following conditions have to be taken in account:
•

Unfavourable combinations between leak location and leak size have to be considered by parameter studies.

•

For leaks close to the RPV-nozzles, the effect of the guard pipe which distributes the
leaking water between the reactor cavity and the sump has to be taken into account.
This should be accomplished by using all the available realistic analysis tools. The
limiting conditions for these analyses have to be based on the actual geometric dimensions of the NPP in question.

•

All possible “dead volumes” inside the containment which cause retentions of condensate have to be considered.

Regarding the retention of water inside the containment, two different effects can be noticed:
•

„Dead volumes”

•

Water retention in form of vapour and droplets in the containment atmosphere or in form
of condensate on surfaces, floors etc.

Dead volumes
Referring to the described leak locations in chapter 4.1, different “dead volum es” have to be
taken into account. If the time-dependent filling process of the reactor cavity is not considered in detail for leaks close to the PRV-nozzle (guard pipe), the water losses for those leaks
can be treated in the same way as those for leakages direct at the RPV. Otherwise, a detailed time-dependent analysis of the different water levels has to be performed. In the following, we neglect the time-dependent filling of the reactor cavity and therefore summarize the
leaks close to the RPV-nozzle and the leaks at the RPV under the term “Leaks near the
RPV”.
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• Leaks near the RPV
The analyses of various leakage locations indicate that the leak positions in the main
coolant line close to RPV-nozzles are the crucial locations. For these leak positions, the
combination of two unfavourable aspects of water retention is possible: On the one hand,
the reactor cavity can be filled completely and, on the other hand, a smooth blow down
procedure can leave the pressure-relief-flaps in the biological shield between the ventilation system and the recirculation sump closed (see fig. 1). Thus, the following scenario
has to be assumed:
Leaks near the RPV fill up the reactor cavity resulting in a volume of lost water of approximately 135 m³ to 170 m³ depending on the different designs of the NPPs. The insulation with a volume of approximately 40 m³ to 60 m³ inside the reactor cavity is assumed to
be filled with water and is included in these values.
For the pressure relief flaps inside the biological shield between the ventilation system of
the RPV and the recirculation sump, completely leak tight flaps have to be assumed as
worst case with regard to water retention. It is possible that these flaps remain closed and
tight during the whole blow down phase unless the necessary hydrostatic pressure is
reached by sufficient water retention in the reactor ventilation system. This water volume
necessary for the opening of the flaps of up to 20 m³ depending on opening conditions is
not available in the recirculation sump before the opening of the flaps.
• Other leak positions in the main coolant line
Leaks in the main coolant line far away from the RPV don’t lead to a filling of the reactor
cavity. For these leak positions, the “worst case scenario” is the assumption that the pressure relief flaps between the ventilation system and the recirculation sump are not leak
tight. As a consequence of the LOCA, the filling of parts of the RPV ventilation system has
to be considered.
Special inspections in the plants show that there is generally a free flow path for the drai ning water from the leaks to the recirculation sump. This means that no obstacles like
closed upstanding boundary bars or thresholds are present. In the relevant areas, a lot of
the floors are designed as gratings supporting the drainage. Thus, only a small amount of
“dead volumes” has to be taken into account.
• Leaks in connecting systems (auxiliary systems) which can be isolated
As these leaks are only possible in rooms far away from the recirculation sump, the flow
path for the drainage water is seriously obstructed. In order to ensure a proper water flow
to the recirculation sump, the existing piping and the flow paths have been reviewed by
local inspections. These inspections have shown the need for improvements of the drainage path in some plants. Modifications that have been carried out included the removal of
upstanding boundary bars and the creation of additional openings in walls. Nevertheless a
specific amount of water – depending on the individual design of the plants – is supposed
to remain in rooms along the flow path to the recirculation sump. However, these remaining amounts of water do not affect the analyses of a LOCA crucially due to the larger water volume available in the storage tanks for these leakage locations (single-failureconcept as described above).
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Water retention in form of vapour and droplets in the containment atmosphere and condensate on surfaces, floors etc
During a LOCA process, the leaking coolant is partly discharged as vapour and droplets into
the atmosphere of the containment. This causes an increase in the humidity of the atmosphere until saturation is reached. This amount of water in the atmosphere – depending on
the temperature – is not available for recirculation cooling. In addition, there is condensate on
all cold surfaces within the containment which is also missing in the sump. Because of these
effects, it is necessary to have a drainage path from all rooms with condensate on surfaces
to the recircul ation sump.
Detailed inspections in the plants showed that the flow path is generally provided by the
building drainage system. Only some small upgrades of the drainage systems were necessary, e.g. enlarging of strainers at the inlets of the draining system. However, these im provem ents were of minor importance.
Although the condensate can reach the recirculation sump, it has to be taken into account
that vapour and droplets remain in the atmosphere and water sticks as condensate on walls,
floors, and other cold structures. The volume of this “blocked” water can be estimated by
special codes and is considered in the analyses. Depending on the LOCA circumstances and
the special design of the containment and the drainage system , the analyses reveal that
about 50 to 100 Mg of coolant mass is kept back as vapour or droplets in the atmosphere
and as condensate on surfaces (walls and floors).

4.3 Transient analysis of water level in recirculation sump
For several German NPPs in-depth thermal-hydraulic analyses were carried out for LOCA
cases with a possible water loss from the break into the reactor cavity. In the following we
describe one example of these analyses to demonstrate the general procedure and main
assumptions. However, due to different operating manuals and geometric properties of the
plants the analyses had to be adapted for each unit. Also, in some cases more conservatism
could be applied so that not each detail had to be modelled.
The weld connecting the main coolant line (hot leg) with the reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
was chosen as the break location. The size of the leaks varied in the range of 10 cm 2 to 400
cm 2. In addition, a leak of 20 cm 2 on the ground of the RPV was considered. These assumptions cover the worst cases to be considered.
The i nvestigations focused on the safe function of the recirculation pumps at any time, taking
into account the most unfavourable cooling conditions to be assumed for LOCA and the plant
specific dependency of the water level from the water volume in the sump. Hence it was
necessary to determine the water mass available for core cooling and the resulting water
level in the sump as a function of time.
In general, the following sources are available for core cooling:
•

the storage tanks of the ECCS (flooding tanks),

•

the accumulators of the ECCS,

•

the additional boration system and

•

other sources, such as the volume control system and systems activated manually by
the reactor operator.

In our described example, conservatively only the resources of the flooding tanks and the
accumulators of the ECCS were taken into consideration for the computational. Besides, it
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was assumed that because of repair of an emergency diesel generator and a single failure in
another emergency diesel generator in two trains of the ECCS neither the high pressure
pump nor the low pressure pump are available for safety injection. It should be noted that the
practices for preventive maintenance differ between the German NPPs. Hence the assumptions on equipment out of service due to preventive maintenance had to be adapted on the
specific situation.
The accumulators feed into the primary circuit, as soon as the primary pressure drops below
25 bar. The injection rate of the accumulators depends on the time-dependent primary pressure. The accumulators at the cold leg are automatically blocked off 500 sec. after detection
the leakage by the reactor protection system. Therefore, these accumulators do not inject
their content into the primary circuit in case of a small and medium sized leak (i.e. less than
400 cm²) with a slow primary pressure drop.
Beside the water volume injected into the primary circuit by the ECCS, the mass of water
contained in the primary system at the respective time has to be calculated. Through the water flow out of the leak, the coolant mass in the reactor system decreases at first. Depending
on pressure and temperature in the primary circuit, the leak flow and the flow rate of the
ECCS, the water mass inventory in the primary circuit varies over time. Furthermore, such
phenomena as the development of a steam bubble under the RPV lid and the falling water
level in the pressurizer have to be considered. Both effects lead to a decrease of the water
mass in the primary circuit corresponding to more water in the sump.
The third component to be considered is the water loss inside the containment. This is described in chapter 4.2.
The recirculation mode of the ECCS begins with the change-over of the low pressure pumps
from suction from the storage tanks to suction from the containment sump. The leakage outflow to the sump and the flow rate taken from the sump by the pumps is not equal all the time
depending on the break size. The minimum water level is to be determined in the analyses to
prove that the safe operation of the ECCS is guaranteed at any time and for all break sizes.
In the described example the code system ATHLET developed by GRS was used for the
thermal-hydraulics analyses (in other cases RELAP was applied) . For the calculation of the
water volume and water level in the sump, we developed an additional Lumped-ParameterModel, taking into account the volumes in the reactor cavity, in the thermal shield and in the
sump. The calculations with the program ATHLET correspond to the standard procedures for
LOCA analyses. Therefore, we do not describe this part of the calculation in detail. The calculation model for the water balance is displayed in figure 3 as an overview.
Figures 4 and 5 show an exemplary calculation of the results we obtained. In figure 4 the
development of the water level in the sump over time is displayed for a small leakage at the
RPV nozzle. The water level in the reactor cavity does not reach the upper edge of the thermal shield during the displayed period, i.e. for long after the start of the recirculation mode.
The water level in the sump rises at the beginning of the accident progression due to the flow
of water from the leak. Then the switch over to the recirculation mode of the ECCS leads to a
reduction of the water level in the sump due to the continuing loss of water into the react or
cavity, until an equilibrium develops. This equilibrium arises in the analysed example with a
water level which lies above the upper edge of the concrete cover of the suction chamber of
the pumps.
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Fig. 3: Lumped-Parameter-Model for the Mass Balance
In figure 5 the results are displayed for a larger leakage. Here, water flows from the reactor
cavity into the ring gap of the thermal shield (see fig. 1). When the opening pressure of the
flaps in the thermal shield is reached these flaps open. Water flows into the sump leading to
corresponding water levels in the ring gap and in the sump. For the example illustrated in
figure 5, the water located in the reactor cavity already gets lost into the thermal shield during
the displayed period of the emergency cooling. Hence an accordingly lower level appears in
the sump after the beginning of the recirculation mode. In the illustrated case, the water level
lies at the height of the upper edge of the co ncrete cover of the suction chamber.
With the calculation method sketched above, the situations in several German NPPs were
analyzed and the safety reports of AREVA NP and the utilities were reviewed.
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4.4 Minimal necessary water level in the sump
During the construction of the plants, the issue of air entrainment was discussed in connection with the suction from storage tanks by the low-pressure pumps of the ECCS. At that
time, in order to ensure a safe suction, the necessary minimum coverage of the suction nozzles was determined by means of the so-called "KSB formula".
Within the framework of the analyses for the plant KKP 2 mentioned in chapter 2, a calcul ation method to determine the necessary minimum coverage of the suction pipe in the sump
to avoid insufficient entrainment of air was found in the literature (see ANSI-standard [3]).
Under the same conditions , the use of the ANSI formula leads to a considerably higher - and
thus conservative - necessary minimum coverage of the suction nozzle than the formula
given by the pump supplier (e. g. KSB) used during construction of the plants.
In order to clarify these facts, the utility engaged AREVA NP to erect a test facility and to
carry out experimental verifications with regard to the necessary minimum coverage. In 2005,
numerous scaled experiments were carried out with varying mass flow rates, temperatures ,
sump levels and partly with additives to minimize the surface tension of the water.
The experiments showed that with a mass flow rate of the ECCS pumps of up to about
240 kg/s -corresponding to medium sized leaks - even a sump water level below the lower
edge of the sump ceiling is sufficient to guarantee an air bubble-free suction. Furthermore,
the experiments showed that if the rising sump level reaches the lower edge of the sump
ceiling, the suction of air is stopped even at maximum injection rates of the ECCS (about
350 kg/s) and thus no intake of air occurred. A sump level reaching this height is therefore an
adequate requirement to avoid air entrainment. It should be noted that the review of these
experiments is not yet completed.
A comparison of the theoretical calculation methods (KSB and ANSI formula) and the results
of the test facility (scale approx. 1:4) shows that the values of a sufficient coverage of the
suction nozzles of the low pressure (LP) pumps lie on the one hand above the "KSB values"
and on the other hand significantly below the values of the "ANSI formula" (see fig. 6).

4.5 Results
With the analysis methods described above, a sufficient water level in the containment sump
could be demonstrated for all German PWRs, taking into account all leak locations and sizes.
In most cases, the lower edge of the sump ceiling is covered, preventing air entrainment
safely without the need for additional calculations. In some cases , for small leak sizes in
combination with unfavourable manual actions (e. g. filling up the pressurizer, closing the
accumulator valves and switching one pump into the residual heat removal mode) the water
level remains for some time below the sump ceiling. In these cases , the flow rate of the
ECCS is small. Hence the necessary coverage of the suction pipes is low according to the
cited experiments and lies above the water level calculated with conservative assumptions.
Based on the analyses, the operating procedures for LOCA with small leak size were optimized to mobilize available water reserves. In this way, the water level in the containment
sump can be increased. Such measures can be the prescription of a lower target level for the
pressurizer level, the renunciation of the isolation of the accumulators of the ECCS when not
all ECCS pumps are working and the opening of connecting pipes between the ECCS storage tanks. With these measures, a water level in the sump above the lower edge of the
sump ceiling can be reached over the whole time period to be considered.
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Becaus e of the obtained results, the restrictions on the preventive maintenance during power
operation of safety systems which had been imposed after the distribution of information on
the issue by the supervisory authority of Baden-Wurttemberg could be lifted.
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Fig. 6: Results for the mimimum necessary coverage for PWR containment sump (sample
values for one plant)

5 EVALUATION FOR BWRS
In Germany, two generic types of BWRs built by KWU are in operation, the “BWR 69” (4
units) with a pear shaped steel containment and the “BWR 72” with a cylindrical concrete
containment. In this paper, the analyses are demonstrated on the example of one of the
BWR 69 plants. Due to the difference between the designs of these plants the analyses can
not transferred to the other plants.
The layout of the containment is shown in fig. 7. The drywell with the reactor pressure vessel
is surrounded by a ring shaped suppression pool. With regard to the considered safety issue,
LOCAs inside the containment and leaks from the suppression pool to the exterior of the
containment have to be taken into account. Such leaks to the exterior of the containment can
arise from leakages at connecting pipes leading out of the suppression pool. For the sample
plant, small leaks from the suppression pool were also analysed in combination with a LOCA
within the licensing process. LOCAs outside the containment are isolated from the RPV by
fast closing isolation valves, hence the water loss is small.
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Fig. 7: Overview over BWR-containment (BWR 69)
In case of a LOCA, the ECCS takes the water for the flooding of the RPV and for the cooling
of the core from the suppression pool with a huge water volume (3700 m³). There the water
level decreases, as the leaking water flows into the containment sump. From the sump, it is
pumped back into the suppression pool by dedicated safety systems, when a sufficient water
level is reached in the containment sump. Also, one train of the ECCS can deliver water from
the sump directly into the main feedwater pipes and by this way into the RPV. In addition, at
the sample plant water leaking from the suppression pool into the reactor building is pumped
back into the containment sump by a specific, two train system.
Therefore, three different suction situations had to be evaluated at the selected plant:
a) in the suppression pool,
b) in the containment sump,
c) in the sump of the reactor building.
For the cases b) and c) the theoretical evaluation showed clearly that no air entrainment had
to be feared. In contrast, for the suppression pool, only a small coverage of the ECCS suction pipes exists for the lowest water levels to be considered. However, the intakes of the
ECCS are equipped with suction strainers to cope with released insulation material. These
suction strainers hamper the creation of vortices so that the ANSI formula [3] could lead to
too conservative demands for the minimum coverage of the intakes.
Because of these uncertainties a test was performed in one plant. During one outage, the
ECCS train with the highest flow rate was operated at the lowest water level in the suppression pool to be considered. In the test, no vortex was generated and the pump operated
smoothly at the specified parameters.
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Water retention is no problem for these BWRs because of the small, simply structured containment as compared to PWR containments. For the leaks from the suppression pool into
the reactor building the review showed that the water flow paths had been evaluated thoroughly during the licensing process of the plant.
The above description is valid only for the plant selected for this paper. At the other BWRs,
the scope of the analyses and their results varied due to the specific situations.

6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we descr ibe the reviews performed in Germany on the water level in the containment sump after a LOCA and the derived actions. Our view on the issue is from the perspective of the independent safety experts – i.e. TÜV SÜD Industrie Service (TÜV SÜD IS),
TÜV SÜD Energietechnik GmbH Baden-Wurttemberg (TÜV SÜD ET), TÜV NORD EnSys
Hannover and TÜV NORD SysTec –, which reviewed the analyses of the utilities on behalf of
the responsible supervising authorities. Between these expert organizations information were
exchanged via the steering committee on nuclear technology of the association of the TÜVs
(VdTÜV).
The analyses were initiated after the information was distributed by the Ministry of the Environment of Baden-Wurttemberg in January 2005. The evaluation of this information showed
that two safety issues had to be considered:
•

the minimum coverage of suction pipes,

•

the water retention inside the containment after a LOCA.

In our paper, we describe the analyses on these safety issues in detail for PWRs. For PWRs,
the water paths inside the containment and the retention of water in cavities and other “dead
volumes” as well as the resulting water level in the sump as calculated with the thermalhydraulic code system have been evaluated for all relevant leak sizes and locations in the
main coolant line and connecting pipes. As a result of the evaluation, modifications were
made in some plants to optimize the flow paths in the containment. In addition, the operating
procedures for LOCA were changed.
Also, the analyses for BWRs are outlined.
In conclusion it can be stated that due to the thorough evaluation of operating experience,
optimization measures could be derived. In addition, the analyses served the purpose of
maintaining know-how.
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EPR: Steam Generator Tube Rupture analysis
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Abstract:
Different requirements between Finland and France lead EPR designer to define different features
(system or action) for management of accidents on Olkiluoto 3 EPR that is under-construction in
Finland compared to Flamanville 3 EPR that is foreseen in France. One of these differences concerns
the management of Steam Generator Tube Rupture since no primary coolant (liquid and steam)
release to the environment is allowed in Finland dislike in France where primary steam releases are
not forbidden. This leads to define on Finnish EPR a strategy that anticipates mitigation action
compared to French EPR and that only uses the unaffected steam generators. This strategy is
intended to reduce the release to the environment. IRSN has analysed an other aspect of the Steam
Generator Tube Rupture: the backflow (flow of unborated water from steam generator to the primary
circuit). Indeed, if the Reactor Coolant Pumps have been shut down, the creation an unborated water
plug because of the backflow could lead to reactivity accident in case of Reactor Coolant Pump
restart. IRSN analysis shows that, using the current Olkiluoto 3 SGTR mitigation strategy and very
penalizing assumptions, the amount of unborated water transferred to the primary circuit on the
Finnish EPR could be higher than on the French EPR in the long term. Discussions are going on
between STUK and TVO to finalize the SGTR strategy so that both releases into the environment and
risk of backflow can be minimized.

1 INTRODUCTION
In France, the “Technical Guidelines for the design and construction of the next generation of
nuclear power plants with pressurized water reactors” specify that “the emergency core
cooling function can be provided through an optimized concept comprising a cold leg
medium head safety injection (MHSI) with an operating pressure below the opening setpoint
of the steam generator safety valve”. This aims at avoiding the discharge of liquid primary
coolant to the environment in case of Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR). The
discharge of steam is implicitely permitted allowing for the activity release is largely lower in
case of steam release compared to a liquid release.
In Finland, the YVL guide 1.0 specifies that “pressure management during PWR primary-to
secondary leaks shall be so arranged that no coolant discharges to the environment are
required”. This implicitely forbids liquid and steam discharge to the environment.
Because of the different requirements, the management of SGTR accident on EPR reactor
that under construction in Finland is different from the EPR reactor that is planned to be built
in France.
This difference has an impact on the releases to the environment but it can also have an
impact on the amount of backflow of unborated water from the affected steam generator
(SG) into the primary circuit.

The present study presents the different strategies and their impact on the secondary-toprimary backflow.

2 SGTR MANAGEMENT

2.1 SGTR management in France
Short term phase
The SGTR leads to a loss of primary coolant which is transferred to the Steam Generator
(SG) affected by the rupture. The break induces a decrease of the Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) pressure and a contamination of the secondary side due to SGTR direct flow rate.
The reactor trip occurs either on "Pressurizer pressure < MIN2" or on "SG level > MAX1" in
affected SG.
The reactor trip signal automatically trips the turbine and with assumption of unavailability of
the Main Steam Bypass (MSB) because of its non F1-classification or because of the loss of
offsite power (LOOP) which is superposed at turbine trip, the SG pressure rapidly increases
resulting in steam discharge to the atmosphere through the main steam relief trains (MSRT).
Continuous loss of RCS coolant inventory and primary coolant contraction after reactor trip in
case of an initial full power state lead to depressurize the primary side.
Either on Safety Injection (SI) signal or on "SG level > MAX2" in the affected SG (if not
already actuated in SI signal), a partial cooldown is performed by MSRT of all SGs (included
the faulted one) from a 95.5 bar secondary pressure down to 60 bar at a cooldown rate of
-100K/h.
At end of partial cooldown, RCS pressure is given by the Medium Head Safety Injection
(MHSI) shut off pressure (between 85 bar and 97 bar) and a contaminated SGTR direct flow
still enters the affected SG, leading to its level increase. At this stage, a controlled state (Sl
and SGTR mass flow balance) is already reached.
On "SG level > MAX2" and after the end of partial cooldown, the affected SG is identified
and automatically isolated on its steam side (closure of its Main Steam Isolation Valve
(MSIV), the MSIV of the 3 unaffected SG remaining open, lifting-up of its MSRT pressure
setpoint above the MHSI delivery pressure and below the Main Steam Safety Valves MSSV
pressure setpoint).
The short term management of the SG is presented on the figure 1.
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Figure 1: short term - French strategy
Then, the pressure balance between primary side and affected SG is reached and the leak is
finally cancelled. This is the end of the short term phase.
The sequence describes above does not credit non-F1A classified systems.
As a response of the activity signal (F1B classified), specific SGTR conter-measures can be
actuated by the operator such as reactor and turbine trip, pressuriser spray to decrease
primary pressure down to secondary pressure, cut off of pressuriser heaters, start up of both
CVCS pump and reduction of the letdown flow to makeup SGTR flow.
Long term phase
The safe shutdown state is defined as a state where the Low Head Safety Injection (LHSI) is
connected in Residual Heat Removal mode and the affected SG is isolated.
The sequence of actions to be performed by the operator to reach the safe shutdown state
can be divided into 2 successive phases.
Boration and Cooldown
The boration is performed via the Emergency Boration System (EBS). In order to
compensate the EBS injection (avoidance of primary pressure increase by high pressure
EBS pumps) the plant is cooled down simultaneously by the unaffected SGs. The EBS is
sized to balance the volume contraction and the reactivity insertion of a 50 k/h cooldown with
both pumps in operation. If, as a single failure, one pump fails, the operator reduces the
cooldown gradient to 25 k/h. As additional measure not to perturb the pressure balance
between primary side and the affected SG, the MHSI is kept under operation (this maintains
primary pressure).
Depressurization of RCS and Affected SG
The primary side and faulted SG depressurizations are performed, after completion of the
boration and cooldown phase, by opening the MSRT of the affected SG, after isolation of
MHSI and accumulators and EBS. If the MSRT fails for any reason, the depressurization can
also be done via the bypass valve of the MS isolation valve (classified F1B) without any risk
of back flow.
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If the water level in the affected SG is too high (risk of water entrainment when the SG
restarts to boil) some inventory reduction can be performed by opening the SG blowdown
line between the affected SG and an unaffected one (blowdown line F1B classified) before
depressurization.

2.2 SGTR management in Finland
With respect to the French management, the first difference is that the response of the
activity signal is credited to anticipate mitigation actions. The second difference is that on
activity signal, all main steam isolation valves are closed, the setpoint of the MSRT on the
affected SG is increased to about 100 bar (above MHSI delivery pressure and below MSSV
pressure setpoint) and the setpoint of the MSRT on the other SG is steply decreased down
to 60 bar (see figure 2). This fast cooldown aims at reducing the duration of steam releases
to the atmosphere.

Figure 2: short term - Finnish strategy
Other differences are:
- restarting of reactor coolant pumps before cooldown, if they have been stopped
because of a loss of offsite power (LOOP);
- EBS pumps run until cooldown completion.

3 SGTR ANALYSES

3.1 SGTR analyses in French and Finnish Safety Analysis Reports
The goal of SGTR analyses presented in the Safety Analyses Reports is to:
- check that there is no overfilling of the affected steam generator,
- evaluate the releases to the environment.
Two analyses are presented in both French and Finnish Safety Analysis Reports:
- 1 tube SGTR without CVCS in French PCC3 and Finnish DBC3,
- 2 tubes SGTR without CVCS in French PCC4 and Finnish DBC4.
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Both are analysed with LOOP (maximization of the releases to the environment) and without
LOOP (maximization of SG filling) assumed at the turbine trip depending on the goal of the
studied cases.
An additional analysis is presented in the Finnish Safety Analysis Report: the 1 tube SGTR
with CVCS.

3.2 SGTR and maximisation of the backflow

3.2.1 Studied SGTR

The goal of the present study is to maximize the secondary-to-primary backflow. Thus, a 2
tubes SGTR has been studied because it speeds up the primary depressurisation and allows
a larger flow through the broken tube.
The thermal-hydraulic code CATHARE has been used to simulate the transient.
Both French and Finnish strategies have been simulated.

3.2.2 Assumptions

The goal of the present IRSN analysis is to maximize the secondary-to-primary flow. This
lead to some differences on the assumptions.
In the French and Finnish Safety Analysis Reports, the following assumptions are assumed
to maximize primary-to-secondary flow and release to the environment:
- CVCS charging flow is credited,
- maximum MHSI flow rate (97 bar shutoff pressure),
- minimum MSRT setpoints in the affected steam generator (94 bar before partial
cooldown, 58.5 bar at the end of partial cooldown, 100 bar after setpoint lift-up),
- maximum MSRT setpoints in the safe steam generator (97 bar before partial
cooldown, 61.5 bar at the end of partial cooldown).
In order to penalise the secondary-to-primary flow, assumptions that maximized
secondary/primary flow are assumed in the present study:
- CVCS charging flow is not credited,
- minimum MHSI flow rate (85 bar shutoff pressure),
- maximum MSRT setpoints in the affected steam generator (97 bar before partial
cooldown, 61.5 bar at the end of partial cooldown (only on French EPR), 100 bar
after setpoint lift-up),
- maximum MSRT setpoints in the safe steam generator (97 bar before partial
cooldown, 61.5 bar at the end of cooldown).
LOOP is assumed in the present study since unborated water injection in the primary circuit
is problematic when the RCP have been stopped.

3.2.3 Objectives

In order to avoid the risk of return to criticality in case of heterogeneous dilution, the volume
of the unborated water plug that is send to the core inlet in case of RCP restart shall be lower
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than about 3 m 3. This volume is the volume of backflow above which RCP restart shall not be
allowed.

3.2.4 Results

In French EPR, the partial cooldown is performed by all SGs. At the end of the short term
phase, the balance between RCS and SGa pressure is reached at the MHSI delivery
pressure (see figure 3).

Figure 3: French case - primary and secondary pressures
So, the risk of SGTR backflow is prevented by the MHSI operation. Just before RCS
depressurisation, 2 tons of unborated water have flowed from secondary to primary circuit
(see figure 4).

Figure 4: French case – RCS inlet and outlet flowrates
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In Finnish EPR, the partial cooldown is performed only by the unaffected SG. The RCS
depressurisation is limited by the isolation of SGa at its MSRT setpoint pressure. At the end
of the short term phase, the balance between RCS and SGa pressure is not reached (see
figure 5).

Figure 5: Finnish case – Short-term – primary and secondary pressures
The balance between RCS and SGa can be reached after a low depressurization of the
affected SG to the MHSI delivery pressure during the long term phase. During this period,
the MHSI does not inject into the RCS. Even if the EBS operation limits the SGTR backflow,
the SGTR backflow can lead to transfer 18 tons of unborated water from secondary to
primary side (figure 6).

Figure 6: Finnish case – RCS inlet and outlet flowrates
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If the EBS is stopped once the cold shutdown is reached, as is done in French EPR, the
SGTR backflow is no more limited. More than 30 tons of unborated water is transfered from
secondary to primary circuit (see figure7).

Figure 7: Finnish case – RCS inlet and outlet flowrates with early EBS cut-off

4 CONCLUSIONS
IRSN has analysed the impact of both French and Finnish strategies on the risk of backflow
(secondary-to-primary flow) following a Steam Generator Tube Rupture. Indeed, if the
Reactor Coolant Pumps have been stopped (fr example because of LOOP), the creation an
unborated water plug higher than about 3 tons because of the backflow could lead to
reactivity accident in case of RCP restart. IRSN analysis shows that, using the current
Olkiluoto 3 SGTR mitigation strategy and very penalizing assumptions, the amount of
unborated water transferred form the secondary circuit to the primary circuit on the Finnish
EPR is ten times more than on the French EPR in the long term.
The conclusions of this analysis have been discussed with the STUK. Based on their own
analysis and supported by these discussions, STUK has asked AREVA NP and TVO to
study this phenomenon and if necessary to propose a way to manage it.
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Safety of direct disposal of spent fuel and of disposal of reprocessing
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Abstract:
In 2005, the French Agency for Radioactive waste management (ANDRA) established a report on the
feasibility of the geological disposal of high level and intermediate level long lived radioactive waste, in
a clay formation. The hypothesis of spent fuel direct disposal was also considered. By the end of
2005, IRSN performed a complete technical review of ANDRAs’ report, aiming at highlighting the
salient safety issues that were to be addressed within a process that may possibly lead to the creation
of a disposal facility for these wastes. The following publication presents the main conclusions of this
technical review.

IRSN CONCLUSIONS ON ANDRA’S STUDIES ON THE FEASIBILITY OF A
GEOLOGICAL DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE IN CLAY
In 2005, the French Agency for Radioactive waste management (ANDRA) established a
report on the feasibility of the geological disposal of high level and intermediate level long
lived radioactive waste, as well as of spent fuel, in a clay formation investigated by means of
an underground research laboratory located at Bure, eastern France. This report (“Dossier
2005 Argile”) comes as the conclusion of a 15 years research effort on this matter in
application of the orientations set by the law on 1991 on radioactive waste management. It
presents a safety case aiming at enabling decision making on the follow up of the law for
possibly moving to next stages for the management of the above mentioned waste
The Institute for Radiation protection and Nuclear Safety (IRSN) has periodically assessed
the safety issues related to deep geological disposal project development over the last 15
years, that lead to identify critical points for safety to be accounted for in order to assess the
feasibility of such disposal in clay. By the end of 2005, IRSN performed a complete technical
review of ANDRAs’ safety case. In order to highlight the salient safety issues that are to be
addressed so as to enable taking decision on the process to be implemented for possibly
creating a disposal facility, IRSN has evaluated the following elements :
-

the basic data required for designing a deep disposal facility, i.e. that related to the
radioactive waste and spent fuel inventories and to the geological formation and its
environment,

-

the safety strategy adopted to design the facility, in consistency with the above
mentioned data, and to account for uncertainties,

-

the perturbations and transient conditions that the facility is likely to encounter, both in
short and long term,

-

the safety assessment for the construction and operation of the facility, as well as
safety issues related to reversibility,

-

the long term safety assessment from closure of the facility, comprising the
assessment of barrier performances, the robustness of the facility with regard to likely
and unlikely perturbations, and the estimation of long tem radiological impacts.

The main conclusions of IRSN technical review are presented hereafter.
It was at first emphasised that ANDRAs’ report presents a major compilation of data, studies
and interpretations that allow assessing whether a high-level and intermediate level longlived waste repository in the studied clay layer is likely to ensure sufficient protection of man
and the environment against the harmful effects of this waste, in the short and long term. It
was also considered that ANDRA had adopted a sound safety strategy for project
development consisting in designing a facility in consistency with the defence in depth
principle, in identifying the phenomena responsible for possible changes in the containment
properties of the various repository components along with their related uncertainties, and in
assessing the weight of these uncertainties on the ability of the repository installation to
prevent the dissemination of radioactive matter contained in the waste. ANDRA also
addressed all the critical points for repository safety highlighted during previous reviews of
the development stages of the feasibility study. The overall quality of the work performed and
reported in the “Dossier 2005 Argile” was underlined.
Regarding the critical points for repository safety, IRSN noted in particular from its
assessment of the report that :
-

the Callovo-Oxfordian clay layer (studied in the Bure laboratory) would probably
comprise sound blocks of a size consistent with the large disposal modules
envisaged by ANDRA,

-

if additional studies were deemed necessary to improve the understanding of
underground flows in the limestone formations surrounding the clay formation, the
data acquired in the area where ANDRA considers that the geological formations
have properties that in principle favour the installation of a repository did not,
however, indicate circulation of fluids between these aquifers nor rapid flows within
them, except for the mapped fault zones,

-

the main disturbances (thermal, hydric, mechanical, chemical and gas-related) did not
appear to produce effects ruling out the containment capability of the facility, based
on current knowledge,

-

particular attention had been paid by ANDRA to the sealing of engineered structures
in the most recent project developments, the design of seals being adapted to
account for the excavation damaged zone surrounding underground vaults and drifts.
Possible orders of magnitude of their containment properties had been estimated,
requiring confirmation in the future, however,

-

a first safety analysis of repository operation had been performed, from which it could
be concluded that, at this stage, the systems envisaged by ANDRA did not present
adverse obstacle to the transfer of packages under safe conditions into the repository
infrastructures, nor major difficulties in managing risks from fire, criticality or an
earthquake occurring.
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IRSN found that the identification and consideration of uncertainties were clearly listed in the
report and noted that ANDRA had elected to encompass them widely through special design
provisions or by adopting hypotheses of a partial or total loss of function of the various
repository components, allowing a conservative appraisal of uncertainties incidence on
safety. In particular, IRSN considered that the envisaged repository concepts were likely to
prevent rises in temperature that could prejudice the containment capabilities of the
repository components and that the adoption of an over-pack (surrounding vitrified waste
packages and spent fuel) was relevant to prevent releases of activity in temperature
conditions where transport phenomena are difficult to appraise. IRSN also noted that
uncertainties on the evolution of containment performances of engineered repository
components (packages, over-packs, seals) were taken into account by postulating failures of
these components with varying degrees of severity. If additional hypothetical situations might
have been accounted for, especially to cover uncertainties on possible local discontinuities of
host rock which IRSN considered not totally ruled out from present investigations, IRSN
estimated nevertheless that the assessment results presented by ANDRA were sufficiently
convincing to, allow concluding on the robustness of the repository and its capability to
maintain low radiological impacts despite possible component failures.
Thus, in the light of the elements examined, IRSN concluded that a radioactive waste
repository in the clay formation studied in the Bure underground laboratory appeared
“feasible” inasmuch as it was not at this stage identified any obstacle ruling out a “safety
demonstration” of such an installation in the future.
It was nevertheless pointed out that several points would have to be examined in greater
detail if a policy decision on geological disposal was taken by the Parliament in 2006, to
establish this demonstration. Among these points, IRSN emphasized the need to select a
site:
-

by defining a surveying strategy enabling the identification of possible fracturing in the
host formation and the geological layers surrounding it. In this respect, IRSN
considers that it will probably be necessary to use a high-resolution geophysical
technique like 3D seismics, combined with a survey of the clay formation through
boreholes above the most pronounced seismic indices possibly detected in the
underlying formations,

-

by improving knowledge of underground flows and by detailing the hypotheses
relating to existing biospheres or those likely to exist on the selected site. For the
biospheres, IRSN underlined that the choice of hypotheses describing them is not
based on strict technical expertise alone and that it could be useful to define them by
relying as much as possible on a consensus of the various stakeholders concerned.

Confirmation would also be required that the dimensioning hypotheses for the various
repository components are well founded, with the aim of constructing containment barriers
that are as effective as is reasonably achievable. In this respect, IRSN felt that it was
particularly important to :
-

confirm the likely performances of a sealing engineered structure, taking into account
the effects of potential chemical disturbances over time and of a pressure build-up of
the gases in contact with the engineered structure. The engineered structure design
should also be based on an understanding of the mechanical behaviour of the rock
which should be improved further,

-

check the relevance of present design of the metallic repository components
(canisters in particular) with respect to corrosion phenomena. Significant uncertainties
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exist over corrosion rates of these components, due particularly to a lack of
knowledge on transient environment conditions and their duration,
-

confirm the design of support equipment for large engineered vaults and generally
improve the knowledge of the physical and chemical properties of the concretes in
their initial and altered state, taking into account the influence on these properties of
the conditions for industrial implementation of cement-based components,

-

justify in greater detail the relevance of the concepts adopted in the Dossier 2005
Argile, particularly with respect to the risk of explosion related to radiolytic hydrogen
produced in the B waste cells, the ability to remedy a situation caused by a package
drop in these cells and the possibility of retrieving C waste and spent fuel packages.
In this respect, IRSN does not question that the arrangements planned by ANDRA,
aiming by their very nature to minimise degradation of packages and engineered
structures in the long term, can offer the possibility of easy retrieval of waste
packages over long periods, but cannot reach a conclusion in the current state of
knowledge on this possibility already being acquired over two or three centuries.

IRSN underlined that these additions should be based especially on tests in situ, in
conditions as close as possible to those planned in a repository installation. In IRSN’s view,
repository engineered structure demonstration tests will be necessary to demonstrate at
industrial scale the safety of such an installation.
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Abstract:
A number of countries within Europe are developing or giving consideration to the development of
geological disposal facilities for the disposal of high level radioactive waste. The safety authorities in
these countries are interested in exploring the possibility of a harmonised approach to the
demonstration of safety of such facilities and the regulatory review of documentation providing such
demonstration. As such and with technical support organisations and international bodies they have
initiated a pilot study on how these elements should be presented in a safety case, for, inter alia,
regulatory review and approval. It is envisaged that such a study will cover assessment of the site and
engineering, impact assessment and assessment of the management systems ensuring quality and
will be compatible with internationally agreed safety standards, guidance and recommendations. It is
foreseen that the safety case will evolve and mature as the project develops and this aspect has been
considered within the pilot study, together with regulatory review and decision-making at discrete
milestones associated with the disposal facility development. The study is focussed on regulatory
expectations for the different milestones and addresses uncertainty management. The paper present
the work carried out to date and the views for future work.

A SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS OF THE EUROPEAN PILOT STUDY
A number of countries are developing or giving consideration to the development of
geological disposal facilities for the disposal of high level radioactive waste and harmonising
approaches to achieve a high level of safety for such facility becomes a foreseeable and
necessary objective. To this respect, important steps have already been successfully taken
by international organizations such as IAEA and OECD/NEA in developing internationally
agreed standards, guidance, recommendations and collective opinions. Within the European
Union, a Working Party on Nuclear Safety (WPNS) is currently analyzing to what extent

common approaches of waste management are implemented by EU Member States while
the Western European Nuclear Regulators’ association (WENRA) has started harmonising
views concerning best safety practices for the predisposal management of radioactive waste.
In parallel, France and Belgium have cooperated in developing ideas on the safety approach
to geological disposal and reached common positions that were presented to an enlarged
group of European regulators and International organisations. It was considered that
valuable momentum had been created by the French-Belgium initiative and that efforts to
develop common views should be enlarged to other interested countries within the European
region. It was consequently decided to launch a pilot study, aiming at sharing experience and
opinions on the expectations of the regulator for different elements of a safety case for
geological disposal of radioactive waste at the different steps in a project to develop such a
disposal facility. The pilot study is carried out by a group of regulators and technical support
organisations from Belgium (FANC, AVN), UK (EA), France (ASN, IRSN), Finland (STUK),
Germany (GRS), Spain (CSN), Sweden (SSI), Switzerland (HSK), as well as representatives
of international organisations (IAEA, EC).
Although regulatory frameworks differ considerably between countries, the Working Group
recognised that regulatory practice differs to much less an extent.
It is now widely accepted that development of a disposal facility and its safety case should
take place in a step-by-step manner with well-defined decision points. The degree to which a
step-by-step process is implemented in regulations varies from country to country, and so do
the requirements concerning the involvement of regulators and licensing authorities at
various decision points. The Working Group considers, however, that it is important to keep
regulatory and licensing authorities and their technical support organisations informed about
the state of development at each step and to involve them in the major decisions (e.g. about
the disposal facility concept or about R&D priorities), no matter whether or not there is a
formal requirement for doing so.
From a regulatory perspective, the key stages are :
-

conceptualisation,
siting,
design,
excavation/construction,
operation,
closure.

For the purposes of the pilot study, the group chose to focus on :
-

-

the conceptualisation stage, during which a safety strategy must be developed
together with a review of potential sites and design options as well as preliminary
assessments in order to enable decision making on committing resources to the next
stage of the project,
the siting stage, for which the safety strategy must be confirmed as well as design
suitability for given site(s) that have undergone due characterisation in order to make
decision of site selection for hosting a disposal facility,
the design stage that comprises design validation and safety assessment in order to
license construction of the disposal facility.

The group considered that at each development stage each of the following aspects should
be considered :
-

facility design and the safety strategy
demonstration of site and engineering suitability
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-

impact assessment
adequacy of management systems

In this respect, the safety case presenting the arguments and supporting information and
assessment related to the above aspects will have to be comprised of clear information, from
the very beginning of a disposal project, covering the design options and the key elements
upon which safety relies, together with a description of the preferred strategy to acquire
progressively enough knowledge of the factors governing the containment and isolation
capacity of the disposal system. The safety case will also need to accommodate
uncertainties, as discussed further below. Given that a preliminary design and safety strategy
is a necessary input for project implementation, the assessment of the soundness of the
proposed options is essential to enable the project to move forward to the next step. The
safety case must therefore be comprised of information, assessment and arguments,
covering the three components mentioned above and aiming at identifying advantages and
disadvantages of the chosen design and strategy in terms of safety throughout the project
development. The elements to be described are:
-

-

-

that related to assessment and demonstration of the site and engineering
suitability ; this comprises all information concerning site and design selection,
characterisation and validation with regard to safety. The site and engineering
assessment must include a description of the functions assigned to each component
of the disposal system (for both the operational and post-closure phases) and an
analysis, through a performance assessment, of the capacity of these components
(including the host rock) to fulfil their given role. In this respect, the situations and
phenomena that may affect system performance, both internal and external (heat,
corrosion, radiolysis, mechanical stress, criticality, seismicity, climate change, etc.)
must be identified and quantified so as to assess the system behaviour and
robustness. The site and engineering assessment also address elements of
construction feasibility and reliability. In all these respects, the design and site
performance will need to be justified and the uncertainties remaining at the particular
stage of the project will be identified,
that related to impact assessment in terms of radiation dose, risk, some
combination of both or other entities indicating potential impact ; this comprises
appropriate modelling and data selection so as to assess exposures that might arise
from facility operations and long term evolution with a sufficient level of confidence. It
requires clear sunstantiation that assessment of selected scenarios provides a
conservative estimate of the impact of the facility. It also requires sensitivity analysis
so as to identify key dependencies on parameter values and assumptions together
with evaluating the effect of uncertainties,
that relating to demonstrating the adequacy of management systems associated
with the project to assure an adequate level of quality in respect of all safety related
aspects of the project ; this comprises in particular organisational arrangements for
implementing the project, planning of major actions to be taken during the different
steps, elaboration of operational and control procedures, record keeping and review.

All these elements are of course inter-related and form together the necessary bases for
demonstrating the safety of a disposal facility and providing input to decision making.
The group considers that this structure should be maintained through every stage of the
step-by-step process, with the content of the safety case being progressively developed as
the project proceeds. For each key step of decision making, a decision should be taken only
if structured information on all important elements of the disposal system is available and the
supporting safety assessment is performed, even if at preliminary steps only partial
information is available. For example, selecting a site cannot be based only on consideration
of geological data but also requires an analysis of site and design compatibility, an
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assessment of how the whole system works together to achieve safety and consideration of
whether appropriate techniques are available to realise the system.
Uncertainties concerning the safety of disposal facilities are unavoidable due to the
complexity of the phenomena of concern and the scales in time and space under
consideration. Their management is central when developing a disposal system and
assessing its safety. For this reason, the issue of uncertainties and their management has
been chosen for a more detailed examination in the frame of the Pilot Study in order to
identify the level of commonality on this subject among the participating countries, to better
understand differences, and to propose some common grounds for guidance. A selfcontained document has been developed and appended to the Pilot study final report,
focusing on the handling of uncertainties in the context of the overall safety strategy, safety
assessment and evaluation of compliance with safety requirements. The document
elaborates on the following concepts :
- Safety Strategy. Conscious accounting for uncertainties and analysis of their possible
consequences is a required part of any safety assessment for a radioactive waste disposal
facility. Within a step-by-step approach to disposal facility development, this includes
providing a register of significant uncertainties and a management process for assessing
and, where appropriate, avoiding, mitigating or reducing them.
- Assessment strategy. Regarding the effect of uncertainties on the safety assessment,
emphasis is placed on those elements of the assessment which are not yet fully included
within guidance provided by international organisations such as IAEA or NEA, namely :
-

the strategy of scenarios
the role of deterministic and probabilistic approaches, and
the role of best estimate, conservative and pessimistic models and parameter values.

- Evaluation of compliance with safety requirements in the presence of uncertainty.
Although the approach for compliance evaluation differs considerably depending on the
country, the issue remains that many uncertainties in the post-closure safety case cannot
reliably be quantified. Calculated doses or risks can only be regarded as broadly
conservative indicators rather than anything more definite or concrete and, accordingly, the
post-closure safety case needs to be based on multiple lines of reasoning.
In conclusion, the Pilot Study offers examples of the ability to find common ground among
the regulators from different European countries, both in terms of the general framework and
for particular topics, e.g. uncertainty management. This suggests the possibility of work to
find further areas of common ground and, perhaps, areas for harmonisation.
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Abstract:

Leading research centres in the field of radioactive waste disposal in Germany have decided
to combine their efforts in order to achieve a common goal, the development of a
comprehensive and consistent thermodynamic reference database. All the thermodynamic
data needed for the modelling of geochemical near- and far field processes in the geological
media for high level waste repositories presently under discussion in Germany (salt, clay,
granite) shall be collected and qualified in a single database. The partners participating in the
project are a group of experts, who are generating, collecting and evaluating thermodynamic
data of all relevant radionuclides and matrix elements according to uniform previously
established and internationally accepted criteria. Special attention will be given to complete
documentation and traceability of all data entries in the database. Existing data from
international databases such as those of NEA, NAGRA, YMP will be integrated. Ion
interaction coefficients (SIT, Pitzer) needed for modelling in a high saline environment will be
included also.

1. INTRODUCTION
Thermodynamic databases belong to the most developed and most often used substance
related databases. They are needed for chemical process design, material technology,
geology as well as for environmental protection and monitoring. Most of the applications
focus on the calculation of phase and reaction equilibria and in combination with transport
the time evolution of concentration profiles is predicted. Particularly, in the treatment of
geochemical and environmental problems the chemical systems become very complex
involving many elements and species. Whereas modern numerical codes have no principal
problems to solve the respective equations the reliability and quality of the results depend
first of all on the availability and quality of thermodynamic standard data and coefficients for
appropriate mixing models in the underlying database.
The past has seen many institutional, national and international initiatives to establish
thermodynamic databases with varying purposes and sizes. The assessment of national
concepts for radioactive and toxic waste disposal requires a database, which
o allows the public to use it easily for this aim
o is transparent concerning data quality
o is updated continuously with minimum of manpower
o is available at least for decades of years
o considers specific national conditions or restrictions.
Within the last two years a group of scientists from different German and Swiss institutions
and universities tried to draw conclusions from earlier experience and started to build up a

thermodynamic database concept suited for performance studies in waste disposal
considering the features mentioned above. This German initiative was started in August 2006
and is known under project name of THEREDA (Thermodynamic Reference Data Base).
One of the most difficult problems consists in the assurance of data quality in conjunction
with maintenance and updating a database with limited resources. Many scientists of the
“solubility community” are faced with these problems too and are also active in database
projects. Therefore a workshop was organized and held in parallel to the 12th ISSP, July 2328th, 2006 in Freiberg/Germany for discussion of questions of quality and maintenance of
thermodynamic databases. The purpose was not to achieve a complete survey on
thermodynamic databases but to stress essential developments and experiences. At the
same time, the German concept was introduced and brought into relation to others. Thus,
presentations of specific databases were quite comprehensive and much room was given for
discussion. With this paper we would like to bring the German database project to the
attention of a wider international community and hope to contribute to a better understanding
of general and specific aspects of databases. We also hope for an improved international
collaboration in this field.

2 OBJECTIVES OF THEREDA
The main objective of THEREDA is the creation of a comprehensive and internally consistent
thermodynamic reference database for the geochemical modelling of the near-field and farfield processes occuring in repositories for radioactive wastes in the different rock formations
currently under discussion in Germany. These rock formations are salt rock, clay and
crystalline rocks. Special emphasis will be laid upon a complete documentation and
traceability of the registered data. It is planned to integrate data from existing qualified
thermodynamic databases like the NEA or the PSI-NAGRA database. These data will be
completed by the project partners, especially with data for the modelling in saline
environments. The databank will serve as a central and common technical-scientific basis
which will lead stepwise to a consistent database for all relevant thermodynamic information.
At the same time the database will become a useful tool for the identification of knowledge
gaps and for strategies to close these gaps. A strategy shall be developed which enables the
user to trace back each single data in the parameter files to the primary literature. A group of
experts will maintain and update the database far beyond the time span of it’s generation.
THEREDA will:
• enable the prediction of the activity, speciation and solubility of radionuclides, heavy
metals and other toxic elements in underground disposal sites
• be applicable from low to high ionic strength
• fulfil quality requirements established by the project partners
• be the reference database for performance assessment studies in Germany

3 PROJECT PARTNERS AND ORGANIZATION
The project THEREDA was planned and will be supported by major research institutions
working in the field of radioactive waste disposal in Germany. The project partners listed
below formed in 2003 a working group which convenes in regular time intervals and takes all
necessary decisions unanimously:
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Gesellschaft f ür Anlagen- und
Reaktorsicherheit (GRS)
Technical University BA Freiberg
Institut f ür Anorganische Chemie
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf
Institut f ür Radiochemie (FZR-IRC)
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Institut f ür Nukleare Entsorgung
(FZK-INE)
Colenco Power Engineering AG (CH)
Institut f ür Transuranelemente (ITU)

Figure. 1 Partners in the THEREDA project and Logo of the project

GRS is responsible for the general project coordination. Necessary decisions concerning the
data management and the quality management are taken unanimously by the project
partners. For the data which will be incorporated into the database the responsibility lies with
the institution which generates these data. The Technical University of Freiberg is
responsible for the elements composing the sea water system, FZK-INE for the
radionuclides, GRS for the heavy metals and matrix elements and Colenco takes care of the
data concerning the cement system.
Consortium of major research institutions
(founded 2003)
Project Coordination
Data Management

Data Review

Quality management

Data base structure
& filters

Seawater system

Guidelines

Intranet/ Internet

Radionuclides

Review process,
consistency

Toxic metals

User
handbooks

Matrix elements

Figure. 2 Project organization

4 CONTENTS AND APPLICABILITY
The data to be incorporated in THEREDA will cover all relevant aqueous species and solid
phases necessary to describe the interactions of groundwaters with the waste, the waste
matrix, the containers, the host rocks and the materials of the technical barriers. For the host
rock salt the components of the sea-water system H-Na-K-Mg-Ca-Cl-SO4-CO3-OH-H2O will
be included. For the description of the argillaceous and crystalline host rocks, the waste
matrix and the containers in addition to the above mentioned components also Al, Si and Fe
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must be incorporated. In a first step the following radionuclides and heavy metals will be
included:
• Actinides: Th, U, Np, Pu, Am. Cm, Pa
• Fission products: I, Se, Cs, Rb, Sr, Sm, Tc, Ra
• Heavy metals: Zn, Cr, Co, Ni, Cu, As, Cd, Hg, Pb
As the database must be applicable for low as well as for high ionic strength solutions SIT
and Pitzer ion interaction parameters shall be included.

5 DATA MANAGEMENT
In the course of the project tools will be developed which will automatically generate readyto-use parameter files for important geochemical codes like EQ3/6, PHREEQC and
Geochemist’s Workbench. The parameter files will be available for free download at the
project’s web site. Such it is intended to obtain a useful feedback from the users from around
the world. Figure 3 illustrates the data management in THEREDA.
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(future)
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Figure. 3 Data management in THEREDA

6 QUALITY MANAGEMENT
The data review process is the core of the project’s quality system. It will be based on quality
guidelines the project partners have previously agreed upon. They describe, for example,
procedures for the extrapolation of data to the reference temperature and to zero ionic
strength. In many cases data for certain species, solids or aqueous equilibria are not
available. These missing data may be of great importance nevertheless. In contrary to other
databases THEREDA will not only contain data that are bases on experimental investigations
but also carefully estimated data, if they are needed for performance assessment
calculations. The project partners aim to limit the database for real system constituents. If no
spectroscopic proof or strong evidence exists, a species will be regarded as a “phantom
species” and excluded form the database. In order to achieve the highest possible quality all
data that find their way into the final parameter files must be reviewed. Data of a low quality
level will not be excluded but their quality will be carefully documented and uncertainties will
be assessed. The consistency of THEREDA with CODATA and NEA databases will be
observed
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THEREDA

CODATA

• Reviewed data only
• Review based on
common guidelines
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strongly recommended

Figure. 4 Procedures for the generation of THEREDA and assurance of data quality and internal
and external consistency
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Figure. 5 Quality management system in THEREDA

7 TRANSPARENCY
The most important users of THEREDA will be the participants in the project as they work in
the major German institutions involved in radioactive waste management. But THEREDA will
be a common and freely accessible data base for all parties involved in the process of
repository licensing. Public access is guaranteed. The responsible German governmental
institutions, the Federal Ministry of Labour, the Federal Ministry of Education and Research
and the Federal Ministry of Environmental Protection and Reactor Safety have been involved
in the preparation of the project in an early stage. They are financing the project.
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Internet
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• Documented data
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THEREDA
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discussion on THEREDA-WIKI

Figure. 6 Highest possible transparency is the philosophy of THEREDA

8 THEREDA ON THE INTERNET
Although the project has just been started an internet side was already set up
(www.thereda.de). It will provide the interested user not only with the newest information
about the progress of the project but will give direct access to the database and ready-to-use
parameter files.
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Abstract:
Several diffusion experiments have been performed at the field scale in the underground rock
laboratory of Mont Terri (Switzerland) to verify the reliability of diffusion parameters obtained at lab
scale. The principle of in situ diffusion experiments is based on the injection, in a packer-off section of
a borehole, of a tracer cocktail diffusing into the rock and whose its concentration decrease is
monitored by means of a circulation circuit located at the surface. Subsequently, the interval section is
overcored and analysed for the tracer profiles.
Overall, the obtained tracer data confirmed that diffusion is the dominant transport process for solutes
in Opalinus Clay. The diffusivity and diffusion porosity of anions was found to be lower than tritiated
water, indicating anion exclusion effect. Concerning the cations, one observed that when the
interaction of these species with clay surface was stronger, their decrease relative to HTO in interval
was faster and their penetration depth was lower (max 3 cm after 10 months for Cs+).
Finally, in situ data were found to be consistent with small-scale lab diffusion experiments performed
parallel to the bedding plane, suggesting that the upscaling effects for diffusion are small.

1 INTRODUCTION
One of the key issues for a repository's safety assessment is to determine the predominant
radionuclide transport mechanism. Transport could occur either by molecular diffusion
through the pore water or by advective flow within the rock matrix and/or fractures. Several
studies indicate diffusion to be the dominant transport mechanism in consolidated
argilaceous rocks (Opalinus Clay in Switzerland, argillite of Tournemire in France). Firstly,
large-scale profiles of natural tracers, such as chloride, bromide and stable isotopes can be
explained by slow diffusion process from the saline pore water of clayey rocks to the young
ground water of the adjacent limestone formations (Rübel et al., 2002; Degueldre et al.,
2003, Patriarche et al., 2004). Secondly, the very low hydraulic conductivity measured in the
clay formation limits the contribution of advective transport.
The diffusion parameters are generally derived from laboratory measurements on centimetric
rock samples (Van Loon et al., 2004a; Savoye et al., 2006; Savoye et al., in press). As these
values are required in the modelling at the scale of rock formations for performance
assessment, their reliability has to be verified, especially regarding potential upscaling
effects. Hence, since the beginning of the Mont Terri Project, several diffusion experiments
have been performed at the field scale either in the undisturbed matrix of the Opalinus clay
(experiments DI, DI-A, DI-A2, DI-B, DR) or in a highly fractured zone (FM-C) to acquire such
in situ diffusion parameters.

2 CONCEPT OF IN SITU DIFFUSION EXPERIMENTS
The general concept of all the experiments is based on the first in situ experiment, the socalled DI (Palut et al., 2002).
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Fig. 1: Example of experiment test set-up (DI-A, Wersin et al., 2004 & van Loon et al., 2004b)
A tracer cocktail is injected into a packed-off section of a borehole as a pulse-test. Pressure
in this interval is maintained equal to the pore pressure of the surrounding rock in order to
prevent any hydraulic gradient around the borehole and to avoid advective transport
processes. The evolution of the tracer concentration in the injection system is monitored over
time with a set-up allowing fluid circulation from the interval to the surface (Fig. 1). After a
certain period of diffusion (from 10 months to 2 or 3 years), the claystone section surrounding
the interval is retrieved by overcoring the whole borehole and is subsequently analysed for
the tracer profiles. Then, both the tracer decrease in the interval and tracer profiles in rock
are simulated with the sam e diffusion parameters in 2D or 3D. Finally, the obtained diffusion
data are compared with lab diffusion data.

3 LOCATION AND SPECIFICATION OF DIFFUSION EXPERIMENTS
Figure 2 shows the location of the Mont Terri underground rock laboratory.

Mont Terri

Fig. 2: Location of the underground rock laboratory of Mont Terri
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The six different diffusion experiments performed at Mont Terri since 1998 and specifications
are summarized in Figure 3 and Table 1.

DI
FM-C

DI-A
DI-A 2
DI-B

DR

Fig. 3: Location of diffusion experiments
DI a
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DI-A c

DI-A2 d

DI-B e

DR

Facies

Shaly

Shaly &
major fault
zone

Shaly

Shaly

Shaly

Shaly

Orientation
of Bh axis
/ bedding

56°

/

58°

60°

58°

90°

No

No

3.10-13

2.4.10-13

No

6.10-13

H, I-, 6Li

H, I, 2 2Na,
Sr,Br, 75Se
18
& O 60Co,137Cs,
133
Ba, 2H , 152Eu

Hydro-test
-1

KH (m.s )

H, I- (+He)

H, I , Na,
Cs

H, I, 2 2Na,
Cs, Br, Eu,
85
Sr, 60Co

3

Tracers

3

H, I-

3

- 22

3

3

2

85

Start of
test

Dec 98

June 2000

Jan 2002

Apr 2004

Sept 2002

April 2006

Duration

12 months

8 months

10 months

12 months

13 months

> 24months

Table 1: Main specifications of diffusion experiments performed at Mont Terri. Ref. a Palut et
al. (2002); b Gomez-Hernandez et al. (2004); c van Loon et al. (2004b); d Wersin et al. (2005);
e
Yllera et al. (2004).
For technical constraints, due to the overcoring operation, most of boreholes are drilled
vertically, i.e. inclined with regard to the bedding plane. Only the last DR experiment is
performed perpendicular to the bedding in an inclined borehole.
Since the first DI experiment, the tracer cocktails have successively become more complex
in terms of their chemical behaviour and now include very strongly-sorbing and redoxsensitive tracers. As certain tracers are injected as radio-isotopes, on-line measurements
have been carried out with γ detectors (DIA-2 & DR).

4 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
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Figure 4 gives an example of both the tracer evolution in the circulating fluid in the interval vs
time and of a tracer profile in the rock.
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Fig. 4: Evolution of tracer concentrations (a) in interval vs time and (b) in rock vs distance to
source (DI-A, Wersin et al., 2004).
The observed tracer patterns follow the generally expected trend: the flux of anions (bromide
or iodide) is lower than that of HTO due to anion exclusion effects and their penetration depth
in rock can reach some 15 cm, while HTO can penetrate up to some 20 cm after 1 year. The
analysis of DI data revealed the occurrence of a disturbed zone around borehole in which the
tracer diffusivities were higher. This disturbance was attributed to an oxidation/de-saturation
process occurring for 1 month after the drilling and before installation of completion.
Concerning the cations, one observed that when the interaction of these species with clay
surface was stronger, their decrease relative to HTO in interval was faster and their
penetration depth was lower (max 3 cm after 10 months for Cs+). Analyses of such thin
profiles in rock have necessitated the development of new approaches such as microspectroscopic techniques that led to high-quality data consistent with bulk data obtained from
sliced rock samples.
Figure 5 shows a comparison between published data derived from in-situ and lab
experiments. They are limited to HTO, iodide and Na-22. Lab data obtained at 23°C were recalculated at 14°C (the temperature of the water in the circulation system of DI-A) using the
measured apparent activation energies for diffusion. It appears that in situ data were found to
be consistent with small-scale lab diffusion experiments performed parallel to the bedding
plane. The new DR experiment will address the measurement of diffusion anisotropy in situ
by using both shorter injection intervals and a borehole normal to the bedding planes.
Concerning the cations, modelling of in situ data led to higher diffusivities than HTO as
already noted at lab scale.
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Fig. 5: Rock capacity factor α vs effective diffusion coefficient De from small-scale throughdiffusion experiments (lab) and several in situ experiments. Crunch and Castem correspond
to numerical codes and Laplace means “analytical solution via Laplace transforms”.
All these in situ experiments have proven to yield suitable results and to estimate the scale
effect from lab to in situ-conditions.
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Abstract:
To model the transport of contaminants in connexion with long-term safety analyses of repositories for
3
radioactive waste recently the numerical model r t was developed. In the following first applications of
3
r t are presented. The results of modellings of the transport of zinc at the sewage treatment facility in
Cape Cod, Massachusetts, and of trace elements in the frame work of the in-situ diffusion experiments
DI-A and DR at the underground laboratory Mont Terri are shown.

1 INTRODUCTION
For long-term safety analyses of final repositories and landfills of hazardous wastes in deep
geological formations the potential release of pollutants is accessed for relevant scenarios.
To perform such analyses for large, three-dimensional, and hydrogeologically complex areas
the two program packages d3f (distributed density-driven flow) [ 3 ] and r3t (radionuclides,
reaction, retention, and transport) [ 4 ] to model flow and transport were recently developed
lead-managed by GRS. These computer codes enable the modelling of density-driven flow
like it occures in the vicinity of salt domes and the transport of pollutants taking the relevant
interactions for long-term safety analyses.

2 THE TRANSPORT CODE r3t
The numerical model d3f was developed from 1994 to 1998 while r3t was generated from
1998 until 2003. Six and four working groups, respectively, of German or international
universities were involved in the development lead-managed by GRS. Both of the codes use
Finite-Volume discretisation and unstructured grids to enhance the resolution of
hydrogeological heterogeneities. Adaption techniques controlled by a-posteriori error
estimators are applied to the grid and the time steps to ensure the optimal length in time and
space. As the most effec tive solvers for large and sparse systems of equations multigrid
algorithms are taken. Additionally the entire codes are parallelised so that they can be run on
workstations, PCs, cluster of PCs, and massively parallel computers, too.
The overall objective of the r3t project was the development of a computer code to simulate
pollutant transport which meets the following demands: simulation of three-dimensional
transport through porous or equivalently porous media, treatment of spacious and
heterogeneous areas, consideration of advection, diffusion, and dispersion and interaction
processes which are relevant to long-term safety analysis, applicability for radionuclide
migration as well as for chemotoxical pollutants.

Often single processes are not independent but coupled. Transport of pollutants is often
governed by other matters, which are migrating, too. These matters are natural (e.g. humic
material) or artificial substances (e.g. EDTA). In the following they are called complexing
agents. To consider the impact of complexing agents, transport of complexing agents is
modelled, too. The sorption and solubility parameters are taken into account by functions
depending on the concentrations of complexing agents (“smart Kd”). Since the concentration
of the complexing agents are space and time dependent, sorption and solubility parameters
themselves become space and time dependent.
In addition, for radionuclides the decay is considered within decay chains. Hence transport
simulations of various radionuclides cannot be independently performed, since isotopes
affect each other.
The individual interaction processes which affect the pollutants transport are given in the
following: equilibrium and kinetically controlled sorption, both linear (Henry) and nonlinear
(Langmuir, Freundlich), respectively; precipitation and diffusion into immobile porewater;
complexation; colloidal transport and matrix diffusion via effective parameters. Later on the
code was completed by anisotropical, element-specific diffusion and by element-specific
porosity. At the beginning there was no intention to couple transport and geochemistry, but
meanwhile the coupling of r3t and the geochemical code Phreeqc [ 8 ] is in progress.
During transport modelling one makes use of the stationary or transient results of d3f
simulations: i. e. the Darcy velocity and the fluid density serve as input for r3 t.

3 APPLICATIONS
During developmental period the codes were subject to comprehensive tests by comparison
to analytical and numerical solutions. To qualify the codes additional tests were performed. In
the following two of these tests are described.

3.1 Sewage treatment facility at Cape Cod, Massachusetts
The field site considered here is located in western Cape Cod, Massachusetts. About 59
years of land disposal of sewage effluent resulted in contamination of the aquifer with zinc
(Zn). The sewage plant was opened in 1936 and shut down in 1995. Extensive measurement
campaigns and field-tests were undertaken during the last years of operation and for the first
years after closure.
The aquifer consists of medium to coarse sands and gravels [ 6 ]. The water table slopes to
the south at ~ 1.6 m per 1000 m. Groundwater flow direction is thus generally from north to
south. The flow is nearly horizontal except for the areal recharge that results in a vertical flow
component close to the water table. The water table altitude fluctuates about 0.80 m and the
flow direction varies about 16° (c.f. Fig. 1) [ 7 ].
Downgradient from the disposal beds there was a zone of uncontaminated groundwater
above the Zn-contaminated region. At 90 m downgradient a sharp transition in the thickness
of the zinc plume was observed. Further downgradient the plume covered only the topmost
2-4 m of the contaminated region. The leading edge of the Zn-plume was sharp and was
located approximately 400 m downgradient. In contrast, conservative, non-reactive
constituents of the sewage plume formed a diffuse leading edge greater than 5500 m
downgradient of the source.
Seasonal variations in the water table and the flow direction are small enough to allow an
approximation of the true flow conditions as a steady-state flow. Thus, only the permeability
and the boundary conditions are required to describe the flow field. The horizontal dispersion
appears to be sufficiently small to reduce the spatial domain to a two-dimensional vertical
cross-section without loosing too much accuracy. The top boundary is supposed to be
identical with the water table. Water from precipitation enters the aquifer here. The bottom
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boundary is assumed to be a no-flow boundary. From the left hand side the contaminated
water enters the domain horizontally thus assuming that the effluent from the disposal beds
is outside the domain already completely mixed with the pristine groundwater. At the right
hand side boundary the water leaves the domain (c.f. Fig. 2).

Fig. 1

Location of the area of sewage-contaminated groundwaters,
facility layout and hydraulic gradient direction; from [ 7 ].

In all modelling efforts zinc has been fed to the modelled domain by using a constant
Dirichlet boundary condition at the left hand side boundary. Variations of this value with time
were not considered. In the present model a value of 2 µM is applied for 59 years of model
time. Afterwards this value is set to zero assuming instantaneous cessation of contamination.

14 m

h=14 m

q=0.16 m/d

q=0.0014 m/d

z

?p/?z=0
x
400 m

Fig. 2

Conceptual flow model.

Pristine groundwater and water coming from the surface have a pH of about 5.65.
The pH-value of the groundwater downstream of the sewage plant is influenced by the
effluents and changes with depth. Neither the pH-values nor the equivalent proton
concentrations1 of the water entering the domain over the left hand side boundary are given
directly in the literature. The only hints can be found in figures showing the simulated pHvalues like in [ 5 ].

1

The pH-value is defined as the negative common logarithm of the proton concentration in [M].
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In the present model the proton concentration is used as a primary variable for the modelling
instead of pH-values because the pH-value is not an extensive quantity. The protons are
assumed to be transported like a tracer, being subject to dispersion but not to retardation, i.e.
buffering of pH by the sediment is neglected. After a model time of 59 years the equivalent to
a pH-value of 5.65 is applied uniformly along the left hand side boundary.
The reason for the retardation of the zinc is sorption onto the surface of the sediment.
Equilibrium adsorption can safely be assumed for the flow conditions at Cape Cod [ 5 ]. In
combination with the fact that the amount of zinc adsorbed on the sediments amounts to less
than one tenth of the saturation value, the adsorption process appears to be well described
by the Kd -concept.
It is generally agreed that the sorption of zinc is proportional to the pH-value of the
groundwater 2. A correlation between the pH-value and a referring Kd -value can be derived
from an adsorption isotherm which relates the concentration of adsorbed zinc to the pHvalue. Sorption experiments with zinc and sediment material from Cape Cod were described
by chemical models in order to predict these adsorption isotherms on a theoretical basis [ 1 ].
The functions presented in Fig. 3 are the result of a complex chemical model not yet
implemented in r3t, so an analytical function has to be found yet. For the task at hand it is
necessary to cover only the range of pH-values between 5.5 and 6.5. A third order polynom
is therefore fitted to this part of the isotherm for M/V = 400 kg/m³. The quality of this
approximation to the isotherm can be judged from Fig. 3. The resulting Kd-function for the
distribution coefficient is given in Fig. 3, too.
The development of the zinc plume and the pH-distributions until closure of the sewage plant
after 59 years of operation is illustrated in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. In contrast to proton transport the
migration of zinc is impeded by sorption. Steady-state conditions with respect to proton
transport arise after about 3 years while the zinc plume doesn’t even reach the right hand
side of the modelled domain after 59 years. Transport of zinc is much slower than the
changes in the pH-values, so that the zinc always travels in a steady-state pH-milieu. Note
the differing vertical and horizontal scale in the figures.
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Zinc adsorption on the other hand changes the pH-level only slightly so that the effect of sorption on the pHvalue is of secondary importance. It will thus not be considered here.
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Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 demonstrate the correlation of low ph-values with a high transport velocity
and vice versa. Downwards directed transport due to the recharge is discernable at the top of
the model, too. Qualitatively, the model results compare well with the results of [ 7 ]. The
most apparent difference is that zinc moves not as fast in the r3t-model as in the model from [
7 ]. This may be attributed to the different degrees of accuracy at which sorption is taken into
account in the models. Of course, it has to be shown, too that the assumption of nonretarded protons is valid. However, the effect of the pH-dependent sorption on the zinc
transport has been captured.
In the r3t-model it is assumed that zinc ceases to pollute the groundwater after 59 years of
model time. This terminates the zinc plume. At the same time the pH-value switches back to
uncontaminated conditions. This affects the zinc plume since the front of decreased pHvalues migrates faster through the domain than the zinc plume.
Finally, a comparison between the results of the model and the measurements at the site in
1997 - two years after shutdown of the facility - is given in Fig. 4. While the simulated zinc
plume shows the same characteristic form as the measured one the agreement is not quite
satisfying: the faster moving part on top of the plume is too low and is too thick in the model,
the slower moving part is too fast. However, the penetration depth of zinc into the domain
appears to be in rather good agreement with the measurements.
Apparently, either the pH-controlling processes were still active for quite some time after
shutdown of the disposal plant or the changes in the pH-milieu due to shutdown did not
propagate downstream unretarded or both. It is thus highly probable that it takes several
years of low pH-conditions to produce a zinc concentration peak as the one observed at 280
m downstream.
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Zinc concentration after 61 years; measurements from [ 7 ] (isolines
representing 0.3, 2, 4 and 8 µM concentration) and r3t-model (results in colour)
switching back to pristine water conditions after 59 years.

Modelling zinc transport at Cape Cod appears to be a most challenging task. A key process
to explain the characteristic form of the zinc plume is the pH-dependent sorption of zinc. In
the past a lot of effort has already been invested into the numerical description of this effect
and some simplified surface complexation models have been developed so far.
Nevertheless, no numerical model up to now simulates the zinc transport at Cape Cod
satisfyingly well. The results of the r3t-model can therefore not be conformed to compare
extremely well with the measurements.
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Possibly critical simplifications for the 2-D model include the assumption of a constant
effluent rate into the ground, the assumption of complete mixing under the sewage disposal
beds, isotropy and homogeneity of the flow and transport parameters and the assumption
that the pH-value changing quantities can be transported with the flow without ongoing
reactions and (at least in case of the r3t-model) without retardation.
However, the most meaningful check of the r3t-results with respect to the treatment of
sorption is a comparison with results of other models. The comparison of the 2-D models
clearly shows that the pH-value dependent retardation of zinc is captured in the r3t-model.
This applies for the time during plant operation as well as for the subsequent period. The
model simulated even the drastic increase of the zinc concentration after closure of the
sewage plant causing the drop of the pH-value.
Apart from the present work no 3-D simulation has yet been presented in the literature.
Modelling results of r3t in 3-D for the contamination at the sewage plant are indeed basically
the same as for the 2-D model. The only exception are some very localised effects in the
mixing zone of contaminated and pristine water. While the 3-D model has only an arguable
value for interpreting the situation at Cape Cod, it clearly shows the ability of r3t to capture
the pH-dependent transport behaviour of zinc even in 3-D.

3.2 In-situ diffusion experiments
The transport parameters of radionuclides in clay formations are determined by laboratory
experiments in most cases. To verify that the experiments that have been carried out on
small scale samples are valid, additional in-situ diffusion experiments are carried out.
Accompanying model calculations are performed to interpret the results of the experiments.
The in-situ diffusion experiment DI-A was performed by the Nagra and the Mont Terri
Consortium in the Opalinus Clay formation at the underground laboratory of Mont Terri from
the beginning of the year 2002 [ 10 ]. One aim of this experiment was to test whether the
diffusion coefficients measured on small core samples in the laboratory can be transferred to
describe the diffusion process on a larger scale in the formation.
To perform this experiment a borehole with a diameter of 76 mm was drilled in the formation.
In the borehole an interval of one metre in length was isolated with a packer system. The
interval isolated by the packer which is further called test chamber had a volume of
4.54 · 10-3 m 3. Connected to the test chamber was an external volume, summing up to a total
volume of the system to be 1.09 · 10-2 m 3. The system was filled with a solution with a
composition comparable to that of the Opalinus Clay pore water and the solution was
equilibrated with the formation in the borehole. After the equilibration was reached, a tracer
cocktail of four different tracers was injected in the volume. The layout of the diffusion
experiment is schematically shown in figure 7.
In an in-situ borehole diffusion experiment like this, the tracers diffuse through the outer face
of the test chamber into the formation. The flux into the formation leads to a drop in the
concentration of the tracers in the test chamber. The temporal evolution of the concentration
in the test cham ber is monitored by taking water samples. After the diffusion experiment is
finished an over-core is drilled with a large diameter and the tracer distribution in the
formation can be measured on the obtained core material. The temporal evolution of the
concentration in the test chamber and the concentration distribution in the formation together
allow determining the diffusion coefficient and the diffusion accessible porosity. If only one of
both is measured, also only one of both parameters can be determined depending on the
estimate of the other parameter.
In the first phase of the DI-A experiment four tracers were injected into the system: HTO,
Na-22, caesium in the form of CsCl and iodine in the form of NaI. A detailed description of
the experiment and the modelling carried out within the DI-A experiment can be found in
[ 10, 9 ]. For the modelling within the DI-A experiment the programs GIMRT and
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HYDRUS-2D were used. The parameters were chosen according to results from laboratory
experiments.

Fig. 7

Schematic representation of the layout of the in-situ diffusion experiment DI-A
[ 11 ]

The values of the input data used for the modelling in [ 10 ] are listed in table 1. For iodine
anion exclusion was assumed reducing the diffusion accessible porosity by a factor of two.
For tritiated water and for iodine no sorption was assumed. Na-22 sorbs with linear and
caesium with non-linear sorption isotherm.
Tab. 1:

Transport parameters for the modelling of the DI-A experiment

Injected
tracer amount
Quantity of
substance [mol]
Concentration
[mol/m 3]
Half-life [a]
Diffusion
coefficient [m 2/s]
Porosity [ - ]
Sorption model
Sorption
parameter

HTO

Na-22

CsCl

NaI

1,7 MBq

22 kBq

1,835 g

16,34 g

1,58·10-9

4,33·10-12

1,09·10-2

1,09·10-1

1,45·10-7

3,97·10-10

1

10

12,323

2,603

-

-

-1 0

-1 0

-1 0

-1 0

3,18 · 10

3,47 · 10

0,17
linear
Henry

0,17
linear
Henry

KD =
0 m 3/kg

KD =
7,1·10-5 m 3/kg

9

5,88 · 10

0,17
non-linear
Freundlich
a = 3,72·10-4
mol m³/kg
b = 0,53

3,47 · 10

0,085
linear
Henry
KD =
0 m 3/kg

1,0
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I
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Temporal evolution of the normalised tracer concentration

To test the program r3t the temporal evolution of the concentration in the test chamber and
the concentration distribution in the formation was modelled with r3t and one additional
program called CLAYPOS and the results were compared to the data of the experiment and
to the modelling performed within the DI-A experiment. The modelling with r3t was performed
with a two-dimensional geometry with Cartesian coordinates and the modelling with
CLAYPOS was performed with one-dimensional cylinder geometry.
The result of the modelling of the temporal evolution of the concentration in the test chamber
with r3t and CLAYPOS is shown in figure 8. The profile for caesium could only be modelled
with r3t since sorption with a non-linear isotherm is not implemented in CLAYPOS. It can be
seen that there exist a good correlation between the measured data from the experiment and
the modelled data. There is also a good agreement between the modelling with both
programs and the modelling within the DI-A experiment presented in [ 10 ]. The differences
which can be seen between r3t and CLAYPOS are due to the differences in the model
geometry and are rated to be not relevant. The modelled concentration distribution in the
Opalinus Clay formation - which is not shown here - was also in good agreement to the
experimental data and the result from other models.
As result of the modelling of the DI-A diffusion experiment it was found that the modelling
with both programs r3t and CLAYPOS could be performed successfully. The results fitted well
to the experimental data and to modelling results obtained by other groups with different
programs.
For test chambers with a smaller interval length the effect of the ends of the interval avoids a
correct simulation in a two-dimensional geometry. This is the case in the DR experiment
which is described in the following.
The new DR experiment is performed by the Nagra within the framework of the European
FUNMIG. The experiment has started in the spring 2006 and the main differences compared
to the DI-A experiment are a smaller length of the test interval of 0.15 m and a larger water
volume in the circuit of about 20 l. Figure 9 shows the 3D wireframe model of the simulation
with r3t and the tracer plume. Anisotropy of the diffusion has been taken into account with the
diffusion parallel to the bedding being four times higher than perpendicular to the bedding.
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This effect can be seen in the shape of the tracer plume in figure 9: The shape is not
spherical as it would be expected in an isotropic case, but is elliptic.

3D-model of the simulation with r3t

Fig. 9
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Fig. 10

Predicted temporal evolution of the tracer concentration in the borehole of the DR
experiment
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The predicted temporal evolution of the tracer concentration in the borehole from the
simulation with r3t is shown in figure 10. Iodine shows a slow change of the concentration
due to a low diffusion coefficient and a low diffusion accessible porosity. Sr-85 on the other
side shows a very fast change in concentration which is mainly due to the short half life of Sr85. It can be further seen that the change in concentration is slower for all tracers compared
to the DI-A experiment. This effect is due to the higher circuit- to test chamber volume ratio.
No experimental data exists yet to compare the modelling with. The results of the modelling
with r3t and of three other models by other groups from Europe in comparison with the
experimental data will be presented within the FUNMIG project in the near future.

4 CONCLUSIONS
Modelling zinc transport at Cape Cod appears to be a most challenging task. However, it has
been shown that the modelling of the pH-value dependent retardation of zinc is captured in
the r3t-model. This applies to the time during plant operation as well as for the subsequent
period. The model simulated even drastic increase of the zinc concentration after closure of
the sewage plant causing the drop of the pH-value.
As a result of the modelling of the DI-A and DR diffusion experiments it was shown that the
modelling with the program r3t could be performed successfully. While the experiment DI-A
could be modelled with a two-dimensional geometry, for the DR experiment a threedimensional geometry was needed. The results of the DI-A simulation fitted well to the
experimental data and to results of the modelling results with CLAYPOS and by other
groups. For the DR experiment the comparison will experimental data and to results from
other groups will be performed in the near future within the European project FUNMIG.
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Time-dependent evolution of the excavation damaged zone in the
argillaceous Tournemire site
Rejeb A., Cabrera J.
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Abstract:
The experimental Tournemire site enables the assessment of the Excavation Damaged Zones (EDZ)
around three structures excavated in argillites: the century-old tunnel, the ten year-old east and west
galleries, and the three year-old main gallery. This paper discusses the main experimental results
concerning the EDZ characterisation and their interpretation.
EDZ fracture analyses from the galleries (cartography) and the radial boreholes (core analyses) allow
for accurate structural characterisation of the EDZs. The tunnel has an EDZ with dense,
homogeneous fracturing parallel to the wall, resembling onion skins. However, the new galleries do
not have an EDZ similar to that of the tunnel. Unsaturated micro-cracks, mainly parallel to the bedding
planes are observed on the non covered walls of each gallery. The extent of the EDZ does not seem
to be affected by the age of the structure. It is approximately 20 % of the mean radius of the structure.
Based on the modelling and experimental characterisation work completed, it is considered that the
EDZ in this argillaceous Tournemire site is due to a deferred failure. At first time, when the wall of the
structures are not covered the desaturation/resaturation phenomena induced a tensile failure around
the new galleries. During the time, these desaturation/resaturation phenomena cause a gradual
weakening of the material. The EDZ tunnel fractures are explained by this possible hydric damage and
a decreasing mechanical strength with the time. These assumptions remain to be confirmed through
coupled numerical modelling in unsaturated medium.

1 INTRODUCTION
Deep geological disposal of high-level radioactive waste poses earth science experts the
specific problem of how to manage the very long radionuclide containment period. Burying
this waste represents a large-scale, protracted activity. The timescales considered are of the
order of magnitude of 105 years, which considerably exceeds the lifetime of the earliest
engineered structures. There are several ways of partly overcoming the difficulty of
extrapolating to large timescales, such as studying observable phenomena in the laboratory
at moderate or even low speeds, studying natural equivalents, and studying early structures
such as the Tournemire tunnel, which was excavated one century ago. For repository safety
assessment purposes, the behaviour analysis of the engineered structures specifically
concerns the possible creation of an EDZ. A complete control of the evolution of this EDZ
over space and time is an essential factor for long-term repository safety.
The existence of an old tunnel and two more recent galleries (excavated three and ten years
ago) in the Tournemire experimental site allows the possibility to study the development of
the EDZ in the argillaceous medium over three different time scales. The studies conducted
by the IRSN in this site concern the characterisation of the damaged zones around the
engineered structures and the subsequent identification of the phenomena associated with
their creation and evolution over time. The main objective of these studies is to develop
physical models and computer codes that can be used to reproduce in situ observations and
reliably predict the behaviour of the engineered structures over time scales not accessible
through experimentation.
In this paper, we present the main experimental results concerning the characterisation of
this EDZ, as well as their interpretations. Here, the term EDZ (Excavation Damaged Zone)
refers to the zone where fractures develop due to failure of the rock mass.

2 TOURNEMIRE SITE
2.1 Geology
The Tournemire site is located in a Mesozoic marine basin at the southern limit of the French
Massif Central. The sedimentary formations are characterised by three main Jurassic layers.
The argillaceous medium of the Tournemire region consists of a subhorizontal layer 250-m
thick located between two layers of limestone and dolomite (300 and 500-m thick) which
constitute two aquifer layers (figure 1). This argillaceous medium is composed of argillites
and marls of Toarcian and Domerian formations. The Tournemire massif is bounded by two
valleys that correspond to a subhorizontal monocline structure with an E-W regional fault
cutting through the northern part (Cernon fault). Faults and fractures affect this massif. They
are are related to different tectonic events (Cabrera, 2002). The present water circulation
takes place along the lower and upper limestone aquifer layers and along the Cernon fault.

Fig. 1: Geological cross-section of the site

2.1 Rock mass characteristics
The excavation of an underground structure within a massif causes a progressive
modification of the initial stress conditions (mechanical disturbance) and interstitial pressures
(hydraulic disturbance), leading to the development of a disturbed zone around the
excavated structure. This disturbed zone may evolve over time, depending on the hydric
loadings generated by the structure's ventilation system. These hydric loadings are generally
important in argillites that desaturate and resaturate rather easily in contact with air. These
various disturbances (mechanical, hydraulic and hydric) are often closely associated and
mutually influence one another. The chemical disturbances induced by oxidation
phenomena, gypsum deposition, etc. are negligible in comparison with the hydromechanical
disturbances generated during the excavation and post-excavation phases. The
development of the damaged zone considerably depends on the initial hydromechanical
properties prior to the excavation of the structure.
The Tournemire argillaceous medium consists of argillites and marls in the form of thin
interstratified layers of argillaceous minerals giving the rock mass a naturally anisotropic
texture. These argillites have very low water content (1 to 5%), a porosity of between 6 and
9%, and a grain density of approximately 2.7 103 kg/m3.
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2.1.1 Mechanical properties
The mechanical behaviour of the rock mass is governed by its anisotropic character. This
behaviour is analysed on the basis of a transverse isotropic material having five independent
parameters with the following values, determined on samples:
E1 = 27 680 MPa and ν1 = 0.17
E2 = 9 270 MPa and ν2 = 0.20
G12 = 3 940 MPa
Directions 1 and 2 are respectively parallel and perpendicular to the bedding planes, which
are subhorizontal.
The uniaxial compressive strength and maximum strength before failure vary from 13 to 32
MPa and 20 to 57 MPa, respectively, depending on the orientation of the samples. The
tensile strength in the direction parallel to the stratification is approximately 3.6 MPa (Rejeb,
1999). The creep tests show a low primary creep rate of 0.02 to 0.1% under a load of 20
MPa (after 90 days). This low creep rate also depends on the anisotropy of the material
(Rejeb, 2003). The initial in situ stress field is around 4 MPa.

2.1.2 Hydraulic properties
Water permeability is very low and approaches the lower sensitivity limit of the devices,
regardless of the method used. It is estimated at 10-15, 10-14 m/s in the laboratory. In situ
permeability is also very difficult to measure. It is estimated at 10-13 m/s (Cabrera et al.,
2001). These permeability values must be considered with great caution. The mechanical
anisotropy of the material is not reflected in the permeability measurements; probably due to
their inaccuracy.
The interstitial pore pressure, measured in various vertical and horizontal boreholes, is also
low. It varies between 0.2 and 0.6 MPa.

2.1.3 Hydric properties
The Tournemire argillite contains 40% argillaceous minerals, including approximately 10%
illite/smectite, making it subject to swelling and contraction in response to desaturation and
resaturation processes, like all argillaceous materials. Adsorption isotherms have been
obtained for samples in equilibrium with various hygrometries, and measurements of
variations in water content and volume have been performed. The lower the hygrometry, the
lower the water content and argillite volume. The maximum decrease in volume is 1.5%, for a
relative humidity of 15% (Daupley, 1977). The free swelling pressure measured on the
samples is 0.5 MPa.
The mechanical properties are very sensitive to the rock saturation condition. When the
samples are desaturated, the deformation moduli, strength and cohesion of the material
increase, and the Poisson coefficient decreases (Vales et al., 2004).
At the site scale, these phenomena produce capillary pressures of up to 50 MPa, leading to
flaking and fissuring of gallery walls and working faces after excavation.

3 EXCAVATION OF TUNNEL AND GALLERIES
The infrastructure of the Tournemire site is shown in figure 2. The oldest component is a 2km tunnel giving direct access to the Toarcian argillite formation of interest. It was excavated
manually in 1881 and is covered with limestone masonry. In 1996, two 30-m long galleries
('east' and 'west' galleries) perpendicular to the tunnel were excavated using a road header
machine. The west gallery intersected a tectonic fault zone whose presence had been
previously identified by radial boreholes drilled in the old tunnel in 1994. The east gallery was
excavated in an unfractured zone. These two galleries are devoted to the study of argillite
fracturing, desaturation and resaturation phenomena.
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In 2003, a new gallery ('main' gallery) 40-m long was excavated to conduct 'mine-by-test'
experiment and study the hydromechanical response of argillites to excavation (Rejeb,
2005). This gallery was excavated using a road header machine with a dust removal system.
The galleries excavated in 1996 and 2003 are mechanically stable. Nevertheless, given the
existence of tectonic faults and post-excavation flaking, it was decided to support the
galleries with steel sets spaced 1-2 m apart and to cover the roof with a steel mesh. The first
10-m section of the gallery excavated in 2003 is completely concreted so as to study the
influence of two types of supports on the development of the damaged zone. Figure 3 shows
the cross-sections and dimensions of the three engineered structures.

Fig. 2: Site infrastructure and EDZ along the tunnel

Fig. 3: Cross-section and dimensions (meter) of engineered structures

4 CHARACTERISATION OF THE EDZ
In order to analyse the possible evolution of the EDZ over time, three sections have been
investigated, one in each of the engineered structures. These sections are removed from any
faults or zones influencing the intersections or ends of the structures, thus obtaining easily
interpretable geometries.
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In order to correctly cover the spatial distribution of the EDZ for a given section, eight radial
boreholes 6 to 15-m deep were drilled in each of the three engineered structures. The
following measurements were performed in these boreholes: ultrasonic wave propagation
velocity profiles, permeability profiles, and saturation profiles, to assess the extent of the
desaturated zones around the engineered structures.

4.1 EDZ fracturing
The radial boreholes were all drilled dry and systematically core sampled. The observations
of the orientation and density of the excavation-induced fractures make it possible to
determine the mapping of the EDZ and thereby obtain an estimate of the extent of the failure
zones around the engineered structures. The results of these geological investigations are
summed up in figures 4 and 5, respectively corresponding to the old tunnel and the new
galleries excavated in 1996 and 2003.
The fracturing of the EDZ around the tunnel, resembling onion skins, is fairly dense and
parallel to the wall. It has a homogeneous extent making it possible to delimit an envelope
with an average thickness of 70 cm around the tunnel. Moreover, the EDZ fracturing around
the galleries excavated in 1996 and 2003 is not at all of the same type as the open fracturing
observed around the tunnel. A subhorizontal desaturation cracks have developed around the
recent galleries on non covered walls. These cracks can be delimited by an envelope
approximately 40-cm thick. They are identified by the radial boreholes and are of the same
type as those observed on the side walls of the galleries shortly after their excavation. These
subhorizontal craks have developped along the bedding planes (Ramambasoa, 2001).

Fig. 4: EDZ (from core observation) around the tunnel excavted in 1881
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Fig. 5: EDZ (from core observation) around the new galleries (1996, 2003)

4.2 EDZ properties
Indirect techniques have been used so as to supplement the direct observations of EDZ
fracturing and determine the EDZ properties.
Mechanical properties determined on samples: Uniaxial compressive tests were performed
on samples taken at various distances from the side walls of the tunnel and east gallery. The
dispersion of results did not enable the detection of significant changes in the mechanical
properties of the rock mass (Rejeb et al., 2000).
Surface reflectometry radar: A reflectometry radar profile measurement campaign has been
conducted (Boisson, 1998). The results clearly show an EDZ of 1 to 1.5 m in the old tunnel.
However, the profile obtained for the 1996 gallery provides no information concerning the
EDZ in that structure.
Ultrasonic diagraphy: The velocity profiles presented by Alheid et al. (2004) generally show
low velocities (2700 to 3000 m/s) along the boreholes up to approximately 1 m from the
tunnel side wall, and a velocity of 4000 m/s at greater depths. Regarding the new galleries,
velocities ranging from 3500 to 3700 m/s were recorded up to 50 cm from the side wall, as
shown by the results obtained in the 1996 gallery . These results are consistent with the
fracturing directly observed in the core samples from the radial boreholes described in the
previous section.
Permeabilities from boreholes measurements: Pneumatic and hydraulic tests have been
performed in boreholes using a multi-packer system. For each of the three engineered
structures, two permeability profiles have been established in both horizontal directions and
oriented downwards 45°. These profiles show that th e permeability can reach 10-12 m2 in
zones extending up to 1 m in the old tunnel and 0.50 m in the 2003 gallery (Matray et al.,
2006). Outside these zones, the measured permeability varies between 10-16 and 10-17 m2,
which seem to be the limit values obtainable with the used method. The measurements
obtained in the two boreholes of the east gallery are fairly dispersed. These gas permeability
measurements have generally served to confirm the extent of the damaged zones, not to
give the permeability in the EDZ.
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In addition, these same boreholes have been used to perform petrophysical measurements
on samples so as to determine the extent of the desaturated zones. The hole set data shows
the consistency between EDZ fracturing, desaturation and decrease in permeability within
the same zone. It is clearly apparent that desaturation is closely associated with material
damage.

5 TIME-DEPENDENT EVOLUTION OF THE EDZ
Considering the various results of the characterisation work for the EDZ in the Tournemire
site, it is clear that the new galleries do not have an EDZ as developed as around the old
tunnel. At this stage, the following question arises:
Is the EDZ in the Tournemire site evolving with time? In other words, will failure zone similar
to that observed around the century-old tunnel develop around the 1996 and 2003 galleries?
To answer this question, a comparative analysis of the three engineered structures is
essential.

5.1 Comparison of the three galleries
The development of the EDZ depends on various factors. The most important are the
following: dimensions and geometry of the structure, initial stress condition (σ0), orientation of
the structure with respect to the initial stress field, excavation method, excavation rate,
supports, use of the structure (ventilation), and hydromechanical behaviour of the massif.
A detailed analysis of each of these factors and their influence on the development of the
EDZ does not justify the difference between the EDZ in the old tunnel and those in the new
galleries. In the analysis, we have assumed that the failure observed around the tunnel is a
mechanical failure that developed instantaneously during excavation. In such a case we
should have observed a similar failure around the new galleries immediately during their
excavation. The fact that the galleries have smaller cross-sections than the tunnel and that
they are not oriented in the same trend as the latter with respect to the initial stress field is
not sufficient to justify the absence of instantaneous mechanical failures around them. If we
deliberately ignore the unknown excavation condition and usage factors for the old tunnel,
only the time factor can explain the difference in fracturing between the tunnel and the new
galleries.
In order to analyse this time factor and its influence on the development of the EDZ, table 1
shows the extent of the damaged and desaturated zones and the type of fracturing observed
around each of the three engineered structures. R is the mean radius of each structure.
Taking into account the error associated with determining the extent of the EDZ through
direct observation of fractures, it can be concluded that the three structures generally have
an EDZ of the same extent, i.e., approximately 0.2 R. However, the typology of the EDZ
fracturing seems to be affected by the age of the engineered structure. The extent of the
desaturated zone (Zdesaturated) has been estimated based on the gas permeability and
saturation profiles. However, certain results obtained around the tunnel are rather scattered
and the assessment of the desaturated zone needs to be refined. The experimental
problems encountered are due to the presence of masonry and the difficulties to obtain
samples and measurements in the desaturated zone around the tunnel. Contrary to what
was expected, the extent of the desaturated zone is generally of the same order of
magnitude for the three engineered structures. The desaturation process seems to be
developed quickly in the structures submitted to the natural ventilation. In fact, the extent of
the desaturated zone is the same in the two different age’s galleries. In addition, the masonry
covering probably acted as a screen interrupting the advance of the desaturation front
around the tunnel. The extent of the desaturated zones slightly exceeds that of the fractured
zones in the massif surrounding the three engineered structures.
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Structure

1881 tunnel

1996 gallery

2003 gallery

Fractures

Onion skins

Parallel to stratification

Parallel to stratification

EDZ

0.22 R

0.20 R

0.16 R

Zdesaturated

0.3 - 0.6 R

0.2 - 0.4 R

0.2 - 0.4 R

Table 1: Extent of damaged and desaturated zones around each structure

5.2 Failure mechanisms
Based on the fracturing observed around the three engineered structures, it can be assumed
that the development of the EDZ around the old tunnel is due to deferred failure. The
phenomena causing such deferred failure are generally the following: pore pressure
dissipation, creep and relaxation of the material, and desaturation/resaturation. These
phenomena are closely coupled.
In the case of the Tournemire site, the deferred deformations associated with pore pressure
diffusion cannot explain the deferred failure around the tunnel, since the interstitial pressures
in the site are quite low. However, given the low deferred deformations associated with the
material viscosity, the excavation-induced stress deviator relaxes slowly and may persist on
the wall for a long time, eventually causing the deferred failure.
Moreover, since the behaviour of argillite is highly sensitive to desaturation/resaturation
phenomena, the major loading able to cause failure around the tunnel is probably of hydric
origin. This loading, necessarily associated with mechanical one, leads to material
contraction, which in turn induces tensile stresses (Miehe, 2004). In the short term, these
stresses produce flaking and crack in the walls. The cracks propagate progressively through
the massif, as observed in the 1996 and 2003 galleries (figure 5). These tensile stresses
cause failure, since they largely exceed the tensile strength of the material, i.e.,
approximately 3.5 MPa (Ramambasoa, 2001). The flaking can probably propagate slowly. To
stop this process, we can assume that the structure walls must be confined within an
adequate atmosphere. We believe that the confinement provided by the masonry covering
has enabled the stabilisation of the fractured zone around the tunnel. However, this flaking
process induced by desaturation-resaturation does not explain the development of open
fractures (onion skins) around the tunnel (figure 4). We believe that the tensile failure
mechanism is not responsible for the creation of these fractures.
Based on the modelling work completed (Rejeb et al., 2006) and the experimental
characterisation results, we strongly believe that the EDZ in the Tournemire site was created
in a deferred manner. During the first years after excavation, the desaturation/resaturation
phenomena induced a tensile failure around the new galleries. Many years after, these
desaturation/resaturation phenomena possibly cause hydric damage and a decrease in
mechanical strength, thus leading to the observed onions skins fracturing. Figure 6 sums up
our current knowledge on the development of the EDZ in the century-old tunnel and in the
2003 gallery, respectively.
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Fig. 13: Deffered failure around the old tunnel and the new gallery

6 CONCLUSION
The analysis of excavation-induced disturbances in an argillaceous medium is highly
complex. This is due, on one hand, to the complex behaviour of the material and, on the
other hand, to the coupled phenomenology of the disturbances.
From the experimental investigations, various methods have been used to characterise the
damaged zones in the Tournemire site. These various methods have produced consistent
and complementary results. The direct observation of the fracturing by means of radial
boreholes is the most relevant method to characterise the EDZ. A maximum depth of 5 R for
each borehole is largely sufficient. Indirect measurements such as velocity and permeability
measurements in boreholes and saturation measurements on samples are required to
assess the damaged and desaturated zones. In addition, these methods produce data that
can confirm the characterisation of the EDZ through core observation. At least three 4 R-long
radial boreholes are required (parallel, perpendicular and oriented 45º with respect to the
bedding planes) to obtain these indirect measurements and thereby estimate the extent of
the damaged and desaturated zones around the engineered structure. It is recommended to
perform a maximum number of measurements in the first two meters from the wall to obtain
profiles as accurate as possible. Investigations via radial boreholes have the advantage of
allowing for endoscopic or ultrasonic velocity measurements at different dates so as to detect
a possible evolution of damage over time and over the relative humidity in the galleries.
Theoretically speaking, EDZ creation and development mechanisms are only partly
understood in most argillaceous sites. These mechanisms are obviously specific to each site.
The instantaneous failure mechanism induced by the deconfinement of the rock mass is
generally understood and well predicted. On the other hand, the deferred failure mechanism
induced by various closely coupled processes is far from understood and requires important
theoretical developments. As the EDZ problem concerns the creation and the development
of fractures, we think that the continuum mechanical approach shows its limitation for
predicting the EDZ and the propagation of fractures theory should be considered on the
ongoing work.
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Development by AVN of review guidance for safety assessment of
radioactive waste disposal
V. Nys*, O. Smidts*, J. Mertens*
*Association Vinçotte Nuclear (AVN) - *Walcourtstraat 148, B-1070 Brussels

Abstract:

This paper describes the evolution of the waste disposal context in Belgium since 1998 and
the implications this had on AVN and its international relationships. The way in which AVN
responded to these changes through the development of a review methodology is explained
in detail.
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1 CONTEXT OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT IN BELGIUM
1998 was for AVN a key date in its technical involvement in the field of radioactive waste
disposal. During this year, the Belgian government decided to entrust the Belgian waste
agency ONDRAF/NIRAS with the development of an integrated disposal concept for lowlevel waste defined as “category A waste”. From a technical point of view, a near surface or a
deep geological solution could be envisaged. In case of a near surface concept, more
detailed investigations on the feasibility should be undertaken. From a societal point of view,
the Belgian government wanted the project to be developed in cooperation with the local
communities. The term “concept phase” refers to this development of an integrated disposal
concept phase. According to the governmental decision, entities who already hosted class1
nuclear facilities were potential candidates for hosting a low-level radioactive waste disposal
[1 and 2]. The government also mentioned in its decision that this conceptual phase should
be developed in strong cooperation with the Safety Authorities, namely the Federal Agency
for Nuclear Control (FANC) and AVN.
At the same time, in Belgium, ONDRAF/NIRAS continued its R&D program on deep
geological disposal for Category B&C waste (long-lived & high radioactive waste). A clay
layer named “Boom Clay” is investigated as potential host rock. An alternative clay layer
named “Ypresian clay” is also the subject of an investigation program. After the publication of
the SAFIR 2 report, which was subjected to a NEA peer review, discussions between
ONDRAF/NIRAS and the Safety Authorities (FANC & AVN), similar to the one established for
category “A” waste, has been initiated for category “B&C” waste.
2006 will become for AVN the second key date in its technical involvement in the field of
radioactive waste disposal. In June 2006, the Belgian government decided that a NearSurface Disposal Facility will be located in the area of Dessel in the Northeast of Belgium. A
pre-project and a project phase are scheduled. The project phase will start in 2009. The preproject phase, which started in September 2006, gives Safety Authorities the opportunity to
work on the Belgian regulatory framework for radioactive waste disposal through guidance
development. Together with AVN, FANC has conceived a working plan until the end of 2008
that aims at achieving this goal.

2 IMPACT ON AVN ACTIVITIES
AVN has been fully aware of the changes in the Belgium context and the evolution in the
international radioactive waste management programs. AVN anticipated this through its
growing involvement in radioactive waste disposal activities in combination with the
Decommissioning and Dismantling activities. A short overview of the impact of this context
on the AVN activities will be described in the following sub-chapters. Three main activity
types can be distinguished: The Belgian activities, the International activities and the internal
R&D activities.

2.1 Belgian activities
In close cooperation with the Belgian Safety Authority FANC, AVN acted as an independent
expert in the concept phase of the Belgian agency ONDRAF/NIRAS, reviewing the different
documents provided. During the concept phase, FANC and AVN were more and more aware
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of the necessity to improve the regulatory framework in order to address radioactive waste
disposal specificities. Progress was made namely through bilateral relations with other safety
authorities, especially from France. Following the Paris meeting of November 4th, 2004,
where the French-Belgian document “Geological Disposal of Radioactive Waste: Elements of
a Safety Approach” [3 and 5] was presented to a large audience of regulators and operators,
FANC and AVN decided to participate in the “European Pilot Project” [4], which was the
enlargement of the French-Belgian working group to a wider group of regulators.

2.2 International activities
In parallel, AVN, that already participated in the PHARE and TACIS projects for Nuclear
Power Plants, was more and more involved in EU projects dealing with radioactive waste
disposal (Ukraine, Bulgaria, Lithuania, Byelorussia, Russian Federation). The different
projects concerning low-level waste disposal, in which AVN takes part, deal among other
things with:
Establishing proposals for the table of contents of the safety assessment report for
a radioactive waste disposal facility;
Establishing proposals for the table of contents of the safety assessment report for
a radioactive waste or spent fuel storage facility;
Reviewing preliminary and intermediate safety assessment reports of radioactive
waste disposal facilities;
Reviewing site selection reports;
Waste Acceptance Criteria for radioactive waste disposal facilities.

2.3 AVN R&D activities
Since 1998, the year in which the involvement of AVN in the field of radioactive waste moves
from R&D activities to project activities, AVN has devoted a lot of time and effort to this field
by following training courses at universities, by participating in many international workshops
[6], meetings and IAEA activities like ASAM or ICEM, by being involved in the development
of IAEA standards and guidance and also by increasing its staff in charge of radioactive
waste disposal.

2.4 Need for Review Guidance
All those developments have lead AVN to develop guidance for reviewing Safety
Assessment Reports (SARs) of radioactive waste disposal facilities. Such an AVN review
guidance document can ensure a common review methodology for the concerned people.
On the one hand, the review methodology will, for each component or data, track the
potential link with a safety-related system, structure or component, and on the other hand,
will establish a list of reference documents. Developing such review methodology should
reinforce the quality of the AVN advices on safety assessment reports for near surface
disposal and for deep geological disposal.
For near surface disposal, since one year now, an internal research and development project
is put in place for which regular internal meetings are organised. In a first stage of the
project, a compilation of the Belgian and international (IAEA and NEA) regulatory
requirements and guidance was carried out. The addition of references to French, UK and
US regulatory documents allowed broadening the perspective of this compilation. In another
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stage, performed in parallel with the first one, a standard canvas for the review guidance was
developed. The next paragraph provides more information on this canvas.
For geological disposal a slightly different approach has been adopted. For its deep
geological disposal program, the operator aims the publication, by 2010, of a Safety and
Feasibility Case “SFC1” in an argillaceous host rock. For this reason and acting as TSO,
AVN develops guidance on its expectations on the argillaceous formation layer (host rock) in
order to have an in-house reference guidance on host rock requirements and to provide the
safety authority with a first draft of a future guidance on waste disposal host rock. The
structure and the contents of this guidance will be described in section 4 of this document.

3 ACTIVITIES AND REVIEW GUIDANCE FOR NEAR SURFACE DISPOSAL

3.1 Review guidance
After looking at similar international developments in the first stage of the project, it has been
decided to use the NUREG-1200 “Standard Review Plan for the review of a licence
application for a Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility” as a starting point for the
work. However, due to some specific features, NUREG-1200 could not entirely be used for
the AVN purposes, mainly because the NUREG has been written in strong connection with
the 10 CFR 61 code which is not applicable in Belgium. Moreover, the purpose or the content
of some sub-chapters of the SRP structure does not correspond to the considered safety
approach for radioactive waste disposal as seen by the Belgian Safety Authorities. As
example, chapter 4 of the NUREG SRP’s called “Acceptance Criteria” could not be applied in
a straightforward manner.
After all, the adopted structure of the developed AVN review guidance is similar to the one of
NUREG-1200 but the content has been adapted to our understanding of the near surface
disposal safety. In accordance with a proposal for the table of contents of the Belgian SAR
[7], the intent is to develop a review guidance document for each main sub-chapter of the
SAR report.
Concerning the review guidance content, AVN pays attention to the description of the review
area, the safety evaluation and the acceptance criteria. In each review guidance, the
possible safety-related systems, structures or components have to be identified and detailed.
At the end, a summary table is developed in which the evolution of the safety concerns is set
forth, taking into account the different periods of the life of the disposal facility. In addition to
these periods, the table also contains a row dedicated to “safety case” concerns, addressing
safety considerations on methodology and/or on safety approach. These considerations deal
with the principles of safety like passivity, robustness, demonstrability, multi-functions and
with the radiological principles [3]. Focusing the review guidance on the implementation of
the safety principles should ensure a broadened application of the review guidance.
For each review guidance or for each sub-chapter of the “SAR” table of contents, the scope
of the review guidance is detailed. Based on this, the necessary competence for the review
team is identified and consequently an easy identification of the different technical
responsibility centres or TRC’s of AVN that will be in charge of the review, could be
performed. In AVN, a TRC is an internal group of experts in a specific domain, e.g. TRC 500:
Mechanics. Other interesting feedback of developing the review guidance is to provide
colleagues less familiar with disposal concepts with the key safety concerns in case of
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review, for example, fire or radiation protection experts. By using such review guidance, a
higher level of coherence should be reached.
In order to avoid similar issues as the one AVN encountered trying to use NUREG-1200,
methods or approaches specific to a country or site should be identified in the review
guidance. And as already mentioned, the review guidance is not only a tool, which allows a
verification of the compliance with the regulatory criteria, but also a tool, which will ensure
that the implementation of the safety principles has been performed through the disposal
concept.

3.2 Acceptance criteria and the Belgian Regulatory Framework
As explained in chapter 2, a preliminary work has been carried out to compile both the inforce Belgian regulatory requirements and guidance, and the international IAEA standards. It
is observed that the review guidance development generates an important feedback on the
Belgian regulatory framework. The development of the section “Acceptance Criteria” allows
the identification of the level of adequacy of the current Belgian regulation on radioactive
waste disposal.
The outcome of this work is the identification of matters of improvement in the Belgian
regulatory framework. Complementary information is extracted from stage 1 of our project,
being the review of the international standards and regulatory statements from France, the
UK and the USA.
Through the progressive development of the review guidance, some regulatory statements
from international standards or reference countries will be adopted. They will become basic
reference statements for future guidance.

4. ACTIVITIES AND REVIEW GUIDANCE FOR GEOLOGICAL DISPOSAL
In Belgium, since many years, the SCK•CEN research centre and the operator
NIRAS/ONDRAF perform important work for characterisation of the Boom clay. Two reports
describing the state-of-the-art of this work have been published: SAFIR (end of the 80’s) and
SAFIR 2 (2000). In 2002, the SAFIR 2 report was subjected to an international peer review
organised by NEA. After these important milestones, the operator is currently focussing on
the next decade. The development of a first Safety and Feasibility Case is foreseen. As the
program becomes more and more oriented towards a development of a deep geological
disposal concept, AVN, which consequently is getting more and more involved, has written
its expectations on the “a minima” properties of an argillaceous host rock layer [8].
These expectations deal with the long-term geological stability, the geometry of the host
rock, the hydrogeological properties, the geochemical properties and biotic features, the
thermal properties, the robustness of the host rock with respect to disturbance caused by the
repository, the natural resources and the ability of host rock characterisation. The disposal
environment has not been addressed as a safety function, but through the role it could be
allocated in a safety strategy. More specifically, considerations on the depth of the disposal,
on the natural resources in the disposal environment and on the hydrogeology of the
environment have been developed.
This document has currently a draft status. It has been sent for comments to the FANC and
to the operator (NIRAS/ONDRAF). Quite recently, AVN also wants to develop contact with
other TSO’s in order to collect their comments on its document.
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5 CONCLUSIONS
The more definite involvement of AVN, in national disposal projects as well as in international
projects, initiates the internal development of tools for reviewing Safety Assessment Reports
for Near-Surface Disposal Facilities. Through the development of a review guidance, AVN
aims at strengthening its competence in the review of a Safety Assessment Report.
Developing such review guidance provides the tool for a uniform review, independent from
the reviewer and accepted throughout AVN, and a guidance for experts not familiar with
radioactive waste disposal.
Such work is also the opportunity to develop some technical safety guidance like that on the
argillaceous sedimentary formations.
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NEA Perspectives on Timescales and Criteria in Post-Closure Safety of
Geological Disposal
Peter de Preter (ONDRAF/NIRAS, Belgium 1),
Paul Smith (SAM Ltd., UK 2), Claudio Pescatore and Betsy Forinash (OECD/NEA3)
Abstract

A key challenge in the development of safety cases for geological repositories is associated
with the long periods of time over which radioactive wastes that are disposed of in
repositories remain hazardous. The OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) has recently
examined issues related to timescales in the context of two projects under the auspices of
the Radioactive Waste Management Committee (RWMC): the Timescales Initiative and the
Long-Term Safety Criteria (LTSC) Initiative. These projects examine, respectively, the
treatment of timescales in actual safety cases and in the development of radiological
protection criteria for geological disposal. They treat different aspects of timescales but have
some overlap and have shown some convergence of the results achieved to date. Based on
these projects, this paper examines general considerations in the handling of timescales,
including ethical principles, evolution of the hazards of radioactive waste over time, and
uncertainty in the evolution of repository systems (including geological features). The
implications of these considerations are examined in terms of repository siting; levels of
protection in regulations; planning for pre-closure and post-closure actions; and development
and presentation of safety cases. A comparison is made with previous NEA work related to
timescales, in order to show evolutions in current understanding.

1 BACKGROUND
The long periods of time over which radioactive wastes remain hazardous is a key challenge
in illustrating and assessing the safety of geological disposal systems. Over such periods, a
wide range of events and processes characterised by many different timescales acts on a
repository and its environment. These events and processes, their attendant uncertainties,
and their possible impacts on repository evolution and performance must be identified,
evaluated and communicated in a safety case. The handling of issues related to timescales
was discussed at an OECD/NEA4 workshop held in Paris in 2002 and a short report
providing an account of the lessons learnt and issues raised at the workshop, was published
in 2004 (NEA 2004). There is, however, an evolving understanding regarding the nature of
the issues related to timescales and how they should be addressed.
The NEA has recently conducted a survey of its member organisations regarding the
treatment of timescales in safety cases and is in the process of producing a report discussing
the results. Responses to the survey questionnaire were provided by twenty-four
organisations, representing both implementers and regulators from thirteen OECD member
countries, and discussed at a series of meeting throughout 2005.The aims of the survey and
report are:
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•

to review the current status and ongoing discussions on the handling of issues related
to timescales in the deep geological disposal of long-lived radioactive waste;

•

to highlight areas of consensus and points of difference between national
programmes; and

•

to determine if there is room for further improvement in methodologies to handle these
issues in safety assessment and in building and presenting safety cases.

This paper describes the issues identified and the preliminary conclusions reached in the
course of the project to date. Many of the issues are subject to various interpretations, and
remain under discussion within national programmes, as well as internationally, so the
findings should not be viewed as conclusive, but rather as a contribution in moving ahead the
debate and understanding the differences among approaches.
The handling of timescales in safety cases is affected by a number of general considerations,
which are described first. Three broad areas in the regulation and practice of repository
planning and implementation affected by timescales issues are then discussed:
•

repository siting and design and the levels of protection required in regulation;

•

the planning of pre- and post-closure actions; and

•

developing and presenting a safety case

Finally, the conclusions are drawn, including a review of the statements made in the 2004
"lessons learnt" report in light of the more recent discussions.
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THE HANDLING OF ISSUES OF
TIMESCALES

2.1 Ethical principles
Given the long timescales over which radioactive waste presents a hazard, decisions taken
by humans now and in the near future regarding management of the waste can have
implications for the risks to which generations in the far future may be exposed. There are
thus ethical issues to be considered concerning, for example, our duty of care to future
generations and the levels of protection that should be provided. Decisions regarding phased
planning and implementation of repositories, particularly whether to close a repository at the
earliest practical time or to plan for an extended open period, also have an ethical dimension.
This is because they affect the flexibility allowed to future generations in their own decisionmaking as well as the burden of responsibility passed to these generations. Relevant ethical
principles, such as intergenerational and intragenerational equity and sustainability, are open
to different interpretations and can sometimes compete. The interpretations made and
balance struck between competing principles is a matter of judgement and may vary
between different countries and stakeholder groups, and remain matters of discussion
internationally, e.g. in the Long-term Safety Criteria (LTSC) Task group of the RWMC.
2.2 Evolution of hazard
The hazard associated with radioactive waste results primarily from the external and internal
radiation doses that could arise in the absence of adequate isolation (including shielding) and
containment of the waste. Although the radioactivity of the waste declines significantly with
time, the presence of very long-lived radionuclides means that the waste may remain
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hazardous almost indefinitely.
2.3 Uncertainty in the evolution of the repository system
Geological repositories are sited and designed to provide protection of man and the
environment from the hazard associated with long-lived radioactive waste by containing and
isolating the waste. Though the sites and engineered barrier designs are generally chosen
for their long-term stability and predictability, repository evolution is nonetheless subject to
unavoidable uncertainties that generally increase with time. Furthermore, radiological
exposure modes, which are closely related to individual human habits, can be predicted with
confidence only in the very short term. The decreasing demands on system performance as
a result of the decreasing hazard of the waste partly offset the increasing demands that
uncertainties place on safety assessment. Nevertheless, while some hazard may remain
almost indefinitely, increasing uncertainties mean that there are practical limitations as to
how long anything meaningful can be said about the protection provided by any system
against the hazard. These limitations should be acknowledged in safety cases.
2.4 Stability and predictability of the geological environment
Repository sites are chosen for their geological stability and broad predictability. Although
predictions of the evolution of even the most stable sites become uncertain over long enough
timescales, many national programmes have identified sites that are believed to be stable
and sufficiently predictable over timescales of millions of years or more, based on an
understanding of their geological histories over still longer timescales. Others plan to search
for such sites. For example, in Germany, any new site selection process is likely to follow the
procedure set out by an interdisciplinary expert group (Arbeitskreis Auswahlverfahren
Endlagerstandorte - AkEnd), which requires the identification of a site having an "isolating
rock zone" that will remain intact for at least a million years, based on the normal evolution of
the site.
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REPOSITORY SITING AND DESIGN AND THE LEVELS OF PROTECTION
REQUIRED IN REGULATION

In repository siting and in designing complementary engineered barriers, the robustness of
the system is a key consideration. Thus, events and processes that could be detrimental to
isolation and containment, as well as sources of uncertainty that would hamper the
evaluation of repository evolution and performance over relevant timescales, are, as far as
reasonably possible, avoided or reduced in magnitude, likelihood or impact.
The isolation of the waste from humans is regarded as an essential role of the geological
environment, and must be considered at all times addressed in a safety case. On the other
hand, both the geological environment and the engineered barriers can contribute to
ensuring that radionuclides are substantially contained, and the roles of the different system
components in this regard can vary as a function of time. Most programmes aim for
containment of the major part of the radionuclide inventory at least within a few metres from
the emplacement horizon and certainly containment in the geological stratum or immediate
rock mass where the repository is located, although, in some disposal concepts, more mobile
radionuclides, such as 36Cl and 129 I, are expected to migrate relatively rapidly (in terms of
geological timescales) if released from the repository. The consequences of these and any
other releases need to be evaluated.
Regulations specify what needs to be shown, and in some cases over what time frames, in
order that a proposed site and design can be considered to offer acceptable levels of
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protection from this hazard.
The minimum levels of radiological protection required in the regulation of nuclear facilities
are usually expressed in terms of quantitative dose or risk criteria. In the case of geological
repositories, quantitative criteria apply over time frames of at least 1 000 or 10 000 years and
sometimes without time limit. It is, however, recognised in regulations and safety cases that
the actual levels of dose and risk, if any, to which future generations are exposed cannot be
forecast with certainty over such time frames. Models are used that include certain stylised
assumptions, e.g., regarding the biosphere and human lifestyle or actions. Additionally, the
“dose” that is being calculated is what radio-protectionists refer to as “potential dose”. Hence,
the calculated values are to be regarded not as predictions but rather as indicators that are
used to test the capability of the system to provide isolation of the waste and containment of
radionuclides.
The concept of “constrained optimisation” put forth by the International Commission for
Radiological Protection (ICRP) in ICRP-81 is also often a requirement; it is reflected in
various terminology but encompasses the concepts in ICRP-81 that a series of technical and
managerial principles, such as sound engineering practice and a comprehensive quality
assurance programme are key elements to enhance confidence in long-term safety. For
geological repositories, optimisation is generally considered satisfied if all design and
implementation decisions have been taken with a view to ensuring robust safety both during
operations and after repository closure and if provisions to reduce the possibility and impact
from human intrusion have been implemented. In some regulations, alternative or
complementary lines of evidence for protection and other more qualitative considerations are
required or given more weight beyond 1 000 or 10 000 years, in recognition of the fact that
increasing uncertainties may make calculated dose or risk less meaningful.
Generally, although the measures of protection specified in regulations may vary with time,
this does not necessarily reflect a view that it is acceptable to expose future generations to
levels of dose or risk different to (and higher than) those that are acceptable today. Rather, it
reflects practical and technical limitations: in particular, regarding the weight that can be
given to results of calculations over such long time fram es and the meaning of dose
estimates at times when even human evolutionary changes are possible.
There is ongoing discussion on the issue of how to define and judge criteria for protection in
the furthest future, as a basis for decision-making today. The NEA is furthering such
discussions through a related initiative under the RWMC's Long-Term Safety Criteria (LTSC)
task group. That initiative deals with aspects of the demonstration of safety that differ from
those covered in the Timescales Project, but there is considerable overlap and convergence
of the results achieved to date. The LTSC has undertaken a review and comparison of longterm radiological protection criteria for disposal of long-lived waste. The goal of the review
was not to achieve harmonisation of criteria (which, after all, are expected to vary in order to
reflect national cultures, values, and technical differences among programmes), but rather to
understand the basis for similarities and differences in their derivation and in the principles
they represent.
The review of criteria found significant numerical differences among national criteria, ranging
over roughly two orders of magnitude. Because criteria in all countries are well below levels
at which actual effects or radiological exposure can be observed, either directly or
statistically, this variability in the regulatory criteria does not translate to meaningful
differences in the level of radiological impacts. The differences appear to reflect differences
in the ways numerical criteria are applied, different expectations regarding the desired level
of confidence in safety, and differing cultural attitudes towards the questions of establishing
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and interpreting safety-related criteria and margins of safety (NEA 2006). One of the key
outstanding issues is the development of a common understanding of the obligations to
future generations with respect to long-lived wastes, and how to translate these obligations
into safety regulations. This issue has also been elaborated in the Timescales Project (as
discussed in preceding sections of this paper). A seminar is planned by the NEA in 2006 to
explore the issues raised by the LTSC and Timescales projects.
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NATIONAL POLICIES IN THE PLANNING OF PRE- AND POST-CLOSURE
ACTIONS

Current national programmes vary considerably in the degree to which an extended open
period prior to the complete backfilling and closure of a repository is foreseen. The ethical
principle that future generations should be allowed flexibility in their decision-making favours
assigning to future generations the decisions regarding backfilling and closure. Early
backfilling and closure may, on the other hand, be seen as more consistent with the ethical
principle that undue burdens should not be passed on to future generations, and also guards
against the possibility of future societal changes, which could lead to lapses in the necessary
maintenance and security. Another concern, particularly for repositories in saturated
environments, is that detrimental changes to the system may occur or events take place
during the open period, and that the severity of these changes or events will increase with
the duration of the open period. In such cases, it may be prudent to work towards closure
soon after completion of waste disposal. It is, however, recognised that such technical
considerations need to be balanced against other factors, such as policies on monitoring and
retrievability, which may require a more prolonged open period, or the views of the local
community. In any case, it is widely agreed that flexibility regarding the open period should
not extend so long as to jeopardise long-term safety.
Monitoring of a wide range of parameters within and around a repository is likely to be
carried out prior to repository closure, and some monitoring may take place in the postclosure period. Other post-closure requirements may include passive measures such as
record keeping, and active measures such as restricting access to a site. A key consideration
in planning such measures is that they should not jeopardise the isolation of the waste and
the containment of radionuclides. The planned duration of active measures, including
monitoring, varies between programmes, as does the period during which either active or
passive measures can be relied upon in a safety case, in particular to deter human intrusion.
A cautious approach is generally applied in which no credit is taken for such measures in
averting or reducing the likelihood of human intrusion beyond around a few hundred years.
This is because of the potential for societal changes and our inability to predict the priorities
of future generations. The target time frame for active measures may be longer than this,
however, for example to improve societal acceptance and confidence. Furthermore,
measures that are more passive, such as durable markers or record keeping, may in reality
inform future generations about the existence and nature of a repository over periods well in
excess of a few hundred years.
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DEVELOPING AND PRESENTING SAFETY CASES

In the interests of gaining, sharing and showing understanding of a system as it evolves over
long timescales, it is useful to both define and develop means to address various time frames
in a scientific and logical manner.
How to deal with generally increasing uncertainties in repository evolution and performance
is a key problem to be addressed in developing a safety case. Quantitative safety
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assessment modelling tends to focus on potential radionuclide releases from a repository to
the biosphere. The uncertainties affecting these models can generally be quantified or
bounded and dealt with in safety assessment using, for example, conservatism or evaluating
multiple cases spanning the ranges of uncertainty.
Where the consequence of calculated releases are expressed in terms of dose or risk, the
biosphere must also be modelled. The biosphere is affected by human activities and
relatively fast or unpredictable surface processes, and there is consensus that it is
appropriate to carry out biosphere modelling on the basis of "stylised biospheres". That is,
representations of the biosphere can be based on assumptions that are acknowledged to be
simplified and not necessarily realistic, but are agreed and accepted internationally as valid
for modelling studies.
Where regulations do not explicitly specify the time frames over which protection needs to be
considered, the implementer has the challenge of deciding on the level and style of
assessment to be carried over different time frames, which will then be subject to review by
the regulator. Calculations of releases cannot, however, extend indefinitely into the future.
Factors to be considered when deciding the time at which to terminate calculations of
radionuclide releases include:
•

uncertainties in system evolution which generally increase with time;

•

the declining radiological toxicity of the waste - as noted above, spent fuel and some
other long-lived wastes remain hazardous almost indefinitely;

•

the time of occurrence of peak calculated doses or risk;

•

the need for adequate coverage of very slow long-term processes and infrequent
events; and

•

the need to address the concerns of stakeholders.

Truncating calculations too early may run the risk of losing information that could, for
example, guide possible improvements to the system. Importantly, if the assumptions
underlying the models are questionable in a given time frame, then qualifying statements
must be made when presenting the results, so that they may be properly interpreted. The
time frames covered by modelling in recent safety assessments range from 10 000 years to
one hundred million years, although a million years seems to be emerging as a commonly
accepted time frame in recent safety assessments.
In considering safety beyond the time frame covered by calculations of release, some
programmes have developed arguments based on comparing the radiological toxicity of
waste on ingestion with that of natural phenomena (e.g. uranium ore bodies; although the
limitations of such arguments are acknowledged). Other lines of argument refer to the
geological stability of a well-chosen site, which can provide evidence, for example, that uplift
and erosion will not lead to exposure of the waste at the surface over timescales of millions
of years or more. In practice, a number of different arguments may be presented, and
different arguments may provide the most confidence in safety over different timescales, and
to different audiences.
In the interests of communicating effectively with stakeholders and to build stakeholder
confidence, safety cases need to be presented in a manner that communicates clearly how
safety is provided in different time frames. This includes relatively early time frames when
substantially complete containment of radionuclides is expected, as well as later times,
where some limited releases may occur. Non-specialist audiences are often (though not
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universally) most concerned about safety at early times - a time frame of the order of a few
hundred years after emplacement. Especially when presenting safety cases to such
audiences, it can be useful to emphasise the strong arguments for safety in this time frame. It
may also be useful to devote a specific section of a safety report to explain the handling of
different time frames, how uncertainties are treated (and how this varies with time), how
multiple safety and performance indicators are used, and how to interpret the results as a
function of time.

6

REFINEMENT OF UNDERSTANDING OF KEY ISSUES RELATED TO
TIMESCALES COMING FROM THIS WORK

The NEA timescales project has revisited the various issues discussed in the earlier "lessons
learnt" report of 2004, and discussed additional areas such as the planning of pre- and postclosure actions. For some issues, current understanding is unchanged compared to the 2004
document, whereas for others, some differences can be identified.
6.1 The timescales over which the safety case needs to be made
The 2004 document argued that ethical considerations imply that the safety implications of a
repository need to be assessed for as long as the waste presents a hazard. The present
report recognises that there are different and sometimes competing ethical principles that
need to be balanced. It seems that the discussion of how to come to a balanced and socially
acceptable view is still at an early stage in many nations and internationally. In addition, this
discussion should be informed by inputs from a wide range of stakeholders, which is beyond
the remit of the current project.
6.2 The limits to the predictability of the repository and its environment
Both the 2004 document and the present report reflect a view that the limits to the
predictability of the repository and its environment need to be acknowledged in safety cases.
6.3 Arguments for safety in different time frames
Both the 2004 document and the present study note that the types of argument and
indicators of performance and safety used or emphasised may vary between time frames.
The current study has identified ongoing developments in the approaches to partition future
time into discrete time periods and developments in phenomenological and functional
analysis in different time frames.
The 2004 document observes that regulations are increasingly providing guidance on the
use of lines of argument that are complementary to dose and risk. This observation is
supported by recent regulations and draft regulations in Sweden and the US. The current
work emphasises that complementary lines of argument are required, not only to
compensate for increasing uncertainties affecting calculated releases at distant times, but
also to address other aspects of safety, especially continuing isolation, even at times beyond
when quantitative safety assessments can be supported. Complementary arguments might
be based, for example, on the absence of resources that could attract inadvertent human
intrusion and on the geological stability of the site, with low rates of uplift and erosion. The
argumentation for safety in the very long term is, however, an issue of ongoing discussion
that is likely to require a consideration of ethical principles, since it relates to our ability and
responsibility to protect the environment in the very remote future.
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6.4 Interpretation of dose and risk calculated in long-term safety assessments
Both the 2004 document and the current study note international consensus that doses and
risks evaluated in safety assessments are to be interpreted as illustrations of potential impact
to stylised, hypothetical individuals based on agreed sets of assumptions. The assumptions
are site-specific. Their basis, derivation, and level of conservatism can vary significantly; for
this reason, the calculated results from safety cases should be carefully analysed if they are
compared among national programmes.
6.5 Complementary safety and performance indicators
The 2004 document states that the use of complementary indicators, their weighting in
different time frames, as well as reference values for comparison, are issues that may well
deserve further regulatory guidance. Recent regulatory guidance cited in the present report
shows that safety indicators and requirements are not only quantitative, but can include more
qualitative concepts such as best available technique (BAT) and optimisation. This issue of
how to evaluate compliance with requirements expressed in terms of qualitative indicators
may, however, require further consideration, as may the interpretation of optimisation of
protection when dealing with impacts across different timescales.
6.6 Addressing public concerns
Both documents note that the period of a few hundred years following emplacement of the
waste may deserve particular attention in documents aimed at the public. The present
document makes a number of other specific recommendations regarding the communication
of how safety is provided in different time frames

7 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the range of timescales that needs to be addressed within our safety cases
presents considerable challenges. The decreasing demands on system performance as a
result of the decreasing hazard associated with the waste with time partly offset the demands
that increasing uncertainty (and decreasing predictability) place on safety assessment.
Nevertheless, while some hazard may remain almost indefinitely, increasing uncertainties
mean that there are practical limitations as to how long anything meaningful can be said
about the protection provided by any system against these hazards. Thus, time and level of
protection—and assurance of safety—are linked to one another. These practical limitations
need to be acknowledged in safety cases.
There are a range of approaches available now that can be called upon for developing and
presenting safety cases. Furthermore, there is room to develop these approaches, for
example, taking account of experience gained from stakeholder interactions to develop
presentations suited to the needs of less technical audiences.
A general observation from the timescales questionnaire responses is that, in many
programmes, a significant part of the final responsibility for the handling of timescales issues
in safety cases is assigned to the implementer. Apart from setting safety criteria (that may or
may not vary over time), the regulator's task is generally to review and point out any
difficulties in the approaches to the handling of timescales issues adopted by the
implementer. Wherever the final responsibility lies, a dialogue between the implementer,
regulator and other stakeholders is valuable in resolving the issues in a manner that is widely
accepted and such dialogue is ongoing in many programmes.
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The building of a Pluralist Expertise Group about uranium mines in
Limousin (France)
Didier GAY
IRSN, BP 17 – 92262 Fontenay-aux-Roses Cedex - France

Abstract:
Uranium mining and milling industry once played a major strategic and economic role in France. After
the definitive cessation of mining and milling activity in 2001, more than 200 sites are currently under
closure and post-closure phases. Decisions required in this frame raise particular difficulties because
of the sensitivity of some technical issues and the strong scrutiny and requirements of local and
national NGOs. This is particular true in Limousin, the region that stands for the cradle and the heart of
the national uranium history. In order to deal with this complex and disputed topic, the ministries of
environment, health and industry recently decided to set up a pluralist expertise group with the aim to
come to analyze and give a critical point of view on the various technical documents prepared by
AREVA NC about the surveillance and control of its mining sites in the department of Haute-Vienne in
the Limousin region and than provide recommendations to public authorities to improve current
situation.

1 THE CONTEXT

1.1.1 Historical perspective

Uranium exploration and exploitation started in France soon after the end of 2nd world war. It
gradually grew in importance from this period to the 80s. From the end of the 80s, it then
rapidly declined under the combined effect of exhaustion of reserves and fall of uranium
market prices. Activity came to a definitive end with the closure of the last mine in 2001.
During more than 50 years, more than 200 sites scattered over a large part of national
territory where prospected and put in production. Most of them and at least the most
significant ones in terms of quantity of uranium produced are localized in four main districts:
le Limousin in the western part of the Massif Central, la Vendée in the west of France,
l’Hérault in the South of the country and le Forez in the eastern part of the Massif Central.
French sites yielded a total of 76 000 tons of uranium which represent more than 10 years of
the current needs of the national power plants. The milling of ores involved the operation of 8
uranium processing plants and produced more than 50 000 000 tons of tailings. These
tailings are disposed in 17 specific repositories.
Closure works are now completed at most sites and remaining activity mainly consists in
surveillance and control and in the maintenance of several water treatment facilities.

1.1.2 Particular place of Limousin region

Among the various districts that contributed to french uranium production, Limousin region
clearly played a particular role. Limousin is indeed the cradle of the national uranium history:
it was on its territory that the first exploited ores was found in 1946. It was on its territory too
that the last mine closed in 2001.
Limousin region also played a leading position all along the 50 years of activity. It yielded
nearly one third of the total national production and hosts 5 of the 18 tailings repositories
(that represent roughly half of the total mass of tailings produced). On of its former mining
site also hosts a storage facility for depleted uranium produced by the French fuel cycle
facilities.
Limousin region witnessed several of the media crises experienced by the French uranium
mining industry. It also hosted the first prosecution of a nuclear operator before a criminal
court after a judicial inquiry was initiated against AREVA for "pollution, abandonment and
dumping of waste containing radioactive substances" at several sites located close to old
uranium mines in the Haute-Vienne department.

2 STACKHOLDERS POSITIONS AND EXPECTATIONS
2.1 AREVA NC
Following the merging and acquiring of the different companies involved in the exploitation of
uranium ores, AREVA NC (formerly well known as COGEMA) has become the only industrial
actor in this sector in France. Practically, it is now responsible for the management,
monitoring and surveillance of the roundly 200 sites mentioned earlier.
Uranium mining is still in the core of AREVA industrial activities, production is however
nowadays entirely located abroad. In France, practical involvement of the group on the
former mining districts consists of addressing social and environmental legacy. From this
point of view, sites can be considered as a burden; the question is then raised of how the
sites can be definitively closed and relieved from regulatory control. In other words,
background question is how to sell out this legacy and quit the game.
From another point of view, social and environment legacy is also a potential threat to
AREVA’s image as a sustainable company. This aspect is all the more significant that aside
its mining activity AREVA group is also one of the major company in the nuclear business
both in France and worldwide. As a nuclear actor it is at the center of a strict scrutiny from
various stakeholders including environmental NGOs but also politicians and media. This
context spurs AREVA to fully respect its duties and even act in a proactive manner.

2.2 National and local NGOs
Concerns and interests of NGOs in the former uranium mines find their roots on the one
hand in the willing to defend local quality of life and environmental protection and on the
other hand in an attempt to stress the failures of an industrial actor considered as a member
of the “nuclear lobby” and this way to shift to a general debate about nuclear energy.
Uranium mining is thus often pointed out today as the weak point of the nuclear industry. It is
notably acknowledged to account for the largest part of public exposure due to fuel cycle
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facilities, far behind the exposure usually attributed to nuclear power plants or even spent
fuel reprocessing. Moreover the management of uranium mining and milling waste and
particularly the long-term safety issues associated with the 17 tailings repositories and the 50
million tons they contain has found a natural place in the national debate about nuclear
waste and the most adequate national frame to regulate and control nuclear activity.
Not surprisingly, the topic has progressively become a particular topic of concern and interest
for national NGOs involved in the world of radioactivity.
In addition to this general context, the last decades of the French uranium mining history
knew a series of local disputes between NGOs and AREVA. These disputes that eventually
came to media or even judicial field globally contributed to raise suspicion and weaken the
trust of local populations towards AREVA.
Transport and disposal of wastes coming from other regions, others steps of nuclear cycle or
other TENORM industries were at several occasions denounced as unfair and unacceptable
practices. They were considered as an attempt by mining companies to take benefit of too
fuzzy regulations and too accommodating enforcement of laws to convert old mining sites
into national nuclear waste disposals.
In parallel, NGOs (along with official reports written in answer to administrative bodies or
parliamentary offices) challenged the regulatory status of several tailings repositories and
argued they should be regulate as nuclear installations based on the total amount of activity
they contained.
At last, several cases of enhanced levels of radioactivity in the vicinity of mining sites were
pointed out as a proof of inadequate management of mining and milling wastes or
inappropriate control and treatment of water discharges. Dissemination of spent rocks (or
very low grade ores) and their reuse as construction materials were thus acknowledged to
cause high radon concentrations (locally up to 10 000 Bq/m 3) in an industrial building. In
other places, the sediments of several ponds including a lake dedicated to recreational
activity and ponds used to produce drinking water were found to present high concentrations
in uranium.

2.3 Local populations
Former uranium mining districts are mostly located in low-populated areas, sites being
themselves in countryside. Local populations are therefore mainly rural and uranium mining
and milling were once a major source of wealth and employment. Social and economic
impacts were therefore significant and expectations from AREVA NC to support new
industrial development during a transition phase were high. More than 5 years since the last
site clos ed and several decades after French uranium booming, this question is probably not
as sharp today as in the past.
Concerns or at least questioning can nonetheless be locally strong about environmental
impacts and their potential economic side-effects . Green-tourism indeed often plays a
particular importance and could easily suffer from being associated with pollutions; especially
if radioactive.

2.4 Local and national administrations
Several national administrations are involved in the old uranium mining issue. As any mining
activity, the issue first falls under the responsibility of the ministry of industry and more
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particularly of the department in charge of defining the guidance and regulations relative to
the closure and post-closure management of mining sites. But it lies also in the liability of the
ministry of ecology and sustainable development notably because tailings repositories are
regulated as installation classified for environmental protection purposes. In this particular
field, it played an active role in defining guidance for the control and surveillance of the sites
concerned but also gave strong incentives to improve public information and promote
independent review of AREVA NC reports. At last, the ministry of health and the nuclear
safety authority is also involved in the issue through its general competence to propose
nuclear policy and regulations.
At local levels, administrations struggle between the need that the post-closure works and
administrative procedures may proceeds forward and the claim from NGOs and local
populations to get a clear statement about actual impacts on man an the environment before
any decision to go further. One particular difficulty they encounter is linked to the accusation
of being too accommodating towards AREVA NC launched by some NGOs.

3 THE ORIGIN OF THE PLURALIST EXPERTISE GROUP INITIATIVE
3.1 The GRNC experience and the opening up of IRSN expertise
In 1996, an epidemiologic study published in a scientific journal established the existence of
a trend towards an excess number of leukemia in the canton of Beaumont-Hague, close to
AREVA reprocessing plant. The study suggested a relation with the consumption of seafood
and time spent on the beach and led public authorities to ask for a more detailed
radioecological analysis in order to produce a direct and best estimate of the radiological
exposure of the population and corresponding predicted effect on health.
Annie Sugier, director of radiation protection at IRSN (formerly IPSN), was commissioned to
form and preside over the group of experts in charge of carrying out this work. The group,
known as the “Nord-Cotention radioecology group” (GRNC) included experts from a wide
range of origins (inspectors, operators, governmental experts, experts from nongovernmental laboratories as well as foreign experts). After 2 years of work it addressed its
conclusions to the ministers of environment and health and closed a first phase of analysis
by issuing a series of detailed reports now considered as reference documents.
This rather unique experience in France really marks the beginning of a resolute IRSN
strategy to open up its expertise to civilian society in order to deal with complex or disputed
topics. This approach to involve the interested parties is largely consistent with the guideline
adopted by the French government for greater transparency in the field of nuclear and
radiological risk management.

3.2 The GEP mines: origin and organization
Following the GRNC experience, a discussion was initiated between IRSN and interested
public administrations to engage a new initiative of pluralist expertise about potentially
interesting topics including the question of old uranium mines. This proposal raised interest
from the 3 competent administrative bodies in charge of this latter issue: the ministry of
ecology and sustainable development, the ministry of industry and the ministry of health.
Practically it led to two different initiatives: one from the local administration in charge of
regulating the sites, another from national administrative bodies.
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At local level, the prefect of Haute-Vienne requested AREVA NC to prepare a ten-year
environmental report about the surveillance and control of mining sites located in the
department. This report was issued in the end of 2004 1. In order to get an expert opinion
about its content the prefect then asked AREVA NC to produce an independent review of the
report with the aim to give a particular focus on 5 different topics:
-

the sufficiency of the closure and post-closure works already done on the sites
regarding middle and long-term radiological safety issues;
the assessment of environmental impacts associated to mining activities, especially
those linked to water discharges, and the sufficiency of solutions implemented by
AREVA to prevent and limit them;
the adequacy of radiological calculations done by AREVA NC to evaluate the added
exposure received by populations living around the sites;
the soundness of control and surveillance provisions with regard to the occurrence of
enhanced levels of radioactivity in specific compartments of the environment;
the potential dissemination and use of mining and milling wastes for private or public
works.

IRSN has been entrusted to carry out the corresponding review.
At the national level, the 3 ministers asked Annie Sugier to form and preside over a new
pluralist expertise group aimed to analyze and give a critical point of view on the various
technical documents prepared by AREVA NC about the surveillance and control of its mining
sites in the department of Haute-Vienne in the Limousin region. One particular document is
the ten-year environmental report mentioned above.
According to the mandate given to the group, one particular expected output is to assist
public authorities to identify the available options for post-closure plans and to provide
recommendations on the possible solutions to minimize existing impacts on the environment
and the local populations.
In order to fulfill these objectives, the group is expected to carry out its own work but also to
steer and take benefit of the review of the AREVA NC ten-year environmental report
entrusted to IRSN.
After necessary consultations of local and national administrations, potential experts but also
main stakeholders (including leading national and local NGOs), a list of a dozen of members
was established and a first meeting was organized late June 2006. Scientific backgrounds of
the members of the expert group relate to earth sciences (hydrogeology, geochemistry,
mining), metrology of environmental radioactivity, radioecology and radiation protection. The
group includes experts from French public organizations but also foreign experts, experts
from non-governmental organizations and representatives from AREVA NC.
Following the first meeting, the experts decided to form three working groups each dedicated
to a specific topic. The first one deals with source-term, discharges and transfer to the
environment. It aims to review the main processes involved and the way AREVA NC took
them into account in its studies and reports. The second working group deals with
environmental and health impacts. The group examines the approach handled by AREVA
NC to evaluate impacts to man and the environment around its sites but also aims at
providing guidance on the need and feasibility of setting up health surveillance provisions to
complement the dose assessments currently carried out by AREVA NC. The third group
intends to provide a broader view to the expertise work by addressing the question of
1

see extended summary available on the web site of the DRIRE Limousin

http://www.limousin.drire.gouv.fr/environnement/cogema/BILANDECENNALENVIRONNEMENTALRESUME/resume-BDE.pdf
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regulatory framework and adequate requirements to ensure health and environmental
surveillance today and in a long-term perspective. In a first step work is focused on the
analysis of the many public reports dedicated to this issue.

4 TECHNICAL QUESTIONS AND NON TECHNICAL EXPECTATIONS
Contrarily to GRNC or other international initiatives dedicated to old mining sites, the
question addressed by GEP mines is not heavily focused on one single sharp technical
issue. It is rather a combination of many concerns, stakes and objectives that end up with a
complex and disputed situation. Among this complexity and diversity of issues a few can be
stressed as key questions.
From a technical point of view, these key questions generally relates to the evaluation of an
added dose in a context of natural radioactive background, to the occurrence of locally
enhanced concentrations of radioactivity in the environment and their potential impacts on
man and biota and to the necessary provisions to ensure long-term safety especially as far
as tailings repository are concerned.
Previous questions are quite generic and have already been addressed in a theoretical (and
sometimes practical) way at different occasions by international organizations and a few
foreign countries. In the case of the GEP mines they have to be tackled in a particular
context where technical positions supported by AREVA NC and sometimes regulatory
practices have been challenged by local and national NGOs and a climate of mistrust has
progressively settled. This clearly requires a particular care to hear and understand various
opinions and concerns and to properly inform and explain technical positions that will be
taken. This information and explanations are not only required to the administrations that
initiated the creation of the expertise group but also to the various other stakeholders. In
order to more fully answer to these expectations, the 3rd working group has decided to
enlarge its composition to more closely involve the various points of view expressed in the
successive debates including judicial ones.
In addition, GEP mines must contribute to the expectations of public authorities by providing
practical guidance to proceed with closure and post-closure administrative procedures in a
way widely discussed and accepted.
Given the many different sites and situations to cope with, both IRSN and GEP mines
decided to first focus their technical work on two specific issues. One is related to the tailings
repository of Bellezane, the other to the environmental impact at the scale of the watershed
of a local stream called Ritord. The expertise about Bellezane repository has notably
addressed the question of hydraulic functioning of the disposal system and the potential
existence of leakages; it has also assessed the efficiency of the waste rocks cover with
regard to the attenuation of external gamma dose rates and radon exhalation rates. The
expertise about Ritord watershed has assessed the question of the origin and evolution of
the sediments enhanced uranium concentrations (up to several 10 000 Bq/kg-1) measured in
the estuary of the stream into an artificial lake. It has also examined the information available
to evaluate the potential impact of mining activities to species and biota.
After nearly 6 months of work, GEP mines intends to deliver a first interim report at the end of
this year. This interim report will provide some technical insights about the two specific
issues mentioned before and define the roadmap for the continuation of the work.
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ANCLI: WHITE PAPERS
Major contribution to public debate in France on nuclear waste
policy
Monique Sené
Vice-Chair of ANCLI and of the Scientific Committee
Group of Scientists for Information on Nuclear Energy
2 rue François Villon 91400 ORSAY - m-r.sene@wanadoo.fr - +33 (0)160100349 -

1INTRODUCTION
Local Information Commissions (CLI) were first set up in autumn 1981 following the
“Mauroy circular” sent out by then Prime Minister, Pierre Mauroy. To date (2006), 30 CLIs
have been set up. The status and funding for these CLIs have lacked consistency, subject
to the good will of the political authorities. However, since being set up, the value of these
commissions has become more and more apparent: the French now have somewhere
where they can express their opinions. It is for this reason that, for almost ten years, the
CLIs have called for a legislative framework in recognition of their existence: this has now
been achieved, under the provisions of the Nuclear Transparency and Safety Act passed on
13 June 2006.
It is a shame, however, that this Act does not explicitly recognise the existence of the
National Association of Local Information Commissions (ANCLI), set up in 2000 and
grouping together 20 CLIs (2006).
When two public debates were announced, one on waste management and the other on the
European Pressurized Reactor (EPR), ANCLI set up a working group to investigate the
subject of "Local Governance of nuclear sites" and which published its findings in May
2005. Thanks to the extremely positive reaction this Paper received, both on the part of the
CLIs and within political circles, ANCLI initiated a study focused more directly on nuclear
waste management. This working group’s research has resulted in the publication of the
"Livre Blanc de l'ANCLI - Matières et déchets radioactifs/territoires" – ANCLI’s White Paper
on radioactive materials and waste and local communities (June 2006).This Paper was
published after the Act of 28 June 2006 relative to "National policy on sustainable
management of radioactive materials and waste" was passed.
Members of the French parliament were informed of the key ideas it contains. This
“White Book” is a contribution to public debate on nuclear waste and on EPR. In a first
approach, the ANCLI is not considered as a partner. The ANCLI however managed a
mediator’s position to obtain :
-more time to public debate;
-a working group on access information when they are restricted for "Defence” purposes;
-a watchdog on information between two debates on subjets like nuclear was tes or
reactors.
It should be mentioned that ANCLI was very disappointed that it was not given the
opportunity to make its views on several points known, primarily on the setting up of a
national standing committee made up of external experts, the CNPP (Commission
Nationale Pluraliste et Permanente), intended to encourage greater public awareness and
monitoring of projects concerning nuclear energy.

2 PRESENTATION OF THE „WHITE PAPER“
The CLIs and, therefore, ANCLI, have a "broad mission of communication, monitoring and
expertise concerning the operation of nuclear sites and their impact on public health, the
environment and the economy, throughout their operational lifetime and beyond." The CLIs
act at local level but share their experience and carry out joint actions under the umbrella of
the national association, ANCLI. The aims of this association are:
- to represent the CLIs within the various bodies in which they participate (elected
representatives, union representatives, environmental protection associations and
scientists);
- to provide technical and human resources to help the CLIs fulfil their work more effectively;
- to ensure that the CLIs’ voices are heard, nationally and internationally, on any subject
which may concern them.
Although largely ignored to begin with, ANCLI has managed to consolidate a strong position
in the public debate on nuclear waste. It has therefore decided to publish the findings of the
various CLIs in a White Paper. In particular, ANCLI intends to be actively involved, referring
to Article 7 of the Constitutional Act relative to the Environment Charter: "Everyone has the
right, in the conditions and to the extent provided for by law, to have access to information
pertaining to the environment in the possession of public bodies and to participate in the
public decision-taking process likely to affect the environment." It aims to make a major
contribution "to improving radioactive materials and waste management in France by fairly
and justly taking the concerns and the roles of local players into account."
The main points covered in "Matières et déchets radioactifs - territoires", the White Paper
on radioactive materials and waste and local communities, are as follows:
Participatory democracy at local level
*The CLIs and ANCLI have a direct concern in any issues related to radioactive materials
and waste. (...). They aim to take up these issues within the framework of their remit.
*The CLIs aim is to contribute to making information available to all citizens. To this end and
with the support of ANCLI, they will deploy all the regulatory and legal resources available,
notably within the framework of agreements with local players under the 2006 Act, to secure
guarantees on accessing and monitoring information. (White Paper, page 11)
*As part of their monitoring remit, the CLIs aim to act as a public watchdog and foster
greater public awareness.
*Without playing a managerial role, nor releasing the authorities from their duty to exercise
regulatory control, the CLIs’ and ANCLI’s aim is to act as a public watchdog and foster
greater public awareness, which would support the control carried out by the authorities "by
remaining informed of new issues that may arise, in response to the concerns of local
players." (White Paper, page 11).
Involvement of the local stakeholders in the decision-making process and monitoring
*CNPP (Commission Nationale Pluraliste et Permanente - standing committee made up of
external experts): ANCLI recommended that the Act of 28 June 2006 should include the
setting up of this committee, which:
**Membership is pluralistic: diverse experts (public or not), local and national elected
representatives, local stakeholders, unions and associations, regulators (ASN),
operating managers, etc…
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**Members are appointed by the government;
**The public authorities and experts are involved in the Committee’s studies;
**The Committee organises regular meetings between representatives of the
authorities and the community and the public;
**The Committee develops a general and independent viewpoint based on existing
information;
**The Committee can be called upon or can itself decide to take up any issue relating
to the management of radioactive materials and waste;
**The Committee has a budget allocated by the State.
* ANCLI needs to have a statutory role in the process of monitoring the management of
radioactive materials and waste. Members of its Scientific Committee should be
stakeholders in the National Review Board (CNE).
* ANCLI is to pursue its initiative at European level with the set up of EUROCLI.
Expertise
*Facilitating access to information
**Work in conjunction with the CNE;
**Agreement with the regulatory authorities, public experts and operators to make
access to information easier and to make restricting information for "Defence”
purposes the exception rather than the rule.
*Developing non-institutional expert studies, in particular drawing on a broad range of
external expert sources
**Draw on more diverse sources of expertise;
**Increase the authority of ANCLI’s Scientific Committee;
**Consolidate the partnership with IRSN.
*Fostering cooperation with public experts
**To have the principle of IRSN support for work undertaken by the CLIs and ANCLI
recognised under the Law.
*Providing the CNPP with the means to become actively involved in expert studies
**Budget for carrying out further expert studies.
Long-term aspect
*The 2006 Act does not take this aspect into account.
*The technical options implemented must "consistently be integrated into a long-term
governance strategy. This, moreover, is what is at stake in reversible waste management
strategies, for example, which make no sense unless they leave open options for the future
that are acceptable to society and safeguard the ability of future generations to take action
and participate in the debate." (White Paper, page 27).
* Keeping records, monitoring and fostering local awareness.
*National meetings.
*"In the long term, as in the present, waste management strategy must take account of the
necessity for the production of new waste to be debated and decided upon democratically,
according to the principles laid down in the Environment Charter." (White Paper, page 27).
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3 CONCLUSION
1 - The CLIs and ANCLI are directly concerned by any issue related to radioactive materials
and waste.
2 - The CLIs and ANCLI want to help improve the objectivity, quality and diversity of the
information made available to the public.
3 - ANCLI has called for a standing and pluralistic committee (CNPP) to be set up to act as
a watchdog and encourage greater public awareness.
4 - ANCLI aims to foster the development of more diverse, external sources of expertise.
The law on nuclear waste and that on transparency have not enabled all the solutions
recommended by ANCLI to be implemented. This is why the CLIs and ANCLI want to
encourage greater public awareness with a view to facilitating debate and allowing the
public to express their views on issues such as radioactive waste management.
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Radiation exposures of workers resulting from the transport
of gamma radiography sources in Germany
F.-N. Sentuc, G. Schwarz
Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH
Schwertnergasse 1, 50667 Köln, Germany

Abstract:
Gamma radiation sources are widely used for industrial purposes e.g. for non-destructive material
testing. Many of these sources are permanently installed at a facility within instruments e.g. for level or
thickness gauging. Other radioactive sources are implemented in portable devices for industrial
gamma radiography which have to be carried to the various remote usage sites. In Germany,
approximately 20 000 - 25 000 shipments of gamma radiography sources are proceeding annually on
public transport routes.
Since routine radiation monitoring programmes do not permit task-specific determination of
occupational doses e.g. doses incurred during the movement phase and handling related doses, work
has been carried out with the objective to determine the radiation exposures of the personnel
attributable to transportation. For this purpose, a survey was launched in 2005 collecting data about
e.g. the number and conditions of transports, the activity and type of transported radiation sources and
the radiation level within the driver’s cab to allow a dose assessment to be made for transport workers.
The results of this survey covering the most important companies for gamma radiography services in
Germany are presented in this paper.

1 BACKGROUND
Industrial radiation sources are widely used for industrial purposes, e.g. for non-destructive
material testing, and a broad variety of other applications in civil engineering (e.g. density
and humidity gauging at road construction sites). Many of these sources are non-portable or
used in establishments at fixed sites (e.g. for level or thickness gauging) while others are
highly portable devices and routinely transported on publicly accessible roads to remote
construction sites, cross-country pipeline installations etc. The results of a recent survey
indicates that the number of radiographic source shipments in Germany is in the range of
about 20 000 - 25 000 movements per year. Road transportation is the predominant shipping
mode.
The handling, use and management of industrial radiographic sources including their
transport in the public domain gives rise to radiation exposures to both personnel and
members of the public (working or living in close proximity to the radiation source). The
radiation doses received by workers can vary significantly depending on a number of factors
including the duration and conditions of exposure. However, while a significant body of
information exists on the type and magnitude of doses incurred by gamma radiographers
there is generally little - if any - information available on the adequacy and effectiveness of
the radiation protection measures employed during transport and the radiation doses of
industrial radiographers attributable to the movement phase of the radiation source
transports. To bridge this gap of information work has been performed on behalf of the
German competent authority with the objective to quantify the dose fraction of gamma
radiography workers attributable to routine transportation and to allow some judgement to be

made on the efficacy of the radiation protection provisions and requirements of the IAEA
Transport Regulations [1].
For this purpose a survey has been performed in 2005 with the aim to gather data on the
number and conditions of gamma radiography source shipments, the radiation source
characteristics (e.g. radioisotope, activity content), the radiation levels of the employed
sources and those within the transport vehicle. The survey was undertaken in close cooperation with the German Society for Non-destructive Testing and covered all major nondestructive testing service companies in Germany. The details of the survey and the survey
results are given below.

2 CHARACTERISTICS OF PORTABLE GAMMA RADIOGRAPHY DEVICES
Industrial radiography sources are routinely transported while being enclosed in a device for
gamma radiography providing appropriate shielding. This apparatus includes an exposure
container, a source assembly, and as applicable, a remote control, a projection sheath, an
exposure head, and other accessories designed to enable radiation emitted by a sealed
radioactive source to be used for industrial radiography purposes (see Fig 2.1). The
radioactive source is generally completely enclosed and shielded when in rest position and is
only exposed (e.g. via remote control) during the short period of carrying out the radiographic
inspection. The apparatuses are dual purpose containers serving both as transport package
and exposure container (Fig 2.2).

Fig 2.1

Source capsules containing the radioisotopes (left), projection sheath with source
holder (centre) and schematic drawing of an apparatus for industrial gamma
radiography (right) (http://www.mds.nordion.com/agiris)

Fig 2.2

GammaMat TI for industrial gamma radiography; weight approx. 12 kg; Type B(U)
approved transport container (http://www.mds.nordion.com/agiris)
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3 DATA COLLECTION AND HANDLING
A questionnaire survey was launched in 2005 in co-operation with a division of the German
Society for Non-destructive Testing. This organisation (F-GZP) represents all major
accredited non-destructive testing service companies in Germany. The data collection was
carried out by mailing a questionnaire form to all members of the F-GZP. The following data
were sought and collected for the calendar year 2004:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

number and activity of radiography sources shipped in 2004
type of transport container used and the transport index
details on the number of source transports and the related mileage
number of passengers and radioactive sources per conveyance
annual radiation exposure of personnel
local dose rate in the driving cab
expenditure of time for transport related procedures

Survey participation and provision of data was on a voluntary basis. Responses were
received from 21 out of 28 contacted service companies; only 17 out of the 21 were routinely
involved in transport of gamma radiography sources in the public domain. The survey results
and the radiation dose estimates attributable to the transport of gamma radiography devices
are given below.

3.1 Source characteristics
Depending on the field of application (i.e. the wall thickness of the material to be tested)
different radioisotopes are used as radiation source. Iridium-192 and selenium-75 are the
most common radioisotopes employed for gamma radiography (see Fig 3.1). The radiation
energy is typically sufficient to penetrate e.g. materials of iron with a wall thickness ranging
from 4 mm to 70 mm. The source activity varied between 0.2 TBq and 3.7 TBq. Most
radiography devices are approved Type A or Type B(U) transport containers (packages),
depending on the isotope’s activity. The Transport index (TI) of the packages was in the
range from 0.1 to 5, this corresponds to a package dose rate at 1 m from the external
package surface of 0.001 mSv/h and 0.05 mSv/h, respectively. The maximum radiation level
at the surface of the package is limited to 2 mSv/h by the IAEA Transport Regulations [1] and
the International Standard ISO 3999 [2].

Yb-169
0,4%

Co-60 Cs-137
2,2% 4,7%

Se-75
20,6%

Ir-192
72,2%

Fig 3.1

Radioisotopes used in gamma radiography devices in Germany (2004)
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3.2 Transport conditions
According to the survey data provided, approximately 277 sources have been regularly
transported in 2004. The number of annual shipments varied considerably between the
service companies. The currently best estimate of the total number of shipments in Germany
is in the range of 20 000 - 25 000 movements per year. Most companies operate as principal
service contractors on a regional level. The travel distance covered per service (one way)
ranged from 10 km to 200 km; the average mileage is approximately 65 km (one way). For
safety reasons and radiation protection purposes, gamma radiography devices are typically
placed inside a fixed transport box in the vehicle with additional lead shielding of several
millimetres.
The reported local dose rate in the driving cab varied from 0.02 µSv/h to about 2 µSv/h (or
less than detection limit), the lower values were prevailing in small van type vehicles (see Fig
4.2). Radiographic source transport vehicles are typically occupied by two persons, i.e. the
driver and the escort. The reason for this is that during radiographic inspections two qualified
persons (categorised as appropriately qualified radiation workers) need to be present at the
inspection site. Depending on the company size between 2 and 207 radiation workers are
entrusted with non-destructive material testing.

4 INDUSTRIAL RADIOGRAPHER RADIATION DOSES
The radiographer radiation doses available have been derived from routine monitoring
program data and include consequently worker exposures arising from both transport
operations and from carrying out radiographic inspections in enhanced radiation level (e.g.
nuclear power plant inspections) and natural background radiation environments. The
exposure data provided (effective doses) are shown in Fig 4.1 for the various service
companies in terms of average and maximum reported doses.
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Fig 4.1

Personal radiation exposure of radiographers (individual effective dose per year)
resulting from the use and transport of radioactive sources for gamma radiography in
2004 (results of the governmental radiation monitoring service)

The data shown indicate that the average radiographer doses are generally below 5 mSv/yr
(averaged over the company’s radiographic personnel). The highest reported individual
radiographer dose is about 14 mSv/yr. The applicable radiation worker dose limit according
to the nationally relevant Radiation Protection Ordinance [3] is 20 mSv/yr.
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The assessment of the radiographer doses attributable to the movement phase of
radiographic source shipment has been estimated from the reported survey information
including:
• local dose rate in the driving cab
• average travel time and mileage per road transport
In addition, as a conservative assumption it has been assumed that a radiographer travels
annually 230 days with a radiographic source on the vehicle. Other transport-related steps
like e.g. loading and unloading operations have not been considered in the dose estimation.
The results of this assessment approach are shown in Fig 4.2. The maximum annual
effective dose resulting from shipment of gamma radiography devices is on the order of
450 µSv. This dose is within the range of natural radiation exposures resulting from external
radiation in Germany (0.7 mSv/a on average with regional variations). In most cases the
radiation exposures of radiation workers due to the transport of gamma radiography sources
(movement phase) is far below 100 µSv/a. Variations in estimated annual doses for workers
are due to the different company’s specific transport conditions i.e. the effective dose
calculated per transport (round trip) which varies from 0.04 µSv to about 2 µSv.
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Local dose rate (red) measured in the driver’s cab and annual effective doses of
personnel (yellow) resulting from carriage of gamma radiography sources (movement
phase only)

5 CONCLUSIONS
A survey has been performed in 2004 with the objective to determine the type, magnitude
and characteristics of industrial radiographic source shipments and the related worker
exposures in Germany. The radiation dose assessment results indicate that the industrial
radiographer doses attributable to the movement phase during transport (loading/unloading
excluded) are generally less than 1mSv per year. The assessment results support the
conclusion that implementation and application of the international transport safety standards
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and requirements ensure an acceptable level of radiation protection of the transport workers
for normal conditions of transport. However, additional doses are accumulated by workers
from the use and handling of the sources while carrying out radiographic inspections. The
data available demonstrate that these additional doses generally constitute the predominant
fraction of the total dose acquired by industrial radiographers.
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Radioactive Waste storage facilities – Involvement of AVN in inspection
and safety assessment
R.Simenon and O. Smidts
Association Vinçotte Nuclear (AVN) – Walcourtstraat 148, B1070 Brussels

Abstract:
The legislative and regulatory framework in Belgium for the licensing and the operation of radioactive
waste storage buildings are defined by the Royal Decree of 20 July 2001 (hereby providing the
general regulations regarding to the protection of the population, the workers and the environment
against the dangers of ionising radiation). This RD introduces in the Belgian law the radiological
protection and ALARA-policy concepts.
The licence of each nuclear facility takes the form of a Royal Decree of Authorization. It stipulates that
the plant has to be in conformity with its Safety Analysis Report. This report is however not a public
document but is legally binding. Up to now, the safety assessment for radioactive waste storage
facilities, which is implemented in this Safety Analysis Report, has been judged on a case-by-case
basis.
AVN is an authorized inspection organisation to carry out the surveillance of the Belgian nuclear
installations and performs hereby nuclear safety assessments. AVN has a role in the nuclear safety
and radiation protection during all the phases of a nuclear facility: issuance of licenses, during design
and construction phase, operation (including reviewing and formal approval of modifications) and
finally the decommissioning.
Permanent inspections are performed on a regular basis by AVN, this by a dedicated site inspector,
who is responsible for a site of an operator with nuclear facilities.
Besides the day-to-day inspections during operation there are also the periodic safety reviews. AVN
assesses the methodological approaches for the analyses, reviews and approves the final studies and
results.
The conditioned waste in Belgium is stored on the Belgoprocess’ sites (region Mol-Dessel) for an
intermediate period (about 80 years). In the meantime, a well-defined inspection programme is being
implemented to ensure that the conditioned waste continues to be stored safely during this temporary
1
2
storage period. This programme was draw up by Belgoprocess -NIRAS/ONDRAF .
An extensive investigation programme started in 2003, this in consultation with AVN, due to some
problems with non-conform drums in the storage facilities for the low-active conditioned waste.
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Belgoprocess : the subsidiary of NIRAS/ONDRAF which ensures the processing and storage of radioactive
waste as well as the decommissioning of nuclear facilities
2
NIRAS/ONDRAF : the Belgian Agency for the Radioactive Waste and Enriched Fissile Materials
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1 LEGISLATIVE AND LEGAL SYSTEM IN BELGIUM
The legislative and regulatory framework has been put progressively in place since 1955.
The law of 15 April 1994, replacing the law of 29 March 1958, very generally outlines the
protection of the population and the workers against the dangers of ionising radiation. The
detailed stipulations are given in the Royal Decree (R.D.) of 20 July 2001, replacing the R.D.
of 28 February 1963, “providing the General Regulations regarding protection of the
population, workers, and environment against the dangers of ionising radiation”. The
legislative framework thus comprises:
• a set of laws and regulations, concerning the licensing of nuclear installations, the
measures to protect the health of personnel and the public, nuclear civil liability,
safeguards, nuclear materials transport, waste management, emergency plans, etc.
• a nuclear installation licensing system forbidding to operate an installation without a
licence (cf. R.D. of 20.07.2001 and, among other, its Articles 5, 6, 15, 16, 79 as well as all
the Articles detailing the technical stipulations),
• a regulatory inspection and evaluation system of the nuclear installations, for verifying
compliance with the regulations and conditions set in the licence (cf. R.D. of 20.07.2001,
among other its Articles 6, 12, 13, 15, 16, 23),
• measures intended to enforce compliance with the relevant regulations and the
conditions set in the licence, including the suspension, amendment or withdrawal of
licence (cf. R.D. of 20.07.2001, among other its Articles 5, 12, 13, 16).
The licence of each nuclear facility takes the form of a Royal Decree of Authorization. It
stipulates that the plant has to be in conformity with its Safety Analysis Report (SAR), and
that only minor modifications are allowed without a formal licensing process (minor
modifications are defined as those having either no impact on the safety, or that are safety
improvements). This means that the SAR (which however is not a public document) is legally
binding, that no exemptions are allowed, but that the SAR can be modified if the modification
is minor and if it is approved by the authorised inspection organisation (for example AVN).
Important modifications must go through the whole licensing process. No time limit is
mentioned in the licence, but a periodic safety reassessment is required every ten years.
The law of 15 April 1994 has created the Federal Agency for Nuclear Control (FANC) and
defines the missions entrusted to this agency, regrouping most of the activities previously
held by the relevant Ministries. The various Articles of that law were gradually brought into
force as needed, and the FANC became completely operational on 1 September 2001.
According to the law of 15 April 1994, the FANC appoints the Authorised Inspection
Organisations (AIO) in charge of the regulatory inspections of nuclear installations.

2 STORAGE FACILITIES OF CONDITIONED RADIOACTIVE WASTE
Belgoprocess, the subsidiary of NIRAS/ONDRAF (national agency for the radioactive waste
and enriched fuel), ensures the processing and storage of radioactive waste as well as the
decommissioning of nuclear facilities (e.g. Eurochemic, the former reprocessing facility of
spent fuel).
All the conditioned waste that is produced in Belgium will be stored on the site of
Belgoprocess (region Mol-Dessel), till it is transferred to the final disposal facility (yet to be
created).
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No specific regulation is available for the management of long lived radioactive waste the
disposal solutions of which are yet to be defined. Today it is only based on the regulations for
the storage buildings with a temporary function for the long-lived radioactive waste.
The solutions for the disposal are under study by NIRAS/ONDRAF. It is responsible for the
long-term management of all the radioactive waste. The acceptance criteria for disposal
(waste package, storage design criteria) have to be established by NIRAS/ONDRAF. The
Federal Agency of Nuclear Control (FANC) has the duty to check whether they comply with
the general rules approved by the regulatory authority.
Important to mention is at the end of 2001 the publication of SAFIR 2, providng the Belgian
status concerning R&D for long lived radioactive waste disposal.
Overview of the storage facilities for conditioned radioactive waste at the site of
Belgoprocess and the storage facilities for spent fuel:

2.1 Storage of conditioned low radioactive waste
About 13000 m3 of low-active conditioned radioactive waste is stored in two buildings
(150 and 151) on site 1 of Belgoprocess. Building 155 entered into operation at the
start of 2005. This storage building was designed for the interim storage of radium
containing and other alpha-contaminated conditioned waste with geological disposal
as the final goal. In 2005, about 100 m3 was stored on an interim basis in building
155.

2.2 Storage of medium-radioactive conditioned waste
About 4000 m3 of medium-active conditioned waste is stored in the bunkers of
building 127 (Eurostorage building on site 1 of Belgoprocess).

2.3 Storage of high-active conditioned waste
The volume of about 253 m3 vitrified high level waste from reprocessing of Belgian
spent fuel at Eurochemic (B) and Cogema (F) is stored in two storage buildings
(buildings 129 and 136 on site 1 of Belgoprocess).
The twelfth transport of vitrified waste from COGEMA in La Hague, France, was
received in the building 136 in September 2006.
This High-active conditioned waste accounts for over 98% of all radioactivity in
storage at Belgoprocess and just 1.4% of its volume.

2.4 Spent Fuel storage
Irradiated fuel storage facilities in Belgium involve:
• pool storage of fuel elements at the NPP (Tihange),
• dry storage of intact fuel elements at the NPP (Doel) and at Belgoprocess
(storage of the fuel of the BR3-reactor in Castor casks).
At the present time, the reprocessing of spent fuel (e.g. at Cogema) has been
suspended by the Belgian government. The installations of the Eurochemic plant are
in a status of dismantling.
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3 SAFETY ASPECTS FOR A STORAGE BUILDING
Chapter III "General Protection" of the R.D. of 20.07.2001 introduces in the Belgian law the
radiological protection and ALARA-policy concepts. Article 20 of this Royal Decree sets
among others the basic radiological protection principles: justification of the practice,
optimisation of protection and individual dose limits.
Article 23 of this Royal Decree describes the key role of the Health Physics Department
(HPD). This department is, in a general way and amongst other duties, responsible for the
organisation and the supervision of the necessary means for operational radiation protection.

3.1 Design of a storage building
Up to now, the safety of spent fuel or waste storage facilities has been judged on a case-bycase basis. Each storage facility has a safety report (which however is not a public
document), operation rules and an emergency plan, and the safety demonstration is
assessed based on these documents.
The safety analysis reports for the recently designed buildings or installations for the storage
of radioactive waste include the following topics:
• general description of the site, buildings and installations
• fundamental design criteria and specifications (systems, components, c asks, etc…)
• applied safety related concepts
o multiple barriers components and systems (confinement of radioactive
materials, ventilation, etc..)
o criticality safety
o shielding and radiation protection
o long term behaviour (internal and external influences) at storage
o thermal analyses for storage conditions (heat removal)
o fire protection
o industrial safety
• detailed description of the building and the installations (e.g. ventilation, electricity,
etc…)
• secondary waste produced during operation
• radiation protection programme (organisation, equipment, monitoring, procedures)
• normal operating conditions (atmospheric and liquid releases, radiological impact of
workers and members of the public, etc..)
• abnormal operating conditions and design basis accidents (detection, consequences,
corrective actions, interventions, etc..).
• procedures
o start-up (unitary-, functional- and global tests)
o exploitation (equipments maintenance, periodic tests, etc…)
o alarm (process, fire, radiation, security)
• operating conditions and limits
• dismantling
• quality assurance
The application for authorization is accompanied with an environmental impact assessment
(which is a public document) where besides the radiological impact, non-radiological aspects
have to be evaluated for the construction and the operation.
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3.2 ALARA policy during operation
Different means are used for the ALARA-evaluation (related dose and cost evaluations):
implementation of a good working plan; optimisation of working methodology during the
acceptance, transfer and storage operations; use of software tools (e.g. 3 D-models) for the
visualisation of the up-to-date state of storage and for the evaluation of the individual and
collective doses, before the operations are performed.
There is an initial dosimetric estimate, in consultation between the work supervisor and the
radiological protection agent in order for them to jointly agree about the protective means to
be used, a new dosimetric estimate that takes into account the decided protective means, a
dosimetric monitoring of the work, with check points or hold points of the estimated
dosimetry, and a feedback of operating experience.
During the acceptance, transfer and storage operations the workers are equipped with
individual neutron (if required; by using bubble type detectors and/or electronic dose meters)
and gamma dose rate meters for a strict follow-up of the committed dose.
For substantial or unusual works, there is a specific safety/radiological protection preparation
of the work, through consultation between the Head of the Safety and the Health Physics
Department and the work supervisor, well ahead of the planned date of the work.
If and where possible, the operations are performed remotely (use of manipulators or use of
automatic sequences, etc…).

3.3 Follow-up at the field

3.3.1 Dose

During the design, radiation zones are defined with the limitation of the dose rate in function
of the exposure time.
For the waste storage buildings at Belgoprocess the dose rate outside the recent buildings
(in contact with the walls) is limited to 10 µSv/h 3. In practice the measured dose rate values
are far below these limits. The dose rate limits guarantees that the doses received by the
workers by the storage activities are low. The areas that can be accessed by the public are
distant by several hundreds of meters from the storage buildings. For the design of these
buildings it is also implemented that the impact for the public (including sky shine effects) is
only a small fraction of 1 mSv/year (for a recent new storage building of Belgoprocess an
occupation factor of 1 has been chosen for this impact evaluation).
Various measures have been taken over the years during operation to reduce further the
collective annual dose. For example at Belgoprocess: the value has been reduced by a
factor of about 2.4 during the 1997-2001 period, with a collective dose of about 112
man.mSv (including an important amount due to dismantling projects). For the period 20022005, about the same values have been recorded (compared with 2001).
Shielding is systematically installed at various locations during operations. Specific shields
are also installed when dictated by the size of the work (e.g. detecting hot spots). Signals
indicating the hot spots and the ambient dose rates informs the workers about the ambient
radiological conditions in which they will carry out the work; access is denied to certain
locations without specific authorization of the Health Physics Department; specific ALARA
signals forbid to the worker to remain stationary; signals indicate to the worker where the
very low dose rate areas ("green" area) are, and may be used as falling-back station. On a
voluntary basis there is implementation of a dose constraint for the max. individual dose. In
practice for all the nuclear installations, this is about half of the dose limit (20 mSv for 12
consecutive months, in accordance with the R.D. of 20.07.2001; the mentioned doses are
the total doses (sum of internal and external doses)).
3

outside the older buildings, there is a limit of 25 µSv/h because it was related with the former dose limit of 50
mSv/year (instead of the actual limit of 20 mSv/year)
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3.3.2 Contaminations

The contaminations are limited or excluded by the multiple barriers (confinement of
radioactive materials, ventilation (depression cascade, renewal rate of air, etc..)).
Systematic measurements are performed periodically for the surface and air contamination
(continuous air monitoring is also foreseen if required) in representative locations.
Immediate action is taken should a problem be detected (decontamination of the surfaces).
The degree of the contamination in the storage area for conditioned waste has always to be
below about 4 and 0.4 Bq/cm2 for respectively beta-gamma and alpha contamination.

3.3.3 Discharges

Discharges are defined as authorised and controlled releases into the environment, within
limits set by the Authority. In addition there are operational release limits (limiting the release
on time based assumptions), related with a scheme to notify the operators, the HPD, the AIO
and the FANC. The results of the continuous monitoring of the atmospheric releases and the
liquid discharges (routine releases) are periodically sent to the AIO and the FANC for an
additional check.
The Euratom 96/29 Directive has been implemented in the Belgian legislation and as allowed
by Article 81.2 of the R.D. of 20.07.2001 there is a request for a re-evaluation of the present
authorised discharge limits (gaseous and liquid releases). These limits, or new imposed
limits based on this evaluation have to meet at least the maximum annual dose to the public
of 1 mSv. These evaluations implement a lower dose constraint to take into account for
ALARA and the contribution of other sources of exposure.
For the storage of spent fuel, and of non-conditioned and conditioned radioactive waste, the
atmospheric releases at the stack are a very small fraction of the authorised limits, and the
impact for the critical exposed person of the public is a few ?Sv/year (based on a
conservative approach for the dose calculations).
Irradiated fuel storage facilities in Belgium involve pool storage and dry storage of intact fuel
elements (at the NPPs, the SCK•CEN, Belgoprocess) and the storage of vitrified high level
waste (at Belgoprocess).
For the dry storage of spent fuel, a continuous monitoring of the leak tightness of the casks is
provided.
Environmental monitoring programmes (e.g. at SCK-CEN and Belgoprocess: emission,
immission, dose rate, contamination, etc...) are established in agreement with the AIO and
the FANC in order to monitor the impact on the environment. These results are periodically
evaluated by the HPD and the AIO.

4 MISSIONS OF AVN
AVN is an Authorised Inspection Organisation (AIO) for nuclear safety and radiation
protection. The organisation is licensed by and is the technical support of the Federal Agency
for Nuclear Control (FANC) to carry out the surveillance of the Belgian nuclear installations
within the frame of the Belgian laws and regulations. AVN performs hereby nuclear safety
assessments (Safety Evaluation Reports), is checking the conformity of new plants or
modifications, proposes license conditions and is performing inspections (with written
reports) on the nuclear sites.
AVN plays a role in the nuclear safety and radiation protection during all the phases of a
nuclear facility:
• during the design and construction phase (license for construction and operation;
SAR);
• proposing license conditions and follow-up in the commissioning phase (conformity
tests and issuance of partial approbations);
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•
•
•

operation phase, with permanent routine inspections (including periodic safety
reviews)
decommissioning (license and SAR for decommissioning)
etc….

The assessment of methodological approach and, the review and approval of the final
studies and results is performed by AVN.

4.1 Routine inspections by AVN during operation phase
The permanent inspections, with routine systematic visits (e.g. local visit at the storage
building) and specific visits (e.g. follow-up of legal aspects, follow-up of dosimetry results,
modifications, incidents etc…), are performed by a dedicated site inspector of AVN, who is
responsible for a site of an operator with nuclear facilities (e.g. Belgoprocess,
Belgonucléaire, the Nuclear Research Centre (SCK-CEN), etc...). The inspector needs to be
licensed as an expert in nuclear safety and radiation protection by the FANC to perform
these inspections.
The routine inspections are performed by periodic inspections, and each type of installation
or storage building is hereby inspected at least every 3 months. For a nuclear site like
Belgoprocess (central waste processing company in Belgium), about 1 to 5 different
installations (depending on the size of the installations) are grouped for a half or a whole day
visit on the site. In practice this means that for the nuclear fuel cycle facilities, there is at least
a routine inspection on the site every two weeks. In combination with the specific inspections,
there is an average of one inspection on the site every week.
During 2005, about 20 systematic and 17 specific inspections have been performed by AVN
on the Belgoprocess sites. An example for planning routine inspections by AVN for the
storage buildings is given in Appendix 1 of this paper.
During a routine inspection for a storage building, the following points are in particular
checked or done (the list below is however not an exhaustive list):
•
•
•

•
•
•
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conformity of the installations with the R.D. of 20.07.2001, the SAR and the
Authorization(s) (conformity check with the license conditions for operation);
state of the waste packages in the storage buildings (e.g. by an "at random" visual
inspection of the stored drums in a storage building of low level radioactive waste4);
radiation monitoring on the field by AVN:
o dose-rate measurements : gamma and neutron (if required)
o surface contamination measurements: alpha, beta-gamma measurements
(e.g. "at random" or selective wipe tests from the drums or from the surfaces
in the storage building).
approval of modifications (evaluation and approval by AVN, acceptance if required;
See also §4.2 "Plant Modification: legal basis") and check of these modifications on
the field during an inspection;
incident analyses : reporting by the licensee, INES classification (approval of AVN
required), operational feed-back, evaluation of internal contaminations;
check of safety functions:
o monitoring being done by the operator (air-monitoring, surface contaminationmonitoring, dose - and dose rate monitoring, authorised radioactive releases
(stack monitoring))
o ventilation (under pressure cascade, ventilation regime, etc…)

dose received by an inspector during this kind of inspection is kept low (only some microSv's)
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•

o adequate radiation shielding
o etc….
follow-up of dosimetry results (internal and external exposure, operational dosimetry
(X-gamma , beta and neutron, etc…).

4.2 Plant Modification: legal basis
The Royal Decree of Authorization prescribes that a nuclear installation has to remain in
conformity with its license, and in particular with respect to the Safety Analysis Report.
Modifications are however allowed if they do not degrade the safety. By modification is
understood a change, an addition, or an extension of the installation which, for a new
installation, would normally be described in the licensing documentation. A modification
may be classified as “important”, or as “non-important”. The classification is proposed by
the licensee, endorsed by AVN and, if necessary, submitted to the approval of the
competent Authorities.
An “important” modification is one which necessitates an authorization to be delivered in
the same manner as an authorization for a new installation. Such a modification implies
in-depth studies, followed by specific inspections and test programme during its
implementation; in some cases, it requires some rewriting of the Decree of Authorization.
On the other side, each modification which is not considered as “important” is classified
as “non important”. Such a modification is proposed by the licensee and discussed with
the AIO, which approves its realization, on basis of a project file; then it is followed during
its implementation and is the object of a provisional “acceptance”. It is definitely accepted
by the AIO after modification of the technical documentation including the Safety Analysis
Report, if necessary.
The duties of the site inspector of AVN in the case of a plant modification are the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The site inspector discusses the request for modification before its official issue;
The site inspector submits the request for modification to the headquarters technical
support of AVN;
The consulted AVN experts involved in the safety analysis of the modification reports
in writing to the site inspector;
The site inspector approves the request before its implementation;
The site inspector verifies how the modification has been implemented and tested;
The site inspector keeps the modification file up to date.

4.3 Periodic Safety Reviews (PSR)
Besides the day to day inspections during operation which are mandatory, the nuclear
installations are required to reassess the safety of their installations every ten years, by
comparing the installation and the procedures which are applied to the rules, standards
and practices which are used in Belgium and on an international level (e.g. the European
Union), knowing that Belgian nuclear licenses are not limited in time.
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The general aims of these ten year reviews are:
to show that the installation is at least as safe as it was when it was licensed,
to identify any degradation or wearout process which might limit its operating
conditions, so that measures can be taken where necessary to ensure safe
operation for the following ten years,
to justify the safety level of the installation by comparing it to the most recent safety
criteria and practices, taking into account the various phenomena and scenarios
studied abroad and to propose the improvements which can be made at reasonable
cost.
A list of the subjects to be studied is drawn up jointly by the operator, the Health Physics
Departement of the licensee and the AIO. A joint report is then submitted to the
competent Authorities (FANC). For each subject, this report explains:
- the situation before reasssessment
- the proposed methodology of analysis
- the results expected, including the proposals for modification
- the planning for the studies and/or the realizations.
AVN assesses the methodological approaches for the analyses, reviews and approves
the final studies and results.

5 INSPECTION OF THE CONDITIONED RADIOACTIVE WASTE
The final decision for disposal of the radioactive waste has not yet been taken in Belgium.
The conditioned waste is stored on Belgoprocess’ sites for an intermediate period (about 80
years). In the meantime, a well-defined inspection programme is being implemented to
ensure that the conditioned waste continues to be stored safely during this temporary
storage period. This programme was draw up by Belgoprocess-NIRAS/ONDRAF and is in
general based on an periodic inspection of a limited and fixed number of drums that are
representative for the different conditioning processus.
An extensive investigation programme started in 2003, this in consultation with AVN, due to
some problems with non-conform drums in the storage facilities for the low-active
conditioned waste. The main observations 5 were:
• the swelling of drums and outflow of the non-radioactive bitumen matrix6 for the
bituminized waste,
• the corrosion of the drum walls (corrosion from the inside of the drums to outside) for
the cemented waste.
The number of the concerned drums is very limited and the radiological impact is nil.
With this extensive investigation programme, studies and investigations were started to
identify the production processus linked with the observed anomalies and to better
understand the root causes (by e.g. destructive and non-destructive examinations of the
deformed drums). An action plan for remediation was also implemented and
countermeasures/corrective actions were performed (e.g. short term actions: use of
overpacks to place the leaking drums inside, installing drying installation to control the
humidity in the storage areas (was more a preventive action), etc…).
The visual inspection programme involves that each drum of conditioned waste is being
taken out of the storage bunker, inspected (in general by remote control, using travelling
5

6

in the other storage facilities, e.g. for the medium level bituminized waste (building 127, Eurostorage), these
phenomena were however not observed.
see appendix 3 for some pictures
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cranes and the installation of a semi-automatic inspection system (turn-table, video
camera)7) and made the subject of additional documentation, before being returned to
storage. If any abnormalities are detected during this inspection, safety measures are
immediately taken to prevent the contamination of the storage buildings.
In concrete terms, these measures relate to a small number of drums in which rusting or
swelling have been observed. Some of these were previously intended for disposal at sea
within a period of two years. Other drums were produced to be stored for 10 to 15 years only
while awaiting disposal. This deadline has now long since been passed. Because the
intensive inspections have not detected any severe problems, immediate extensive
corrective measures were not deemed necessary. However, an investigation is being
conducted into the reasons why certain drums show defects after a number of years of
temporary storage. This will enable preventive action to be taken on a long term basis to
ensure the guaranteed lifespan of newly produced drums of conditioned waste.
An evaluation report presenting the results of the extensive investigation and inspection
programme is periodically issued by Belgoprocess-NIRAS/ONDRAF. A copy of this report is
among others send to AVN and if necessary discussed with AVN.
Before conditioned waste is cleared by NIRAS/ONDRAF for temporary storage and
subsequent disposal, Belgoprocess as the waste processor is required to demonstrate that
the content and packaging meet NIRAS/ONDRAF approval criteria. This means that the
authorization files for the original waste, for the primary packaging and for the treatment and
conditioning process have to be approved, that the waste has to be radiologically and
physico-chemically defined on the basis of approved methodologies and isotope vectors, and
that evidence has to be provided in the form of conformity documentation to show that the
waste really has been conditioned and defined in line with the procedure set out in the
authorization files. A long-term plan has been drawn up covering all these activities with
regard to each batch of conditioned waste, and is being systematically implemented. The
plan has been extended, and will take around ten years to complete. This policy of precisely
defining waste with a view to its subsequent safe disposal is another instance of the
sustainable policy of both NIRAS/ONDRAF and Belgoprocess. It should be mentioned that
more than a third of the preparatory work had already been carried out which is needed to
complete all the authorization files, methodologies for radiological characterisation and
conformity files.

6 CONCLUSIONS
AVN is an authorised inspection organisation for nuclear safety and radiation protection,
having a role during all the phases of a radioactive waste storage facility. AVN performs
hereby nuclear safety assessments, is checking the conformity of new storage buildings or
modifications, proposes license conditions and is also performing inspections in the storage
buildings.
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see appendix 2 for some pictures
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Appendix 1: Example of Inspection Program by AVN (limited to storage buildings of
Belgoprocess only)

Inspection Program Belgoprocess - Storage Buildings
Installation or building
Storage building 129, for Eurochemic's vitrified High Level Liquid Wastes
Storage building 136 - COGEMA's vitrified High Level Liquid Wastes
Storage building 156 - Spent fuel reactor BR3 (Castor)
Storage building 150 - NIRAS (Conditioned Low Level Solid Wastes)
Storage building 151 - Conditioned Low Level Solid Wastes
Storage building 155 - Radium-containing and other alpha-contaminated
conditioned waste
Eurostorage building 127 - storage facility of conditioned ILLW

programmed period
of inspection 2005
(month)
1 - 4 - 7 – 10
1 - 4 - 7 – 10
1 - 4 - 7 – 10
2 - 5 - 8 – 11
2 - 5 - 8 – 11
2 - 5 - 8 – 11
2 - 5 - 8 – 11

figure 1: Storage building 155 - Radium-containing and
other alpha-contaminated conditioned waste

figure 2: Storage building 136 for COGEMA's vitrified
High Level Liquid Wastes
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Appendix 2: Visual inspection of drums in the storage building of low level radioactive waste

figure 3: extensive visual inspection programme at the beginning of the project

figure 4: the same extensive visual inspection programme, after the installation
of camera's and a turn-table
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Appendix 3: : Storage building 151 of Belgoprocess with low level conditioned waste

figure 5: a limited number of bitumized
waste drums, with outflow of the
non-active bitumen matrix, are put a
side to perfom a continous follow-up
of the state of the drums
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TACIS Belarus – An Overview of Results and Planned Activities in the
Field of Radiation Protection, Emergency Preparedness
and Waste Management
Lutz Ackermann
Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH,
Kurfürstendamm 200, D-10719 Berlin

Abstract:
Since 1996 the nuclear safety authorities of the Republic of Belarus were assisted with TACIS
activities entitled: ”Transfer of Western European Regulatory Methodology and Practices to the
Nuclear Safety Authorities of Belarus”.
Considering the results of the Exploratory Mission which was arranged in 1996 the Regulatory
Assistance Projects BE/RA/01 and BE/RA/02 were successful realised in 1998/1999 and in
2003/2004, respectively. These projects were financed by the Commission of the European
Communities (EC) and implemented by a consortium of Technical Support Organisations (TSOs) from
France (IRSN (former IPSN)), Germany (GRS) and Sweden (SSI) led by Riskaudit IRSN/GRS
International. Beneficiary of the projects were Promatomnadzor at the beginning and later the Ministry
for Emergency Situations of the Republic of Belarus each in connection with the Republican Centre of
Radiation Control and Monitoring (RCRCM).
The actual project BE/RA/03 “Regulatory Assistance to Belarus in the Field of Nuclear Safety and
Radiation Protection including Radiological Emergency Preparedness” was started by the end of
August 2006.

1 INTRODUCTION
The Republic of Belarus covers an area of 207.600 square kilometers. Being situated in the
center of Europe, it borders on Russia, Poland, Lithuania, Latvia and Ukraine (see Fig. 1 in
the Annex). The population of the Republic of Belarus is about 10.2 million. About 2 million
people live on the territory with the level of radioactive surface contamination of more than 37
kBq/m² Cs-137 as a result of the Chernobyl catastrophe. Belarus became an IAEA Member
State on July 29, 1957 /1/.
There are no nuclear power plants on the territory of Belarus, however, radioactive sources,
nuclear and radioactive methods and technologies were widely used and are still being used
in medicine and different fields of national economy of the republic. The government of the
Republic of Belarus places high emphasis on the issues of provision of nuclear and radiation
safety /1/.
Since 1996 the nuclear safety authorities of the Republic of Belarus were assisted with
TACIS activities entitled: ”Transfer of Western European Regulatory Methodology and
Practices to the Nuclear Safety Authorities of Belarus”.
The following chapters will give an overview about the Exploratory Mission, the Regulatory
Assistance Projects BE/RA/01 and BE/RA/02 and their results related to radiation protection,
emergency preparedness and radioactive waste management. Furthermore the content of
the actual project BE/RA/03 and the Belarusian proposals related to future activities will be
described.

2 OVERVIEW OF FINALISED AND ACTUAL PROJECTS

2.1 Exploratory Mission
In May 1993 the government of the Republic of Belarus requested the European
Commission (EC) to carry out an Exploratory Mission under the TACIS Programme. In
October 7-11, 1996 the Exploratory Mission - financed by the EC - was realised by representatives of GRS, IPSN and SSI. The mission took place
•
•
•
•

in the former authority Promatomnadzor,
in the Ministry of Health,
in the Committee for Standardisation, Metrology and Certification and
in the Committee of Hydrometeorology.

The results of the Exploratory Mission were published in the RISKAUDIT Report No. 56 in
December 1996. The following main areas of needs were summarised /2/:
•
•
•
•

assistance in the field of legislation and regulations,
assistance in the field of simplification of the administrative structure of authorities,
assistance in training and education,
assistance in establishing a system of notification, registration, licensing and inspection
and
• co-operation in special problems including financial support.

2.2 BE/RA/01
Based on the results of the Exploratory Mission the TACIS Project BE/RA/01 was organised
in the time period March 1998 to May 1999. The beneficiary of the project was
Promatomnadzor in connection with the Republican Centre of Radiation Control and
Monitoring (RCRCM). The Commission of the European Communities was the Contracting
Authority. RISKAUDIT IPSN/GRS International realised the project together with the partners
IPSN, GRS and SSI. The results were published in Riskaudit Report No. 280 (May 1999) /3/.

2.3 BE/RA/02
The project BE/RA/02 - financed by the EC - represented the second phase of the transfer of
Western European regulatory methodology and practices to the nuclear safety authorities of
Belarus. Its general objective was to continue the support and strengthening of the national
nuclear safety regulatory system in Belarus.
Since the completion of the first project BE/RA/01 the structure of the regulatory authorities in
Belarus has been changed. In autumn 2001 the former authority Promatomnadzor was
incorporated as department into the Ministry for Emergency Situations of Belarus (MES) (see
Fig. 2 in the Annex).
The second project BE/RA/02 took into account the new structure of the authorities and
involved the responsible Belarusian experts of MES.
Most of specific objectives identified for the first project phase (1998/1999) remain valid for
the second phase:
• review of the system of notification, registration, licensing and inspection in the field of
radiation protection including organisational and administrative aspects,
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• providing assistance in the field of:
§ legislation and regulations,
§ radioactive waste management including education and training,
§ methods for measurements of transuranic elements in soil,
§ radioactive and nuclear material transport.
The assistance in the field of emergency preparedness including planning and training was
included as a new objective considering the wishes of the Belarusian side. The project was
realised by Riskaudit IRSN/GRS International together with a team of the partners IRSN,
GRS and SSI.
In the frame of the project (duration 15 month in 2003/2004) nine different meetings were
organised in Belarus, Germany, France and Sweden (6 workshops, one training course, one
scientific visit and one combined workshop/training course). The results of the projects were
presented during the Final Meeting in Minsk (February 10-12, 2004) and published in the
Riskaudit Report N° 639 (March 2004) /4/.

2.4 BE/RA/03
The actual project BE/RA/03 - finananced by the EC - is titled “Regulatory Assistance in the
Field of Nuclear Safety and Radiation Protection including Radiological Emergency
Preparedness”. It will be realised by RISKAUDIT IRSN/GRS International together with the
partners
•
•
•
•
•

Association Vinçotte Nuclear (AVN) of Belgium,
Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) of Germany,
Institut de Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire (IRSN) of France,
Swedish Radiation Protection Authority (SSI) of Sweden,
Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority (STUK) of Finland.

The Beneficiary is the Ministry for Emergency Situations (MES) including the Department for
the Supervision of Industrial and Nuclear Safety - Promatomnadzor - and the Institute for
Retraining and Professional Development in connection with the Republican Centre of
Radiation Control and Monitoring (RCRCM). The Inception Meeting was successfully held in
Minsk in August 28-31, 2006 /5/.
The project includes 9 tasks with different (underlined) responsibilities of the involved
partners:
• Task 0: Project Inception and Coordination (AVN, GRS, IRSN, SSI, STUK, Riskaudit),
• Task 1: Assistance in the field of legislation and and regulations (GRS, SSI,STUK),
• Task 2: Review of the system of notification, registration, licensing and inspection in the
field of radiation protection (SSI, STUK),
• Task 3: Assistance in the field of radioactive waste management including education and
training (AVN, GRS, SSI)
• Task 4: Assistance in the field of emergency preparedness including planning and training
(AVN, GRS, STUK, SSI),
• Task 5: Assistance in the field of implement. of methods for measurements of transuranium elements in soil (IRSN, STUK),
• Task 6: Assistance in the field of nuclear material transport with the emphasis to illicit
trafficking (GRS, SSI),
• Task 7: Support to equipment procurement for the upgrading of the equipment for
radiological environmental monitoring and for elimination of radiological accidents
(GRS, IRSN, Riskaudit),
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• Task 8: Participation of the Ministry for Emergency Situations in International Conferences
(Riskaudit) and
• Task 9: Assistance to MES in the definition of yearly action programmes, defining the
needs and establishing the methodology for the projects included in the action
programmes (GRS, Riskaudit, SSI).
The project will be finished in July 2008.
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OVERVIEW OF SELECTED RESULTS OF BE/RA/01 AND BE/RA/02

3.1 Radiation Protection
In the field of radiation protection the following topics can be summarised as results of
BE/RA/01 and BE/RA/02 /3, 4/:
• Information on the regulatory system related to radiation protection in the involved
countries,
• Review of the draft law “On the Use of Atomic Energy”,
• Transfer of know-how to establish testing laboratories and participation in practical testing
of radiation protection equipment,
• Transfer of knowledge in record keeping of radiation sources,
• Supervision of radiation protection in industrial, research and medical application,
• Study visits in the Karolinska hospital in Stockholm and at medical enterprises in Uppsala,
• Assistance in the field of implementation of methods for measurements of transuranium
elements in soil,
• Scientific visit to the IRSN Environmental Radioactivity Metrology Lab (LMRE) at Orsay,
• Training in the field of alpha radiochemistry and low level alpha counting at LMRE,
• Transmission of international experiences about radioactive material transport,
• Discussion of radiation protection programmes for the transport of radioactive material,
• Discussion of measures against illicit trafficking of nuclear material and radioactive sources
in Belarus.

3.2 Emergency Preparedness
In the field of emergency preparedness the folloing topics can be summarised as results of
BE/RA/02 /4/:
• Information and discussion about
• Emergency preparedness planning in Germany related to nuclear safety and radiation
protection,
• RODOS (Real Time Online Decision Support System),
• IMIS (Integrated Measuring and Information System) and PARK (Program System for
Assessment and Mitigation of Radiological Consequences),
• Short-term emergency protective measures ,
• Discussion of the tasks of the Belarusian Institute for Retraining and Professional
Development.
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3.3 Radioactive Waste Management
In the field of Radioactive Waste Management the following topics are important results of
BE/RA/01 and BE/RA/02 /3, 4/:
• Overview on the experiences of storage and waste retrieval in the Nordic countries,
• Discussion of the most important steps to improve the potential hazardous situation of
radioactive waste in Belarus including the storage facility Ekores,
• Creation of a state data bank (register) on radioactive waste and related characteristics,
• Technical visit in Studsvik including a number of issues on waste management practice in
Sweden,
• Information on experiences and results of reconditioning of old waste in Paldiski in Estonia,
• Discussion of safety issues related to former Russian military radioactive waste storages in
Belarus.

4 BELARUSIAN PROPOSALS RELATED TO FUTURE ACTIVITIES
The Belarusian side proposed the following topics with the view on future activities /4/:
• Assistance in drafting an additional chapter related to radioactive waste management in
the “Law of Radiation Safety of the Public”,
• Assistance in the preparation of subordinate regulations and guidelines in the field of
radiation protection and radioactive waste management,
• Further assistance in upgrading the system of notification, registration, licensing and
inspection in the field of radiation protection including traffic control,
• Transfer of know-how related quality assurance and control in X-ray diagnostics, nuclear
medicine and gamma therapy,
• Assistance in training of specialists of response teams at the Institute for Retraining and
Professional Development,
• Information exchange on radiological emergency response planning with respect to
different types of emergency situations,
• Works on retrieval of radioactive waste from old depositories including methods for the
characterization of the waste retrieved,
• Training of Belarusian specialists in using modern equipment and methods for monitoring
of transuranium elements,
• Information about the international system of safety and physical security control of high
level radioactive sources.
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IAEA Nuclear Security Program
David Ek
International Atomic Energy Agency, Wagrammerstr 5, Box 100
A-1400, Vienna, Austria

Abstract:
Although nuclear security is a State responsibility, it is nevertheless an international concern, as the
consequences of a nuclear security incident would have worldwide impact. These concerns have
resulted in the development of numerous international instruments on nuclear security since the
terrorist events in the USA on September 11, 2001. The IAEA Office of Nuclear Security has been
charged to assist Member States to improvement their nuclear security and to meet the intent of these
international obligations in order to ensure a cohesive thread of nuclear security protects the global
community.
The programs underway and planned by the Office of Nuclear Security will be discussed in this paper.

1 INTRODUCTION
The IAEA has been involved in physical protection of nuclear facilities and materials since
the early 1970’s. The first IAEA recommendations on physical protection, called the grey
book, was published in 1972, shortly after the Munich Olympics. This document has been
periodically updated, the last time in 1999, as INFCIRC 225.
In 1978, the IAEA initiated a physical protection training course, the International Training
Course of Physical Protection. The course provided Member States with a comprehensive
and systematic review of physical protection technologies and evaluation methodologies.
The course has been offered 19 times since 1978 to over 700 participants from 60 countries.
In the mid-1990’s the IAEA developed an advisory service to assist Member States in
Nuclear Security, the International Physical Protection Advisory Service (IPPAS). The
service provide expert advice to Member States upon request. As an outcome of the
missions, the IAEA began assisting Member States on an ad hoc basis with physical
protection upgrades and to provide additional training and workshops as requested.
The events of September 11, 2001 brought to public attention the severe impact that terrorist
events could have on society. The possibility of such terrorist acts conducted against
nuclear and radialogical facilities and materials has prompted the international community to
strive to strengthen the protection of these materials and facilities and to improve
communication. Consequently, the IAEA expanded and accelerated its efforts in physical
protection, and has since embarked on a formal program approved by the Board of
Governors, the Nuclear Security Program Plan, to assist Member States to improve Nuclear
Security.

2 INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENTS FOR NUCLEAR SECURITY
The international community, in response to increasing concerns of international nuclear
terrorism, have developed several instruments on nuclear security. The intent of these is to
provide a framework by which a cohesive, seamless, and integrated global nuclear security
regime will exist. These instruments include: the Convention on the Physical Protection of
Nuclear Materials and Nuclear Facilties and its Amendment, the UN Security Council
Resolution 1540, and the Convention on the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism.

2.1 Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Materials and Nuclear Facilties
and its Amendment
The convention, as amended by State parties in July 2005, requires, among other things,
that signatories develop and implement physical protection systems for domestic use,
storage, and transport of nuclear materials and for nuclear facilities. Further, it defines
twelve fundamental principles of physical protection.

2.2 UN Security Council Resolution 1540
The Security Council resolution, adopted on 28 April 2004, obliges States to develop and
maintain effective physical protection measures for nuclear, chemical, and biological
materials. It also requires States to develop and establish appropriate effective national
export and trans-shipment controls over these same items.

2.3 Convention on the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism
The Convention, once ratified by States, requires signatories to adopt appropiate measures
to ensure protection of radioactive and nuclear materials, taking into account the relevant
recommendations and functions of the International Atomic Energy Agency.

3 IAEA NUCLEAR SECURITY PROGRAM
The Nuclear Security Program (NSP) approved by the Board of Governors, provides a
structured approach to the IAEA program to assist Member States efforts to improve Nuclear
Security. The plan emphasizes assistance to States in implementing international
instruments, development of international nuclear security guidance, assessment of needs at
Member States, assisting with development of human resources, and development of
outreach programs.
To meet these areas of emphasis, the Office of Nuclear Security provides extensive security
advisory services, is developing a series of guidance documents, a provides a number of
training courses. Currently, INFCIRC 225/Rev 4, Physical Protection of Nuclear Facilities
and Nuclear Materials, serves as the primary guidance document for the international
community. A primary effort of the NSP is to develop a series of nuclear security guidance
documents that draw upon the wealth of knowledge on physical protection accumulated
within the international community to assist Member States to meet their international
obligations. The Nuclear Security Series (NSS) is the result of this effort.
The NSP outlines three program areas for the IAEA:
§ Needs Assessment, Analysis and Coordination,
§ Prevention, and
§ Detection and Response.
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The activities in each of the areas will be discussed.

3.1 Needs Assessment, Analysis and Coordination
The Needs Assessment, Analysis and Coordination includes development of overarching
programs of support with Member States, and to gather and organize data on international
nuclear security. Three primary efforts are: the implementation of International Nuclear
Security Service (INSServ) missions, the development of Integrated Nuclear Security
Support Plans (INSSP), and maintenance of the Illicit Trafficking Database.

3.1.1 Nuclear Security Series

The basis for the Nuclear Security Series is under development. This document, the Nuclear
Security Fundamentals, will draw upon the work by Member States in developing the twelve
fundamental principles of physical protection, and will expand their scope to include
radioactive materials other than nuclear.

3.1.2 International Nuclear Security Service (INSServ) missions

These missions, to assess the needs of a Member State for Nuclear Security provide a high
level review of the national security regime for both nuclear and radiological facilities and
materials. They review the scope of the nuclear secuiryt program and identify areas in which
support or further discussion may be warranted. The result of these missions is an
Integrated Nuclear Security Support Plan for assistance of the IAEA to the Member State.

3.1.3 Integrated Nuclear Security Support Plans

Development and execution of these plans, which result from the INSServ missions provides
a basis for providing assistance to a Member State in a structured and systematic manner.
They consist of a schedule of activities to be undertaken by the IAEA and the State to benefit
the national nuclear security program.

3.1.4 Illicit Trafficking Database

Data on the illicit trafficking of nuclear and other radioactive materials is gathered and
organized within the illicit trafficking database. Management of the database provides
insights into trends, and permits insight into the severity of the threats to nuclear security.

3.2 Prevention
Prevention includes providing support to Member States for the development of the national
nuclear security regime, and the resulting security for nuclear and radiological materials at
these facilities. This task involves providing guidance, conducting advisory missions,
providing training, and providing technical assistance.

3.2.1 Nuclear Security Series Guidance Documents

Several documents are in varyious stages of development for the NSS. These include:
§ Security of Transport
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§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Protection Against Insider Adversaries
Development of Design Basis Threat
Vital Area Identification
Guidance for the Prevention of Sabotage
Nuclear Security Culture
Model Regulations
Physical Protection of Research Reactors

3.2.2 Advisory Missions

The Office of Prevention offers two different advisory services upon request of a Member
State: IPPAS missions, and RASSIA missions. The former concerns the national nuclear
security regime as well as protection at the facility level for nuclear facilities and materials.
The latter, conducted in conjunction with the IAEA radioactive source safety staff, concerns
the national nuclear safety and security regime for radioactive sources. The output of either
mission is a report with recommendations, suggestions, and good practices.

3.2.3 Training

A broad training program is implemented based upon percieved needs of Member States
and specific requests. The basis for all training is the ITC. Other training courses are taught
in regional and national settings as appropriate. These courses and workshops provide
Member States with assisitance in developing human resources to effectively implement
national nuclear security responsibilities. The courses and workshops presented include:
§ Design Basis Threat Workshop
§ Foundations of Nuclear Security
§ Protection Against Sabotage
§ Protection Against Insiders
§ Identification of Vital Areas
§ Physical Protection of Research Reactors and Associated Facilities

3.2.4 Technical Support

In some cases, funding can be provided either directly, or indirectly through a donor, to
Member States for improvement of physical protection systems. These upgrades have been
or are underway in Europe, Africa, and South East Asia.
In addition, specific, ad hoc requests for assistance are pursued as the situation permits.
These could include requests for advice, training, and sabaticals.

3.3 Detection and Response
Detection and Response includes providing assistance to Member States to detect and
respond to unauthorized transport of nuclear and radiological materials, including inter and
intra border transport.

3.3.1 Nuclear Security Series Documents

Documents completed include the Handbook on Illicit Trafficking, and three Technical
documents: Prevention of Nuclear Security Incidents, Detection of Radioactive Materials at
Borders, and Respose to Nuclear Security Incidents. In addition, several documents are
under development, including the Nuclear Security at Major Public Events and, Nuclear
Forensics.
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3.3.2 Technical Support

In some cases, equipment is provided to States to enable personnel monitoring border
crossings and points of entry to detect unauthorized transport of radioactive substances. In
each case, training on this equipment is provided to assist personnel with its appropriate use.

3.3.3 Training

Several training courses are presented for front line officers, management, and response
personnel on methods to detect and respond to unauthorized transport of radioactive
materials. The primary course is the International Nuclear Security Seminar. Other courses
include:
§ Nuclear Security Awareness
§ Introduction to Radiation Detection Equipment
§ Combatting Illicit Trafficking involving Nuclear and Other Radioactive Materials
§ Radiation Detection Equipment for Front Line Officers
§ Response to Illicit Trafficking
§ Advanced Detection Equipment involving Nuclear and Other Radioactive Materials

4 CONCLUSION
The IAEA Office of Nuclear Security provides a wide range of activities to assist Member
States to meet international obligations for nuclear security. The activities are outlined in a
Board of Governors approved Nuclear security Plan. The activities are divided into three
areas: Needs Assessment, Analysis and Coordination, Prevention, and Detection and
Response.
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NUCLEAR MATERIAL DISCOVERY OR LOSS : THE FRENCH
EXPERIENCE
Solange H. ZANETTI
Institut de Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire
Nuclear Defence Expertise Division
B.P. 17- 92262 Fontenay aux Roses Cedex – France
E-mail: mailto:solange.zanetti@irsn.fr

Abstract:
In a nuclear facility, when a difference between the physical inventory listing and accountancy records
is discovered, the French law (Article 11 of the “Décret 81-512”) requires a declaration to the High Civil
Servant for Defence of the Ministry in charge of Industry. Moreover, according to article L.1333-13 of
the Defence Code, in case of a suspicion of loss, theft or diversion of nuclear material, the licensee
has to declare this event to the police.
In the meantime, an investigation is carried out in the facility, and in cooperation with other facilities if
necessary. These measures are aimed at :
ü Finding the lost nuclear material (if any),
ü Understand the causes of the problem,
ü Solve the differences by acting on the PIL or/and accountancy records,
ü Act to prevent any other occurrence of this kind of event.
These actions can take place in the general field of a police investigation.
After all these facts and information have been gathered, the licensee writes down a complete file
which is transferred to the High Civil Servant for Defence of the Ministry in charge of Industry, in order
to be analysed by his technical support body (IRSN). Thus, the IRSN is able to give its conclusion to
the authority about this event, especially regarding :
ü The causes of the event,
ü Relevance and completeness of investigations,
ü Pertinence of the corrections,
ü Relevance of corrective actions,
ü Probability of another occurrence.
This system is useful to ensure a complete follow-up of the events occurring in the various nuclear
facilities in France, to have an extensive overview of the problems on a national scale. If an item is
found in a facility A, numerous questions must be answered :
ü Where does it come from ?
ü Since when is it in facility A ?
ü How did it happened that this item has been transferred from facility B to facility A without the
transfer of information ?
ü …
We will consider these issues through examples.
This kind of event can be potentially very rich in terms of information feedback, analysis of possible
weaknesses of systems of accountability of nuclear material in facilities, and improvement of these
systems.
Moreover, any loss or discovery of nuclear material in a facility can lead to an inventory of nuclear
material in case of emergency.

1 INTRODUCTION
In France, there are approximately 270 facilities holding nuclear materials classified in three
physical protection categories, and 55 of them hold category I nuclear materials. The majority
of these facilities are part of nuclear sites, such as research centers, industrial complexes
and nuclear power stations. These facilities cover the entire nuclear fuel cycle, from
reconversion of uranium to storage of waste and plutonium recycling in the manufacture of
mixed oxide (MOX) fuel, and including spent fuel reprocessing.
The French regulations, in particular the Code de la Défense, the decree of 12th May 1981
for its application and the order of 16th March 2004, provide for control by the authorities of
all nuclear materials located on French territory. This control consists in :
ü Evaluation of the measures taken by the licensees to guarantee the protection and
control of nuclear materials; these measures are described in the various files
requested from the licensees (mainly the authorization file), and
ü Regulatory inspections carried out by sworn State-authorized officials.
The authority responsible for the application of these regulations is the Minister for the
Industry, represented by the High Civil Servant for Defense who has been delegated with
those powers. He is assisted by the means and skills available at the Institute for
Radioprotection and Nuclear Safety (IRSN).

2 NUCLEAR MATERIAL DISCOVERY OR LOSS
The French regulations provide for numerous controls in the facilities to ensure
ü Accurate knowledge, in quantity and quality, of all the nuclear material inputs or
outputs in the facility
ü Knowledge at any time of location, use, movement and conversion of nuclear material
These controls consist in :
ü Comparison between the accounting data registered in the facility and the national
accounting data (at least once a month),
ü Physical inventory of the nuclear material, and comparison between the PIL and the
accountancy records (at least once a year),
ü Controls required for shipment or reception of nuclear material,
ü Comparison between the MUF and measurement uncertainties,
ü Any control required by the quality management system in the facility.
In addition, inspections are carried out in the facilities by IRSN staff to verify on-site practices
set up by the operator.
All these controls can lead to a discovery of differences between the PIL and the
accountancy record, or between the PIL and the articles detained.

2.1 Declaration
After a difference is discovered, the licensee has to declare this event to :
ü the High Civil Servant for Defense : “Regarding control and accountancy of nuclear
material, the licensee must make the necessary arrangements to […] detect promptly
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any anomalies concerning the control of NM, and immediately transmit the
information to the Ministry of Industry” (Article #11 – Décret 81-512)
ü the police force : “Anyone, being licensed […], or being responsible for the nuclear
material […], or looking after its management, has noticed any loss, theft,
disappearance or diversion of nuclear material and has not informed the police force
within 24 hours, will be sentenced to a 2 years term of imprisonment and a 37 500€
fine.” (Article # L1333-13 – Code de la Défense)
The difficulty in these legal texts is to establish the moment when the declaration must be
done, because such an event cannot be declared without a few verifications such as, for
example, checking of the last movements of nuclear material in the facility.
It is now admitted that the declaration must occur as soon as a reasonable certainty is
obtained that something unusual has happened.

2.2 Investigation
In the case of missing nuclear material, everything must be done to find them, an action plan
is set up to organize the operations.
A special inventory is carried out in the facility. This inventory is targeted on specific aspects
related to the missing nuclear material such as nature, physicochemical form, containers,
location…
Interviews of staff members are performed to gather as much information as possible,
especially to assess precisely the moment of the event, and to relate it to any unusual
operation at that time.
All the documents that can be related to the nuclear material are examined, such as
operators' records, daily reports, local accountancy books, movement and process records…
In the case of a discovery of nuclear material, the investigations aim at obtaining answers to
two key questions :
ü Where does it come from ?
ü Since when is it in this facility ?
As there is generally a lack of record of the movement, the investigation is essentially based
on interviews of staff members.
It is perfectly understandable that this inquiry can involve other facilities, as nuclear material
could have been :
ü Evacuated,
ü Never received,
ü Transferred without the proper record…
At the end of those operations, the causes of the anomaly have generally been identified.
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2.3 Regularization
Once the nuclear material have been found, or all the possibilities explored without any
result, or the sequence of events established, it is necessary to make corrections so that the
accounting records and the PIL are in agreement with the new situation.
The local accountancy records are modified by the emission of a declaration of either :
ü Accidental loss
ü Inventory discrepancy (which can be positive or negative)
ü Receipt / shipment

2.4 Corrective actions
The licensee has to put up means and procedures to eliminate the causes and avoid any
other occurrence of this event.
They can be :
ü Modification of documents : procedures, modus operandi…,
ü Modification of soft wares,
ü Modification in records form,
ü Formation,
ü Information,
ü …

2.5 Documents
Once all these steps have been carried out, the licensee writes down a complete file, which
is transferred to the High Civil Servant for Defence. In this file, are gathered any information
regarding :
ü Investigations and action plan,
ü Determination of causes
ü Regularizations
ü Corrective and preventive actions
This file is evaluated by the technical support body of the High Civil Servant for Defence,
which is the IRSN/DEND (Nuclear Defence Expertise Division). This evaluation can be
performed with the help of technical meetings with the licensee to examine documents not
included in the file.
The analysis is focussed on the evaluation of several key points :
ü The causes of the event,
ü Relevance and completeness of investigations,
ü Pertinence of the corrections,
ü Relevance of corrective actions,
ü Probability of another occurrence.
The evaluation is sent to the High Civil Servant for Defence, which draws conclusions on this
particular event.
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2.6 Conclusion
This approach is useful to ensure a complete follow-up of the events occurring in the various
nuclear facilities in France, to have an extensive overview of the problems on a national
scale.
These kinds of events can be potentially very rich in terms of information feedback, analysis
of possible weaknesses of systems of accountability of nuclear material in facilities, and
improvement of these systems.
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Marc GLEIZES (IRSN)

THE INTERNATIONAL SAFEGUARDS

Definition of Safeguards
Safeguards are a set of activities by which it is possible to verify that a
State is living up to its international undertakings not to use nuclear
programmes for nuclear weapons purposes. The safeguards
system is based on assessment of the correctness and
completeness of the State’s declarations concerning nuclear
material and nuclear-related activities.

“Inspections by an impartial, credible third party have been a cornerstone of
international nuclear arms control agreements for decades. Where the
intent exists to develop a clandestine nuclear weapons programme,
inspections serve effectively as a means of both detection and deterrence.”
IAEA Director General, Mohamed ElBaradei
Washington Post, October 2002

History of the International Safeguards
and their implementation in France
EURATOM

I.A.E.A.

Entry into Force of the French Safeguards agreement (1981)

Euratom Regulation # 3227 (1976)

1st Golfe War - Discovery of the Irak Nuc Program (1990)

NTP Entry into Force (1970)

Beginning of the Program ’93+2’ for
strenghthening Safeguard system (1993)
Extension indefinitely of the NPT (1995)

1980

1st Safeguards System
of the IAEA (1961)

1970

Adoption of the Model Protocol
Additionnal to the Agreements (1997)

1990

Euratom Regulation # 8 (1959)
Creation of the IAEA (1957)
Rome Treaty
establishing EAEC (1957)
President Eisenhower speach
‘Atoms for peace’ (1953)

1960

1950

2000
2010 ?

France ratifies the Additionnal
Protocol (2003) [EIF 2004]
Euratom Regulation # 302 (2005)

The International Safeguards

1. I.A.E.A. Safeguards

2. EURATOM Safeguards

3. Role of IRSN in the field of
International Safeguards

The Non-Proliferation Treaty
Objective
‘‘The proliferation of nuclear weapons would seriously enhance
the danger of nuclear war‘‘

I.A.E.A.

Limit the number of Nuclear Weapon States
NWS

• not to transfer to any recipient
whatsoever nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive
devices
• not in any way to assist, encourage, or induce any
non-nuclear-weapon State to manufacture or otherwise
acquire nuclear weapons

NNWS

• not to receive the transfer from any transferor
whatsoever of nuclear weapons or other nuclear
explosive devices
• not to manufacture
or otherwise acquire nuclear weapons or other nuclear
explosive devices

• State Commitment

NWS
• Allow a control on the
State’s commitment

by accepting

NNWS

Safeguards on nuclear material

NWS : Nuclear Weapon State [US,RUS,UK,FRA,CHN]
NNWS : Non Nuclear Weapon State

IAEA Safeguards
Objective
Allow the IAEA to timely detect the diversion of significant
quantities of nuclear material from peaceful nuclear activities to
the manufacture of nuclear weapons or of other nuclear explosive
devices or for purposes unknown, and deter of such diversion by
the risk of early detection

Mechanism :
State
(comprehensive Safeguard agreement + Additionnal protocol)

informations

informations

National
Authority

informations

informations
I.A.E.A.

Verification of the informations
Finality control

IAEA Safeguards
Information to be provided by the State
SAFEGUARDS AGREEMENT
• List of nuclear facilities
• Inventories of the nuclear materials
inside the facilities
• Movements of nuclear materials
inside and between facilities
• Design information of the facilities
• System of accounting for and
control of nuclear material
implemented in the facilities
• Notification of the international
tranfers of nuclear material

ADDITIONNAL PROTOCOL
• General description of the nuclear
fuel cycle related R&D
• Description of site (included closeddown and location outside facility)
• Export and Manufacturing of some
special equipment and non nuclear
material
• Location and production of mines
• Import and export of source material
• Location of high-level wastes
• 10 years nuclear fuel cycle related
R&D plans

The verification of these informations is mainly carried out through
routine inspection of the nuclear material in the facilities (SA) and
complementary access (AP)

I.A.E.A.

The European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom)
General objective
EURATOM

Initially created to coordinate the Member States' research programmes for
the peaceful use of nuclear energy, the Euratom Treaty today helps to pool
knowledge, infrastructure and the funding of nuclear energy. It ensures the
security of atomic energy supply within the framework of a centralised
monitoring system.

The Treaty sets Euratom the following specific tasks:
• to promote research and ensure the dissemination of technical information.
• to establish uniform safety standards to protect the health of workers and of the general
public and to ensure that they are applied.
• to facilitate investment and ensure the establishment of the basic installations necessary
for the development of nuclear energy in the EU.
• to ensure that all users in the EU receive a regular and equitable supply of ores and
nuclear fuels.
• to make certain that civil nuclear materials are not diverted to other purposes.
• to exercise the right of ownership conferred upon it with respect to special fissile materials.
• to foster progress in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy by working with other countries
and international organisations (such as the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)).

EURATOM Safeguards
Objectives (chap.7, art.77)
The Commission shall satisfy itself that :
a)
In the territories of Member States nuclear materials are not diverted
from their intended uses as declared by the users,
b)
The provisions relating to supply and any particular safeguarding
obligations assumed by the Community under an agreement concluded
with a third State or an international organisation are complied with.

Mechanism :
EU Member State
informations

informations

(National
Authority?)

informations

informations
EURATOM

Verification of the informations
Conformity control

EURATOM Safeguards
Information to be provided by the user (reg # 302/2005)
• Inventories of the nuclear materials (including waste) inside the facilities
• Inventory change report on nuclear materials (including waste) inside and
between facilities
• Physical inventory listing and mass balance report inside the facilities
• Basic technical characteristics of the facilities
• Production and export of ore
• Transfer of high-level waste
• Notification of the international tranfers of nuclear material

The verification of these informations is mainly carried out through
routine inspection of the nuclear material in the facilities
Evolution : Auditing the Nuclear Material Accounting and Control
(NMAC) of the operator

EURATOM

The French Organisation (Nuclear Safeguards)
External Affairs

EC

IAEA

External Affairs

[PR in Brussel]

[DG-TREN]

[Dpt. of Safeguards]

[PR in Vienna]

Commitee on Europe

Euratom Technical Commitee

[SGAE]

[CTE]

P R E M I E R M I N I S T RE
_____

C.T.E.
êêê

COMITE

TECHNIQUE EURATOM

_____

Industry

External Affairs

[DGEMP]

[DASSD] / [Governor]
IRSN

[DEND]

Facility

Facility

Facility

Facility

Facility

Role of IRSN in the International Safeguards

Convention between IRSN and the french authorities
(CTE / Governor)

P R E M I E R M I N I S T RE
_____

C.T.E.
êêê

COMITE

TECHNIQUE EURATOM

_____

TECHNICAL SUPPORT OF THE FRENCH AUTHORITIES
(Expert or State representative)

4 Activities :

Ø

Manage declaration

Ø

Escort inspection

Ø

Analyse documentation

Ø

Inform & Council

Managing declarations (general process)
Collect datas
(from facilities)

Analyse datas
(provided by operators)

Centralise & process datas
Prepare declarations
(under agreed formats)

Transmit declarations
(to french or international authorites)

Elaborate statistics

Escorting inspection (general process)

Prepare inspections
(with operators)

Escort intl. inspections
(as french authorities representative)

Manage inspections reports
(follow up)

Inform french authorities
Elaborate statistics

Analysing documentation (general process)
Point of vue / Advice
Any ministry

[???]

Project of regulation
(law, decree…)

Project of regulation
Non paper …

IRSN

Point of vue
Advice

[DEND]

Facility

BTC
DI

IAEA
EC

Analyse (+ opinion)

Interministerial
Committee

[CTE]

Inform & Council
- In preparing inspections
- In the course of declaration preparing

Operators

During training courses

By participating to meetings
(national - internationals)

Authorities

By providing analyses
- reports - statistics

Get contacts for International Safeguards

IRSN / DEND / SACI
BP 17
92262 FONTENAY-AUX-ROSES cedex France
Tel. : 00.33.158.35.86.57
00.33.158.35.85.24
Fax : 00.33.146.54.34.63

@

e-mail : dendsaci@irsn.fr
http://www.irsn.org

Nuclear security in The Netherlands
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World wide reasons for security
• World Trade Centre
(almost 3000 victims)
• Public transport Madrid and London
(about 200 and 55 victims)

• Bali (about 200 victims)
• Research reactor Australia (prevented)
EuroSafe Forum

November 14th 2006
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Leading role of IAEA
• march 2005, ElBaradei (dg IAEA):
statement on the necessity of nuclear security
• februari 2005, Moscow, Tanaguchi (ddg IAEA)
“The question is not to operate a NPP safely but to operate
a NPP securely”
• CPPNM (amended july 2005)
• Security services: IPPAS mission

EuroSafe Forum

November 14th 2006
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The Dutch approach to nuclear security
• Synergy safety & security (& safeguards)
• Clear responsabilities of licensee and government
• Continuous improvement
• Defence in depth

EuroSafe Forum

November 14th 2006
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Security review in Netherlands
• IPPAS (int) and COT (nat) mission
• review december 2005;
• final reports june 2006
• DBT for power plant Borsele
to be accepted by the three responsible
ministers
• programme for improvement of security
with all parties concerned
EuroSafe Forum

November 14th 2006
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Results of security review (1)
GOOD PRACTICES OF THE NPP BORSELE
• Bunkered system and secondary control room well designed
and provide robustness against sabotage scenario
• Guard force management demonstrated high level of
commitment
• Door locking to sensitive areas from remote alarm areas
• Documented procedures to shut down reactor in the event of
vital area penetration
EuroSafe Forum

November 14th 2006
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Results of security review (2)
RECOMMENDATIONS
•
•
•
•

Determine if more staff is necessary
Make an actual DBT and involve politicians
Actualize legislation
Update security regulations to current
INFCIRC/225
• Improve the response force
• Improve the inspections
EuroSafe Forum

November 14th 2006
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Results of security review (3)
QUICK WINS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trespassing criminal offence
Graded approacht in access control
Limited entry to vital areas
Personel, vehicle & cargo checks
Locking door turbine to control room
Checking load vehicles prior to shipment

EuroSafe Forum

November 14th 2006
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dilemma’s (1)
armed guards
versus
unarmed guards with response by special forces

EuroSafe Forum

November 14th 2006
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dilemma’s (2)
size of the observation area
versus
the use of public roads

EuroSafe Forum

November 14th 2006
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dilemma’s (3)
freedom of demonstration versus security
Greenpeace was on top of the reactor in may 2005

EuroSafe Forum

November 14th 2006
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Conclusions and recommendations
• IPPAS helpful in improving security
• Comparison with other industries is vital for
politicians
• The same procedure will be followed for other
nuclear plant and installations in The Netherlands
• International harmonization of security NI’s

EuroSafe Forum

November 14th 2006
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Implementation of the
G8GP Program on Physical Protection
- Experiences and Results Axel Hagemann
Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH
Schwertnergasse 1
D 50667 Köln

Abstract:
At the Kananaskis Summit in June 2002, G8 Leaders launched the Global Partnership against the
Spread of Weapons and Materials of Mass Destruction committing to support projects to issues of
non-proliferation, disarmament, counter terrorism and nuclear safety in Russia. Since then progress
has been made in implementing projects. The German Federal Foreign Office contracted GRS to
implement a program for improving the physical protection of nuclear or highly radioactive materials of
relevance at facilities in the Russian Federation. This paper reports about this G8GP Program on
physical protection, its implementation, gained experiences, current achievements and results.

1 G8 GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP
One of the important outcomes of the G8 Summit in Kananaskis 2002 was the declaration of
the G8 Global Partnership against the Spread of Weapons and Materials of Mass Destruc tion. It represents a self commitment of the G8 Countries in preventing terrorists or those
who harbour them from gaining access to weapons or materials of mass destruction. Since
2002, the Global Partnership has become a large-scale international initiative which has
contributed to the enhancement of international security and stability. All countries are invited
to join the Global Partnership in commitment to the principles and applying the guidelines
contained in the statement of the G8 Leaders. Fourteen States have now joined the Global
Partnership.

1.1 Principles of G8 Global Partnership
The following six principles are a comprehensive set for strengthening the global nuclear
security:
1. Promote the adoption, universalization, full implementation and, where necessary,
strengthening of multilateral treaties and other international instruments whose aim is
to prevent the proliferation or illicit acquisition of such items; strengthen the
institutions designed to implement these instruments.
2. Develop and maintain appropriate effective measures to account for and secure such
items in production, use, storage and domestic and international transport; provide

3.
4.

5.

6.

assistance to states lacking sufficient resources to account for and secure these
items.
Develop and maintain appropriate effective physical protection measures applied to
facilities which house such items, including defence in depth; provide assistance to
states lacking sufficient resources to protect their facilities.
Develop and maintain effective border controls, law enforcement efforts and
international cooperation to detect, deter and interdict in cases of illicit trafficking in
such items, for example through installation of detection systems, training of customs
and law enforcement personnel and cooperation in tracking these items; provide
assistance to states lacking sufficient expertise or resources to strengthen their
capacity to detect, deter and interdict in cases of illicit trafficking in these items.
Develop, review and maintain effective national export and transshipment controls
over items on multilateral export control lists, as well as items that are not identified
on such lists but which may nevertheless contribute to the development, production
or use of nuclear, chemical and biological weapons and missiles, with particular
consideration of end-user, catch-all and brokering aspects; provide assistance to
states lacking the legal and regulatory infrastructure, implementation experience
and/or resources to develop their export and transshipment control systems in this
regard.
Adopt and strengthen efforts to manage and dispose of stocks of fissile materials
designated as no longer required for defence purposes, eliminate all chemical
weapons, and minimize holdings of dangerous biological pathogens and toxins,
based on the recognition that the threat of terrorist acquisition is reduced as the
overall quantity of such items is reduced.

In implementing the G8GP Program on Physical Protection the GRS activities are mainly
related to the principle 3 in order to improve physical protection by modernisation. The
principles 2 and 6 are in the scope as well.

1.2 Financial Support
Under the G8GP initiative, the G8 commit to support specific cooperation projects, initially in
Russia, to address non-proliferation, disarmament, counter-terrorism and nuclear safety
issues in a time frame of 10 years with budget of US $ 20.000 Mio. The German contribution
is up to US $ 1.5000 Mio in total.
In a first phase for concrete projects as
• Elimination of Chemical Weapons: € 300 Mio
• Disposal of Decommissioned Sub-Marines: € 300 Mio
• Physical Protection of Nuclear Material: € 170 Mio
are provided.
A number of donors have now established programmes with Russia and Ukraine to upgrade
the physical protection of and accountancy of nuclear materials. These include the US, UK,
Germany, Canada, Norway, Sweden, and the EU.

1.3 Objectives of the German G8GP Program on Physical Protection
The general objective in implementing the program is of course the efficient protection of
material of concern against terrorist actions. This includes terrorist actions aimed at
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acquisition of material and acts aimed at creating a relevant radiological threat by attacking
material directly or indirectly.
The material of highest concern are materials coming from dismanteling nuclear weapons or
the weapon itself, weapon grade material. Depending on potential consequences high
radioactive sources, waste and reactors are considered.

1.4 Legal frame
The legal basis for the bilateral cooperation is constituted by the exchange of verbal notes
supplemented by protocols and agreements between the German Federal Foreign Office
and the Russian Competent Authorities, ROSATOM, respectively the Russian Ministry of
Defense. The GRS performs its work on behalf of the Foreign Office based of a frame
contract with German Federal Foreign Office.
Within this framework the GRS contracts the Russian Partner Facility to coduct all necessary
steps including identification of areas to be modernised, project initialisation, monitoring and
finalisation.

2 IMPLEMENTATION
Nuclear Security is a multi disciplinary task. The selection of relevant facilities and the
decision on measures appropriate for an adequate upgrade requires more than an analysis
limited to the status of existing physical protection measures. The G8GP Physical Protection
is an interdepartmental challenge for a technical support organisation (TSO) as GRS
represents for the Federal Government in Germany.
Therefore, GRS experts in Nuclear Safety and Security, Radiation Protection, Waste
Disposal, Environment Protection, from several GRS-departments are envolved in the G8GP
Program on Physical Protection.

2.1 Procedure
The picture below demonstrates the commonly agreed procedure from signing contracts to
final functional test and hand over of the modernised physical protection systems.
During all steps the protection of confidential information has to be assured. In considering
confidentiality requirements the grown mutual confidence in the russian partner plays an
important role. In this context it is worth to mention that GRS is active on behalf of the
German Government with a training program on nuclear safety and security, radiation
protection and regulatory issues for the New Independent States, including Russia since
1993 and has started with smaller upgrade programs in 1995.
The economic situation has changed in Europe, since then. The limited monetary budget
requires financial controlling and detailed planning of purchases, delivery and work.
Computer based project planning&tracking tools are applied. Keeping the right balance
between detailed information for controlling and protecting confidential information is a task
GRS pays a high level of attention.
The vulnerability analysis is the basis for identification of needs for upgrades, respectively
modernisation. The comprehensive Russian regulatory framework provides a solid
background for reviewing the results of the analysis. The knowledge of the regulatory
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framework prevents from unnecessary disclos ure of confidential information during the whole
process of realisation. .

Frame Contract
German Foreign Office – GRS
Contracts GRS – Russian Nuclear Facility
GRS

RP

Review

Vulnerability Analysis

Review

Pre-Project Plan

Denial

AA
Contract Amendment
Realisation

Controlling

Joint Functional Test
Hand Over
Sustainability

2.2 Experiences
Due to needs and requirements of confidentiality only the GRS experience from the G8GP
program on Physical Protection is described here. GRS is well experienced in the area of
assessing security designs. GRS entered the area of active designing of security plans and
measures in order to identify and to decide in cooperation with the Russian partners on
solutions, which meet the Russian requirements, provide effective physical protection with
respect to financial limits.
Technical equipment must meet requirements of the authorised Russian design companies
and must be certified according to Russian regulations. GRS has compiled information about
state on the art physical protection equipment in addition to already existing information and
experience inhouse for the selection of appropriate technical equipment. The information was
gathered through common technical visits of producers with Russian experts.
Equipment purchased in the EU has to be transported to the Russian Federation. Organising
transportation is a minor task in doing import of physical protection equipment for nuclear
facilities into the Russian Federation. The preparation of documents and obtaining required
certificates in order to get clearance from the custom control represents a challenge for
russion facilities and european producers.
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The companies drafting the physical protection of a nuclear facility are expert organisations
certified by ROSATOM. They also draft a project plan with about all planned measures for
tracking work, purchases and deliveries, costs, billing and tests. This plan provides a
common basis for GRS and its Russian partner to evaluate the progress, timeliness and
costs of the project.

2.3 Results
So far contracts with russian partners have been signed respectively are ready to be signed
with the following facilities
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kurchatov & Bochvar Institute, Moscow
PO Mayak, Tscheljabinsk
Sibirian Chemical Combine, Tomsk
Defense Ministry, RF
Nuclear Research Center, Dimitrovgrad
RTG Decommissioning, Baltic Sea

The project status in these facilities varies. In some the joint functional tests have been
conducted already and the project is nearly finalized (Kurchatov, Bochvar), only few are in
the phase of project initialisation.

3 OUTLOOK AND SUMMARY
A significant amount of work remains to be done to complete current programmes by 2012
successfully and to address all Kananaskis priorities. The GP participating countries agree
on the need to reflect more widely the entire set of priorities set out at Kananaskis.
Approaching the mid point in the lifespan of the Global Partnership it is recognized that there
is a need to undertake an unbiased qualitative and quantitative assessment of the Global
Partnership in order to provide a clear picture of what remains to be done. Such an
assessment can help clarify how each country can best define its participation, and how each
can benefit from the expertise developed.
One of the outcomes of the G8 Summit St. Petersburg, July 2006, was the announcement of
a new global initiative by Russian Federation and USA as Co–Chairs, called Global Initiative
To Combat Nuclear Terrorism. As initial participants all G8 countries plus Australia, China,
Kazakhstan and Turkey were invited.
This new initiative as a strategic, integrative and comprehensive initiative is aimed at
providing technical and applicatory support to countries which request this support and
commit to the 8 principles of the Global Initiative. It is meant as non monetary support, which
can mainly be provided in cooparation, experience exchange through mutual expert visits,
seminars and workshops.
GRS is well prepared to cooperate with national and international organisations contributing
to the global initiative.
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Research programme related to the influence of wind on
contamination containment in nuclear installations
( S. Soares, T. Gelain, J.C. Laborde, L. Ricciardi)
In nuclear industry, the response of a ventilation network to
accidental disturbances, either mechanical (fan failure, damper
blockage,…) or thermal (fire…) is difficult to evaluate when the
network becomes complex. In order to determine and analyze
the consequences of these disturbances on the radioactive materials
containment, a computer code called SIMEVENT has been developed.
However, among the external parameters likely to affect a ventilation
network, the wind effect is actually basically modeled, due to a lack
of qualified data concerning the wind impact on complex building’s
geometries and the interaction between wind and chimney exhaust.

Furthermore, two types of scale-model have been chosen for
representing either nuclear power plants (NPP) or plants and
laboratories buildings.

In view of the networks complexity and the facilities diversity,
a research program including experimental and model studies
has been launched to assess the wind influence on contamination
containment.

Scale model for NPP

1 step: improvement of data
(2005-2006)
rst

Scale model of a nuclear installation
representative of plants and laboratories

The different values of wind pressure coefficients have been measured
on both scale-models placed in a wind-tunnel. The experimental data
obtained are compared with CFD simulations (CFX code), in order to
qualify such code for the assessment of pressure coefficient on complex
geometries. The results are quite encouraging.

The diversity of facilities geometries needs the use of a qualified
multi-D code for pressure coefficients Cpi assessment, characterizing
the wind effect on building walls and the interaction between wind
and chimney exhaust. Cpi is given by the following relation:

Cpmax = 0,60 CFX/0, 63 exp
Cpmin = 0,34 CFX/0, 29 exp

∆Pi(z)=1/2.ρ.Cpi.[Vm(z)]2
Vm(z) = Kt.ln [z/z0] Vref
(EUROCODE 1, part 2-4)

ΔPi: differential pressure
z: height above ground
z0: ground roughness
Vm: m
 ean wind velocity
at height z
Vref: reference velocity
Kt: constant depending
on terrain

Different chimney terminals have then been placed in a wind tunnel
(the parameters are the incline angle a, the wind velocity U and the
air flow in the duct W); for each angle, the evolution of the pressure
coefficient versus wind velocity is determined and is characteristic
of a chimney terminal geometry.
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2 step: wind tunnel tests
on a ventilated scale model (2007-2009)
nd

Wind tunnel tests will be performed on a ventilated scale model,
in order to combine wind effects with those linked to an accidental
disturbance (such as fan failure, gas emission or temperature
increase…). The measurements acquisition concerns internal
pressures in several “rooms” of the scale-model, internal
temperatures, air flow rates in the ducts or leakages between
“rooms” or between a “room” and the outside, and also tracer gas
release to the outside in case of emission in a “room”.

Last step: qualification of calculation
code SYLVIA (from 2007)
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The modelling of the previous experimental configurations will be
realized with computer program system called SYLVIA, combining
fires modelling with ventilation networks and airborne contamination
transport.
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IRSN/DSU/SERAC/LEMAC
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SYLVIA and ISIS: IRSN computers codes for fire safety
(L. Rigollet, L. Audouin, F. Babik, M. Forestier, S. Mélis, P. Querre, S. Suard, L. Ricciardi)

IRSN approach
Two-zone modelling used for the computer code system SYLVIA: the fire compartment is divided into two homogeneous zones separated
by a moving boundary, the upper contains hot gases and smoke, the lower represents fresh air;
Field modelling used in the 3-D ISIS computer code that provides a detailed simulation of the fire behaviour.

SYLVIA

ISIS

Set of implicitly coupled modules simulating:

Physical models:

Fire: two-zone model;
	Complex ventilation network composed of various components
(pipes, dampers, filters, fans, …);
	Aerosols transport and deposition in rooms and in the ventilation
network.
R

Numerical Schemes

Pressure regulator
NO

O
0

Finite elements for the Navier-Stokes equations;
	Finite volumes for transport (advection-diffusion-reaction) equations.

Back damper
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Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes modelling;
Low Mach number formulation;
Turbulent combustion models: PDF, EDC;
Radiative transfers: Markstein, P-1;
Conduction in walls: 1D Fourier law.
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Examples of simulations with the ISIS field code

Validation
Academic test cases:

Example of a ventilation network

Results of SYLVIA simulations:
	The variation in aerodynamic and thermal variables
(pressure, temperatures, flow rates and species concentrations);
Radioactive aerosols.

Pressure after
the inlet fan

Pressure
in fire room

Incompressible flow over
a backward-facing step

Streamlines and velocity field

2D differentially heated cavity
with the low Mach number
approximation model

Streamlines and temperature field

Pressure before
the exhaust fan

Comparison of simulation with experimental results:

Example of pressure evolutions compared to the LIC 2.3 test

Pressure evolution in the fire room
(LIC 1.14 test)

Temperature 3m above the fire source
(LIC 1.14 test)

First version of SYLVIA released
in September 2006
IRSN - L. Rigollet,
Centre d’Etudes de Cadarache BP 3.
13115 St Paul Lez Durance
Phone : 33 4 42 19 96 75
E-mail : laurence.rigollet@irsn.fr

Structure Mechanics Analysis of Experiments with Cracks in
Dissimilar Welds of Piping
(T. Schimpfke , J. Sievers)

> The ADIMEW Experiment
A displacement controlled large scale Four-PointBending test was conducted at EdF within the 5th
Framework Programme of the EU. The dissimilar
weld was manufactured according to French
specifications.
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WB 36

4 Point Bending
300° Celsius

285

453 mm
Support

500

Because no standards are available for the testing
of such heterogeneous materials, the tests on small
scale specimens show uncertainties for the
mechanical characterization and a large scatter for
the crack initiation value. The analysis results agree
very good in the deformation, but overestimate the
load compared to the experiment. The differences
are due to uncertainties in the material properties
and the definition of the initial conditions at zero
load. Therefore the assessment of the analysis
results includes a large scatterband.
1200
without crack growth
1000
Averaged Force [ kN ]

Dissimilar welds are used for the connection
between ferritic and austenitic piping at different
positions depending on the plant design. Due to the
heterogeneous material sequence with partly strong
material property differences the international
operating experience shows several incidents with
disbonding, cracks or leaks. The goal of the
conducted work was to qualify the fracture
mechanic
assessment
methods
of
such
configurations.
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The crack loading is determined by the J-Integral. A
variation of the virtual crack extension direction
shows, that the J-Integral value reaches the
maximum at 75-80° direction and not in the original
crack direction, which is 65°. The results show, that
crack initiation and the direction of the first crack
growth can be predicted in agreement with the
measurements.
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> GRS Analysis with 3D Finite Element Model
The simulation includes the material sequence with
a change in strength of more than two from the
austenitic to the ferritic side and was done without
crack growth.
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> Conclusions
A fracture assessment based on the J-Integral can
be done in principle, but there is a need for
procedures to get reliable material data from small
specimens
with
heterogeneous
material
sequences. Also simplified assessment procedures
should be further developed.
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Pre- and Post- Test Calculation for the PARAMETER-SF1
Experiment with ATHLET-CD
(W. Erdmann, K. Trambauer, J. Stuckert)
The main objective of the PARAMETER-SF1 experiment in the frame of the ISTC project 3194 is the experimental and
analytical investigation of the Russian VVER-1000 fuel rod assemblies’ behavior under simulated conditions of a
severe accident. The special feature is to study the effect of flooding a superheated test bundle from the top (top
quenching) which has not yet been investigated at all.
> Simulation of the PARAMETER test facility
To calculate the special effects of the top
quenching, some aspects are important:
- detailed simulation of the bundle top
- top and bottom quench front
- heat losses at top/bottom of bundle
- electrical heater power
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PARAMETER SF1: ATHLET-CD Modell

> Main initial and boundary conditions
The proposed initial and boundary conditions for
the double-blind pre-test calculation were quite
different from the actual experimental data during
the test e.g.:
- electric power
- mass flow (water, steam, argon)
- temperature
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> Selected results of the calculations with ATHLET-CD
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Temperature (°C)

● first experiment with top flooding
● proposed initial condition given in the
specification could not be performed during the
experiment
● bundle parameters deviated from anticipated
values
● thus, the pre-calculations not comparable with
the experiment
● post-calculations with ATHLET-CD showed good
agreement with experiment data
● top flooding is well predicted
● calculational results sensitive with respect to
- boundary conditions
- nodalisation

Grafik

> Conclusions

The Ruprechtov Natural Analogue Field Study
Its outcome with respect to uranium migration in near surface sediments
(U. Noseck, Th. Brasser, A. Laciok, M. Denecke)
> Geology and Uranium Accumulation

> Implications for Performance Assessment

Geological Development of Ruprechtov Site

● Major uranium transport only over some tens (max.
few hundreds of meters)
● Clay/lignite horizon represents efficient barrier for
uranium migration
䡲 Reducing environment: pyrite, siderite, high
content of organic matter
䡲 No evidence for uranium mobilisation during the
last several 100,000 years
● Multiphase uranium enrichment process
䡲 Major process is reduction of U(VI) and formation
of secondary U(IV) minerals during Tertiary

Sedimentation of detritic material by physical
weathering of outcropping granite
[Before Lower Oligocene, > 30 My]
Sedimentation of organic material in deepenings;
main volcanic activity with sedimentation of
pyroclastic sediments (volcanic ashes, tuff)
[Lower Oligocene to Miocene, 30 – 16 My]
Alteration of granite (Æ kaolin) and
tuff (Æ bentonite)
[Lower Oligocene to Miocene, 30 – 16 My]

3.5
3.0

Graben formation with basaltic Intrusions
[Miocene, 15 – 16 My])

0 µm

Further development of Ohre-Graben, partial
erosion of pyroclastic sediments
[Pliocene, Quaternary, < 5 My]

17.18

17.20

17.22
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U

- Sulphate reducing bacteria as additional potential reductants
䡲 Part of uranium (10 – 20%) in U(VI) state probably
sorbed to organic or clay organic material
䡲 Syn-sedimentary input of detritic material
● Role of colloids limited despite high organic content
of sediments
䡲 Relatively low DOC concentrations in
groundwater: 1 – 5 mg C/l
䡲 Impact of humic substances on U(IV) sorption on
Ruprechtov sediments at concentrations
⭓ 10 mg C/l (results from batch experiments)
䡲 Detailed investigations on the properties of the
organic matter (DOC and SOC) and degradation
processes are on the way
● Role of microbes
䡲 Autochthonous sulphate reducing bacteria are
able to lower redox potential and contribute to
stability of long-term reducing conditions
䡲 Role in degradation of sedimentary organic matter
under investigation
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- Minerals: Uraninite and ningyoite
- Arsenopyrites layers on FeS nodules
involved in reduction
process by oxidation of
As(0) to As(V)
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U

uranyl reference
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U L3 edge μ-XANES at different depths
compared to that for a U(VI) reference:
High white line intensity and no
multiple-scattering feature for U(VI)
at 17.187 keV in the sample.
Æ Major chemical form of uranium is U(IV)
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● Main granite / tuff alteration
- Mantle CO2 released
by the volcanic
activity and trapped,
probably together
with oxygen, in the
volcanic ashes
- CO2-rich waters were
able to strongly alter the volcanic ashes and the
underlying granite
- Argillisation (mainly bentonitisation) of the tuffs
to clay minerals like smectite
- Alteration of the underlying granite to kaolinite by
reaction of feldspars with CO2-rich water
- Uranium release from accessory minerals by
formation of soluble uranyl-carbonate complexes
- Uranium accumulation in „clay/lignite horizon“ by
sorption on newly formed lignites, reduction to
Uranium(IV) and precipitation
-Reduction
-Sorption
-Precipitation
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Assumed Scenario
● Main volcanic (and tectonic) activity
- Granites were
CO - / O -rich groundwater
covered by volcanic
ashes
- Temperature of the
groundwater and
sediments was
elevated
~1000 m
- Coalification of
organic matter Æ lignite
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Enhancing co-operation between AVN, IRSN and GRS: the
junior staff pilot project on the comparative testing of IPA codes
(A. de Hoyos, S. Keesmann, O. Smidts)
> Objectives
The project takes place within the framework of the Junior Staff Program of AVN, GRS and IRSN which aims at
creating a junior staff network among European TSOs.
The objective of this project is to apply integrated performance assessment (IPA) tools used by AVN, IRSN and
GRS to two generic and simplified models (Bure site in France and Mol site in Belgium) for disposal systems in
argillaceous formations. The comparison of the results from different codes applied to the disposal systems of
the two mentioned sites aims at a better understanding of the confinement capabilities of the considered
geological formations and of the IPA methodology in general. The incentive is a common understanding of
approaches developed by each partner and the improvement of this expertise. More specifically, this pilot
project aims at enhancing exchanges of views and mutual experiences in the field of understanding major
safety functions.
> Tools and Methods
A new code for the assessment of barrier systems in argillaceous formations has only recently been developed
at GRS, as in the past such formations played a minor role as a possible hosting environment for a repository in
Germany. The project also serves as a test case for this code. The considered disposal systems are defined on
the basis of the concepts and data available for Mol and Bure.
The program packages used for the performance
assessment calculations are:
• HYDRUS-1D with source term module
(AVN),
• GoldSim (IRSN) and
• EMOS-modules CLAYPOS and CHET
(GRS).
While the coupling of HYDRUS-1D with a source term
module and the EMOS-modules are FORTRAN77coded programs specifically developed for the
simulation of parts of a barrier system of a final
repository, GoldSim is a general purpose simulation
environment with an integrated graphical user
interface for modelling and data output. Models
realized in GoldSim are flexible and can be easily
adapted to new requirements. The software also
offers an intrinsic infrastructure for the sensitivity
analysis of a model.

GoldSim model of the Bure site

The radionuclide flows out of the argillaceous layer hosting the repository serve as an indicator for the
comparison of the different program packages. Additionally, the build up of nuclide inventories within a pumping
well and a river at the interface to the biosphere will be compared.
> Perspectives
The current project focuses on the far-field of a repository hosted in a deep geological formation. A follow-up
project is being considered on comparing approaches for modelling the biosphere used at the three involved
organizations.
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Implications of the Draft ICRP-2005 Recommendations
on the Radiation Field of a CASTOR-Flask
(K. Gewehr, U. Hesse, K. Hummelsheim, E. Moser, U. Quade, W. Weber)
derived, using the neutron coefficients of ICRP-74
and ICRP-2005. The changes are shown by Table 1.
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The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) from time to time updates its recommendations on dosimetric quantities, needed to
assess the health effects of ionising radiation. A
main issue are the coefficients, used to convert the
fluence of a specific type of radiation, e.g. of neutrons, to radiation dose. At present, the coefficients
of ICRP-60 (1991) and ICRP-74 (1995) are widely
used. With draft ICRP-2005, new coefficients were
published for public discussion, which account for
new aspects on health effects of radiation. Figure 1
compares the coefficients used to convert neutron
fluences to doses of the new recommendation ICRP2005 and ICRP-74. Following Fig. 1, the maximum
value of the coefficients has moved to higher energies, while being lower in the thermal neutron energy
range by about 50%. The consequence of using the
new coefficients will depend on the specific radiation
situation, but on the whole, neutron radiation dose
may be reduced up to a factor of 2.
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Figure 2: Neutron rate of UO2-fuel and vitrified High Active Waste.

radial
distance

UO2-FAs

UO2/MOX-FAs

HAW-load

1m

-15,9%

-16,5%

-15,9%

5m

-16,1%

-17,3%

-15,8%

10 m

-16,2%

-17,5%

-15,9%

Table 1: Change of calculated neutron dose outside a CASTOR, caused by
ICRP-2005 conversion coefficients.

Figure 1: Conversion coefficient wr for neutrons versus neutron energy:
(A) step function, (B) continuous function of ICRP-60, (C) continuous function of ICRP-2005.

> Influence of the new ICRP-2005 conversion
coefficients on calculated doses of the radiation
field of a CASTOR
The neutron doses of a CASTOR with three different
loads of 19 UO2-FAs, of 15 UO2- + 4 MOX-FAs and
of 28 HAW-Canisters was calculated with the 3d
Monte-Carlo radiation transport code MCNP-4C and
for verification with DORTABLE, a 2d SN-code of
GRS. The activity inventory of the load was calculated with the three GRS-codes ORIGEN-X, OREST,
and NGSRC, taking into account the contribution of
(α,n)-neutrons. Figure 2 compares the neutron
source spectrum of the vitrified HAW and the FAs.
Result of comparison: From the fluences, calculated by the radiation transport codes, doses were

The doses are reduced by about 16% to 17% for all
loads throughout, also for the HAW-load. The case
of the HAW-load is surprising, as the neutron
source spectrum is much harder, and the source
differs reasonably from that of the FA-loads (Fig. 2).
Though, it can be understood considering that neutrons from the HAW are moderated not only by the
flask material but also by the glass matrix inside the
HAW-canisters. The dose reduction of less than
50% is caused by coefficients, being reduced less
than 50 %, especially for
higher energies. Even the
≥ 1 MeV;
6%
dose contribution of the
24% epithermal and thermal
> 20 keV <
neutrons below 20 keV of
≤
20
keV;
1MeV; 70%
24%
the UO2-FAs (Fig. 3) is reduced only by 22% to 50%.
Figure 3: Neutron energy distribution outside a flask with UO2-load in 3 intervals.

Conclusion: The reduction of neutron dose by draft
ICRP-2005 increases with the share of thermal neutrons, depending on the system investigated. The
reduction varies from 50% for a fully thermal neutron
spectrum to zero for a completely fast neutron spectrum. In the case of a CASTOR-flask, a reduction of
the neutron doses below 20% is expected.
Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH –
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Extended Activation and Depletion Analysis Code GRS-ORIGEN-X
(U. Hesse, E.F. Moser, K. Hummelsheim, R. Kilger, S. Langenbuch)
The known code ORIGEN has been applied and improved
for burn-up and activation problems by GRS since 1978 up
to now, applied in reactivity, shielding tasks, reactor decay
heat investigations and in the waste management of the fuel
cycle. The code is now extended in its method, nuclear cross
sections and nuclear decay data. The development of the
extended GRS-ORIGEN-X code started 2003 from the GRS
standard tool (similar ORIGEN-S in SCALE-4.3). ORIGEN-X
runs stand-alone, but additionally it is implemented in the
burn-up code systems OREST and KENOREST.
> Extended Method
Handling of the code improved; 999 irradiation steps
possible (standard is 10); 25 fission yield isotope sets
(standard is 5) are used; 6 energy groups of neutron flux
(standard is 3) up to 20 MeV (standard is 10 MeV); beside
fission 14 nuclear induced reactions (standard is 7); 14
reactions for fission products (standard only 2) (Fig.1).
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Fig.2: Decay Heat Deviations from U235 Burst Experiments

> Results and Validation for Activation
ORIGEN Tritium problem solved; Fe-60, Na-22 and Al-26
are generated (standard no); C-14 production is increased;
in radioactive waste tasks after 4 year irradiation by LWR
neutron fluxes considerable activity differences for 50% of
all structure material elements detected compared to
standard ORIGEN method and libraries.
> Results and Validation for Burn-up Tasks
Good isotopic results in OECD-benchmarks and ARIANE
experiments (in work) for UO2 and MOX reactor fuel; see
in Fig.3 the GRS actinide deviations (red columns) for the
OECD Takahama-Benchmark UO2 fuel at 46 GWd:
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Fig.1: Neutron induced reactions in ORIGEN-X
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> Updated Neutron Cross Sections
Generated completely from Point Data Files from JEF2.2,
ENDF/B-VI, JENDL-3.2 and EAF97 (European Activation
File) used for 500 isotopes and for 15 reaction types,
inelastic scatter reactions to mesomeric isotopes included;
condensed for burn-up and activation calculations for HTR,
LWR, FBR and Fusion reactor types; same data used in 84
energy groups in GRS LWR burn-up systems OREST and
KENOREST.
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> Updated Nuclear Decay Data
ENDF/B-VI data for decay constants, energies, decay
fractions and thermal, fast and 14 MeV fission yields; decay
energies improved especially for the short time range. See
Fig.2 for reactor decay heat tasks as deviation % from U235
burst-experiments (black points). <LIBMAST06> (red curve)
is now the new ORIGEN-X database; reactor decay power
problems now solved; no systematic underestimation as in
ENDF/B-V or slightly underestimation in ENDF/B–VI:

-50,0%

Fig. 3: Calculated masses: Deviation of benchmark-participants from the mean

Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH –
Ulrich Hesse, Forschungsinstitute, 85748 Garching - Deutschland,
+49 (0)89-32004 502 / ulrich.hesse@grs.de

Conception and Methodology of a Prospective Safety Report
for Uranium Mills Tailings Ponds
(D. Weiss, J. Larue, K. Fischer- Appelt)
Uranium mill tailings ponds (MTP) stand for the highest potential risk of all legacies from uranium milling. The overall
objective of this work was to develop a standardised application document and a working tool for responsible
authorities to conduct a continuous safety status description and assessment as well as a prognosis of the respective
tailings pond site.
> Safety Assessment Principles
are based on guide and control values specified in or
derived from laws, guidances,
norms or standards for the
main components who are:
● technical installations &
geo-mechanics,
● radioactivity,
● chemical-toxic
pollutants.

> Forecast of Contaminant Propagation via
Groundwater
A three dimensional
site specific model
was generated to
forecast the
contaminant
distribution in the
downstream
groundwater flow
by means of the
available monitoring
Groundwater isohypses and uranium distribution
data.
pattern 50 years later resulting from the 3D transport modelling

Groundwater and seepage
water monitoring points

> Safety Assessment

> Application case MTP „Lengenfeld“
> Exposure Pathways Analysis
● Determination of the radiation exposure to
members of the public of different age caused by
radioactivity discharges from the tailings pond by
means of an authorized calculation procedure.
- 0.1 to 0.3 mSv/yr with a predominant
contribution of ingestion of drinking water
(about 80 %)
● Determination of the hazard resulting from
chemical-toxic pollutants according to German
regulations.
- Only relevance of Arsenic via seepage water
path

> Conclusions
● Based on the results of the safety analysis it can
be estimated that some kind of in-situ
remediation represents the best suited option.
● Due to the system stabilising features the spar
cover must be preserved.
● The seepage water flowing out at the main dam
has to be collected.
● The tailings pond should be replanted. The
surface of the pond should be adopted to the
former site morphology.
Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH
Schwertnergasse 1, 50667 Köln - Deutschland
Dietmar Weiss, +49 (0)30-8858 146 / dietmar.weiss@grs.de
Peter-Jürgen Larue, +49 (0)221-2068 791 / peter-juergen.larue@grs.de
Klaus Fischer-Appelt, +49 (0)221-2068 768 / klaus.fischer-appelt@grs.de
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● Monitoring data (ground- and seepage water)
● Radon in near bottom air
● Data and information from expertises, reports
and technical documents
● Site specific data and information (data base
A.LAS.KA. / FbU)

Grafik

> Data Base

● The present status of the tailings pond „Lengenfeld“ was evaluated as to be safe for all three risk
components and therefore it is no need for shortterm measures to minimize hazards or to reduce
the contaminants spreading via groundwater.
● The geochemical environment of the tailings can
be regarded as steady, but they are hydraulically
tensed by overlaying spar cover.
● The low permeability of the tailings prevents a
significant vertical transport of contaminants into
the underground.

Course on Severe Accident Progression
(analysis, data and uncertainties)
Education reference: SARNET

Organized by
Direction de l’évaluation scientifique
et technique et de la qualité
BP 17 - 92 262 Fontenay-aux-Roses Cedex France
E-mail : formations@irsn.fr

Informations about this education
www.sar-net.org
www.irsn.org/formations

First session: Cadarache (France) - March 12-16, 2007

Context

Aim

In case of an accidental situation
occurring on a nuclear reactor with
cumulative safeguards systems failures,
core melt of the reactor could happen.
In this situation, it is necessary to have
the best knowledge in one hand
of the complex and different physical
mechanisms, in the other hand of possible
loss of the confinement during short
term or medium term with the aim to be
able to suggest specific advices or actions
and to provide prognosis on potential
consequences involving their kinetics and associated radioactive
releases. Management of this type of situation has to be realized
during a long duration.

This education involves the following:

The main question is relative to the associated knowledge
of the staff needed to provide advices: are they by their usual
tasks educated enough to core melt situations and depending
on the corresponding answer, have they to be educated?
To date, only few engineers, everyone in his skill field, have
contributed to the assessment of a core melt situation called “Severe
accident progression”.
The situation is the same for the engineers who have been involved
in the level 2 probabilistic studies allowing radioactive release
probability after a core melt.
Elsewhere, in most of the countries, only accidental transients
leading to beginning of core discovery have been simulated.
Consequently, the staff who could be involved in severe accident
progression situations is not enough trained today with the specific
physical phenomena and their kinetics.
Consequently, an important stake is to educate the staff having
to intervene to provide advices and prognosis in case of core melt
situation on a nuclear reactor.

Who can be interested?
All people working in the nuclear safety field having
to intervene in case of severe accident occurring on nuclear
reactor with the aim to provide diagnosis and prognosis on the
accident evolution and consequently to allow the authorities
to take adapted measures to protect the populations are
concerned, whatever their position in the nuclear field
management, safety authorities, technical support to safety
authorities, utilities or designers.

	Knowledge on the associated risks linked with severe accident
progression for the different types of nuclear reactors;
 nowledge on the deterioration mechanisms of the different safety
K
barriers in case of severe accident;
Knowledge on the possible recovery actions.
The main aim is to provide the participants with a large set
of data (consequences, kinetics...) associated with the different
modes of deterioration of the different safety barriers of
a reactor after its core melt.
It is also foreseen to include some addressing uncertainty data and
methods into the severe accident course materials. And, perhaps
beyond the scope of this effort, an international effort to characterize
uncertainty of key input parameters and phenomena used on severe
accident codes, specifying ranges and distributions, would be
a large step moving towards the direction of making uncertainty
characterization a routine element of severe accident analysis.

Expected benefits
This education will allow the different participants to catch
the order of magnitude of physical phenomena occurring
during core melt on a reactor of different types (PWR, BWR
and, on request, VVER, CANDU and Generation III reactors)
with corresponding data and uncertainties.

Means:
Lectures.

Participants:
At least 20 per session.

Duration:
5 days.

Prerequisite for participants:
Course for nuclear safety
specialists.

Educator:
France (Cadarache castle)
in March 2007.
Venue:
Nuclear Safety experts
from different countries
with large skills and knowledge
on the different types
of nuclear reactors and
on the progression
of a severe accident.

Responsible:
Jean-Marie MATTEI,
(France / IRSN).
Sessions:
The first session will focus on
PWR and BWR. Other sessions
will deal also with VVER,
CANDU and Generation III
reactors.

JS3P: Junior Staff Programme Pilot Project
H. Prétrel, N.Trégourès,V. Bessiron,A. Dehoyos, I. Delvallée, N. Brisson, C. Debayle, M. Dubreuil, G. Nicaise, J.P. Perignon, J. Richard (IRSN), N. Reinke,
J. Kaulard, M. Bürgener, S. Keesmann, B. Schramm, A. Seubert, J. Sternkopf, G. Thuma, S. Weber (GRS), O. Smidts, E. Maillet, A. Bucalossi,
M. Van haesendonck, W. Uyttenhove, J. Mertens (AVN)

Concept
The objective of the project is to allow junior staff members
from the European Technical Safety Organisations (TSOs),
IRSN, GRS and AVN, to work together with the final goal of creating
a junior staff network, based on technical, cultural and personal
interests.
These projects are to show junior staff members at a very early
stage during their career the need for European collaborations.
They are also a tool to explore new subjects of co-operation.
It is an initiative that should strengthen the links between the
organisations and contribute to establishing the future of nuclear
safety in Europe.
A JS3P (Junior Staff Programme Pilot Project) is a project done jointly Members of the JSP at Eurosafe 2005 in Brussels
by “junior” staff members from the three TSOs, where experience
of “seniors” is also integrated when needed. Compared to other collaborative activities, it has certain specific features. The JS3P favours
staff exchanges, and technical meetings of several days should be planned during a project in order to encourage people to work together.
Technical objectives are shared and the work is done jointly (reports, articles). The team involved in the JS3P should be as small as possible to favour
its efficiency. The JS3P is short and easy to realise. Its duration is fixed to a maximum of about 12 months with the option to be prolonged.
Typical topics are bibliographic work, comparison issues, scientific surveys, benchmark exercises and prospective investigations on innovative
ideas. They can be linked to existing joint projects and then form a smaller module integrated into the large project. Topics may concern
prospective issues, tentatively investigating new topics that can be seen as exploratory co-operation projects. Subjects may also concern
research issues that are not a priority but that deserve to be investigated as new attractive topics.
The JS3P is defined and managed by junior staff members. It is approved by a management board committee and supervised by a technical
steering committee. The JS3P is currently tested during an exploratory period until EUROSAFE Forum 2007.

The first JS3Ps
Application of IPA methods to generic disposal
concepts in clay:
The objective is to apply integrated performance assessment (IPA)
tools used by AVN, GRS and IRSN to two generic and simplified
models for the disposal systems in clay. The comparison of the
results from different tool chains aims at a deeper comprehension
of the safety functions in clay and of the IPA methodology in
general. A. De Hoyos (IRSN), S. Keesmann (GRS), O. Smidts
(AVN).

Scaling methods in thermal hydraulics:
The objective is to study the “Scaling methods” with the final goal
to understand their outcomes in the field of thermal hydraulics
codes for nuclear safety applications from joint bibliographical
study. (Proposal in progress) N. Trégourés (IRSN), N. Reinke (GRS),
A. Bucalossi (AVN).

IRSN - H. Prétrel
BP 3 - 13115 Saint-Paul Lez Durance - France
E-mail: hugues.pretrel@irsn.fr
GRS - J. Kaulard
Schwertnergasse 1 D - 50667 Köln - Germany
E-mail: joerg-kaulard@grs.de
AVN - O. Smidts
Rue Walcourt 148 - 1070 Bruxelles - Belgique
E-mail: osm@avn.be

Sharing experience in fracture mechanics for nuclear
safety applications – Evaluation of the Master Curve
methodology:
Within the framework of the surveillance of reactor pressure
vessel integrity, the Master Curve methodology has been
presented as an alternative to the ASME fracture toughness curve.
The objective of this project is to share a common understanding
of the Master Curve approach, and to compare the differences
in conservatism with the ASME curve. I. Delvallée (IRSN),
W. Uyttenhove (AVN).

Options and realisation of a web platform of
communication:
The objective is to develop a web-platform to build a database for
the JSP documents and to present the JSP to involved TSOs and
externals. (Proposal in progress) S. Weber (GRS).

Safety Analysis of RBMK Design Basis Accidents by Coupled
Neutronics Thermal Hydraulics Codes QUABOX/CUBBOXATHLET and SADCO-ATHLET

Flow Rate, kg/s

Power, MW

(M.Clemente*, S.Langenbuch*, K.Velkov*, P.Kuznetcov**, V.Panin**, M.Roghdestvensky**, T.Sakharova**,
I.Stenbock** *) GRS, Germany, **) RDIPE, Russia)
2. ATHLET is an effective calculational tool for
One of the most important issues of safety analysis
analyses of RBMK reactors.
is the validation and verification (V&V) of coupled
neutronics/thermal-hydraulics codes used to study
NPP transients and accidental processes. Risks
Table 1: Main Calculation Parameters
and difficulties of a straight experimental investiParameter
Q/C-SADCO
gation of such regimes of operating NPPs for V&V
Difference, %
Channel Power
4,5
purposes give rise to the application of coupled 3D
Cladding Temperature 1,6
code packages cross-verification.
Fuel Temperature
11,2
> Codes for V&V: Thermal hydraulics and fluid
7
mechanics calculations were performed by the
6
ATHLET code (Analysis of Thermal-hydraulics of
5
Leaks and Transient). Right and left loops of RBMK
Main Coolant Circuit (MCC) connected by a steam
4
SADCO-ATHLET
line system were simulated. The following elements
3
Q/C ATHLET
of each loop are reproduced as one group each: 2
2
Steam Drums, Downcomers and 3 Main Coolant
0
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Fig.1: Fuel Channel Power during Rod Withdrawal
modeled as one group for RIAs; however for
LOCAs accidental and neighbouring channels are
7.0
SADCO-ATHLET
described separately. Fuel Channels (and the
6.5
Lower Water Lines) are grouped according to the
Q/C ATHLET
reactor core power distribution. In a first approach
6.0
the core power in the ATHLET2.0A input model
5.5
was simulated by a point kinetics model, which was
5.0
replaced later by the 3D-core models SADCO from
0
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100
NIKIET and QUABOX/CUBBOX (Q/C) from GRS.
Tim e, s

> Conclusions:
1. The results show that coupled codes crossverification provides a reliable methodology of
testing such codes for transient and accident
analyses.
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Fig.2: Fuel Channel Flow Rate during Rod Withdrawal
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Fig.3: Fuel Temperature during Rod Withdrawal
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> Results of Calculations: A comparison of Q/Cand SADCO-ATHLET calculations for the NPP
Kursk-1 are presented as example of 3D coupled
codes cross-verification, showing a rod withdrawal
accident. In the ATHLET model the RBMK core is
represented by 6 regions, however the fuel
channels around the accidental rod were analyzed
separately, resulting in a total number of 79 thermal
hydraulic channels in ATHLET to describe the core.
The detailed description of modernized control and
protection system (CPS) was included in the model.
A comparison of Q/C and SADCO results for main
physical parameters are shown in Table 1. Fig.1 Fig.4 present maximum values of Channel Power,
Flow Rate, Fuel and Cladding Temperatures
depending on transient time.
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Fig.4: Cladding Temperature during Rod Withdrawal

Dr. Igor Stenbock, RDIPE, Moscow, phone: +7495 2644232 / sten@nikiet.ru
Dr. Manfred Clemente, GRS, Garching, phone: +49 89 32004 538 / manfred.clemente@grs.de

Achievement of an exercise to prepare for a nuclear
material inventory in case of emergency
 o test and check the organiT
sation of crisis in the event of
suspicion of theft or diversion

 o prepare the various actors
T
involved for complicated and
realistic interventions

 o maintain a level of vigilance
T
against malevolent or terrorist
threats on nuclear facilities

 o complete procedures
T
assessment and inspections

Component elements

Experience feedback

Scenario

Based on 10 exercises with 14 involved nuclear plants

Themes
 Theft or sabotage
One or several operators
One or several sites
+/- media pressure
Examples

Nuclear item shifting
Picture trafficking
+ blackmail
Database falsification
Use of traps

Basis of elaboration
Security studies
Design basis threats
Identification of nuclear
M
 aterial flows
Identification of potentially
threatning nuclear materials

Crisis
organization

Reliance on regulations
A regulation on the follow-up and the accountancy of nuclear
material with at least a text dealing with the need to carry out
inventories. In France-Decree n°81-512 May 12 1981:
To know all the input-output, localization, use, transformation
of nuclear material;
All these provisions under standard “Management of quality”

Schedule
D
 -7 months: Presentation meeting at the operators’
D
 -4 months: Meeting of official launching between:
Authority, Operators and Technical support (IRSN)
From D-3 months to D-2 weeks meeting for preparing
scenarios:

Feedback to achieve that type of exercise

Scenario
T
 he essential involvement of the operator in the development
of the scenario
Non-proliferation

is no longer the only assumption, sabotage could
be included

Schedule
T
 he preparation must imperatively consist of:
 Pre-briefing of the operators several months in advance
The issuing of an exercise agreement settlement
Before the exercise, the delivery of relevant documentation
A
 first assessment must be done immediately after the end of the
exercise in each emergency committee
A
 n assessment of the comprehensive feedback must be carried out
approximately one month after the exercise with representatives
of all the involved actors
Feedback on the improvements to be brought in case of a real
crisis
T
 he need for defining an indicator allowing us to communicate
on the inventory progress
T
 o have a dedicated Internet site to provide journalists with
information in order to avoid network overload
The

deadlines for the validation of the press releases must be
compatible with the requirements of media timing
T
 he need to set up dedicated and protected networks to guarantee
the confidentiality of information

Benefits gained
C
 onfidence of the authorities in the control of crisis situations
Validation of the written procedures for crisis situations
Realistic evaluation of the duration in order to achieve a partial
inventory
Skills acquired by the teams working with the media pressure
Confidence in the reliability of technical communication
equipment
Verification of the nuclear materials data

 Media pressure preparation
Working out an exercise convention
D
 : Launching of the exercise and immediate assessment
D
 +1 month: Debriefing for evaluation and identification
of the improvements

IRSN - Nuclear Defense Expertise Division
Route du Panorama - BP 17
92262 Fontenay-aux-Roses - France
E-mail: bernard.massendari@irsn.fr
E-mail: flavien.lemoine@irsn.fr

The French-German Initiative for Chernobyl
Overview of the French-German Initiative
H. Biesold, H.-G. Friederichs, G. Pretzsch (GRS), G. Deville-Cavelin, V. Lhomme, N. Rutschkowsky,
M. Tirmarche (IRSN), D. Bazyka, V. Chabanyuk, A. Seleznev (CC), A.M. Kellerer (SBI)
Programmes
Three scientific and technical co-operation
programmes are financed with a total budget of about
6 million Euro within the frame work of the FrenchGerman Initiative:
● Programme 1: SARCOPHAGUS
Safety of the Chernobyl ”Sarcophagus“
● Programme 2: RADIOECOLOGY
Study of the radioecological consequences of the
accident
● Programme 3: HEALTH
Study of health effects

Background
At the IAEA conference in Vienna in April 1996 - 10 years after
the Chernobyl accident - the French and German Environment
Ministers jointly announced their co-operation initiative with
the Ukraine, Belarus and Russia over scientific programmes
concerning the aftermath of the Chernobyl disaster.
Numerous scientific studies have been conducted in the
affected republics of the former USSR with and without the
participation of international organisations, but largely with
insufficient real co-ordination. For some of the studies, results
have never been publicly documented. There are still incoherent
or even contradictory reports on the ecological and medical
consequences of the accident.

Results
Extend of damage to unite 4 at Chernobyl

Purpose
The main purpose of the French-German Initiative is to assist
in the collection and validation of the existing data in Ukraine,
Belarus and Russia for developing a reliable and objective
basis useful for the planning of counter-measures, for
information of the public, and for future work.

The FGI could be finished successfully. Consistant and
comprehensive database with approved data on sarcophagus
as well as environmental and health impact of the Chernobyl
accident is now in operation at GRS, IRSN, Chernobyl Centre
and other institutions. A new level of scientific-technical cooperation between Germany and France with institutions of
Ukraine, Belarus and Russia was practiced as well as reanimated interrelation between them were stimulated.

Co-ordination
GRS (Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit),
supported in programme 3 by SBI (Strahlenbiologisches Institut
der Universität München) and IRSN (Institut de radioprotection
et de sûreté nucléaire) are co-ordinating the projects on the
Western side. The CC (Chornobyl Center for Nuclear Safety,
Radioactive Waste and Radioecology) as Eastern co-ordinator
is also the beneficiary.

German Support by

● Institut de radioprotection et de sûreté nucléaire (IRSN)
● Electricité de France (EdF)

Screen shot of a datebase: Schematic represention of the
Sarcophagus and the adjacent buildings

www.fgi.icc.gov.ua - www.irsn.fr - www.grs.de
IRSN - Department International Relations - 77-83, avenue du Général-de-Gaulle, 92140 Clamart - FRANCE / Tél. +33 (0)1 5835 8131 / jean-bernard.cherie@irsn.fr
GRS - Department International Programmes - Kurfuerstendamm 200, 10719 Berlin - GERMANY / tel.: +49 30 88589 124 / Hartmuth.Teske@grs.de
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French Support by
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● Bundesministerium für Umwelt, Naturschutz und
Reaktorsicherheit (BMU)
● Vereinigung Deutscher Elektrizitätswerke (VDEW) e.V.

The French-German Initiative for Chernobyl
Programme 1: SARCOPHAGUS
G. Pretzsch* (GRS), V. Lhomme (IRSN), A. Seleznev (CC)
Goals
The aim of the programme was collection, analysis, selection and verification of all safety relevant data of the ruins of Unit 4 as well
as the Sarcophagus in a comprehensive data base. This detailed knowledge is helpful to stabilize the currently unsafe Sarcophagus
and to transform it into an ecological safe system.

Tasks and results

Data Base
● The data base is designed under Access. A Geographic
Information System (GIS) using ArcGIS serves as a
navigation system to retrieve all information from the data
base using two and three dimensional cross sections of
the Sarcophagus.
● The data collected and processed within the framework of
the French-German-Initiative are an excellent basis for the
specialist application at the Chornobyl Centre as well as
for an extended use in connection with the stabilization of
the Sarcophagus and the erection of the New Safe
Confinement in the frame of the „Shelter Implementation“
(SIP) performed under the auspices of the European Bank
for Reconstruction and Development.
● In addition, the database can be used for obtaining
information needed for project descriptions, safety
analysis reports, etc. The Ukrainian safety authority
SNRCU (State Nuclear Regulatory Committee of Ukraine)
and its technical safety organisation, the State ScientificTechnical Centre Nuclear Radiation Safety (SSTC NRS),
and other organizations have also announced interest in
using the data base.

0506702

Database screen shot:
Information about the
radiation field at the
Shelter site

Database screen shot:
Information about the
fuel still remaining inside the Sarcophagus

Architectural drawing of the planned new Shelter around the
destroyed Unit 4 of the Chernobyl nuclear power plant

www.fgi.icc.gov.ua - www.irsn.fr - www.grs.de
*GRS - Waste Management Devision - Office Berlin: Kurfuerstendamm 200, 10719 Berlin - GERMANY / tel.: +49 30 88589 145 / Gunter.Pretzsch@grs.de
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● Building Constructions
The data base contains geometric dimensions of all
nearly 1000 rooms and their accessibility, the properties
and characteristics of building materials and
constructions, their load-bearing capacities, degree of
destruction etc. These data serve as a basis for new
upgrading projects for the Sarcophagus.
● Systems and Equipment
All data about the systems and equipment installed
before and added after the accident, such as ventilation,
measuring and monitoring systems or electricity and
water supply systems, are also part of the data base.
● Radiological Situation
By means of the data base it is possible to retrieve
information about the radiological situation, i.e. the local
dose rates and the radioactive contamination in the
different rooms of the Sarcophagus and the adjacent
buildings.
● Nuclear Fuel and Radioactive Waste
Information about the fuel still remaining inside the
Sarcophagus and the associated parameters, e.g.
nuclide compositions, physical and chemical properties,
etc., were collected and described. The database
distinguishes between four modifications of fuel
containing materials, i.e. fuel element fragments, molten
fuel lava, radioactive dust and uranium and plutonium
solutes in water.
● Environmental Impact
This part contains information about local dose rates
above ground, soil and ground water contamination as
well as radioactivity in the air at the Shelter site. These
quantities can graphically be interpolated between local
measuring points with the GIS system (visual navigator),
and the accumulated exposure of individuals can be
integrated when staying or moving in the radiation fields.
● Data Base Configuration
The data base consists of primary information, e.g.
numbers, tables and graphs of technical parameters as
well as auxiliary information, e.g. short text comments,
pictures, videos and animations. All technical data are
linked to a bibliography of primary sources of
information, e.g. official reports etc.

The French-German Initiative for Chernobyl
Programme 2: REDAC, the radioecological database after
the Chernobyl accident
G. Deville-Cavelin* (IRSN), H. Biesold (GRS), V. Chabanyuk (CC)
Goals
to built a database for integrating the results of programme „Radioecology“ of the French-German Initiative: Ecological portrait, initial
contamination, wastes management, soil-plants & animals transfer, transfer by runoff and in the aquatic environment, countermeasures
in urban and natural and agricultural environments

Specific methodology

Soft integration: portlets & DDB

original „Project Solutions Framework“
● Information system developped as a soft integrated portal
● Geoinformation system: all spatial data geocoded

Portlets = mini-applications for business functions and
processes, made of web parts
Digital Dashboards (DDB) = Portlets + web parts
DDB sites = collections of DDB, adjustable by users
Main portlets & DDB:

DB structure
●
●
●
●
●

Publications: all classical informations, original data
Products: storage of open publications of the Project
Processes: management of the Project and Sub-projects
Services: information and software objects, help,
Basics: information on system and organizationnal
development

REDAC content
Sub-project

Nature of data

0

Administrative data in three countries: (20 oblasts, 432 raions)
Settlements
Geocoded maps (vegetation, roads, railway, hydrography, relief ...)

30909
12

Average soil contamination (original)
Direct measurement of contamination (original)
Meteorological data

1011
32097
5145

1

2

Ecological portrait

Contamination

Wastes

Number

Geographical location of waste disposal and related content
(Quality/contamination)

-

GlobalFunctions: interconnection between portlets
ContentTree: access to a content of REDAC
LibraryLocator: shows location in the library
Index: search of documents by key words
Search: search of documents according to chosen properties
Favorites: generation of sets of the most often used files
Briefcase: for downloading documents to the user’s computer
MetaView: shows metadata, characterizing the files
DocView: displays the file load from the web server
ProductRelations, ActiveRelations, AllRelations: shows relations
between the selected document and other associated documents
- Glossary: global project glossary based on thematic ones

Example of
portlet
interface

550

3a Soil-plant transfer

Contamination of soils, including forests
Contamination of plants and transfer factors

5970
6574

3b Transfer to animals

Contamination of fodder and forage, including for game
Contamination: meat (+game) and milk and tranfer factors

9770
7154

3c Transfer by runoff

Meteorological data
Soil and experimental plots contamination
River contamination and runoff coefficients
Test of tranfer models

3d Transfer in aquatic
ecosystems

Contamination of the aquatic enviroment
Contamination of fishes
Test of tranfer models

2500
459

4

Urban transfer,
countermeasures

Dose rate in streets and houses
Efficiency of decontamination methods

7027
30

5

Countermeasures

Countermeasures and efficiency:
Plant production
Stock-breeding
Meadows ecosystems
Forest ecosystems
Technological processing

5261
1916
681
1783
98
783

34635
3826/
7133

Soft integration: cartography system
Map from „Ecological portrait“ integrated with thematic
databases
Loaded in a special category (by IS Geo Internet Map Server)
Cartographical functions: navigation, scaling, extracting, layer
management, Databases arrangement independent of map
system architecture

Example of map
extraction for SP1
„Initial contamination“

General conclusions
REDAC, powerful and useful radioecological tool:
● All elements easily accessible through the original tool,
ProSF, developped by IS Geo
● Relations constructed between the documents
(files, databases, documentation, reports, ...)
● All elements structured by a metainformation
● Mechanisms of search
● Global radioecological glossary
● Spatial data geocoded
● Processes, tools and methodology suitable for similar
projects
● Data useful for scientific studies, modelling, operational
purposes, communication with mass media

www.fgi.icc.gov.ua - www.irsn.fr - www.grs.de
*IRSN - Environment and Emergency Operations Division [DEI] - Department for the Study of Radionuclide Behaviour in Ecosystems [SECRE]
CE Cadarache BP n°3 - 13115 Saint-Paul-lez-Durance / tel.: +33 (0)442 25 31 53 / gerard.deville-cavelin@irsn.fr

Grafik

Addition of functionality, support and maintenance
Strong integration:
Thematic integration = merging of all DB in an unique one
Information integration = decision of „strong integration“ and
information support
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The French-German Initiative for Chernobyl
Programme 3: HEALTH consequences of the Chernobyl accident
M. Tirmarche* (IRSN), A. M. Kellerer (SBI), D. Bazyka (CC)
Goals
The main objectives of the health programme are collection and validation of existing data on cancer and non cancer diseases in the
most highly contaminated regions of Ukraine, Russia and Belarus, common scientific expertise on main health indicators and reliable
dosimetry, and finally communication of the results to the scientific community and to the public.

General Tasks

Specific studies

1- Comparison between high and low exposed regions
2- Description of trends over time,
3- Consideration of specific age groups
This methodological approach is applied on
● Solid cancer incidence and leukaemia incidence in
different regions in Ukraine, Belarus and Russia,
● With a special focus on thyroid cancer in young exposed
ages

● Incidence of congenital malformations in Belarus
● Infant mortality and morbidity in the most highly
contaminated regions
● Potential effects of prenatal irradiation on the brain as
a result of the Chernobyl accident
● Nutritional status of population living in regions with
different levels of contamination
● Dosimetry of Chernobyl clean-up workers
● Radiological passports in contaminated settlements

Thyroid cancer
Those exposed in very young ages continue to express a
relatively high excess of thyroid cancer even though they have
now reached the age group 15-29.
Those exposed as young adults show a small increase, at
least partly due to better screening conditions.
Number of cancers

200
0 - 14 ans
15 - 29 ans

160

As a national register was existing since the 1980s and gives
the possibility to compare trends before and after the accident,
results of congenital malformations describe large results
collected over Belarus,
There is no evidence of a difference in the trends when
comparing exposed and unexposed oblasts.
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Potential effects of prenatal
irradiation on the brain
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Thyroid cancer incidence rates in children and young adults as
a function of age at diagnosis in Belarus.
Source: Belarusian Cancer Registry (BCR)
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Congenital malformations

15 - 29
30 - 49
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Thyroid cancer incidence rates in adults as a function of age at
diagnosis in Russia (Bryansk et Orel)
Ivanov V.K., Maksioutov M.A., Korelo A.M / Medical Radiological Research Center of RAMS

Leukemia
Description of leukemia trends for various age groups show
no clear difference between exposed and unexposed regions
when focusing on those exposed at very young ages.
The rates of childhood leukemia before and after the accident
show no evidence of any increase (oblasts in Belarus over
1982-1998) [Radiat Environ Biophys 40 (4) 2001]

Intelligence Assessment of Ukrainian children is measured
by an adapted and normalised tool: the Wechsler Intelligence
Scale for Children, WISC (the verbal, performance and full
scale IQs).
● There are significant (p<0.001) differences on intelligence
scale of exposed children: the full scale IQ and verbal IQ
are lower in exposed versus non exposed children.
● Differences on performance IQ are non significant
(p>0.05)
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Exposed group
in Pripyat
(n = 140)

Comparison group
from Kiev
(n = 136)

Intelligence of children (WISC) in Ukraine Verbal IQ
A.I. Nyagu, K.N. Loganovsky, R. Pott-Born / Research Center for Radiation
Medicine of AMSU

www.fgi.icc.gov.ua - www.irsn.fr - www.grs.de
* IRSN - Radiological Protection and Human Health Division (DRPH) - Radiobiology and Epidemiology Department (LEPID)
CE Fontenay-aux-Roses B.P. 17 - 92262 Fontenay-aux-Roses Cedex - FRANCE / tel.: +33 (0)1 58 35 71 94 / margot.tirmarche@irsn.fr
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At present stage, not all the possible effects of the Chernobyl accident have been studied: some of them may arise after a long latency
period.The basic data that are supporting our present descriptive analyses are stored in our common HEDAC database. Final reports
of all the sub-projects are available and most of our results are presented in our CD summarizing the workshop in Kiev on October 5
and 6, 2004.
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General conclusions

